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A List of the Lighthouses and Light Vessels on the Coasts of Great Britain, Sfc. included

in tke Chart of the North Sea, with the Pages where, in thefollowing Work, they will be

found morefully described.

NORE LIGHT VESSEL is situated at the extremity of the Nore Sand, and exhibits two

Lights placed horizontally, serving to show the entrances to the Thames and Medway.—Page 6.

SUNK LIGHT VESSEL lies off the eastern part of the Sunk Sand, and is intended to be

a guide into and out of the King's Channel and Harwich, it exhibits one Light only.—Paget

11 and 14.

HARWICH.LIGHTHOUSES.—These are two, they are situated near the town of Har

wich, and, when in a line, bear N. W. by N. serving as a thwart mark for the Cork Sand, and

for entering the Harbour.—Pages 18 and 20.

ORFORDNESS LIGHTHOUSES.—These are two, erected on the beach at Orfordness,

and bearing, when in a line N. E. by E. J E. and S.W. by W. J W. ; these serve to lead vessels

clear of the Knapes, and through the inner channel to Orfordness and Hollesley Bay, &c.—

Pages 18, 21, and 22.

LOWESTOFF LIGHTHOUSES.—These are two, of great utility in making the laud, and

guiding vessels into the Stanford Passage—Pages 22 and 24.

STANFORD LIGHT VESSEL is situated within the Holm Sand, on the eastern side of

the Stanford Passage, and exhibits two Lights placed horizontally.—Page 23.

The GALLOPER LIGHT VESSEL, rides near the Southern end of the Galloper Sand,

and is a guide to clear that sand and the Kentish Knock, &c. ; it bears taw lights, placed hori

zontally on two separate Masts.—Page 25.

The GOODWIN LIGHT VESSEL lies off the North Sand Head, and exhibits three lights

forming a triangle, the middle light being most elevated ; they are intended to lead clear of

the North end of the Goodwin and into the Downs.—Page 38.

The GULL STREAM LIGHT VESSEL, having two lights placed horizontally, lies off

the Trinity Swashway, and about a quarter of a mile from the Goodwin ; its intention is to

guide ships through the Gull Stream.—Page 38. -

NORTH FORELAND LIGHT is situated upon the North Foreland; and serves to direct

vessels, coming from seaward, into the Downs or Margate Roads.—Page 40.

SOUTH FORELAND LIGHTS are two, and greeted on the Beach, the higher Lighthouse

brought on the middle of Old Stairs Bay is a good mark through the Gull Stream ; and the two

lights in a line bearing W. by N., leads clear of the South Sand Head.—Pages 41 and 42.-

RAMSGATE PIER LIGHT stands on the West Pier, and is lit when there is 10 feet water

between the Pier Heads ; it is composed of 3 Argand Lamps with reflectors, and is a good

direction for the Harbour.—Pages 41 and 42.

NEWARP LIGHT VESSEL, lies off the extremity of the Newarp Sand, and has two lights

placed horizontally ; its principal utility is to direct Ships into the Hasborougb and Cockle

Gats.—Pages 45 and 47. n

.WINTERTON LIGHTHOUSE stands on the Beach, and is chiefly intended to point out the

situation of the adjacent Shoals.—Page 47.

HASBOROUGH LIGHTHOUSES are two, used in sailing in or out of Hasborough Gat,

the leading mark being the two lights in one, bearing N. W. J W,—Page 47,
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CROMER"or FOULNESS LIGHTHOUSE.—This is a revolving light presenting a bright

appearance every minute.—Page 48.

DUDGEON LIGHT VESSEL.—This Vessel rides on the Western side of the Dudgeon

Bank, and exhibits two lights —-Page 49.

HUNSTON or HUNSTANTON LIGHTHOUSE, exhibits an oil light with 14 lamps, and

stands on the Beach at the entrance of Lynn Well, into which it is a guide.—Page 54.

SPURN LIGHT VESSEL lies off the entrance of the River Humber, and exhibits one

light by night, and a scarlet flag by day ; a Bell also is kept tolling during dark and foggy

weather.T-Poge 56.

SPURN LIGHTHOUSES ; these are two, erected on the Spurn Head, and visible at a con

siderable distance ; they are intended to direct ships into the Humber, and when in a line,

bear N. W. by N. J W.—Page 58.

FLAMBOROUGH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE is erected within 400 yards of its extreme

point ; it is a revolving light, with three faces, one of which is red ; it exhibits a face every

two minutes.—Page 61.

SCARBOROUGH LIGHTHOUSE is erected upon the Pier, and is lighted from half flood

to half ebb : being a tide light only.—Page 61.

SUNDERLAND LIGHTHOUSE stands on the North Pier Head, and is 90 feet high ;

there is also a Tide Light on the South Pier, serving to shew when there is 7 feet water over the

Bar.—Page 65.

SHIELDS LIGHTHOUSES Here are two Lighthouses which, when brought in a line, lead

directly over the Bar.—Page 66.

TYNEMOUTH CASTLE LIGHT revolves and shews a bright light every minute.—Page 66.

STAPLES LIGHTHOUSE is situated on the Brownsuian Island, and revolves.—Page 69.

FERN ISLAND LIGHT also revolves, and like the Brownsman's Light shews the full face

of the reflector every half minute. There is also another and lower Lighthouse on the Fern

Island, standing near itsN.W. part; these lights bear S. by E., and N. by W. from each

other.—Pages 69, 72, and 74.

MAY ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE exhibits a fixed light from lamps with reflectors ; it forms

a very conspicuous object, and serves to point out the entrance to the Firth of Forth Page 79.

INCH KEITH LIGHTHOUSE shews a revolving Light without colour, becoming bright

once every minute, then gradually lessening its brilliancy until it totally disappears ; thus it

cannot be mistaken for any other light on this coast, and is particularly calculated to assist the

mariner in navigating the channels to and from Leitb Roads, &c.—Page 80.

BELL ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.—This Light is 115 feet from the level of the sea at low

water, and made to revolve horizontally, completing its revolution in the space of three mi

nutes, and shewing a red and a bright light alternately ; a bell is also kept tolling in foggy

weather to warn mariners of their approaching danger.—Page 85.

BUTTON NESS LIGHTHOUSES are both situated upon the northern shore offhe River

Tay, and principally useful in crossing the Bar.—Page 86.

MONTROSE LIGHTS.—These are Harbour Lights, visible 5 or 6 miles off at sea, and

painted white, but the Lights exhibited from these Towers are of a red colour, and when brought

in one bear nearly W. N. W.—Page 88.

ABERDEEN has a Tide Light placed en the North Pier Head when there is sufficient water

over the Bar.—Page 89.

KINNAIRCS HEAD LIGHTHOUSE will be visible in clear weather 12 or 14 leagues,

and is chiefly intended to point out this part of the coast.—Page 93.

PENTLAND SKERRIES LIGHTS.—These are two Lighthouses erected Hpon the Great

Skerry, bearing from each other nearly N. N. E. and S. S. W. and point out the entrance to

Pentland Firth.—Page 97.

START POINT LIGHTHOUSE, on the Isle of Sanda, one of the Orkneys, exhibits a re

volving Light, distinguished from all others by its being seen during one minute, and dis

appearing the next.—Page 100.

SUMBURGH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE stands on the southern part of the Shetlands, ele

vated 300 feet above the level of the sea, and visible 6 or 7 leagues in fair weather.—Page 105.

LIGHTHOUSES and LIGHT VESSELS on the COASTS OF FRANCE, HOLLAND,

GERMANY and NORWAY.

CALAIS has a regular Lighthouse, which shews a white revolving flame, and makes its cir

cuit in three minutes ; there are also occasional tide lights.—Page 118.

N1EUPORT has also a Beacon, Castle, and Lighthouse Page 119.

OSTEND has a lofty Lighthouse situated near the west end ot the Jetty, 80 feet above high

water mark, and also a Beacon or Tide Light; these lights, when in one, lead to the entrance

of the port.—Page 119.

WALCHEREN.—On the West part of the Island stands West Cappel, where a conspicuous

Light is exhibited, which may be seen to seaward from every point of the compass.—.Page 130.

GOEREE LIGHTS.—There now are tmo Lights on the Island of Goeree, which, when

brought in a line, will load into the Gatway.—Page 131.

There are several Fire Beacons on the Holland Coast j these are occasionally lighted, and
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serve to warn the mariner from a too near approach to the ahorc, which is low and sandy.—

Pages 141 and 142.

KYCKDUYN LIGHTHOUSE stands at the southern entrance of the Texel, and is conspi

cuously useful to mariners navigating that chaunel.—Page 143 .

VLIELAND has a lighthouse, chiefly used for pointing out the entrances to the Vlie.—

Page 146.

DER SCHELLING LIGHTHOUSE stands near the Western part of the Island, and

assists the mariner to enter the Hollepoort.—Page 147.

BORKUM L IGHTHOUSE is 150 feet above the level of the sea, and is illuminated with

lamps and reflectors, serving to shew the entrances to the Ems.—Page 148.

WRANGER OOG has a LIGHTHOUSE which is only lighted during the winter.—

Page 150 .

HELIGOLAND LIGHTHOUSE is elevated 250 feet above the level of the sea, arid lighted

throughout the year ; forming a conspicuous and useful object for vessels bound to the Elbe,

Weser, and adjacent rivers.—Pages 150 and 153.

LIGHT VESSELS are commonly stationed at the entrances of the^Elbe ancj Weser; in day

time they are distinguished by a red flag flying at the topmast, and at night by a lantern, which

in clear weather will be visible three miles off.—Page 155.

NEWWORK LIGHTS are erected on a small island at the southern entrance of the Elbe ;

where also are several Beacons.—Page 157.

THE SCAW LIGHTHOUSE is 67 feet high, and lighted with lamps -ind reflectors, forming

a prominent object for sailing into the Cattegat.—Page 163. ,^

LIGHTHOUSES ON THE COAST OF NORWA ".

LINDERSNAES or the NAZE.—On this point is a Lighthouse, pained white, forming a

mark for this coast by day as well as by night.—Page 163.

MARK OE ISLAND has a light erected on the rock, considerably higher than the Naze

Light, and seen much sooner by vessels coming from the westward.—Page 163.

FAERDER ISLAND has a Lighthouse upon it, serving to point out the,ventrance to Chris-

tiania Fiord ; this shews a steady fixed Light.—Paqe 164.

FUGLEHUK ROCK is situated to the northward of Faerder Island, and has a revolving

light upon it, to facilitate the navigation to Dram and Christiania.—Page 164.

"Vest coast of Norway.

On HUIDDINGS OE or ISLAND, a Lighthouse is erected for the purpose of guiding

vessels into Bukke Fiord. Another is placed on Skudeness, the southern part of Carm Oe,

to point out the entrance to Carm Sound. There is also a Light on Face Oe intended to direct

the mariner through Qual-Oe Fiord.—Page 167.

Since this Work was at press the following Buoys have been laid down, by order of the

Corporation of the Trinity House.

LONG NOSE.—A Red Buoy is placed on Long Nose Point, near the North Foreland,

having the word " Longnose" marked on the head ; the Buoy lies in 14 feet at low water

spring ebbs, with the following bearings, viz.—North Foreland Lighthouse S. i W.—The

"Westernmost House on North Down on the open Gap or Waggon Way in the Cliffs, S. W. J W.

—Birchington Seed Mill on with Ledge Point, W. \ N.—North Down Tower, S. W. \ S.

SOUTH SAND HEAD.--A Red Beacon Buoy with a Staff and Vane, is placed on the

South Sand Head in 5i fathoms, low water, spring ebbs, with the following marks and bearings,

viz.—Upper Deal Mill just on the N. W. part of AValmer Castle N. W. by N. j—the Gull

Light Vessel N. N. E. \ E. ;—the South Foreland Upper Lighthouse W. J N.

THE WALLETT.—A Green Buoy is laid in 6J fathoms at low water, on the northern

side of the wreck of the Apollo, sunk in the Wallett, with the following marks and bearings,

viz. -.—The Naze Tower N. E. \ E. just closing with the S. W. land;—Wallett Red Buoy

W. by S. I S. distant about J of a mile St. Osyth Church N. W. by N. i N. ;—Gunfleet

Sand about one quarter of a mile.

ALDBOROUGH.—A Green Buoy with the word " Wreck" in black letters on the head

thereof, is laid in 13 fathoms at high water, on the wreck of a vessel off Aldborough, with the

following marks and bearings, viz. :—A White Windmill on with a Red Tiled House at the

Upper Part of Slaughdon Houses, bearing N. AV. JAY ;—Orford Church open below Orford

Castle, bearing W. J N. ;—Orford High Light W. by S. \ S. ; —Buoy on Aldborough Knapes

E. J N. ;—Aldborough Church N. N. W. J W.

YARMOUTH ROADS.—A White Buoy with the word " Wreck," on the head thereof,

is laid in £ fathoms at high water, close to the wreck of a vessel, in the Fairway of Naviga

tion in Yarmouth Roads, with the following marks and bearings, viz. ;—Lowestoff Church

S. W. ;—Nelson's Monument, and a Green Topp'd Mill in one, bearing N. by AV. ;—Yarmouth

Pier Head, and Gorleston Church in one, bearing N. N. W. J W.

SPURN.—The Shoals off the Spurn having lately extended more to the eastward, Vessels

from the northward must be careful not to bring Dimlington High Land; to bear more

northerly than N. by W., which bearing will clear the danger.—Seepage 58.



 

Ociobeb 1825-

RECENT ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

EAST COAST OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

NORE LIGHT VESSEL.—On and after the 1st of March next, the Floating Light

at the Nore will be exhibited in a new vessel from one lantern only, displaying a single

light of great brilliancy 'n every direction, similar to that at the Sunk Sand: the present

lights, which are shewn from two lanterns, suspended horizontally, will be thenceforth

discontinued.—Trinity House, IXth January, 1825.—(Page 6.)

WEST BARROWS.—A White Buoy is moored in 6\ fathoms at low water, spring tides,

off the N. E. part or elbow of the West Barrows Sand, commonly called the Mouse, with the

following compass bearings, viz the Shears Beacon, N. E. J N.; the buoy of the Mouse,

W. by S. I S., and ' ist clear of the north side of the Sand, where it dries at the water's

edge ; the Blacktail ' eaeon, W, 5° S., or W. \ S., nearly ; and the Maplin Buoy, N. W. by

Three ships' length to the northward of the buoy there are 10 fathoms water, and the

dry edge of the eastern spit of the Sand bears S. S. E., little more than a cable's length

from it.—Trinity House, London, 3d October, 1825.—(Page 10.)

SHOE or SHEARS BEACON A new Shears Beacon has been placed on the outer edge

of the Maplin Sard, in three feet at low water spring tides, with the following marks and

bearings, viz.—The spot where the old Shears Beacon lately stood N.-f W. distant 210 fa-

- thorns; Whitaker Beacon Buoy N. E. ; West Buoy of the'Middle N. E. \ E. ; Reculvers

S. I E.; Buoy of the Mouse S. W. by W. \ W.; Maplin Buoy W. by S. f S.; Blacktail

Beacon W. by S. \ S. ; and Canvedcn Church N. W. by W. J \V. The Old Shears Beacon has

been cut down, and the White Buoy now lying off the sand will be removed, as being no

longer necessary.—Trinity House,-London, 4th August, 1825.—(Page 11.)

MALDON and COLCHESTER A Red Buoy is now placed at the entrance to the

River Colne, on the bar head, which bears from the Eagle Buoy N. W. by N. and from the

Knoll Buoy N. by W. J W. : it lies with Little Holland Cliff just open of Eastness Point,

E. i N., and Brightlingsea Church on with the west part of the wood N. 5 E.

The marks for the Black Buoy of the Eagle are, Barn Hall, a ship's length open of the west

end of Mersy Island, bearing N. AY. J N.; Bi ightlingieu Church and My Lady's House in

one ; the White Buoy of the Knoll S. \ W. ; St. Osyth's Church on with the middle of Eagle

Hedge, and the S. W. Land E. by N.

The marks for the White Buoy of the Knoll are, Barn Hall two ships' length open of the

Eagle Hedge, N. E. by N . ; and the north

west point of Mersey Island, N . W. i N. ; Brightlingsea Church on with My Lady's House,

N. i E. ; St. Osyth's Church on the middle of Eagle H

Spiiway Butty S. E.—(Page 11.)

SWIN SPITWAY.—A Green Buoy has been laid on a wreck lately sunk in the Swin

Spitway, on the west end of the Gunfeet Sand, from which the South Buoy of the Spiiway

bears S. W. i S., and the Wallet Buoy W. N, W.—(Page 11 .)

CUTLER SAND.—A brig having been sunk in a dangerous situation within the Cutler

Sand, a Green Buoy has been laid thereon in 4\ fathoms at low water, with the following

marks and bearings, viz.— Hullcs1ey Church and a Windmill, equal distances between the

second and third Towers below Baudsey Chitrch, bearing N. E. by N. ; a house to the left of

the Tower on Woodbridge Haven, or a Form House on Felixtow, bearing W. by S. ; and Wood■

bridge Haven, West.— 'Trinity House, London, loth February, 1825.—(Page 12.)

YARMOUTH ROADS.— The Newcome Sands having grown up to the southward,

a buoy, chequered red and white, has been placed thereon, in 3 fathoms water at the first

quarter ebh, with the following marks and bearings, viz.—Kessingland Church W . S. W. ;

Pakefuid Church N. W. \ W.; Lowestoff Mill, over a small red house, North 4 Stanford Light

Vessel N. E. hy N. ; South Buoy on the Holm N.E. by E. ; and the Red Buoy on the

Newcouie N. E. by N.

The shoal betwixt die red and chequered buoys has not, in many places, more than from

f to 10 feet over it at low water, and vessels should not approach it nearer than 3 fathoms.—

Trimly House, Loudon, 3d September, 1825 —(Page 22.)

GABBARD SHOALS.—A survey having been recently made by order of the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty, a buoy has been placed by order of the Corporation of

Trinity House, on each of these shoals, in 24 fathoms at low water, spring tides, bearing

east and west from each other, distant about 5 miles.

The colours of the buoys, and the compass bearings and distances of objects from the

situations in which they are respectively placed, are as follows, viz.—From the Black Buoy

[North Sea Directions.]
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Q i the [nner Gibbard; Orforiinest Lights bear N. N. VV. i VV. distant about 15 miles ; the

South Buoy of the Shipaash VV. by N. ; the Sunk Light VV. i S. about 18 miles ; the Galloper

LightS.8.W.%W.

From the Red and White striped Bnot1 on the Oxter G ibbard; Orforincss Lights N.VV. J N.; the

South Buoy ofthe ShipaashVf.\ N,i the Sunk Light VV. \ S.; and the G Mop-r Light S. W. \ VV.

The Inner Gnbbard is about 6 miles, and the Oate/- Gabbard about 5 miles in length, in

a N. K. and S. VV. direction ; and the buoys are laid nearly in tiie centre of each shoal.—

Trinity House, Id Sept. 1824.—(Page 25.)

KENTISH KNOCK.—A buoy, striped black and white from the nozzle to the head,

a white circle upon the head, and a black centre, with the words Kentish Knock" in

white letters upon it, carrying a beacon or staff, on the top of which is a globa, quartered

perpendicularly, black and wnite, has been placed on the east side of the KettWt Knock,

4J miles from the S. VV. end, and 2J miles from the N. E. end, in 5 fathoms at low water,

spring tides, with the fallowing bearings bv compass, viz.—The North Foreland Light S. VV.

westerly 18 miles ; the Sunk Light N. by VV. 9J miles ; and the Gutloper Light East northerly

11 miles.—Trinity House, \st June, 18:24.—(Page 2fi.)

Shoal.—It is confidently asserted, that a Shoal is grown up near the Falls ; it is said to

be about a mile long, and half a mile broad, having 7 fathoms water over it; the marks fur

this shoal are the Goodwin and South Foreland Lights in one, and the North Foreland Ligltt-

Itouse bearing due west—(Page 2G.)

FIVE FATHOMS CHANNEL.—A buoy, painted circularly red and white, is placed

on the south side of the Middle Ground, in the Five Fathom Channel, in 10 feet, at low water,

spring tide3, with the following marks and baarings:— Whitslable Mill on with the western

most of the three houses, standing just to the westward of Whitslable Town, bearing

S. I W. ; the west buoy of the Spaniard S. VV. by VV. ; buoy of the Middle N. VV. by W. { VV.

and the buoy of the Gilman, East. There is a Red Buoy oa the eastern end of the

Columbine.—(Page 27.)

RECLTLVEtt.—New Spires on the Reculvers have been erected, and North Down Tower,

eommonly called Whitfield's Monument, has been heightened, sj as to be seen at a greater

distance than formerly.—(Page 30.)

GIRDLER BUOY.—The Buoy of the Girdler has been removed about 180 fathoms

E. by N. from its former situation, and is now laid with the following marks and

hearings, by compass, viz.—The Buoy on the Shivering Sand N. J VV. ; Reading Street Mill

open to the left of North Down Tower, the length of that Tower, bearing S. E. by S., and

open to the eastward of the North-Knoll Buoy ; West Pan Sand Buoy S. by E. Easterly, and

on with the middle of Lower Hale Grove; Ash Church opsn to the right of the three Barns

which stand next westward of the Reculvers, the width of these Barns, hearing S. J E. ;

Buoy on the Red Sand N. VV. by VV. J VV. ; and the Bumj on the Knob N. \ E. The Buoy of

the Girdler lies in 17 feet water at low water, spring-tides, and just to the southward of it is.

a small knoll having only 15 feet water over it.—Trinity House, London, \st September, J 823.

—(Page 33.) ^

BOSTON DEEPS.—The beacons on the Wainfleet Sand have been taken down, and

four black buoys placed instead, in ti fathoms at low water spring tides. In sailing up

the Deeps, keep all the black buo_Y3 on the starboard, and the red buoys on the larboard.—

(Page 53.)

CALEDONIAN CANAL.—The eastern end of the Caledonian Canal is situate at

Muirtown, near Inverness, and enters Loch Ness at the distance of about 6 miles from Muir-

town; the water in this Loch is remarkably deep, having in some places 129 fathoms water,

and along its shores are Castle Urqnhart, Fyers, Allsay, and Invermorrison. The Canal then

continues from Fort Augustus, at the south-we3t end of Loch Ness, and joins Loch O'wh ;

whence it communicates with the north-east end of Loch Lochy, and from the south-west

end of the Loch, near Mucomer ; it then runs nearly parallel with the river Lochy, uutil

it ends near Corpeth, at the northern shores of Loch Eil; thus opening a navigation for

shipping, across Scotland, from the North Sea to the Atlantic Ocean.

DUNCANSBY HEAD TO CAPE WRATH.—Instead of the paragraphs in page 97,

beginning at line 31 from the top—" VV. by N. 8 miles from Strathy Head," &c.—read

" West, 10 miles from Strathy Head, is Comb Island, having anchorage between it and the

shore ; but it is by no means a place of safety."

" \V. N. VV. I N., 7.miles from Comb Island, is Whiten Head, and between them are the

Roan Islands and Kinloch Water: from Whiten Head the land turns south-westerly towards

Loch Eribol."

'- LOCH ER1BOL is a wide and extensive branch of the sea, running in a S. W. by VV.

direction 7 or 8 miles. In it is good anchorage, free from rocks or dangers. N. VV. 7 miles

from Whiten Head, is Farout Head, surrounded by rocks, and JS'. VV. f W., 5j miles from

Farout Head, is Cape Wrath, or Rath ; between them is a loch called Durness Kyle, running

Hp a considerable way inland; within this space, and near Cape Wrath, is Garron Island,

Cape Wrath is a high and rocky point, having several rock3 under water about it, the outer,

most of which is called the Stags, lying a full mile off; vessels passing Cope Wrath should

'ivays be- certain of giving it a wide berth."
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THE NORTH SEA.

Note.—Throughout the following Work, the Soundings are those taken at low Water,

Spring Tides ; the Bearings and Courses are Magnetic, or by Compass, and the Distances

are in Nautical Miles, of 60 to a degree.

The Variation of the Compass off the East Coast of England is about two points and a

quarter west, increasing to the northward to two points and a half off the Coast of Scotland,

and the Orkney and Shetland Islands ; on the opposite Shore, between the Coasts of

France and Norway, the Variation is nearly two points, but in the body of the North Sea,

two points and a quarter. -

THE RIVER THAMES.

SECTION I.

FROM LONDON BRIDGE TO THE NORE, SHEERNESS, AND

THE RIVER MEDWAY.

*#* ft may be proper to premise, that the Sands in the River Thamesfrequently

change their shapes and situations, thereby rendering many of the marks,

to avoid them, obsolete, tve shall endeavour to give such description as is

adapted to the present time, leaving the Mariner to make such alterations

as may hereafter be found necessary.

THE UPPER POOL, from London Bridge to Wapping Ness, lies nearly S. E.

and N. W. Off the Custom-house is a shoal ; and at Horsleydoum-middle-tier, a

hard shelf, on which are only 6 feet. Just above Fountain-stairs also is a shoal,

which almost dries at low water ; to avoid this, you should keep well over towards

the ships at Wappiug Ness. If bound downward, with an adverse wind, warp down

with the first of the flood ; but with favourable winds, wait until nearly high water,

so as to reach Cuckold's Point at the beginning of ebb, and be ready to work through

Limehouse Reach.

THE LOWER POOL, extending from Wapping Ness to Cuckold's Point, lies

nearly east and west. Just below Hanover-stairs is a shoal, which runs down as far

as Pitcher's Point ; you will avoid it by keeping over toward the Opposite shore ;.

below Limekiln Dock is another shoal, which extends as far as Limehouse Hole

Stairs. Between the Horse-ferry and Ratcliff-cross you may moor along the north

side, but in the lower part of this Reach the ebb tide runs strong.

LIMEHOUSE-REACH lies about S. S.W. and N. N. E. Just below Limehouse

Hole, and at a little distance from the eastern shore, lies Limehouse Rock, on which

are only 4 feet. Off the fifth-mill a shoal begins, and runs downwards below all

the mills. This shelf extends about one-third over the river: on the upper part

of it are 6 or 7 feet ; and the lower part almost dries at low water : you will avoid

it by keeping.Dep</brd New Church just open to the westward of the Clock in the

King's Yard. From the shore below Cuckold's Point, a mud bank extends one-third

of the way over the river. Abreast of the King's Anchor Wharf, and nearly in

shore, is a shoal, which almost dries at low water ; without it are 16 or 17 feet. At
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the Bed-house are 15 feet. From the mooriugs upwards, to a herlh above Green-

land-dock, you may anchor, and moor with a kedge in 12 and II feet; and in

Limehouse-Hole are 16 feet

Vessels going through the ISLE OF DOGS CANAL, will observe, that when a

blue flag with a white dagger in the middle, is hoisted at each end of the Canal, at

half flood, vessels may enter.

No vessel is, on any account, to enter the canal under sail, and each is to he

provided with proper towing lines and warps.

GREENWICH-REACH lies winding in a circular direction from S.S. E. to E.

by N. At Deptford Creek a shoal begins, and runs down almost to the west end of

Greenwich-town ; it nearly dries at low water; outside this shoal are 13 or 14 feet.

The Clock-house on with the two trees in Deptford-yard just clears it. Greenwich

Upper-shoal lies with Greenwich Church on with the Boat-yard and Woolwich Church

open to the eastward of Greenwich. The mark to lead you clear of it is, Woolwich-

Chureh kept jnst open o"f Millington's-wkarf. Below Garden-stairs when Flamstead-

house Observatory comes a little open to the westward of the Hospital, you will have .

not more than 10 and 11 feet water at low springs, but further on, with the Obser

vatory open of the S. E. part of the Hospital, and towards the Isle of Dogs, it,

deepens to 16 feet. On the north shore, off Milling"ton's-wharf, and close in shore, is

another shoal, which will be avoided by keeping [Deptford-yard-clock open to the

northward of the Isle of Dogs, until Blackwall-reavh comes open ; in several berths

upwards, you may anchor in 14, 15, and 18 feet, but the best anchorage is, with*

the Observatory open to the westward of Greenwich-hospital.

BLACKWALL REACH lies N. by E. \ E. and S. by W. \ W. When you are

about to enter this reach, you must take care to avoid the shelf which lies off

Saunders-Ness, by keeping the Storehouse clock in the King's-yard at Deptford open of

the Isle of Dogs, until y,ou open Blackwall-reach. You must afterwards give the

point a good berth, to avoid a shoal which runs one-third over the river. Abreast

of the Upper-jetty is a shoal, with 6 or 7 feet water over it ; also a flat on the west

side, opposite the Folly-house ; to avoid this bring Millington's-clock open of Saunders-

Ness. The tide, especially the ebb, sets strong in this part. Vessels may anchor

any where between the Folly-house and the upper end of Blackwall, on the western

side with Millington's-clock on with Saunders-Ness, in from 12 to 16 feet water ; and

on the eastern side in from 16 to 18 feet, with the said clock open of the Ness.

BTJGSBY'S-REACH lies about S. by E. J E. and N. by W. { W. From the

shore, all the way between Bow-Creek and Hooh Ness, a shelf extends about one

third over the river, on which are only 5 or 6 feet. To go clear of this shelf, keep

the Tower on Shooter's-hill in one with the westernmost white house in Charlton,

bearing S. S. E.

At the lower part of the reach lies Cliarlton Shoal having only 4 and 5 feet over

it at low water ; Churlton-Church on with the sluice, will lead you clear of it. The

best berth for anchoring in Bugsby's-Hole is, with the two cupolas of Grcenwieh-

Hospital open, Greenwich-Church just open of the Hospital, and Woolwich-reach just

open ; you will then have 13 or 14 feet. There is also good riding just above the

Orchard house-eausei/, in 14 feet.

WOOLWICH-REACH lies E. S. E. I S. and W. N. W. J N. and is generally

shoal, having from Bugsby's-Hole to where the king's ships lie, not more than 9 feet

at low water : to the eastward of the Upper Sand-wharf is a bank of 4 and 5 feet,

extending downwards nearly to the upper moorings ; the mark for this is, a large

house standing upon a hill, in one with the corner of the wharf.— Woolwich-shelf is

on the north side of the reach ; beginning at Ham-Creek, and extending down

to where Broad-street in Woolwich appears open ; it is about half a cable's length

from the shore, and has only 3 feet on it. The long mark for this shelf is, a large

house in Blackwall open of Hook-Ness: when you bring the Upper Water-gate, or the

Broad-street open, you are below it. The best place to anchor is, with the Bell-

water-gate, or the Broad-street open, in 16, 17, or 18 feet. At the Hulks-moorings are

15 or 16 feet.

GALLIONS-REACH lies N. E. by E. and S. W. by W. The upper point of

this reach is shallow, and ought to have a good berth ; but when you get below it,

you may haul in towards Duval'shouse, until Woolwich-clock is a sail's1 breadth on

with the point ; this mark will lead clear of an extensive shoal, which begins at

the lower part of the Warren, and stretches down along the east shore almost to the

point: it is above one-third over the river, and has, on some parts, only 4 or 5

feet. Be careful to give Maggot-Ness, a good berth in passing. The best anchorage

in this reach is with the sluice open in 12, 13, or 14 feet, or below it in 17 feet.
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There is also good riding- between the Lower-house and the Creek, in 16, 17, and

18 feet.

BARKING or TRIPCOCK and HALFWAY-RBACHES bend round circu

larly, and lie from Maggot-Ness to Cross-Ness E. S. E. J E. and from Cross-Ness to

Gillingham-point nearlyl. E. ; within the first direction is Barking-shelf, its upper

end lies off the Creek's mouth, and has only 4 or 5 feet over it ; the thwart-mark

being Barking Church and the Tower-house in one ; or the Creek open. The thwart-

mark for the lower end is, the Tower-house on the corner, just open of the Powder-

house on the south side, or Ihe Bell-tree on"the white heath open of the south side

of the Powder-house ; this part has only 2 or 3 feet over it.

In order to go to the Northward of the shelf, keep the southern trees near

Duval's-house a boat's length to the northward of Maggot-Ness, and a barn to the

northward of Duval's-house on with Muggot-ness-point, until you get down to the

Sluice ; then haul over mid-channel, until vou bring the south edge of Pur-

fleet on with Julian tree point : this mark will carry you clear of the shoal which ex-

tends from the l^ather-bottle-point.

The mark to lead you through to the southward of Barking-shelf is Duval's-house

two sails' breadth on with Maggot-Ness, until the former mark comes on, then haul

over mid channel as before directed. Be careful to give the point below Barking-

Creek a good berth. On the upper end of theshelf are 5 or 6 feet, and on the lower

end are only 2 or 3 feet.

The next is Dagenkam Shoal, extending downward from the lowerpartof Gallions

to Burking-Crcek ; the thwart-mark for this is Dagenkam-Church on with the Upper-

sluice.- The mark to cross below Barking-shelf, and take the south channel, is the

Bell-tree open to the eastward of a red tiled house S. by W. \ W. ; steer across the

lower part of the shelf until you bring Purfleel-hill on with Julian-tree-point, bearing

S. E. \ S. you will then go clear of the shoal on the south side.

In Gallions there is good anchorage off Tripcock-trees in 12 and 13 feet.

The best mark for anchoring in Halfway-reach is, Julian-tree-point on with Cold-

harbour point, towards the north side, or Barking-Church a sail's breadth open of

Dagenkam-point, in 17 or 18 feet, or a little above the Ferry-house, in 21 feet. In

Half'way-rtach there is a shelf lying on the northern side a little below the Breach-

house, you will readily avoid this by keeping mid-channel.' Close to the south

shore, a little below the Powder-house, is a shoal, which you will avoid by keeping

the hill at Putfleet on with Julian-tree-point, as before directed.

ERITH-REACH lies about S. by W. and N. by E. In this reach are two

shoals, with only 6 or 7 feet on them ; the first begins oft' Julian tree point, and ex

tends more than half over the river, having a wreck upon it The mark for going

clear of this shoal is. Barking- Church within a sail's breadth of the point below the

Breach-house, or Rainliam-Church open to the northward of Rainkam Ferry-house ; haul

over to the westward keepiug these marks on until you bring two distant Elm-trees

that stand below Erith in a line with the Faggot-wharf, bearing S. by W. The

latter mark will lead you clear of the shoals ; you may anchor in Erith-Hole any

where between the Church and the town, in 3, 4, or 5 fathoms. Withthc Church

bearing W. S.W. there is good anchoring in 5 fathoms.

When you are in Erith-Hole, or off Erith Church, and bound upwards, you should

proceed with the two Elm-trees near Erith on with the Fuggot-wkarf, until Rainiiam-

Church comes on with Rainkam Ferry house ; then steer with this mark on, until

you draw near to the north shore, and have passed the wreck that lies nearly half

way over the river from Julian-tree-point: when you have brought Barking Church

-within a sail's breadth of the point below the Breach-house, you may steer for Half-

way-R.each. At three-quarters flood, ships of 10 or 12 feet water may go between

the point and the wreck, giving the point a small berth. If you are at anchor in

Long-Reach, with a ship which draws 16 feet or upwards, you should defer the

weighing of your anchor until you see the water up to the lower Chalk-wharf at

Purfleet ; which it will be at about an hour and a half's flood. By this precaution

you will with greater safety pass through the Roads and Erith Iieaches, which are

shoal, more especially the latter, and consequently dangerous. ,

RANDS-REACH lies about E. S. E. and W. N. W. In entering this reach

bring a barn, which stands below Erith-town on with a tall-tree ; and keep them,

so until you bring the upper Clialk-wharf at Purfleet on with Crayford-Ness. This

mark will lead you clear to the southward of the Rand hill-slioal, on which are only

6 or 8 feet. This shoal lies nearly in the middle of the river, and about one-third

down the reach. The mark for the upper end is, Julian-tree-point on with the point

V B2
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at Cold-harbour ; and the mark for the lower end is, Dartford Church on with the

upper breaches. The leading mark through the Channel to the northward of the

Rand-hill is Lord Eardley's-tower on with a Summer-house near the water's edge,

bearing N. W. by W. J W. or the Governor's-house at Purfleet in one with the

second powder magazine to the northward E. N. E. In this channel are 9 and 10

feet. In the channel to the southward of the shoal, are from 13 to 2-2 feet. Ships

that are going upwards through the south channel, should, after passing the Rand-

hill, steer more out towards the middle of the river ; because from the shore at

Erith town runs a flat; and also from the point opposite to Erith stretches out a

shelf, extending nearly one-third over the river, which must be attended to by

those who pass through the north channel.

LONG-REACH lies about S. S. E. \ E. and N. N. W. J W. Off Crmjford Ness,

a shelf begins, and stretches down to Dartford Creek, called Dartford Sand ; it ex

tends about half a cable's length (rom the shore, and has only 2 feet over it. To

avsid this sand, keep Erith Church open until you open Dartford Creek ; you can

then steer down the reach as you please ; for it is all clear, and you may anchor

in any part with 5, 6, or,7 fathoms. From the Rands, the tides set strong upon

the Chalk-wharfs at Purfleet, inclining to the eastern shore ; when half way down, it

then turns towards Greenkitlte.

ST. CLEMENT'S, or FIDLER'S-REACH, lies E. N. E. turning round Broad

ness to the southward. As a shoal-ridge runs off from the northern point at

the lower end of Long Reach, you must be careful to give it a good berth in

passing. ,

Along the east side of this reach a Shelf extends about half a cable's length from

the shore, on which, are only 6 or 7 feet. It begins about half way down the

reach, and runs down to Broadness. On the' opposite side of the reach lies

Black-shelf, which begins near to the creek below St. Clement's Church, and

extends down to the house above Grays. This shelf is steep, and dries at

low water. The tides, both flood and ebb, set strongly upon it; and therefore

going near to it will be attended with danger. When entering from Long

Reach give the point opposite to Greenkithe a good berth, then bringing West

Tilbury Church open to the northward of the highest jtree [which stands a little

cast of Grays, bearing about E. S. E. and it will lead you to Grays; and when West

Tilbury Church comes on with the lower end of the Causey at Grays, it will carry

you through the lower part of the reach. When you are in the channel, between

Broadness and Black-shelf, keep in the tide-way. In every part of this reach the

tide runs very narrow, and there is an eddy on the east side during the flood-tide ;

therefore you must not stand far over to the eastward when you are turning up.

GRAYS REACH, or NORTHFLEET-HOPE, lies about S. a little E_ and N.

a little W. In this reach are two shoals ; one beginning at the upper point, and

extending down the west shore. It projects about a cable's length from the

shore, and has only 3 or 4 feet on it. The other shoal begins a little above the

lower point, and runs down to the point ; it is about half a cable's length from

the shore, and has only 5 or 6 feet on it. Gravesend-mill open to the westward

of Northfleet Ness will clear it. As the ebb-tide sets into the hight at Northfleet;

you should be careful, when coming down with little wind, to guard against its

operations. Between Northfleet and Gravesend the ground is hard and bad. From

Mid-channel off Grays, proceed S. \ W. towards Northfleet Church, until you get

the west end of Gravesend open, with that bearing S. E. you will enter Gruvesend-

Reach.

GRAVESEND-REACH lies E. S. E and W. N. W. and has three shoals in it,

two on the north, and one on the south side. The first lies close to the north

shore, abreast of the second Barways, and below the upper point. Another shoal

is on the north side, off the Coal-house-battery ; it extends about half a cable's

length from the shore, and has about 9 or 10 feet on it. The thwart-mark for this

shoal is the east end of East Tilbury Church on with the Coal-house. The shoal

on the south side begins just beiow the New-tavern, and extends about a

quarter of a mile downwards; it stretches about a cable's length from the shore,

and has only 4 or 5 feet on it. The mark for keeping clear of this shoal is, Graves-

end-church open to the northward of the Block-house. Here the tides are rapid and

the water deep. And as the ships which ride in Gravesend Reach generally lie in

the middle of the channel, or between it and the south shore, vessels going either

up or down should, especially in the night time, keep well over towards the north
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shore. As the tides in this reach are strong, End as the ground, between Grdves-

end-toten and Nortlifleet-hope , is hard, those who anchor in that part should give

their ships a good scope of cable at once, lest their anchors come home, and

damage ensue.

By order of the Trinity-house, buoys have been affixed to anchors, in the following

situations ; two ofT the New Tavern causey, one third the breadth of the river from

the Gravesend side; two ofl' the Lower-cavsey at Tilburyfort, one-third the breadth

of the river from the fort ; two oil' Gladwell's-hard, one-third the breadth of the river

from Gravesend west end ; and two o(f the Upper causey near Tilbury-fort, one-third

1he breadth of the river from the Essex shore; and at night, six lights are thus

placed : one off the Upper causey, one off the Lower-causey, one at each of the two

upper buoys, and one at each of the two lower buoys ; to these are added two

guard boats, one to the upper and one to the lower buoys, who hail every ship

before they drop their anchor. It is recommended that ships should be kept as

nearly mid channel as possible, and not come to anchor within half a mile of the

west end of the town, or the same distance below the New tavern, which situations

are marked out by the white nun buoys, otherwise they may damage their vessels

or displace the buoys ; and when informed by the guard boats that the hawsers for

communication are stretched across the river, you are by no means to attempt

passing them—for the expenses attending such attempt, or re-placing the buoys,,

will fall on any person who shall drive them from their positions.

THE HOPE-REACH lies about N, E. and S. W. The Oven Shelf begins at the

upper Hope-point, and extends downwards about a quarter of a mile. It lies close

in shore, and dries at low water. You clear it by keeping Gravesend Mill just

open to the southward of a mill that stands at a little distance from the water be

low Gravesend; or by bringing a remarkable woody hill in one with the red-tiled

house, in the small battery near the Hope-point.

Mucking-flat extends about half a cable's length off from the west shore in the

hight, and stretches to Shell Haven. In working down, you may stand, off and on,

in 5, 6, and 7 fathoms. When you get the telegraph which is erected upon a hill in

Kent in one with the above small battery, you will be abreast of an 18 feet shoal ; bring

the clump of trees to the eastward of Gravesend Mill a little open to the eastward

of East Tilbury Church, and yon will steer clear to the southward of it. As the

flood tide is slack on the east side of this reach, and close to the shore no tide at

all, you should be careful, when working upwards, not to stand too far over to the

eastward ; for the ship's head getting into less tide than the stern, may occasion

her missing stays, and running on shore. The ebb here is strong.

SEA-REACH lies E. S. E. a little southerly. On the south side from the lower

Hope-point, the Blythe Sand begins, and stretches down to Yantlet Creek. This sand,

abreast of HollyHaven, extends almost one-third over the river, and partly dries at

low water. In the channel, between this part and Holly Haven, are 9 or 10 fathoms.

Thelcading mark to go clear of Blythe Sand is, the West Tilbury-milt kept well open

to the northward of Chadwell-church. The north shore, from Shell Haven to Holly

Haven, is steep ; but the edge of Blythe Sand, from the upper end to a little above

Holly Haven, is so flat, that you may, with a turning wind, stand towards it into

5 or 4 fathoms.

The Scars lie on the north side ; beginning at Holly Haven, and stretching down,

to the Scar-houses, extend about a cable's length from the shore, and are nearly

dry. The haven's mouth kept open, will carry you clear of them. In working

down here, you may stand towards the Blythe Sand into 7 or 6 fathoms; but as the

north side is very steep, you must not, in standing towards it, come into less than.

10 or 9 fathoms.

The Chapman begins a little below the Scars, and stretches down to Leigh-town;

it extends full \ mile from the shore, and dries at low water. The thwart-mark

for the Cluipmau's-head is, Hadleigh Church and Castle in one ; they are then on with

the middle of a large square field.

There is a red buoy now fixed about 60 feet to the westward of the wreck of a

brig, with the following marks : Leigh Church N. by E. { E. ; the Nore-light

S. E. I E. ; the easternmost house in Carney Island, N. W. by N., and Pitsey Church

just open to the northward of it.

The course from abreast of Holly Haven to the red buoy will be E. S. E. about

4 miles, and from thence S. E. by E. 5J to the Nore-ligkt; this will carry you between

the two shoals called the Middle-grounds, one of which lies to the northward, is

a mile long, narrow, and directly before the entrance to Leigh Haven ; this Bank is
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therefore called the Leigh-middle ; it dries and has shallow water all round it, the

mariner must therefore be careful not to approach too near it: there is a passage

for small vessels behind it into I^igh-Bay, but it is intricate.-and filled with shoals.

The i^ore-middle lies fb the southward, commencing near Yantlet-Island, and ex

tending 2\ miles in the direction of the Nore-light, having 2 fathoms water over it ;

its upper end lies with Lee-Church bearing N . by E. distant 2 \ miles ; its lower

end with St. James's-Church in the Isle of Grain, S. W. J W. distant 2 miles ; and

the Nore-light vessel, S.E. by E. distant 2 miles.

NORE SAND BUOY —About J of a mile from the south end of the Nore-

middle is a white buoy, lying on the Nore-Sand, in 3 fathoms water, with the eastern

mill near Southend a little open of the eastern end of Southend-terrace, bearing N. by

W., the Nore-light S. E. by E. \ E. distant 2 miles, the land's end of Sheppy S S.E.

i E., and Prittlewell- Church N. { W. ; at the distance of a cable and a half north of

the buoy the'e-are 5 fathoms, thence 6,5, and4j towards the middle of the channel.

Ships that stand over the Nore-middle, when turning up with a llood-tide, should

tack as soon as they deepen their water on the north side of it ; but the south shore

being very flat, such precaution, with respect to it, is unnecessary.

The NORE-SAND, at the east end of which the light-vessel lies, in 3J fathoms,

extendsjabout W. N. W. J N., and joins the Blythe-Sand off Yantlet-Island: the whole

of this space is shallow, and may be properly called the Nore-Jlats. There are

two patches on it which dry ; before the southernmost of these, lies the white

buoy already described, and to the westward is the other patch, which runs in a

parallel direction to the Nore-middle. There is a swashway between these patches,

with 2 fathoms water, "and a channel between them and the middle, with 3,J and

4 fathoms.

The NORE-LIGHT VESSEL is computed to be 41 miles distant from London-

bridge. The marks for the vessel are, Minster-Church on with the easternmost part

of a triangular field, by some called Mizen-hedge, bearing- S. S. W. fW., the Gar

rison Point at Sheerness nearly W. by S., and Great Wakering-Church N. N. E.

There is a buoy on the Larboard side of the channel, bearing from the Nore-light,

N. by W. i W., distant 1 J miles. This is the Shoebury-knock buoy marked No. 1,

painted black, and lies in 3 fathoms—always to be left on your Larboard-side ;

from it the black tail beacon bears E. by S. distant 5 1- miles ; the edge of the sand

near the buoy -is steep to.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE TIDES.

The tides flow at the Nore, on the change and full days of the moon, at half an

hour past twelve o'clock, and the water rises about 14 feet. At Holly-Haven it flows

three-quarters past twelve o'clock, and the water rises 15 feet. At Gravesend it

flows at half after one, and the water rises 16 feet. At Purjket it flows three-quarters

of an hour past one o'clock, and the water rises 17 feet. At Cuckold's Point it

flows half after two o'clock, and at London Bridge at three-quarters past two, and

the water rises 18 feet.—With respect to the setting of the tides it may be ob

served, that in all rivers the stream does not immediately turn round the se

veral points ; but, in passing out of one reach into another, it has a tendency

towards the shore opposite that point, round which it must turn by degrees,

until it runs in the direction of the new channel. The distance to which the water

will go beyond the several points, before it runs exactly in the direction of the

new channel, will depend upon the velocity of the stream, the width of that part of

the river, and the difference of the direction of the reach out of which the water

is passing, and that of the reach into which it is entering. Where the river

is narrow, the motion of the water rapid, and the difference in the direction of the

two reaches considerable, the water will run with some degree of violence against

the shore which is opposite to the point; and the resistance which it will there meet

with, from the solid shore, and the rising of the water thereby occasioned at

that place above its due level, will make it run obliquely across the channel again,

toward* the opposite shore, considerably above or below the point, according as it

happens to be flood or ebb tide. A due consideration of these circumstances

-will assist the mariner in his endeavours to prevent such damage as might other

wise flow from the operation of the tides.



 

THE RIVER MEDWAY.

SHEERNESS AND THE RIVER MEDWAY.

Vessels bound to Sheerness and the Medway, will observe there is between the

Isle of Grain and the western part of the Nore-Sand, a swashway, with 3 and 4 feet

in it at low water, which, as the tide rises, serves as a channel for small vessels, the

mark being Queenborough Church and Sheerness Hulk in one; but the best passage

into Sheerness Harbour is between the Nore Sand and (he Cant, the latter being an

extensive flat, drying to a considerable distance from the land ; to go clear of this

flat, bring the Salt-pan-houses a sail's breadth open of Sheerness Garrison Point, this

mark will carry you over the bar in 16 feet, or more, at low water.

At Sheerness is a pier, jutting out about 300 feet westward ; at the Lappel also is

a tide pier, 20 feet wide, elevated 2 feet above the Ouze, attached to the wharf,

and running out 900 feet in a westerly direction from the tow n, down to the low

water mark. No vessel should venture over or too near this pier, there being only-

4 feet over it when the tide is up ; in day time its situation can easily be observed,

and at night a light is fixed on its eastern end.

The best anchorage at the Nore is to the eastward and southward of the light, or

between Sheerness bar and the Nore Sand, having- from 6 to 9 fathoms, the marks

being Minster Church S. W. by S., and the Norelight N. J W. To sail from thence

into the Medway, bring on the marks for entering, before you bear up, Sheerness

point being steep to, and make allowance for the contrary tide, which commonly

sets strongly in towards the back of the garrison.

SHEERNESS-REACH lies N. E. by E. and S. W. by W., being about 2 miles

long.

Vessels wind-bound in the Medway, commonly ride at Blackstakes, or near the

west spit of Queenborough Swale, in from 3 to 5 fathoms ; this place being called

Sheerness Hole—from hence downward are severa^ moorings, the two upper being

cables, the others chains, whose outer arms stretch W. N. W., and inner arms

E. S. E.; these latter lie on the eastern shore in 2 and 3 fathoms, the ships in 6 or 8,

and the hulk in 10 fathoms. Vessels very frequently get entangled with these

chains, sometimes breaking their buoy ropes and losing their anchors—the best

remedy for such accidents will be an immediate application to the foreman rigger

of Sheerness, who, at low water, will clear your anchor with little expense or

trouble.

If bound up the Medway, you will remember to give the Grain Spit a good

berth, which will be done by bringing the Lazaretto at Stangate Creek open of

Salt-pan Point,

SALT-PAN REACH is 2f miles long, and lies in the direction of E S. E. and

W. N. W.—the larboard shore is encumbered with a sandy flat which extends

along the land, stretching 30 fathoms out into the river ; to avoid this flat of 6 feet

water, bring the S. W. marsh in Kit's-hole in one with Shee Ness. At the entrance

of Stangate Creek is the Lazaretto where vessels perform quarantine. Just above

the Salt pans is a rocky shoal, the mark for which is West Hoo Church on with the

south side of East Hoo Creek; the mark to anchor at Bluckstakes is Hoo Church just

open of Shee Ness, and the two little Hummocks south of Queenborough, about a ship's

length on the west point of the Swale; from the Salt-pans to Colemouth the shore is

bold, the above shoal excepted.

Opposite^S/iee-New, on the starboard side, is Stoke's Shoal, with from 3 to 5 fathoms

over it ; this is an oyster ground, stretching almost half across the river, and run

ning from Cole Creek to the entrance of Stoke Creek, all this way and to Hoo Creek

an' oazy flat extends a considerable distance from the shore, which dries at low

water ; the mark for it is the Salt pans Mill just open of the first black Piles to the

northward of Colemouth.

KIT S-HOLE REACH is one mile and a half long, running S. W. by S. and

N. E. by N. ; here, on a point of land called Ocam-ness stands a beacon ; the point

itself is bold ; in sailing up the river you should steer from Shee-Ness directly over

to the Beacon-point, bringing Rainkam Church on with a small house which will

clear you of the oazy flat of East Hoo Creek. On the eastern shore a sandy flat

extends all the way from Shee-Ness to Otterham Creek, called the Hamoaze or Barbuts j

here stands a Basket Beacon; on the opposite side is Bishop's-oaze, which is

steep-to, and dries at half tide, the mark being Hoo Church, a handspike's length
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open of Bishop's Ness, after Kit's-house is shut in with the Beacon-point: between

Hamaoze and Bishop''s-oaze is the channel or entrance into Bartlet, South Yantlet,

and RainJmm Creeks, having 3 fathoms in the beginning, but decreasing as you get

further in ; there is a passage through Yantlet Creek with 2 and 3 fathoms water,

steering mid-channel ; this passage carries you into Folly Reach. It is in contem

plation to deepen this channel.

LONG-REACH extends E. by S. and W. by N. and is about 3 miles in length ;

the leading mark through it is Minster Church a sail's breadth open of the Beacon-

point. The larboard shore from Bisltop's Ness to the N. E. point of Folly-reach is

steep and dries at half tide, but the opposite shore from Beacon-point to the Fott

or Folly-point at Hoo Ness, a sandy flat, called the Muscle Banks, extends, which

narrows the channel in the upper part of Long Reach very considerably ; part of

this dries at low water, but will be avoided by the foregoing mark : in the fairway

are from 2J to 5 fathoms water; with Hoo Creek open of Daunet Ness there is

good anchorage in 4 fathoms.

FOLLY or PINCUP-REACH lies about S. S. W. and N. N. E. for nearly J of

a mile, it is bounded on the one side by the long sandy flat we have before de

scribed, running from Beacon-point to Hoo-ness ; the mark for which is a white

house which stands to the eastward of Gillingliam a little open of Folly-point : at

the upper" end ef the reach is avniddle ground 200 fathoms in length and 40 fa

thoms in breadth ; Upnor Castle clear of Cats Ness is the mark for its south end, and

Yantlet Creek on with the point of the marsh, on the same side, is the mark for its

north end ; the marsh** on the east side of the reach are steep-to and may be ap

proached with safety, but the flats on the western side dry ; the flood sets upon

the west shore and the ebb opposite, running strongly into Yantlet Creek : within

' the channel between the middle ground and east shore are from 3 to 5 fathoms,

but between the middle and west shore not more than 6 feet, becoming narrow as

you advance upward ; in the lower part of the reach there is good riding in 18 feet

GILLINGHAM-REACH lies W. N.W. and E. S. E. being 2 miles long ; the

northern shore, is bold from Folly-point to Cats-ness, but the southern shore is flat

and shallow, and from St. Mary's Creek, by Vigg's Hole, until you come to the Bight

somewhat to the eastward of Gillingham Creeh, the sand has but 6 and 8 feet water

over it ; the mark for it is the New Barracks which are built to the southward of

Upnor Castle a sail's breadth open of Cats Ness, this will carry you about two-thirds

from the south shore. In the lower part of this reach is a sandy shoal of 6 and

7 feet water ; to go to the southward of it, bring Upnor Castle on with Cats Ness : to

go to the northward of it, keep near the northern shore ; the deepest water in

this reach is between Cats-ness and the shoal, where are 3J and 4 fathoms ; there

are also 4 fathoms below the shoal and abreast of Fort-point. ,

SHORT or SOVEREIGN'S-REACH runs about N. by W. and S. by E. ; it

is hardly a mile long, and much narrowed by a sandy flat on the Finshorough side,

which stretches into the river full 80 yards, and dries at low water. There is also

a middle ground with'8 and 10 feet over it, having a very narrow channel between ,

it and the Cats Ness shore ; within this channel a sandy flat extends from Cats Ness

toward Cochkamwood—Cats Ness is bold to, but the above flat runs out 30 fathoms

into the river. On the western shore, a little below Finsborough Creek, are 3 buoys,

lying in 22 feet water, here the three-decked ships are moored ; there is but little

tide here, its strength escaping toward Finsborough Creek.

COCKHAM-WOOD REACH runs N. W. by W. and S. E. by E. being a mile

long ; its southern shore is steep to from Finsborough Ness to the western point of

the marsh, its northern side is a sandy flat which shallows gradually ; therefore, in

sailing up or down, this reach steer nearer to the Fiiuborough side, by which means

you will go clear and in the deepest water; the buoys lie mid- channel in 15 and

16 feet water. '

UPNOR-REACH turns round from Cockham Wood Reach in a- south-westerly

direction, its eastern shore is flat ; off its western side, when you have passed

Upnor Castle, is Midshipman's Hard, a kind of causey running out,from the shore;

off the middle moorings the east shore is flat to the point, above which, about

20 fathoms, lies a shoal of 7 and 8 feet water ; the flood sets upon the western

shore and the ebb opposite.

CHATHAM-REACH lies S. S. W. and N. N. E. ; from Finsborough Creek to

Chatktm-jetiy the shore is flat and dries ; the north shore is bold, but do not stand

inside of the warping buoys. Between the Dock and the Sheer-hulh lies a flat which

1
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stretches from side to side, with no more than 10 feet over it ; ' at the buoys and in

the other parts of the reach are-15 and 18 feet.

LIMEHOUSE-REACH lies in nearly a north and south direction; having

passed the flat before spoken of, you will sail on in from 18 to 12 feet about a mile ;

the starboard shore is low and marshy, and on the larboard side stands the city of

Rocliester ; having arrived at Rochester-point, you will enter Bridge Reach, Rochester-

Bridge being a quarter of a mile within the point ; from the northern side a mud-

flat runs out; the river here is less than a quarter of a mile wide, and has- from 16

to 1 1 feet within it.

Vessels drawing 20 feet water, and bound down the Medway from Chatham, must

reverse the foregoing directions, and should not get under sail unless the wind be

west, W. by N., W. N. W., or N. W. by W., and at the last quarter flood, spring

tides.

TIDES. In the Medway the tide rides from 14 to 20 feet, at Rochester Bridge it

is high water at one o'clock, full and change, at Slteemess at half after twelve.

SECTION II.

FROM THE NORE THROUGH THE SWIN AND KING'S

-CHANNEL TO HARWICH AND ORFORDNESS.

Description of the\Sands, Buoys, and Beacons, from the Nore through the Swin

and Sledway and to Orfordness,

r ii HE passage from the Nore and through the Swin and King's Channel is bounded by

* the Foulness or Maplin, the XVhitaker, Buxey, and Gunfieel Sands on the northern

side, and the Mouse, Barrows, Middle, Heaps, and Sunk on the southern side.

The FOULNESS or MAPLIN SANDS is an extensive flat, or continuation of

the Sands, which run off the northern shore of the Thames from Leigh and South-end

to the eastward so far as the entrance to River Crouch ; it chjefly dries, and is co

hered at about one hour arid half flood. Its breadth about Shoetrury is one mile from

shore. Off Foulness Island it is 3 miles broad ; and oft' Crouch Point or the entrance

of the River, its breadth becomes almost 5 miles ; its southern edge is steep, and.

pointed out by 2 buoys and 2 beacons which will be described hereafter.

The WHITAKER is an extension of the Ridge or north part of the Maplin,

from which it runs off in an easterly direction, and has a red buoy with a vane

upon it, lying on its southern edge; between this buoy and the Maplin is a swash-

way, or passage for small vessels into the River Crouch of 9 and 12 feet.

The BUX^EY is a large sand, which is covered at 3\ hours flood, it runs pa

rallel, in an east and west direction, to the northern part of the Maplin, and is one

mile and J wide in its broadest part, forming the northern boundary to the en

trance of the River Crouch ; its length is 5 miles; there is a buoy placed at its

western end, and its eastern part forms the Spitway from the Swin to the Wallet, Stc.

which Spitway is pointed out by two buoys.

The GUNFLEET is a long sand running from the Spitway in an east half north

erly direction full 12 miles ; its breadth is from 1 mile to l \ mile; off its western end

there are the two buoys just mentioned placed as a guide through the Spitway; at.

its eastern extremity is a black buoy, and on its southern edge stands a beacon.

Several parts of this sand becomes dry ; at the N. W. extremity there is a patch,

called the West Knock, of considerable extent, which is covered at one third of the

flood ; and abreast of the beacon is a still larger part, which is covered at 2J hours

. flood ; between these are other places', drying at low springs ; the northern edge of

this sand forms the boundary of the Wallet, and its southern edge is the northern

limit of the King's Channel: these sands lie all on the larboard side.

The MOUSE is now shifted, and become the west extremity of the Barrows; it

is distinguished by a black buoy, No. 2. . . ... * .' - 1

- C
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The West Sarrowt is that part of a very extensive flat, Which forms (be boundary

of the West Stein ; it extends from the Monte Buoy fall 4 mites and dries, being

covered at 2 hours and a half flood ; from its N. Eastern part the Barrows Flat runs

N. Easterly 4 miles, and then more to the eastward, terminating in a point near

the Buoy of the Heaps; the Barrows Flat* have several parts upon them which dry

at low water, and are all oveT shallow and dangerous ; the northern edge forms

tfte channel between the Flats, and the Heaps, and Middle, and its southern edge is

divided from the Knock John by the Barrows Deeps ; these Flats are above 3 miles

broad. . -

The Middle and Heaps are joined, and now form a narrow sand 6| mites long,

marked out by 3 buoys; the channel between it and the Barrows Flats is called the

Middle Deeps, and has from 6 to 9 fathdms in it ; the passage to the northward is

the one commonly used, and called the East Swin of King's Channel, in which there

is a kind of Middle Ground, with from 5 to 6J fathoms over it, also a Knowl, called

the knot, lying midchannel between the Middle Ground and Heaps, of 4 and 4{

fathoms.

The SUNK is a continuation of IheOaze and Knock John, which runs in an E.N.

Easterly direction ; it is narrow, with numerous dry patches upon it, and winds

along the back of Barrow Flats, at an irregular distance of from one to two miles,

with from 6 to 12 fathoms wafer in the channel, which divides them ; it terminates

in a point S. \ E. distant 4J miles from the Gunfteet Beacon. Off its Head is a

floating Light Vessel, to be described hereafter.

LONG SAND.—South-eastward of the Sunk and Knock John, is the Long Sand,

an extensive bank, 16 miles long, running nearly parallel to the Sunk, and stretching

to Xhefiirdler, The Long Sand is steep to, and has many patches upon it, whichdry

at low water, particularly en its north-western edge; its breadth at its northern

part exceeds not IJ mile, but toward the Girdler it increases to 4 miles and up

wards; it is divided by a channel explored by Lieutenant Thomas, and now bears

the nameof Thomas's Chamiel ; this passage is narrow, but has 5, 6, and 7 fathoms

water within it, and forms a communication to and from the Black Deeps.

KENTISH KNOCK.—This is a dangerous shoal, and has been the fatal cause

of many shipwrecks ; it lies to the south-eastward of the L*ng Sand, and stretches

along in a parallel direction to it ; its length N. E. and S. W. is about 6f miles, its

breadth at the broadest part ij mile ; the water over it is very shallow, and it

dries in some parts ;- the channel between it and the back of the Long Sand is 3

miles wide, with 9, 10, 11, and 12 fathoms in it.

Buoys, Beacons, cfc.

StfttEBURY-KNOCK BUOY, No. I, black, lies in 3 fathoms, to be left on the

larboard side; the marks are, the Blachtail Beacon E. by S. distant 5J miles; the

Nore Light S. by E. 1J mile ; and Shoebury Church N. by E. 1 E.

NORE-LIGHT VESSEL, with two lights fixed horizontally, rides in 3J fathoms

starboard, already described, page 6.'

BLACKTAIL BEACON is upon the Maplin Sand, and to be left on the larboard

side ; the marks are Warden Point on the Island of Sheppey, S.W. by S ; the red buoy

at the west end of the Ouze S. by W. J W. ; Canewdon Church a ship's length open

of Havfngore-farm N. N. W. | W., and the Nore Light W. J S. ; the sand here dries,

and the edge is steep.

CANT BUOY is white, and lies uponjthe edge of the sand, in 4 fathoms, on the

starboard side; the marks are Shottenden Mill just open of the high land of Sheppey,

bearing S. by W. I W., the Nore Light Vessel N.W. by W.JW., and the West Buoy

of the Oaze E- by N.

vVEST BUOY of the OAZE, No. 27, is red, and lies in 3 fathoms, on the star

board side; the marks are, the Nore Light Vessel W.N.W. { W. about 4J miles,

Shottenden Mill exactly between the two muscle houses at Sliellness, S. S.W., and the

Blacktail Beacon N. by E. $ E.

BUOY of the MOUSE, No. 2, is black, and lies in 4 fathoms, on the starboard

side ; the marks are, the Blacktail Beacon W. N. W. \ W. 2J miles ; Canewdon

Church on with a small house on Foulness Island, N. W. J N. ; the West buoy of the .

Oaze W. S. W. distant 3J miles ; and the Nob Buoy S. E. 3J miles. The Mouse

separates the channels, and hence becomes the eastern boundary of the Swin, which

bore is \\ mile wide. t

FOULNESS or MAPLIN BUOY, chequered black and white, lies in 2\ fa
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thoms on the larboard side ; the marks are, the Mouse Buoy S. S. W. $ W. distant

1J mile, the Blaektail Beacon W. J S. 3$ miles, the Hornt or SAo« Beacon E.N.E.

'H miles, and Minster Church in the Isle of Sheppty W. S. W. ; at the distance of a

cable's length to the southward of this buoy are 10 fathoms at low water spring

tides.

MAPLIN, HORNS, or SHOE BEACON, stands on the dry sand, and must

be left on the larboard side ; the marks are, the Whitaker Buoy and vane N. E. % E.

distant 5 miles, the black buoy of the Burin Middle N. E. by E. 4 miles, Foulness

Buoy W. S. W. 2J miles, and Minster Church nearly W.S. W. About 90 fathoms

to the northward of this beacon there are 4 fathoms water.

BUOY on the SWIN MIDDLE, No. 3, is black, and lies in 8 fathoms, to

be left on the starboard side. The marks are the Shoe Beacon S. W. by W. distant

4 miles, and the Whitaker Buoy N. by E. { E.

WHITAKER SPIT BUOY is red, with staff and triangular vane, lies in 3 fa

thoms, to be left on the laiboard side ; the marks are the Slioe Beacon S. W. f- W,

distant nearly 5 miles ; S!t. Peter's Chapel N. W. by N., the black buoy of the Stein

Middle S. by W. f W. one large mile, and the South Black Buoy of the Stain Spit-

way Ifi E. J E- distant 2 miles. •

SOUTH BUOY of the SWIN SPITWAY, No. 7, is black, and lies in 2J fa

thoms, to be left on the larboard side ; the marks are the Whitaker Buoy S.W.| W.

distant 2 miles ; the Cupola at St. Osyth's, on the eastern side of a Martello Tower,

north, and the blaek buoy of- the Swin Middle S. W. J S. distant 3 miles.

Seven eighths of a mile, N. by W. { W. from the South Buoy of the Swin lies the

red buoy of the Wallet, No. 6, in 3 fathoms, leading through the Spilway towards

Maldon River, and into the Wallet ; the marks for it are the Naze Tower N. E. by E.

and Brightlingsea Church just open to the right of a three-ridged roofed low building,

. GUNFLEET BEACON stands upon the Gunfteet Sand, and must be left on the

larboard side ; the marks are the Naze Tower N. by E. distant 6J miles, the buoy

of the Heaps S. W.J W. 5 miles, and the South Buoy of the Spitway W.^ S. dis

tant seven miles and two-thirds. S. by E. about one quarter of a mile from the

beacon, a red buoy was in 18ty3 placed over the wreck of a sunken brig,

which, like ail others on similar occasions, are removed so soon as the wreck

disperses, and may therefore now be gone.

GUNFLEET BUOY, No. 9, is blaek, and lies, 4 fathoms, to be left on thelar-

board side ; the marks are the Naze Tower and Walton Hall in one, bearing

N. W. J N. j the Gunfleet Beacon W. S.W. ; the lights at Harwich N. by W. nearly,

and the Sunk Light S. S. E. J E. distant 3J miles.

MIDDLE HOOK BUOY, No. 8, is chequered black and white, and lies in 3

fathoms, to be left on the starboard; the marks are, the Whitaker Vane Buoy,

W. by N. 2$ miles ; the black buoy of the middle, W. S. W,{W. 2J miles ; and

the Btioy of the Heaps E. by S. distant 3\ miles.

BUOY of the HEAPS is white, with a vane, and lies in 3 fathoms, to be left on

the starboard ; the marks are the Naze Tower N: N. E. \ E. ; Great Holland Church

N. by E. the Gunfleet Beacon N. E. % E., Whitaker Buoy W. by N., arid the .Sunk

Light VesseLE. by N. nearly distant 10 miles.

SUNK-LIGHT VESSEL, sloop rigged, bearing one light, lies in 8 fathoms, to

be left on the starboard ; the marks are the Gunfleet Beacon nearly W. by N. dis

tant 6 miles ; the Naze Tower N. W. by N. 8i miles ; the Gunfleet Buoy N: N. W.

Westerly, 3$ miles ; the black and white buoy on the West Rocks N. by E. J E.

4i miles ; the red buoy of the Rough N. N. E. 7f miles ; the chequered buoy on

the Bdudsey Sand N. N. E. i E. 1 1 miles ; the S.W. buoy on the Shipwash N. E^ E.

distant 7 miles, Orfordness High Light N. E. by N. 18J miles, and the Long Sand

Head S. E. 4J miles.

BUOY S. E. SPIT OF WEST ROCKS, black and white, with the words

WEST ROCKS upon it, lies in 3J fathoms to be left on the larboard ; the marks

are the Gunfleet Buoy S. W. \ W. two miles apd seven-tenths, the Sunk Light Vessel

S. by W. J W. 4J miles; the buoy of the Rough N. E. J E. two miles and eight-

tenths ; the S. W. buoy on the Shipwash East i\ miles ; the sea" mark oh Bandsey

Cliff*, by E. i E. eight miles and two-tenths, and the Naze Tower W. N.W. J W.

distant six miles and one-tenth.* -

* About a quarter of a mile within this buoy is a temporary black buoy placed over a

vessel which lately sunk there.

C.3 . . .
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STONE BANK BUOY is black, with a white cross on its top, and a white

painted band round its top and middle ;' it lies on the upper part of the Stone Bank,

between the West Rocks and Harwich Naze in 2\ fathoms ; the marlu are the Naze

Tmcer W. by S. ; Harwich High Light N.JW.; and Dover Court Church N. N. W.

There is also a small red buoy laid on the Church Rock at the entrance to Har

wich, in 2 fathoms at low water ; this is to be left on the larboard side ; the marks

arc the low light just open to the left of the high light bearing N. N. W. { W.; the

Naze Tower S.W. J S. ; and the Clock-house of Landguard Fort N.E.

BUOY of the CORK-LEDGE is white, with the words, ' Cork Ledge upon it.

and lies in 2 fathoms, to be left on the larboard ; the marks are Harwich Church

N. W. i W. seen midway between the high buildings in Landguard Fort, and the

Martello Tower to the right of the Fort ; and Baudsey Church a little to. the north

ward of the signal stall', bearing N.E. by N.

BUOY of the LOWER ROUGH, No. 10, is red, and lies in 3J fathoms, 1o be

left on the larboard side ; the marks are the Buoy of tlte West Hocks, S. W. J W.

distant two miles and eight-tenths; the Sunk Light S. S W. "i\ miles; buoy on

S. W. end of the Shipwash, S. E. by E. three miles and two-tenths; buoy of the

Baudsey N. E. \ N. four miles and one-tenth ; and Baudsey Sea Mark N. \ E. five

miles and nine-tenths.

BUOY of the SOUTH SHIP HEAD is white, and lies in 4 fathoms, to be left

on the starboard ; the marks are the Sunk Light S. W. \ W. distant 7 miles ; the

Gunfleet Buoy W. by S. 7J miles ; the Rough Buoy N. W. by W. three miles and

two-tenths ; and the Baudsey Buoy north 4J miles.

BUOY of the NORTH SHIP HEAD is red, and lies in 4 falhoms water, to

be left on the starboard side ; the marks are Baudsey Church W. by N. \ N., the high

light N. i W., and Aldhorough Church N. by E. J E. This buoy is particularly ser

viceable in directing ships of great draught of water, between the Shipicash and

Baudsey Sands. «

BUOY of the BAUDSEY is chequered black and white, and lies in 4 fathoms,

to be left on the starboard ; the marks are the high light of Orfordness N. E. \ N.

distant 7$ miles; Baudsey Beacon N. W. by N. 4 miles; the Rough Buoy

S.W. i S. four miles and one-tenth, and the Sunk Light S S. W. $ W. 11 miles.

BUOY of the CUTLER is black, and liesin 4J fathoms, to be left on the lar

board side ; the marks are Baudsey Church on with a white house, seen over Baud

sey Cliff bearing N. f E ; and the Eastern Lighthouse a little open to the southward

of the western one.

BUOY on the WEST-END of the MIDDLE GROUND in Hosley Bay is

black, and lies in i\ fathoms, to be left on the larboard side; the marks are a

white mill on with a single house a little east of a grove of trees, bearing N.W. by N.;

the eastermost Martello Tower at the entrance of Orford Haven N. W. by W. ; and

Orfordness High Light E by N. Easterly.

BUOY on the EAST-END of the MIDDLE GROUND is black, and lies in

3$ fathoms, to be left on the larboard side ; the marks are the high light on Orford

ness E.,by N,; Orford Castle E. N. E. \ E., and the white buoy of the Whiting

S. S. E. nearly.

BUOY of the S.W. END of the WHITING is white, and lies in 3i fathoms

water, to be left on the starboard side ; tbzmarks arc a white mill up the country,

a little open to the westward of a white house, and entering on a Grove of Trees,

bearing N. J W. ; a Martello Tower to the westward of Baudsey Point, shutting in

with the point ; and the lower light house a little open to the southward of the

high light at Orfordness.

BUOY on the ELBOW of the WHITING is white, and lies in 3 fathoms

water, on the inner edge of the sand, to be left on the starboard ; the marks are

Oifordness Lighthouses in one, bearing N. E. by E. ; Orford Castle N. by E. with a

white mill a little open to the westward of it.

BUOY on the N.E. END of the WHITING, No. 11, is white, and lies in

3i fathoms water, within a mile of the opposite beach; the marks are Orford

Church's, by W. and the high light N.E. JN. -

BUOY of ALDBOROUGH KNAPES is chequered black and white, with a

staff and vane, and lies in 5 fathoms, on the eastern edge of the shoal ; its marks

are Aldhorough Church N.W. a little westerly; Orford High Light W. by S. ;

Qiford Church and Castle in one W. \ N. ; and Iken Church nearly N.W. by W. one

third the apparent distance between Aldhorough Town and Slaughden Houses.
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SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE NORE THROUGH THE

SWIN, &c.

AILING FROM THE NORE to a fair berth between the buoy of the Mouse

^ and the Blacktail Beacon, the course is E. Q{ miles, and from thence to abreast

of the Shoe Beacon E. by N b\ miles. There is a long narrow flat between the

Nore Light and the Oaze, lying nearly mid-channel, called the Warp, with 4{, 5,

and 6 fathoms upon it, having deeper water on each side of it. Hollyhill Trees

their apparent length on upon the left end of Blue Town or Chatham Valley nearly

on with the left end of Blue Town will lead clear of the Oaze Edge west end.

There are channels between the EAST and WEST-BARROWS, but with not

more than 3 and 4 feet; the passage therefore for ships is between the Barrows

land Mapkn Sands, being called the West Swin.

In working down from the Nore, stand to the northward into 9 or 10 fa

thoms, and towards the OAZE into 6 or 7 fathoms ; and when you reach the

Blacktail Beacon, if convenient, you may anchor ; but when you get down as low

as the Mouse, you must not stand into less than 10 fathoms on either side ; in the

mid-channel are 11, 10, and 9 fathoms. From abreast of the Blacktail to the

Shoe Beacon, the course is from E. $ N. to E. by N. and the navigation somewhat

difficult ; you must be careful, in running from the Warp, not to go too far to the

southward, lest the tide should drift you to the southward of the Mouse. The

course from the Shoe Beacon to the buoy on the Middle is N. E. J E. distant 4 miles.

In turning from the Shoe Beacon to the buoy on the Middle, you may stand to the

Barrow into 8 fathoms, and towards the Maplin Sand into 4 or 5 fathoms. Between

the Shoe Beacon and the buoy on the Middle, there is "good anchorage all the way,

in 9, 8, 7, and 6 fathoms : this is an excellent roadstead, but care should be taken

to leave the Middle Black Buoy on your starboard side, lest you should get into

the Middle Deeps, which now forms a channel 8 miles long, with from 5 to 8 fa

thoms in it ; the tide here sets with great strength, and you would be endangered

by running on the Barrow Sands.

The Channel between the Middle Buoy and the Whitaker is very narrow, being

not much more than half a mile wide, with 6 and 7 fathoms water in it. From

the Middle Buoy to the chequered buoy of the Hook, the course is E. J N. distant 2{

miles ; and this direction E. J N. will carry you right through the East Swin

or King's Channel, clear of every danger to abreast of the Sunk Light ; and when

the Su?i/c Light bears S. S. E. distant I -J mile, steer N. E. a little easterly, and it

will lead you between the Baudsey and Shipwash, and to the northward of the Aid-

borough Knapes ; from the buoy of the Hook, to the eastern white buoy of the

Heaps, the course is E. S. E. i E. distant miles.

MALDON or BLACKWATER RIVER.^The Spitway is a passage out of

the Swin into the WALLET, or to the MALDON RIVER, between the east

end of the Buxey and the west end of the Gunfleet, and has about 9 feet in it.

The entrance to Maldon is obstructed by several shoals, some of which dry, and

others have very little water over them : your course through the Spitway is

N. by W. I W. leaving the two buoys on the starboard side;* and from the

Spitway to the entrance of Maldon River, steer N. W. ; here are two buoys, the

southern or white one lies on the east end of the Knoll in 2 fathoms water ; the

marks are Barn Hall, two ships' lengths open of Mersey Island bearing N.W. J N. ;

Brightlingsea Church on with My Lady's White-house N.{E,; St. Osyth's Church on

with the middle of Eagle-hedge N. E. by N. ; and the North Spitway Buoy S.E.

The Block Buoy lies on the S. E. end of the Eagle, in 2 fathoms also ; the marks

are Bani'Hall one ship's length open of the west end of Mersey Island, bearing

N. W. { N. ; Brightlingea Church and My Lady's House in one ; the white

buoy of the Knoll S. J W.'; St. Osyth's Church on the middle of Eagle Hedge, and

the S. W. Land E. by N. ; steer between these two buoys and you will get into 7

* W. N. W. i W. about one-third of a mile from the south buoy of the Buxey, a temporary

white buoy was placed over the wreck of a vessel in 1819. This buoy is perhaps now taken

away, and the wreck dispersed. „
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and 8 fathoms water, and may proceed up the river, keeping mid-channel until you

have passed the western end of Mersey Island, when you will find the water decrease

in depth.

A red buoy has lately been placed at the entrance to the river Colne, at the Bar

Head, in 3 fathoms, bearing from the Eagle Buoy N W. by N , and from the Knott

Buoy N. by W. J W. It lies with Holland Cliffjust open of Easiness Point E. by N. ;

and Brigktlingsea Church on with the west and highest part of BrigMlingsea Wood

N.JE. ' 1

There is good anchorage and deep water behind the BTJXEY in a place called

Swire Hole in from 5 to 8 fathoms ; there is also a passage for small vessels to the

westward of the Buxey leading to the river Crouch, but the best channel to this

Bluer is to the southward of the Buxey: on the Maplin Sand you will perceive a

buoy which you must leave to the larboard, and at the western end of the Buxey

on the starboard side is another buoy ; this passage is about J-of a mile wide, but

within it lies the Sunken Buxey, part of which dries at low water, dividing and

narrowing that part of the channel ; in it arc 2 fathoms water.

The channel between the Middle and Heaps on one side, and the Gnnfleet on the

other, is 2 miles, but when you have passed the Hook Buoy it becomes much

wider, and when you are to the eastward of the Buoy of the Heaps the passage is

5 miles broad, this is called the East Swin or King's Channel. As there are 5 fa

thoms close to the Middle and Heaps, you should not come nearer to any part of

them than into 7 fathoms ; between the Middle Ground and Whitaker Flats are 7

fathoms; and between the former and the Gunfleet are 6 and 8 fathoms.

The Sunk Snnd is steep-to on both sides. In working down between the Sunk

and Gunflest, stand no nearer to the Sunk than to bring, the light vessel about

E. by N. you -will then have 10, 11, and 12 fathoms water ; come not nearer the

Gunjieet than 6 or 7 fathoms ; you will then pass to the westward of the

vessel.

The vessel placed off the east end of this sand, will show a light in the night,

and a flag at the mast-head during the day, and in foggy weather a bell will ring

every half-hour, striking six times every ten minutes, to distinguish her from

other ships. In working through the King's Cluxnnel do not bring the liglu to the

northward of east, as the buoy of the Heaps bears from the light about W. S. W. :

For a description of the Light Vessel, see page 11.

DIRECTIONS FOR HARWICH, HOLLESLEY BAY, &C.

Sands, Buoys, Spa,

rTIHE passages into HARWICH and toward Orfordntss, are formed by the fol-

* lowing shoals :—the West Rocks, Cork, Sand, and Knot, the Upper and

Lower Rough, the Shipwash, the Baudsey, the Kettle Bottom, the Whiting, the

Middle Ground, and the Cutler, besides several other shoals inside of these.

Between the West Rocks shoal and the Gnnfleet is a channel into the Wallet,

called Goldmer's Galway about \{ miles wide, and having 5, 6, and 7 fathoms in

it. There is also a channel between the West Rocks and the Cork Sand, but it is

very narrow, with only 6 feet in it, and too dangerous for a stranger to attempt.

The WEST ROCKS is a dangerous and large cluster, lying directly before the

entrance to Ha}ivich, some parts nearly dry at low water : they extend from the

Haze Sand to a Black and White Buoy which is placed on a Spk at their eastern

end, their breadth being 2 miles; on the Buoy, which lies in Si fathoms, are

painted the words " West Rocks :"* the marks have been given in page 1L

CORK SAND.—The east end of the Cork Sand lies N. by W. from the east part of

the West Rocks, distant nearly 8J miles ; it thence extends S. W. by W. about IJ

mile, is narrow, and a considerable part dries at low water: one mile N. N.W.J N.

from the east end of the ,Cork Sand Hes the south end of the Cork Ledge ; it thence

extends about a mile, and is nearly one eighth of a mile broad ; there is If fathom

on it. On the shoalest part awhile buoy is placed, with the words" Cork Ledge

painted thereon, as already described, see page 12.
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The CORK KNOT Is a rocky shoal lying about IJ hniJe from the Cb>fc I«tfre,

and apparently is joined to it ; it bears N. by E. from the buoy of the West Rocks,

distant 4 miles, and has over it 19 and 20 feet,

LOWER ROUGH.—N. E. J E. 2J miles from the east Spit Buoy is the Turner

Rough, a reef of 3 fathoms, running about If mHe in a north north-westerly direc

tion ; its eastern side has a red buoy upon it, marked No. 10, lying in 3 fathoms

wafer as already described, page 12.

UPPER ROUGH.—In nearly the same direction, and midway between the

West Rocks and Rough, lies another rocky shoal, called the Upper or West Rough,

having on its shoalest part only 2J fathoms ; the mark for it is Arwerton Church on

with the south-western part of Landguard Fort and Baudsey Church on with

Baudsey Beacon.

To the north-eastward lie the Shipwash, Baudsey, and Whiting ; the two former of

th«se sands form the eastern side of the channel called the SLEDWAY; while

the West Rocks, Rough and Cutler are its western boundaries.

The SHIPWASH is a narrow and long sand, having at each extremity a buoy ;

these lie N. E. a little northerly, and S. W. a little southerly of each other, distant

7J miles ; some parts become dry at low ebbs, and both sides are steep ; this is a

dangerous bank to vessels coming from the Offing, as the depth of your soundings

give no indications of your approach towards it; and there are 6, 7, and 8 fathoms

close to its outer edge. On the north-east end of the Sldpwash lies a red buoy in 4

fathoms water. This buoy is intended for the use of ships of great draught passing

through the channel between the Baudsey and Shipwash Sands, instead of going into

liollesley Bay.

The BAUDSEY SAND is almost 4 miles long, and three-quarters broad, near

its south- west end ; upon it the depths of water are irregular, but no where are less

than 10 feet at low water ; upon the south part lies a black and white buoy, already

mentioned. The extension of this Sand to the north-eastward is now greater than,

formerly, for with Orford Low Light and Aldborough Mill in one, bearing N.N.E. \ E.

you will pass over it in 3J and 4 fathoms. There is said to be a small knowl, having

over it only two fathoms water, bearing from the chequered buoy above-mentioned

W. N. W. distant a quarter of a mile, Baudsey Church bearing N. N. W. J W., Fel-

stow Church W. N. W., and Orford High Light N.E. Vessels should therefore be

cautions of approaching too near this part of the shoal. Between the north end

of Baudsey Sand and the Shipwash the channel is about 2 miles wide, in which are,

it and 9 fathoms.*

The WHITING is a narrow slip of sand, lying E. N. E. { N. and W. S. W. I S.

3J miles in length, and having 3 buoys upon it. The two lights of Orfordness in

one, lead just on the inner edge of the sand, and also clears the Cutler ; but the.

low-light must be kept to the northward of the high-light in working through liol

lesley Bay.

KETTLE BOTTOM.—Between the west end of the Whiting and Baudsey Sand is

a knowl, called the Kettle Bottom, with only 3 fathoms on it, lying N. N. E. J E.

distant 2 miles from the buoy of the Baudsey r there are 7 fathoms between it and

Baudsey Sand ; the channel between the knowl and the west end of the Buudsey is

about three-quarters of a mile wide, and has 4 fathoms in it ,; but there is a small

shoal within it, which contracts the channel, and renders it hazardous ; between

the Kettle Bottom and the Whiting are fathoms, and a good passage, keeping

within half a mile from the buoy of the Whiting. The east end of Baudsey Sand is,

opposite to the middle of the Whiting ; the channel between them is about one

mile and three-quarters wide, with 8 and 7 fathoms in it. The mark to carry

you through this channel is Felstow ChurcM on with the rising part of Felstmo

Clif.

, The MIDDLE GROUND is a sandy flat which extends from the shore at

Orford Haven towards Orfordness, and is distinguished by a buoy at each end,

which have been already described, page 12.'

The FLAGSTONE is a rocky patch, lying between the S, West part of the

Whiting and Holhsley Middle Ground ; it runs in a direction parallel to the Whiting,,

and has no where less than 5 fathoms over it.

* A wrack being sunk between the Shipwash and Baudsey, in the fair way of the navigation,

a black buoy is laid on the said wreck in 9f fathoms, with these marks :—Baudsey Church N W.

Orfordness Low Light N.N. E. \ E., and Baudsey Buoy W. I N. distant 2\ miles nearly ; jbut we

are apprehensive the wrtck is now dispersed, and the buoy taken away.
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The CUTLER is a rocky shoal lying about a mile from Baudsey Cliff; the lights

of Orfordness in one, will lead over its outer edge ; a black buoy is now placed

upon it in 4\ fathoms, with Baudsey Church on with a white house seen above

Baudsey Cliff bearing N. { E. and Orfordness low-light a little open to the south

ward of the high-light: it extends S. W. \ S. and N.E. J N. being 1J of a'mile in

length, and about J a mile in breadth. ,.

 

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE KING'S CHANNEL

TOWARDS ORFORDNESS.

SHIPS hound outward from the Stein or King's Cliannel to the N. Eastward by

Orfordness, may sail through between the Bawdsey and Shipwash Sands, in what

is called the Shipway ; or haul up, through the Sledway, between the Rough and

Bawdsey, pass through Hosley Bay, and to the west of the Whiting towards Or

fordness.

In proceeding through the Shipway, when you arrive about midway between the

buoy of the Gunfleet and the Sunk Light Vessel, having the former bearing, west,

or N. by W. from you, distant 2 miles, you should steer N. E., which course kept

on for 16 miles will bring you to a berth 2 miles S. E. of Orfordness Light ; when

you have sailed on this bearing nearly 4 miles, you will be abreast of the che

quered black and white buoy of the West Rocks ; leaving it on your larboard

hand, distant one mile, and sailing 3 miles further on, you will find yourselfdirectly

between the red buoy of the Rough and the white southern buoy of the Shipwash ; the

Rough on your larboard side, the Shipwash on the starboard ; four miles further you

will reach the Buoy of the Baudsey, which is chequered, this you will leave on your

larboard side, at the distance of \\ mile; there is nearly mid-channel a buoy laid

over a wreek, which you will, if it Should yet remain, pass on either side, and foqr

miles beyond the Baudsey Buoy you will reach the Northern Red Buoy of the Ship-

wash, you may then shape your course towards Orfordness in the same direction,

until you come within two miles of the Ness, when by steering N. E. { N. you will

go out to the westward of the Knapes, or altering the direction somewhat more

easterly, go to the southward of that shoal.

Throughout the whole of the preceding navigation your depths of water Nvill

vary from 11 to 5, and from 6 to 15 fathoms ; but great care must always be taken

to keep off the shoals, for their edges are steep, and proper allowance must be

made for the setting of the tides ; the flood sets about W. S. W. and ebb E. N. E.

over the Shipwash, and renders this sand very dangerous.

In proceeding through the Sledway towards Hosley Bay, when midway between the

Gunfleet Buoy and the Sunk Light Vessel, steer N.E. until you have passed the Buoy

of the West Rocks nearly two miles, or until you get Butley Church just open to the

eastward of Boylon Mill, and to the westward of Boyton Wood, bearing N. E.

by E. i E. a little easterly, which mark will carry you directly through the Sledway

to the eastward of the Rough in from 4$- to 6 fathoms water, at the distance of

two cables' lengths from the red buoy of the lower Rough ; proceed on in 7, 6, and

7 fathoms, until you bring Orford to bear N. W. or the White Mill comes a little

open of Havergate Island House, bearing N. N. E. J E. ; keep this mark on until you

get between the S. West end of the Whititig and the Middh Ground, or until Orford

High Lighthouse appears about twice its height to the S. E. of the Low Lighthouse,

when you will be on the shoalest part of the Flagstone in 6 fathoms ; this is the

leading mark through Hosley Bay ; proceed with it until you come to the eastward

of the Elbow of the Whiting, when you should steer E. J N., this will carry you to

the southward of the Knaves ; take care not to bring Orford High Light to the

southward of west, until Iken Church opens to the northward of the Limckiln; but

if desirous of going between Aldborough Knapes and the Main, then give Orfordness

a good berthj and keep Baudsey Church well op?n to the southward of the Ness, in

•rder to avoid the Onion, Nathaniel's Knoll, and the ridge, until Alborough Church

bears N. \ E., then haul up N. E. which will lead to the westward of the Knapes.

In turning to windward, stand no nearer to the west end of the Shipwash than
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till Baudsey Church comes on with the north-east end of the long wood which stands

to the eastward of Baudsey Cliff, bearing N. by W. J W. nor to the West Rocks

than till Alderton Church comes on with Baudsey Church. Stand no nearer to the

'West Rocks than 5 fathoms, nor to the Shipwash than 8 fathoms. After you have

passed the Rough, stand no nearer to Baudsey Sand than till the tree which stands

to the northward of Orford Church comes near to the west side of that church ;

nor to the Cork Sand or Cork Ledge than till Harwich Church-steeple comes on with

the Martello Toioer which stands a little to the northward of Landguard Fort:—in

the night stand no nearer to the Ledge than 5 fathoms, nor nearer to the Cutler,

than 5{.

The best anchorage in HOLLESLEY BAY is with Hollesley Church and the

Parsonage House on with each other, bearing N. by W. J W., in 5 or 4J fathoms.

In this bay the tide flows, on the change and full days of the moon, at 11 o'clock.

HOLLESLEY OR HOSLEY BAY TO HARWICH.
-

Description of the Shoals, Buoys, fyc.

PTHHE entrance to Harwich is encumbered with numerous shoals, which lie within

those already described, and the passage from Hosley Bay to Harwich Harbour,

is bounded by the following ; the Cutler, the Platters, the Andrews, the Felixstow

and Wadgate Ledges, all which lie on the starboard side ; and the Cork Knot, Cork

Ledge, Cork Spit, the Ridge, the Church, the Altar, Wilk, Crab, Cliffs Toot, Cod,

Glutton, Guard, Bone, and Gristle ; most of which are to be left to the larboard.

The CUTLER is a rocky shoal of irregular depth, lying directly off Baudsey

Cliff, and distinguished by a black buoy placed at its southern point, is 4{ fa

thoms ; its marks being Baudsey Church on with Page's White House bearing N. J E.

and Orford Low Light a little open to the southward of the low light.

FELIXSTOW and WADGATE LEDGES lie on the larboard side of the

channe l, the former stretching a full mile off Felixstow Cliff, and having 3 and 2

fathoms on its outer parts ; the Wadgate is a small rocky patch of 3 fathoms, a little

to the S. Westward of the former ledge; Burnthouse Cliff just open of the Naze

Cliff, bearing S. W. by W. \ W. will lead to the southward of both these Ledges ;

which ought not to be approached nearer than 4 fathoms water.

The PLATTERS extend almost a mile from the shore, lying S. E. by E. from

Landguard Fort, and nearly dry at low water ; come no nearer to them than 5

fathoms ; the mark to carry you clear of them is Orford Church and Castle open of

Baudsey Cliff.

The ANDREWS.—To the westward of the Platters is the Andrews, another dan

gerous shoal, almost dry, and on its western side steep-to ; it lies within the Plat

ters, and extends nearly half a mile S S. E. from the Stony Beach, the first half ebb

sets over it very strong ; this forms the starboard boundary of the entrance to

Harwich Harbour.

CORK KNOT, LEDGE, and SPIT: the two former have already been described

in page 1 1 ; the Cork Spit N. W. end lies almost a mile N. W. by W. J W. from

the white buoy of the Ledge, and 1 J mile S. E. J E. from Landguard Port ; the

least water over it is 1\ fathoms ; Burnthouse Cliff just open to the left of the

Naze Cliffie&ds on fp its S. E. end ; these shoals are all to be left on the larboard

side, and the space between them and Felixstow and Wadgate Ledges is called

Felixstow Road.

The RIDGE is a rocky ledge lying also on the south side of the channel, ex- ,

tending N, W.and S. E.'J of a mile, and being above J of a mile broad ; the least

water over it is 9 feet ; and lies with Arwerton Steeple, bearing N. N. W. \ W., well

on with Harwich Beacon Cliff and Languard-point N. J W. ; it advances to within a

cable's length of the Andrews, and thus narrows the passage considerably, but

there is no less than 4 fathoms water in it.

The CHURCH ROCKY SHOAL lies half a mile S. W. J S. from Landguard

Fort, leaving a narrow channel of 5 fathoms between it and the Andrews one-fifth

of a mile wide ; there is a red buoy now placed upon its outer part, in 2 fathoms
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water ; the maTks for which are the Low Light just open to the left of the High

Lightliouse at Harwich, bearing N. N. W. \ W. ; the Naze Tower S.W. J S. ; and the

Clockhouse of Landguard Fort N. E. there is only 6 feet water upon this shoal.

The ALTAR is another rocky shoal of similar depth, and is situated N. f E., a

short i of a mile from the Church, and nearly opposite to the Fort, the channel to

Harwich being'between them.

The WILK, CRAB, and CLIFFSFOOT ROCK lie behind the Church and

Altar, and between them and Harwich Cliff; the two former have about 9 feet over

them, and are but little more than a furlong's distance; but the Cliffsfoot Rock

lies within a quarter of a mile of the Cliffs called Blackmail's Head, and has but

1 foot over it ; it is, however, out of the way of the general passage for vessels. 1

The COD BANK lies a full J of a mile N. N. W. \ N. from the Altar, and mid

way between the Fort and the Lower Lighthouse, having 8 feet over it at low water.

The GLUTTON is a ridge which joins the GUARD ; the latter stretching round

the Point of Harwich, from which it runs out easterly almost J a mile, having only

2 and 3 feet water over it ; but the Glutton continues in a S. Easterly direction to

within a quarter of a mile of the opposite shore, where a bar crosses the channel of

2 and 2$ fathoms ; this bar is narrow, and has 4 fathoms without, and 5 fathoms

within it; the least water over the Glutton is 8 feet, in some parts there is 2

fathoms.

The BONE and GRISTLE are both within the bar, and lie in the middle of the

channel ; the Bone is the larger, and most easterly of the two, having 9, 6, and 12 feet

over itr and lying J of a mile from the opposite shore, between which is 6 fathoms,

and the common passage for ships. The Gristle is a round shoal of 6 and 3 feet,

and lies just within the Bone, and about f a quarter of a mile of the Guard, between

which is 4 fathoms.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM HOSLEY BAY TO HARWICH.

JNrunningfrom Hollesley Bayfor Harwich, bring Orfordness Low Light a little open

to the N. \f. of the High Light, and when Baudsey Church bears N. N. W. J W.

being in one with the east part of Baudsey Wood, you will find yourself near the

west end of the Cutler, then open the Low Light to the east of the High Light,

keeping it in that direction, till Ramsholt appears to the westward of Baudsey Cliff,

you will then have passed to the westward of the Cutler; from hence a west course

will take you through Felstow Road to the Pitching Ground, and past the Cork Ledge

Buoy ; pay proper attention to the tide, and come not into less than 4 fathoms

water: when Dover Court Church bears N. W. by W. steer right towards it, until

Harwich Lights come in one ; this will lead you through the Rolling Grounds. When

Harwich Steeple comes a sail's breadth open to the westward of Landguard Fort,

you may haul in towards the Andrews, taking care to keep Baudsey Church open of

Felixtow Cliff"until these two lights come in one, bearing N. W. by N. In proceed

ing through Felixtow Channel, stand no nearer to Felixtow Cliff, nor to the Platters

than 5 fathoms, nor to the Cork Sand than 4 fathoms ; nor bring the land which is

to the westward of the Naze, within less than a ship's length of the Naze, when you

are standing towards the Platters; nor do more than just bring the Cork Land open

of the point which lies about a mile to the south-westward of the Naze, when you

stand towards the Cork Sand; and when Harwich Lights come on with each other,

Tun in with them so, until you are past the Andrews. As the Andrews is steep to

on the west side, and as the first half-ebb runs strong over it to the eastward, you

mast be very careful in passing with an ebb-tide. The channel between the

Andrews and the Ridge is half a mile wide, with 4 and 5 fathoms, and leads

into the Rolling Ground, where is 5 and 6 fathoms with good anchorage, mud, sand,

and shells ; from hence a N.{E. course will lead through the the .East or Deep

Water Channel between the red buoy of the Church and Altar on the one side, and

Landguard Shore on the other : when you have passed this buoy it will be advisable

to keep along abont \ a cable's length from the shore ; by which yon will avoid

these shoals, of only 6 feet water, and run on in a depth of 5, 6, 7, and 4J fathoms,

until Dover Court Church opens to the northward of the. houses of Harwich ; keep it

thus and it will lead yon past the Bon* and Gristle, to good anchorage, either mid
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channel or abreast of Harwich town, in 5 fathoms—or with small vessels a little

way within the river Orwell, where the riding with westerly winds is better, and

out of the way of larger ships ; there is a long spit running easterly from Shotley-

point, which you will clear by bringing Harwich Church on with the south end of the

Storehouse. Large vessels should wait the tide before they venture through this

channel. ,

The West Channel is narrow, shallow, and dangerous, only navigable by small

vessels ; those drawing 9 feet water may sail in to the westward of the Altar, and

thence proceed between the Guard and Gristle ; the mark to go through is Living-

ton Church Tower its apparent length on the outer end of the wall on Trimlies-point,

bearing N. J W.

The best anchorage in Felixlow Road is, with Baudsey Church about twice its breadth

to the west of the highest top of Baudsey Cliff, where the signal house stands, in 4{

fathoms water.

The lest anchorage in the Pitching Ground is, with Orford Castle thrice the distance

between the Church and the Castle, to the S. E. of Baudsey Cliff, in 5 fathoms

water.

The best anchorage in tlte Rolling Ground is, Baudsey Cliff, on with Felixtow Cliff

and Harwich Low Light, about half way between the Church and the High Liglit, in

5 fathoms water. #

The Rough Channel is between the Cork Sand, Ledge, and Spit on one side, and

the Cork Knot and Wadgate Ledge on the other ; vessels navigating- this channel

must bring the High Light of Harwich just open to the right of Landguard Fort,

bearing N. W. by W., and keep this mark on until Baudsey Church bears N. E. \ E. ;

this will carry them to the entrance of the Pitching Ground, when they should pro*

ceed as before directed.

THROUGH GOLDMER'S GATWAY, OVER THE NAZE

FLATS TO HARWICH.

Description of the Shoals, Buoys, Sfc.

f|^HE Naze Flats extend a considerable way to the eastward, and join the West

-*- Rocks ; large ships bound over them for Hanvich should be particularly

careful of the tides, that the rise of water may be sufficient to carry them safely

over.

The passage over the Flats is called the Medusa Channel, having on its western

side the Naze Ledge, South, Middle, and North Bars, the Pye and Hollidays Sands,

and Cliffs-foot Rock ; while to the eastward are the Stone, Horn, Ridge, and Andrews

Banks.

The NAZE LEDGE is a rocky shoal which stretches out a full mile to the east

ward of the land, having from 6 to 3 feet over it ; the shallowest part being nearest

the shore, but its S. Eastern extremity bears from the Naze Tower S. E. by E. dis

tant one mile and half, with 2 fathoms water upon it:

SOUTH, MIDDLE, and NORTH BARS —These rocky ridges run to the north

westward of the Ledge, and are of irregular forms and unequal depth, having

over them from J to \{ fathom.

The PYE SAND is along narrow stripe, stretching out E. N. E., IJ miles from

Walton Stone Point, which is the southern point of the entrance to Horsey or Handford

Water ; it dries at low water, and is almost so at { ebb : its extreme point lies with

Harwich Cliff's. N. E. distant 1J mile, and Dover Court Church on with a farm

house N. N. W. i W.

The HOLLIDAYS are to the northward of the Pye Sand, and form the boundary

of the. entrance to Handford; they dry at low water, but stretch not out so far to

the eastward as the Pye Sand. "

The CLIFFS-FOOT ROCK lies about a quarter of a mile outside Harwich Cliff,

having only one foot water over it. These, as before observed, all lie on the

western side of the channel.

D3
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The STONE BANKS are those irregular and extensive banks which lie between

the Naze Ledges and the West Rocks; having over thcnv from 6' feet to 3 fathoms.

There is a black buoy, with a white cross on its top, and a white band painted

round its top and middle, now placed upon the Stone Banks in 2{ fathoms water;

from which the Naze Tower bears W. by S., Harwich High Light N. { W., and Dover

Court Church N..N.W.

The HORN is a small rocky spot, with only 6 feet over it, lying S. by W.J W.

about % a mile from the west end of the Ridge, and S. E. by E. J E. a mile from the

N. E. end of the Pye Sand, and N. J E. IJ mile from the Stone buoy.

The Ridge and Andrews have already been described.

SAILING DIRECTIONS OVER THE NAZE FLATS TO

HARWICH, &c.

TfESSSLS proceeding through Goldmer's Gatway, should bring Walton Halljust open

* to the northward of the Naze Tower, bearing N. W. a Iittlenorth ; run along with

this mark on until the High Light of Harwich comes N. \ E. and in a line with

Blackman's Head, the east side of Harwich Cliff; you will then be at the entrance of

the Medusa Channel, and should bring a large red house at Walton about { its

length open to the westward of the high water mark of Landguard-point, bearing

N. by E. J E. ; this is the leading mark through the Medusa Channel to the Rolling

Grounds, where you may anehor in 4J or 5 fathoms water, or proceed for Hurwich

as before directed.

The Gullett Channel is to the eastward, and runs between the Stone Banks and

West Racks to the Cork Spit and Ledge into Felixtow Roods; in i,t your least depth of

water will be 9 feet, the mark being Dr. Frank's white house its own length upon

the low west end of Baudsey Cliff, bearing N. E. { N., a mark not easily to be made

out by a stranger.
The Inner Channel leads over the Naze Flats, the mark being Burnthouse Cliffy,

called also Cork Land, kept open to the eastward of the Haze Cliff, bearing S. W. by

W. J W., this must be carefully continued on, neither opening nor shutting it ; but

as this and the mark for the Gullet will lead on to the Cork Spit, it is recommended,

in using either of these channels, to steer for Dover Court Church, so soon as you bring

it to bear N. W. by W. and when the lights come on with each other, proceed as

before directed. .

THE WALLET —The Wallet is the space or channel lying between the Gunfleet

- Sand and the shore, and extending from the Gunfleet Buoy to the Buxey : on its

northern side it is rendered shallow by a bank or flat, which runs all the way from

the West Rocks to the Uuxey ; the deepest water will therefore be found on its

southern or Gunfleet side.

There are two entrances to the. Wallet; the eastern entrance is through Goldmer's

Gatway, the western entrance is from the -East Swin through the Spitway.

The mark for the eastern entrance or Goldmer's Gatway is Walton Hall just open to

the right of the Tower, bearing N. W. J N. The western entrance is between the

Buxey and Gunfleet, and is pointed out by two buoys, as already described.

About 3{ miles from the Gunfleet Buoy is a large part of the Gunfleet which dries,

being covered about 2{ hours of flood, called the East Knock. Further on are two

more patches, which dry with low spring tides ; and at the further end of the Gun

fleet, near the Spitway, is the West Knock, which is covered atJ flood ; between these

are swashways of 2 and 3 feet water. , ,

COPPERAS BANK.—The flat which stretches along the main land from the

West Rocks to the Buxey extends itself from 1 to 2 miles off shore ; W. { N. 6 miles

from the Gunfleet Buoy, and S. W. J S., 4J miles from Walton Tower, lies the eastern

end of the Copperas Bank, running from thence 1{ mile W. N. W.J W., and the

middle of the bank lies directly south from Great Holland Church, distant 2J miles;

the battery at Holland Cliff brought N. N. E. clears its western end ; the deep

waler channel of the Wallet is here but \\ mile wide. On' the Copperas Bank are 3-J

fathoms, within it 4, 3, 2, and 1 fathoms, shallowing as you approach the main ;

between it and the Gunfle*t are 5, 0", and 7 fathoms.

* 1
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TRIPOD.—W. N. W. J W. &\ miles from the west end of the Copperas Bank is

the Tripod, a triangular shoal of 6 feet water, lying about J a mile from the shore.

ELBOW.—W. J S. one mile and a quarter from the west end of the Copperas

Bank, is the Elbow, with 3J fathoms, and 4J near its southern -side. This bears

nearly S. E. from the Tripod, distanv one mile.

RUNCH.—W. by S. from the Elbow \\ mile, is the Runch Bank, having 3*

fathoms upon it, 4J within side, and 5, 6, and 7 fathoms to the southward ; it is J of

a mile long ; its western end bears from the Inner Buoy of the Spitway N. E. \ E. dis

tant -2\ miles.

To the westward of the GUNFLEET, about S\ or 4 miles above the buoy,

you will have exceeding good riding with S. E., Southerly, and S. W. winds

under shelter of the East Knock. When in the King's Channel, being abreast of

the buoy on the Gunflest, with a south-west wind, and thinking bad weather

to be coming on, your best method will be to work up to the northward of the

sand, to the distance above-mentioned, anchoring in 5 or 6 fathoms, where you will

have better riding with half a cable on the small bower, than you would have with

both anchors a-head and whole cables out, on the south side of the sand. Vessels

having passed through the Swin Spitway into the Wallet, will, by pursuing a direct

N. E by E. J E. course from the North Buoy of the Spitway, go between the Coppera*

Bank and the main, to the entrance of the Medusa Chaimel ; a more easterly course

will take them to the southward of the Bank and in deeper water.

To sail out through the Gatway bring the Naze Tower N. W. J NT., and with flood tide

steer S. E. by E., with ebb S. E. by S. or according to wind and tide, and the above

mark will lead into 6, 7, and 8 fathoms ; in working out you may stand to the

northward until Walton Hall comes on with the Tower in 6 and 7 fathoms, and to

wards the Gunfleet into 5 fathoms.

FR*OM ORFORDNESS TO YARMOUTH ROADS.

Description of the Sand Banks, Buoys, Sfc.

THE land about Orfordness is low ; and the shoals in its vicinity are the Onion,

Nathaniel, the Ridge, Aldborough Knapes, and the Sizwell Bank.

The ONION is a shelf or flat which runs out from abreast of Orfordness Lower

Lighthouse, and extends a full cable's length from the point.

NATHANIEL'S KNOWL nearly joins the Onion, andis frequently called iheOuion

by the coasters ; it is a small narrow shoal running in a N. Easterly direction, about

half a mile ; its shoalest part has 12feet water over it, and lies E. N. E.J E. from the

High Light, and E. by S. from the Low Light, distant from the latter one third of a

mile ; on the middle of the Knowlaxe 15 feet, and on its eastern end 3 fathoms; be

tween this Knowl and the Onion is a small passage with 4 fathoms water in it ; and

on the southern side of the Knowl 8 and 9 fathoms.

The RIDGE is an oval-shaped sand, extending 1 mile N. E. by E. ; its greatest

breadth being three-eighths of a mile, and its least water 3J fathoms ; from its

eater edge Aldborough Mill is on with a barn at the south end of the town, Bearing

N. £ E. distant 3$ miles, and the eastern side of Orford Church Tower on with the

ruins of Orford Castle, bearing W. by N, a little northerly.

Round the Ridge are irregular soundings, 4J, 5, and 6 fathoms ; between it and

the shore are 6 and 7 fathoms, and with Aldborough Church bearing N. you will clear

its north-east end in 7J fathoms. Between Nathaniel's Knowl aod the Ridge the

passage is three-eighths of a mile wide, with 4 and 5 fathoms ; and vessels may

sail through it into Aldborough Bay, having Aldborough Church N. N. E. a little

easterly: N. E. by E. J E. about one quarter of a mile from the Ridge, a small

shoal appears to be growing up of 4 and 3J fathoms, but between this and the

Ridge there are 6 fathoms water.

There is a sandy flat of 4 fathoms which lines the shore of Aldborough Bay, and

Stretches from abreast of the Martello Tower all the way to Thorpeness.

ALDBOROUGH KNAPES extends N. E, and S. W. 2J miles ; it is about half
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a mile broad, and has only 2 fathoms over the middle, and 5 near each end. The

northern end of this sand lies with Aldborough Church W. N. W. t N. distant 4

miles, and Orford Low Light W. S. W. J W. 5J miles ; its southern end lies with

Aldborough Church W. N. W. distant 4 miles,- and Orford Low Light W.S.W.{W.

There is a black and white buoy with a staff and vane placed near the eastern

edge of the sand, in 5 fathoms water, from which Aldborough Church bears N.W. a

little westerly ; Orford High Light W. by S. ; Otford Church and Castle in one W. J N. ;

and Ihen Church N. W. by W. at one-third of the apparent distance from Aldborough

Town tfi Slaughden House. Orford Church and the rains of the Castle a sail's breadth

open either way will clear the Knapes, and Ilten Church on with Slaughden House

N. W. J W. will just clear it to the southward.

SIZWELL BANK south -end lies nearly 1 mile to the eastward of Thorpeness ;

it thence extends 2 miles N. E. by E. ; is half a mile broad, and has only 8 feet on

it The shore about Thorpeness is rocky ; between it and the south end of Sizwell

Bank are 9 and 10 feet; thence, towards the north end, are from 3 to 7 fathoms.

The mark for the south end of this shoal is Orford Castle open to the southward of

Aldborough Church, do not bring them in one until Blythborough Lodge (which is a

farm-house standing in the midst of a grove of trees) co"mes open of Dunwich

Church: that mark will carry you clear to the northward qf it, in 7 or 8 fathoms.

THE BARNARD.—E. { S. from Covehithe Church, about three-quarters of a mile

from the shore, lies the south end of the Barnard; it thence extends N.E. \ N.,

1\ mile, is a quarter of a mile broad, and has 2 feet on it, being steep-to on each

side. Between the south end and the shore are 9 feet ; and thence, towards the

north end, 5, 4, and 3 fathoms. \

The Barnard is now joined to the Newcome by a narrow ridge of sand with only

2J fathoms upon it, making between it and the shore a channel not above half a

mile wide, having a depth of from 2J to 4 fathoms.

As the soundings, in approaching the coast from the sea to the northward of

Lowestoff, are very irregular, and the spundings off Lowesfoff so regular that they

may be depended on ; ships, when coming from seaward should endeavour to

make the land in the latitude of Lowestoff, which is 52° 28' N. In this latitude

they may steer boldly in, night or- day, until they come into 17 or 16 fathoms ; in

the night time, the lights may be seen 3 or 4 leagues off ; and in day, the church

and upper part of the town may be seen at the distance of 7 leagues, if the wea

ther be clear.

Shoals and Buoys, fyc. in the Vicinity of Lowestoff and Yarmouth.

The LOWESTOFF NEWCOME is a narrow ridge of sand, lying in a S.W.

by S. direction, and forming the western side of the Stanford Channel, being abont

{ a mile from the Lowestoff shore. This shoal has increased of late and become

almost dry between the buoys ; its breadth here is nearly one-third of a mile, and

the length of the shoalest part, one mile and half ; about which distance from its

northern end is a spot of 8 feet water. On the S. W. end of the Newcome lies a

red buoy in 15 feet water ; this should be left to the larboard : but this sand is

now joined to the Barnard, as before mentioned. The marks for the red buoy are

Lowestoff High Light just open of the north end of the town bearing N. and the

Holmhead Buoy S. by W. J W. On the N. E. end of the Newcome is a chequered

buoy, black and white, in 13 feet, to be left also to the larboard, the marks for

which are the Low Light N. N. W. ; the buoy of the Holmhead S. by W.J W., and

the white buoy of the Holmltook E. by N.

The HOLM and CORTON SANDS lie to the eastward of the Neweome, and

the passage between the two former sands is called the Stanford Channel; the Holm

is a large sandy flat, which dries in some parts, and now joins an extensive bank

called the Corton, which stretches along in a parallel direction to the shore full 6

miles, and forms the eastern boundary of the Lowestoff Channel ; at the southern

extremity of the Holm Sand is the Stanford or Holmhead Buoy, which is black, and

lies in 2 fathoms, with Lowestoff Lower Light a ship's length open to the eastward

of the High Light, bearing N. \ E- ; Pakefield Church midway between the Mill and

a house to the southward of the town, bearing W. by N. \ N., and Kessingland

Church W. S. W. \ W- ; this buoy is to be left on the starboard side.

About one mile and J to the N. E. of the Stanford Black Buoy is the white buoy of

the Hook Spit, lying on the edge of the Holmhook Sand, and midway between these

buoys is afloating beacon ; these are to be left on your starboard side.
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STANFORD FLOATING LIGHT VESSEL exhihits two lights placed hori

zontally, and is moored in 4J fathoms, with the church of Pakefield over the town,

and bearing W. S. W. \ W. ; the Hookholm Buoy E.S.E. ; the south buoy of the

Newcome S. W. \ W. ; the north buoy of the Newcome W. by S. ; and the S. W.

buoj of the Cot ton N. E. by N.

The white or S. W. buoy of the Corton lies with Lowestoff High Light west a little

southerly, Corton Church N. N. W., and the Light-vessel S. W. by S.

From the black buoy of the Stanford the inner or western edge of the Holm Sand

runs N. E. J N. about 1J mile, here the Hook Spit terminates ; it then turns N. N. E.

about one mile, where it joins the Corton near the S. W. buoy ; the Cm-ton then

continues N. J E. to the northern buoy.

The outer or southern edge of the Holm Sand extends from the Stanford Black

Buoy N. E. by E. \ E. 3\ miles to the south buoy of the Corton; the Corton then

turns N. N. Easterly 1 J mile, to the second black buoy ; then north a little westerly

to the N. E. buoy and N. W. by N. towards the north buoy ; these buoys distinctly

mark the outer edge of the Corton.

ST. NICHOLAS BANK. This is an extensive semi-circular shoal lying on the

eastern side of St. Nicholas Gatt, the edge of which, like that of the Corton, is

regularly buoyed ; the passage between these sands is now called the New Gatway,

and forms the chief channel for vessels of great draught of water into Yarmouth

Boads; the following are the Trinity-house directions for the situation and marks

of the buoys, &c.

" The chief passage into YARMOUTH ROADS for ships of burden has

always been between the Corton Sand and St. Nicholas Bank, generally called St.

Nicholas Gat, but its width lately decreased so much, that this channel became

dangerous, especially for large vessels ; the danger was also considerably increased

by the frequent shifting of the sands, a new channel is therefore recommended

and buoyed, being called the New Gatway. Four black buoys are placed on your

larboard or Corton side, and four other buoys on your starboard or St. Nicholas side.

'.' The CORTON BUOYS.—The first or southern buoy of the Corton is black, and

lies in 5J fathoms with Lowestoff Church W. N. W. J W. and Corton Church N. W.

by N.

" The second black buoy is in 5J fathoms with Lowestoff Church W. J S., and Yar

mouth Steeple nearly in one with the second mill on Yarmouth Denes, bearing nearly

N. by W.

" The third or N. E. buoy lies in 5 fathoms with Gorleston Steeple N. N. W. I W.,

and Yarmouth Steeple open to the eastward of the above mill, bearing N. by W.

" Thefourth or north buoy lies in 4J fathoms N. N. W. J W., distant above' a mile

from the N. E. buoy, with Corton Church W. S. W., Gorleston Church N. N. W. \ W.,

the New Mill N. by W. \ W., and Yarmouth Steeple N.JV7.; these are all black

buoys lying near the edge of the Corton, and must be left to the larboard.

" ST. NICHOLAS BUOYS.—The first or outer buoy of the St. Nicholas Ridge is

chequered red and white, lying in 5J fathoms, with Winterton Church N. i W.,

LowestoffChurch S. W. by W.{W,, and Corton Church W. by S. J S.

" The second or S. E. buoy is red, and lies in 5 fathoms with Corton Church S. W.

by W. i W., Gorleston Church N. W. Westerly, the New Mill N. N W. J W., and

Yarmouth Steeple N. by W. fW.

" The third or S. W. buoy is white, and is in 5 fathoms, with Corton Church

, S. W. \ W., Yarmouth Church N. by W. i W., and the north buoy of the Corton

S. S. W. nearly ; Gorleston Church N. W. J W., and the New Mill N. N. W. | W.

" The fourth or north buoy of St. Nicholas, called also the Kettle-bottom Buoy is

white, and lies in 7 fathoms, with the turret of Yarmouth Chapel N. N. W. J W.

nearly, and being distant about $ of a mile N. by E. from the S. W. buoy of St.

Nicholas : these buoys are to be left on the starboard side."

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM ORFORDNESS TO YARMOUTH

ROADS.

0

rESSELS proceeding from Orfordness towards Yarmouth should bring Boudsey

Cliffwell open of Orford Beach until Aldborough Church bears N. \ E-, then let

Dunwich Cliffcoma open of Thorpenest; and they will avoid the Onion, Nathaniels,
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Knowl, and Ridge ; steer directly N. E. 18 or 19 miles, or until the Lighthouses of

Ij>wcstoff appear in a line, this course will take them between Aldborough Knapes

and the Ridge and Sizwell Bunks; in turning to windward you may stand in-shore

to 9, 8, and 7 fathoms, and off to 12 or 14 fathoms, the soundings are regular ,; but

do not bring the Lower Light of Orfordness to the westward of W. by S.', lest

you should run on the Knapes ; observe also not to bring the said Lighthouse to

the southward of S. W., or you may approach too near the Sizwell; the leading

mark taking you through between these shoals is Orfordness Lights in one, bearing

S. W. by W. \ W. Blythborougk Lodge open of Duawich Church clears the north

end of the Sizwell.

ALDBOROUGH BAY lies between the Ridge and Sizwell ; a sandy, flat runs

off the shore, but there is good anchorage with off-shore winds in 7, 8, or 9 fathoms,

Orfordness Ijnver Light S. W. J W. and Aldborough Church N W. by W. J W.

SOUTHWOULD or SOLE BAY lies between tho Sizwell and the Barnard;

the anchorage there is good, with off-shore winds, in 8 and 9 fathoms, within half

a mile of the shore, but in approaching the Barnard you must not get into less

than 9 fathoms water, for its edges are steep and there is 8 fathoms close to its

eastern side.

When you are off the south end of the Barnard in 7 fathoms water, and South-

would Church is on with the houses at Euston, and Pakefield Church is open of I'ake-

ficld Cliff, which are the marks for clearing the south end of the Barnard, steer

N, E." for the buoy of the Stanford, which is distant 4 miles ; your soundings will

be from 8 to 4 fathoms.

The STANFORD PASSAGE is between the Holm Sand and Newcnme, and is

not more than half a mile broad ; the entrance is to the westward of (he buoy, and

the channel is well pointed out by the Buoys, Beacon, and Light Vessel, which have

been already described ; but it is now become requisite to give the black buoy of

the Holm a good berth, in consequence of a ridge of sand which has shifted and

grown up to the W. N. W. of the buoy, nearly crossing the passage over which are

pnly 10 feet water ; vessels requiring a greater depth, must not venture through

without having flood tide and fair weather. The leading mark is Lowestoff High

Light open to the westward of the Lower Light, bearing N. by E. j give the buoy a

berth and make allowance for the flood, which sets strong to the S W., and the

ebb to the N. E. ; having passed the buoy your course will be N. N. E. J E. lj mile,

passing between the red buoy of the Newcome and beacon of the Holm, and the

chequered buoy and floating light, and thence along shore N. by E. J E. 6 or 7

miles to Yarmouth Roads ; the channel is a full mile wide, and ,the soundings

throughout are regular, with good room for turning and anchorage all the way. In

working along you may stand towards the land to 5 and 4 fathoms, and towards

the Corton Sand into 7 fathoms ; the best riding with southerly winds will be found

in the southern part of Corton Road; and with northerly winds to the northward of

the Jetty.

NEW GATWAY.—Vessels proceeding from Orfordness for Yarmouth Roads by

the New Gatway, or Channel between the Ciiton and St. Nicholas Sands, having by

the foregoing directions, cleared the Ridge and other dangers about Orfordness, and

advanced, with the Oiford Lighthouses in one, 6 or 7 miles, will then be abreast of

the Sizwell Bank,,and may pursue a N. E. course for about 7 leagues, which will

carry them to the entrance of the New Gatway.

The best leading marks into or out of the Gatway, are the New Mill standing a

little to the west of Yarmouth, over the centre of the Navy Hospital, bearing N. N. W. ;

or Gorleston New Church N. W. by N. GorlesUm Old Steeple, the fonner mark for

the Gat, was blown down in 1813. The turning marks are the New Mill, over the

S. W. end of the Hospital, in standing towards Corton Sand; and in standing off,

the said mill, open to the eastward of the Governor's house, which will appear

open to the eastward of the Hospital: or stand towards the Corton, until the Mill

comes just open to the westward of the Hospital, and off to the eastward, until the

said Mill is open to the eastward of the Telegraph erected on the centre of the

Hospital,

The channel between the north buoy of the Corton Sand, and the white and red

buoys on the N. E. side of the Gatway, is about one mile in width, the depth .24

feet at low water, soundings very regular, with sudden deep water within the

ridge, which trenches athwart the innermost part of the Gatway, having passed the

Gatway on to the Roadstead.

The anchorage in Yarmouth Roads is extensive, the ground sandy, and ships
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sometimes in heavy gales from the N. N.E. and S. S. W. are apt to bring home

their anchors.

TIDES.—It is high water at Yarmouth on the fall and change of the moon at 15

minutes after 8, and the spring tides rise 8 feet, but the flood stream continues to

run to the southward till half after 10. At Lowestoff it is high water on the shore at

9 j the tides rise 7 feet, and the flood stream runs till half after 10. At Oifordness it

flows on shore at half after 10, and the flood contiuues till 11, and spring tides rise

10, neaps 6J feet.

SECTION III.

FROM YARMOUTH AND ORFORDNESS TO THE DOWNS.

Description of the Sand Banks, 8fc.

TN this outer track are some dangerous shoals, namely the Inner and Older Gar-

bards, the Galloper, the Falls, the Long Sand, and Kentish Knock; the two latter

may be considered to be connected with the sands that so greatly impede the

entrance to the Thames, but the others are separated, and lie at a considerable

distance from them.

The INNER GARBARD is a shoal supposed to be about one mile and a quar

ter long, lying N. E. by N. and S. W. by S. ; having 3 fathoms over its shallowest

part ; this is when Oifordness High Light bears N. W. J N. distant 10 miles ; it is 6

or 7 miles to the eastward of the N. E. end of Shipwash ; and between these sands

are from 9 to 20 fathoms water.

The OUTER GARBARD.—The north end of this shoal lies nearly S.E. by S.

14r$ miles from the High Lighthouse of Oifordness ; running thence in nearly a S. W.

direction 2f miles ; its southern end bears from the High Lighthouse S. S.E. 15$

miles ; its broadest part is not a quarter of a mile over, and of unequal depth ; in

some spots there are only 2$ fathoms, in other parts are 4 fathoms ; it is a compo

sition of hard sand, steep on both sides; for close to its edges are 5J, 6, and 7

fathoms; to the eastward of it the soundings are of fine grey sand, while to the

westward is coarse sand,, intermixed with broken shells and gravel, and some

soundings of mud and clay. In day time it may be known by a constant rippling ;

the body of this shoal is in latitude 51° 56'.N. and in clear weather the High Light,

the Castle, and Church of Orfordness is visible from the poop of a 74 gun ship.

Between the Outer Garbard and Galloper are from 7 to 16 fathoms.

The GALLOPER is a very'dangerous shoal, having, on some places, not more

than 6 feet water ; it extends 5 miles N. E and S. W. and is not half a mile across

at the broadest part, which is near the middle : this part lies S. by E. from the

High Light at Orfordness, distant 22 miles ; E. S. E. \ E. from the Long Sand Head

distant 12 miles ; E. J N. from the N. E. part of the Kentish Knock, about a similar

distance, and N. E. by E. i E. 29J miles from the North foreland; the shallow

part of this sand continues full 3 miles, having only 1, 2, 3, or in some spots, 4

fathoms ; over it the sea commonly ripples : the middle of this shoal lies in lati

tude 51° 47' 15" N., and longitude 1° 54' 45'' E. from Greenwich. Off the south

west end a LIGHT VESSEL is moored in 15 fathoms, on which are exhihited two

lights, horizontally, on two separate masts ; this vessel bears about S. W. from

the shoalest part of the sand, and lies in latitude 51° 45' nearly ; about half a mile

. to the eastward of it lies a buoy, which will point out the usual position of the

vessel, should it be removed by any accident. The tide here flows full and change

till i after 11 ; running nearly 3 knots an hour; the flood commences from the

N. E. then E. N. E. The channel between the Galloper and the Long Sand Head is

about 11 miles wide, and has from 20 to 17 fathoms in it. On the east side of the

Galloper are 12, 16, 18, and 20 fathoms, at 3 miles distance are 27 fathoms coarse

sand with small dark stones ; near to the south end are 14 fathoms, the ground

stoney ; about three quarters of a mile without the north end are 14 fathoms, with

coarse stones ; and close to this end are 7, 8, and 9 fathoms.
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The FALLS is a long narrow bank or ridge, extending about 21 miles N. E.

J N and S. W. I S. and is about half a mile in breadth: on the south end are 11

fathoms ; on the middle are 4 and 5 fathoms; and on the north end are 6 fathoms.

The south end lies from the South Foreland E. { S. distance 13 miles. The north

end of the Falls bears from the north east part of the Kentish Knock S. by E. dis

tance 10J miles; and from the south end of the Galloper, S. W. i S.' distance 11

miles. Between the north end of the Fulls and the east end of the Kentish Knock

there are 25, 21, 17, 14, 11, 6, and 5 fathoms ; the latter depth is near to the Knock:

between the north end of the Falls and the south end of the Galloper are 25, 20, 18,

17, 12, and 10 fathoms ; the latter depth is close to the south end of the Galloper.

Parallel to the S W. end of the Falls is the Little Bank, another long ridge, with

from 8 to 14 fathoms over it, the deepest water being at its northern end ; it lies

near 4 miles distance from the Falls, and between them is deep water.

The KENTISH KNOCK is a dangerous and extensive shoal, lying in nearly a

S. W. and N. E. direction, its length being 61 miles, and its broadest or middle

part 2 miles1; its N. E end bears from the Galloper light-vessel W. { N. distant 10

miles, and from the Long Sand Head S. { W. distant 4J miles ; its S. W. end bears

from the Galloper light-vessel W. by S. distant nearly 15 miles, and from the

North Foreland Lighthouse N. E. almost 14 miles; S. W. by W. 1J mile from its

N. E. point is a spot which dries at low water, and the whole body of the sand is

shallow, with from 3 to 6 feet, though in some places there are 2 and 3 fathoms ;

close to its south-eastern side, which is steep to, are 5, 6, 8, and 9 fathoms, the

ground generally soft and muddy ; very near its northern extremity are 10 and 11

fathoms, and between it and the Long Sand 8, 9, 10, and 11 fathoms ; there is a

passage between it and the Long Sand 2J miles wide, but no vessel will attempt to

run through without the greatest necessity.

The LONG SAND HEAD extends to the northward so far as 51° 46/ N., where

it terminates in a point about J of a mile broad, having 3, 3J , and 4 fathoms over

it ; this, point, bears from the Galloper light-vessel E. S. E. J S. distant 10J miles ;

from the Sunk Light vessel nearly S. E. distant 4$ miles ; from the bnoy of the

Gunfleet S. E. \ S. 7J miles ; from the south buoy of the Shipicash S. S. W. \ S.

distant 8J miles ; and from the Nazc Tower S. E. { S. distant 13J miles ; close to

the eastward of Sand Head are 5 and 6 fathoms, deepening suddenly to 8 and 9

fathoms ; the Naze Tomer bearing N. W. will lead clear through Goldmer's Gatway

and past the Long Sand Head in 9 and 10 fathoms.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM YARMOUTH TO ORFORDNESS

AND THENCE TO THE DOWNS, &c.

VESSELS, proceeding from Yarmouth Roads for Orfordness, must run out through

the New Gatway, with the New Mill bearing N. N. W. as before directed, or

Gorleston Church N. W. by N., and when they have passed to the southward of all

the buoys, steer S. W. 7 or 8 leagues, which course will take them between the

Sizu-ell and Knapes, bringing the lights in one, and taking care, when abreast of

Orfordness, to clear the Ridge and Onion, by the marks already given, but by no

means bring A Idborough Church to the eastward of N.JE. until they get Baudsey Cliff'

well open of Orfordness, and coming no nearer to the Ridge than 8 or 9 fathoms ;

this will take them into Hosley Bay. But if directly bound for the Downs, bring

the High Light to bear west distant 3 miles, and a S. S. W. J S. course for 25

miles, will carry them abreast of the N. E. point of the Kentish Knock ; then steer

S. W. 24 or 26 miles, and they will be at the entrance of the Gull Stream.

From Hosley Bay to the Downs —Vessels sailing from Hosley Bay for the Downs

with an easterly wind, commonly drop down towards Orfordness with the ebb tide,

steering E. by N. a little easterly, as before directed ; and having passed the

eastern buoy of the Whiting, No. 11, turn S. Easterly ; bringing the High Light

N by W., this mark will lead clear to the northward of the Shipwash ; and when

they have passed the red buoy of the North Ship Head about lJ mile, they

will fall into the track just mentioned, and may steer S. S.W.i S. for 25 miles for the

N. E. point of the Kentish Knock, &c.
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In sailing near the Shipwash be careful to make a proper allowance for the tide,

and with contrary winds you may stand toward the Shipwash into 10 or 12 fathoms,

and off into 17 or 18 fathoms ; towards the Long Sand Head into 8 and 9 fathoms,

and off into 20 fathoms; towards the Knock into 10 and 12 fathoms, and off into

16 and 18 fathoms; and when the Sunk Light vessel bears N W. by N. and the

Galloper light-vessel E. -J N. steer directly S. W. for the Gull Stream: the leading

mark through which is the South Foreland Upper Light on with the middle of Old

Stairs Bay.

TIDES.—It is high water at the Long Sand Head at the full and change of the

moon at half an hour after 11, and at the North Foreland at 12 The flood sets

over the Shipwash W. S. W., and the ebb E. N. E, so that vessels passing from the

Gunfieet to the Long Sand Head must have it nearly on their beam ; during the two

first hours of the flood it sets W. by S. between the Long Sand Head and the

Kentish Knock, and also between the Long Sund and the Sunk, with great velocity ;

while the ebb runs equally rapid in the contrary direction.

SECTION IV.

FROM THE NORE TO THE DOWNS; THROUGH THE FIVE

FATHOMS CHANNEL AND OVER THE FLATS TO THE

NORTH FORELAND.

Description of the Sands, Buoys, Beacons, Sfc.

TJ1HIS track is buoyed and bounded by the following sands. The Cant, Spile,

-* Middle, West and East Gilman, the Spaniard, the Spell, the Woolpack, the

Seam, the Last, the Horse, Reculver, Gore, Goodwin Sands, and Cliff's End Bank.

The CANT is that extensive flat which stretches from Sheerness and Sheerness

Middle to the eastward, and surrounds the northern coast of the island of Sheppey ;

its edge is steep-to, runs E. S. Easterly, and deepens suddenly from 2J to 9 and

10 fathoms water, at about the distance of three miles from the land ; there is a

white buoy placed on its northern edge in 4 fathoms water, the marks for which

have been described, page 10; this buoy must be left on the larboard side.

The SPILE is a narrow shoal, running in an E. by S. direction and joins the

Red Sand ; its breadth is somewhat less than a quarter of a mile, with only 1 and' 2

feet over it ; there is a black buoy, No. 28, on its western extremity ; the marks

for this buoy is Shottenden Mill on the eastern trees that stand to the westward of

the muscle houses ; Minster Church W. J S. ; the Nore Light Vessel N. W. J W.

distant 4\ miles ; Cant buoy N. N. W. -j W., West Oaze buoy N. E. by N., and the

Shivering Sand buoy E J N. distant 4J miles ; this buoy lies in 2 fathoms water and

must be left on the starboard side.

The MIDDLE Ground is another shoal about half a mile distant from the Spile,

and running about 2 miles in a parallel direction to it; its broadest part, which is

toward the middle of the sand, is one-third of a mile across, and dries ; but its

western and eastern ends are much narrower, and have 8 or 9 feet over them : on

its western end is a buoy painted black and white and numbered 10; the marks

for which are the Spile buoy N. by E , the west buoy of the Spaniard S. S.E.,

Minster Church W. J S., and the east part of Shottenden Hill a sloop's length open

to the westward of the muscle houses, bearing S. S. W. a little westerly : this

sand and the Gilmans form the northern boundary of the Five Fathoms Channel;

about a mile from the above buoy, on the southern edge of the sand, is a new

buoy painted circularly red and white, lying in 10 feet water, with Whitstable Mill

on with the westernmost of the three houses standing just to the westward of

Whitstable town, bearing S. \ W., the west buoy of the Spaniard S. W. by W.,

the west buoy of the Middle N. W. by W. J W., and the buoyjof the Gilman east ;

this buoy should be left on your larboard side. . ,

- E 2
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The WEST GILMAN is a small narrow patch of sand, about a mile long, being

a continuation pf the Middle ground, divided only by a passage of 2 fathoms

water; upon its southern edge is a red buoy. No. 30; the marks for which are

Minster Church W. J N. ; St. Nicholas Church a sail's breadth open to the westward

of the Reculvers S. S. E. J E. ; the west buoy of the Spaniard W. \ S. distant 2J

miles; and the new buoy of .the Middle west ; this buoy lies in 2 fathoms water,

and should be left on the larboard side.

The EAST GILMAN is a continuation of the Middle and West Gilman, and

divided from the latter by a passage or swashway one-third of a mile wide, in

which are 2\ fathoms ; the direction of this sand is nearly east and west, it is very

narrow and has only 6 feet over it; the channel here between the East Gilman and

the buoy of the Spaniard is J of a mile wide.

The SPANIARD is nearly 4 miles long and has a buoy at each end ; its breadth

is variable from J to f a mile, its general tendency is E. by N. and W. by S-, its

middle or broadest part has some patches upon it, which dry at low water; its

eastern part has 4 or 5 feet over it, but its western end is somewhat deeper, having

9 and 10 feet. This sand forms the southern boundary of the Five Fathoms

Channel; the buoy on its western end, No. 29, is white, and lies with Graveney

Church just open of Shellnesspoint S. S. W. { W., Shotlenden Mill on with a white

house near Shellness, Minster Church W. by N., Gilman buoy E. { N., and the east

buoy of the Spaniard E.S.E. J E. ;'it lies in 2 fathoms, and must be left on the

starboard side in going down the Five Fathoms Channel.

The east buoy <f the Spaniard is black, No 31, and lies with St. Nicholas's Church,

2 sails' breadths open to the eastward of the Reculvers, bearing S. S E. \ E and

Hickmay Trees on the Isle of Sheppey open to the southward of the Muscle-houses,

Shottenden Mill a boat's length epen to the west of a White Mill near Boughton,

S. W. { W., and the west buoy W. N. W J W. distant 3J miles ; this buoy lies in

2 fathoms, and must be left on the starboard side.

The SPELL is a small narrow sand, lying to the northward of the Last, and

now joins the Woolpack; its western end, where formerly a buoy was placed, lies

with Ash Church, just touching a barn to the westward of two houses that are to

the westward of the Reculvers, bearing S. J E., and Mount Pleasant on with the

west side of Upper Hale Grove S. S. E. JE. ,.

The WOOLPACK stretches along from the Spell in an E. S. E. f Easterly direc

tion towards the. Margate Sand ; some part of this sand becomes dry at low water ;

and there are only from 3 to 6 feet over it at any part; it is divided from Margate

Sands by a swashway of 9 feet water. These 2 sands form the northern boundary

of the Narrows Channel, now no longer used.

The SEARN is a Knowl lying off the western part of the West Spit of Margate

Sand, with 6 feet water over it ; the marks for it are Chislet Mill open to the east

ward of the first large house to the eastward of the Reculvers, bearing S. W. J S. ;

St. Peter's Church S. E. J E., and the Hook Spit buoy S. E. J S. distant one mile

and two-thirds.

The LAST is a small narrow sand lying nearly 2 miles to the northward of the

Reculvers, it lies in the direction of E. S. E. and W. N. W. and is about one mile

long, with 4, 5, and 6 feet water over it ; this formerly was the southern boundary

of the Narroics Channel, while the Spell, Woolpack, and Seam, was its northern limits,

but in consequence of a shifting of these sands, the buoys of the Spell. Woolpack,

and Seam, have been taken away, and the Channel of the Narrows no longer

adopted ; instead of this passage, vessels now proceed to the southward of the

Last, through the Horse Channel ; this, therefore, has newly been buoyed ; 3 black

buoys now lie on the southern part or edge of the Last, and a red buoy on the tail

of the Horse Sand, nearly opposite to the middle buoy of the Last; the passage is

between the 3 Last buoys on the northward and the Horse buoy on the southward.

The West buoy of the Last, No. 34, lies on the extremity of the sand in 1 1 or 12

feet water, the marks for it is, the Reculver's Steeple S. by E. ; Stud Hill on with

the southern houses on Hampton Hill W. by S. J S. ; the low west end of Cleave

Wood upon the cast end of Upper Hale Grove ; the middle buoy of the Last

E. by S. J S. ; and the Horse buoy S. E.

The Middle buoy, No. 35, lies in 10 feet water, the marks being the Readvers'

Steeple S. by W. ; the Horse buoy S. W. J W. ; the east Last buoy E. S. E. ; the

west Last buoy W. by N. J N. ; and Waldershare-house appearing one-third of the

distance from Reculver Barn towards George's Farm-house.

The East buoy of the Last, No. 36, lies also in 10 feet on the southern part of the,
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east end of the sand, having the west end of the Chislet Miller's House, bearing

S. W. J S. and upon the east end of the first house next westward of the Reculvers'

Steeple; the Horse buoy W. J S. ; the west Last buoy W. by N.J N. nearly, the

middle Last buoy W. N. W., and the Gore Patch buoy S. E.|E.

The Horse is a knowl of small dimensions, at the end of which lies a red buoy

in 10 feet water, the marks for which are Waldershare Monument midway between

George's Farm House and the first house to the eastward of it ; Reculvers' Steeples

S.JW.; North Down Tower on the end of the West Cliff ia Marsh Bay S. E. by E ;

and the west buoy of the Lasftf. W.

The Reculver Sand lies within half a mile of the shore and dries at low water;

the Reculvers' Steeples have been re-erected, and North Down Tower, commonly

called Whitfield's Monument, has been heightened so as to be seen at a greater

distance than formerly, „

There is a sandy flat of shallow water which runs from Whitstable Street, along

the Kentish shore, and, a little to the eastward of the Reculver Sand, stretches

1J mile from the land ; this is directly opposite to the eastern buoy of the Last,

narrowing the deep water channel and rendering it necessary to keep within \ a

mile of the buoy.

The GORE SANDS.—These are several shallow spots or patches lying to the

eastward of the Reculver Sand, on one of which is a buoy checquered black and

white, with a staff and vane, it lies in 10 feet water; the marks for it are Mount

Pleasant in one with a building like a barn, near the beach to the eastward of

Lower Hale Grove, bearing S. S. E.: Powel's Summer House open to the eastward of

Birchington Church Steeple, about five times the breadth of the steeple S. E. J S. ;

the east end of the Miller's House, at Chislet Mill on with the middle of the shed

or barn, being the westernmost building at Vanteeper's Houses, bearing S. W. ; the

buoy of the Horse Sand W. by N. J N.; the east buoy of the Last N.W. J W.;

and the west buoy of the Last N. W. by W. J W.

The MARGATE SANDS may be said to extend from the Last in an E. by S.

direction 8f miles, or to the eastern buoy which is painted Mack, No. 15, with a

flagstaff and vane; there is indeed a passage between the Last and Searn, or

western part of the Margate Saud, into the Narrows, which formerly was the

common passage for shipping, but is now grown up and disused ; the Margate Sand

is about one mile and three-quarters broad, its middle part dries, and is 9 feet

above the low water mark, spring tides ; its northern edge dries for a considerable

way to the eastward and becomes steep-to ; but off the western and eastern ends

shallow spits run off with from J to \\ fathoms over them ; and from the eastern

Spit to the buoy is a flat of 2, 2J, 3, and 4 fathoms, the latter depth being near

its extremity ; this flat extends westerly on the northern side of the sand to the

Wedge, and on the southern side joins the Gore and Hook Spit.

The Hook Spit is a shallow pa^ch of the main sand, which nearly dries at low

water, upon which is placed a buoy. No. 38, painted white, with a black cross

upon it ; the marks for which are North Down Monument on wilh the Bathing House

at Nallan, bearing S. t). J E ; Monkton beacon on with the east end of Upper Hale

Grove S. { W.; and Reculvers W. f S. ; this buoy lies in 2 fathoms water, and

must be left on the larboard side.

The CLIFF'S END BANK is a shoal lying mid-channel between the Margate

Sand and the shore, bejng about one mile long and a cable's length broad ; having

upon its shoalcst part 9 and 10 feet water; its western end lies with Birchington

Church and Seed Mill, bearing S. by E., and its eastern end with Birchington East

Mill oa with two houses upon the Cliff.

The shore from Whitstable to abreast of the Cliff's End Bank is chiefly a low

sandy beach, with some few rocky points, but from Cliff's End to the North Pore-

land it is high and rocky cliffs.

-m.JT * .A >, v. -r, v. . i 'i. is!'...-! :^iwVfl ,i:ti in U+f it** i MnVt ,' rtfck*! J& irtW«,;,d

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE NORE TO THE NORTH

FORELAND.

TN running down from the Nore, steer E. S.E. about 3 or 4 miles, bringing the

Nore Light Vessel a sail's breadth open of Yantlet-point', bearing W. N. W.

This mark will lead down along the Cant edge and past the white buoy, in 8, 9,
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and 10 fathoms, till Leytdon Church comes open with the land's end of Sheppey,

bearing S. W. by S. ; then steer S. by W. for the Five Fathoms Channel, leaving the

Mack buoy of the Spilt and the checquered buoy of the Middle on your larboard

side, and the buoy of the Cant to the starboard ; in this track you will have 10

and 12 fathoms water with low ebbs : ahE.S.E. J E. coarse will then take you

through the Five Fathoms Channel as far as the black buoy, No. 31, at the east end

of the Spaniard, leaving the new black and white buoy of the Middle, and the red

buoy, No. 30, of the Gilman, on your larboard side, and the buoy of the Spaniard

on your starboard. But if you are in a ship of only 15 or 16 feet water, wait till

it is near half flood upon the shore, before you proceed, then you may sail S. E.

across the Cant direct to the entrance of the Five Fathoms Channel, by keeping the

Nore Light N. W. or in the middle of the valley between the high lands of Fobbing

and the high land to thaN.E. of Holy Haven; proceeding on the same course,

only inclining a little more southerly, yon will go to the southward of the Spaniard,

through what is called the Overland Channel, and when between, the Spaniard and

the red buoy of the Columbine, steer S. E. \ E., which course will take you to the

entrance of the Horse Channel.

In working down from the Nore to the Spile, stand to the Cant in 8 fathoms, and

off to the Warp in 6 or 5 fathoms ; in mid-channel are 9, 10, and 11 fathoms. Re

member always to make proper allowance for the tide, and unless well acquainted,

to proceed only with the flood.

In working through the Five Fathoms Channel, put about on the first shoal-cast on

either side ; the flood sets strong over the Spaniard towards the East Swale, and

the ebb the contrary. This channel, where narrowest, is more than half a mile

over. The leading mark throngh it is, a house with a single tree at its east end,

and a barn with two trees at its west end, standing near the western cliff of

Sheppey, on with the middle of the valley next west of Minster Church; but this

will be too difficult for a stranger to comprehend, and requires some practice

before it can be well understood. In the western part of the channel ar-e 12 and

15 feet, opposite the buoy of the Gilman 18 feet, the water being somewhat deeper

on the Gilman side; that sand being steep-to, while the Spaniard shallows gra

dually.

The coursefrom the east bum/ of the Spaniard, across the Flats, to the west buoy of

the Last is S. S. E. \ E. (with a flood-tide,) 5 miles; depth of water 10, 12, and

14 feet, at low water. In running for the buoy of the Last, bring the west end of

Cleave Wood on with the west end of Lower Hale Grove, or the village of Cleave on

with the boat-house in the Gore ; and in working over, stand to the eastward, till

Minster Mill comes on with the east end of St. Nicholas's Wood, and to the west

ward, till St. Nicholas's Church comes near the east side of the Reculvers. In this

course you will have from 9 to 15 feet at low water. But, if the water be so far

fallen that you cannot go over the bank, you may anchor abreast the buoy of the

Spaniard in 3 or 3J fathoms, the buoy bearing S. W. a large mile distant ; or by

running S. E. 4f miles from the Five Fathoms Channel, you will reach the Horse

shoe hole. Here, if requisite, you may bring up, the marks for anchoring being,

St. Peter's Church in the middle of Marsh Buy, bearing S. E. J S., and the Recul

vers S. by W. in from 15 to 20 feet water.

Having arrived at the western buoy of the Last, No. 34, you should go not

nearer to the east end of the Horse than to have Margate Church on with the

western part of North Down Trees, nor towards the Last than to have the buoy on

its western end bear W. N. W. $ W.; do not stand too far to the northward in

working down, or you will get entangled in a deep swash, of 3 and 2 fathoms,

which runs in at the back of the Seam, near half a mile to the eastward of it.

From abreast of the Searn the course to the Cliff's End Bank and Westgate

Road will be S. E J E in this direction you will pass the Hook Spit buoy, and by

bringing St. Peter's Church eastward of the White House in Galeings S. E. \ E., or

in one with the first black streak in the western part of the east cliff of Westgate

Bay, you will go to the southward of the Gore patches and bank.

Having passed the Gore-patch, bring Monkton Beacon open to the eastward of

Upper Hale Grove, then haul to the southward until Bislupstone Farm comes nearly

in one with the Reculvers ; and when you come opposite to the Western White Cliff

End above Birchington, then open the farm to the southward of the Reculvers, and

that will lead through to the southward of Cliff's End Bank in 3 and 4 fathoms.

In working down, stand each way until St, Peter's Church comes open either side

of the bay.
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The Anchorages most commonly used, especially by large ships, are the Gore,

Westgate Bay, and Margate Road. For the GORE, the marks are, Monltton Mark,

any where between the west side of Lower Hale Grove and the middle of Upper Hale

Grove ; and St. Peter's Church, about S. I?, with the barn in Westgate Bay, In this

part are 4J and 5 fathoms water. In the Gore, the tide runs till 12 o'clock but

flows upon the shore at 11J, full and change.

The marks for anchoring in WESTGATE BAY are Margate Church on with

Nation-point, bearing S. E. i S. and Minster West Mill, upon the barn in Westgate

Bay, in 5 or 6 fathoms water, good ground.

In working down toward Margate, stand to Margate Sand in 6 or 5 fathoms, and

in shore to 5. The marks for anchoring in MARGATE ROAD, in 6 or 6\ fathoms,

are Minster Mills on with, or open to the westward of Nation Mill; and Foreness

S. S. E. J E ; or in 6 and 7 fathoms, with Margate Church on with the Pier Head,

bearing S., and Bishopstone Farm-house on with the Reculvers.

Thc mark to go clear of Longnose is, to keep Margate Church high above the land,

or the mill that stands to the northward of Birchingtori just open of Ledge-point.

Run out with this mark on till the North Foreland Lighthouse bears S. S. W. and

you will be half a mile east of Longnose; come no nearer than 0 or 7 fathoms.

Longnose runs out three-quarters of a mile from Foreness.

THE RIVER SWALE.

rjlHE EAST SWALE is at the eastern end of Slteppey Island, being an excellent

* harbour and a good retreat for ships losing their anchors, &c. It is about 5

miles long from east to west, and nearly three-quarters of a mile broad. The

shore is, in general, soft mud : ships may safely run aground on any part within

Shellness ; but the best place is Faversham Creek, and if a ship requires to be laid

ashore, there is a place sufficiently hard at Harty-ferry. Vessels drawing less

than 9 feet may with spring tides get up to Faversham.

From Shellness, to about a mile above Harty-ferry, the ground is good for

anchoring ; and there are 3{, 4, and 5 fathoms, at low-water, spring-tides ; at

those tides the water rises from 17 to 21 feet, and at neap-tides from 12 to 14 feet.

It flows on full and change, at about half-past twelve o'clock, if the wind be not

easterly ; but with an east wind, at ten o'clock. Boats or small vessels of five

feet water may sail up Crog Dick to within a mile of Minster; with spring-tides it

joins Crog Dick in Clay Beach.

Milton Creek is on the south side of the Swale about 5 miles above Harty-ferry;

vessels drawing less than 10 feet may go up to Milton with spring-tides. Long

Spit Creek lies on the western side of the West Swale, boats drawing less than 3 feet

pass through into Stangate Creek with spring-tides.

The COLUMBINE is a hard sand, one quarter of a mile broad, and about 2J

miles long, extending W. S. W. J W. and lies on the starboard side as you enter

the East Swale. The mark for the east end of it is, Whitstable Church on with the

easternmost white copperas-house. On the larboard side is Whitstable Street, a

ridge of pebbles, having the appearance of a street, running out a considerable

distance from the point at Whitstable, and generally dries at low water. The mark

for this ridge is, the easternmost Copperas-house open a sail's breadth to the west

ward of Whitstable Church. From this ridge Whitstable-flats extend in the direction

of Shellness-point 3 miles ; contracting the entrance opposite that point to less than

the width of a quarter of a mile, it thence continues as far as Faversham Creek

forming the southern side of the channel. >

To sail from abreast of the eastern buoy of (he Spaniard to the entrance of the

East Swale, you should steer S. W. by W. 4 or 4\ miles ; to sail from the Horse

Channel for the River Swale, steer W. N. W. \ W. you will then see a remarkable

clump of trees, about 10 miles up the country, appearing like the hummock of a

saddle ; bring these in one with Harty Church, and it will carry you into the deepest

water between the Columbine and Whitstable Street ; keep this mark on until you get

Judd's Folly-house on with Ore Windmill, bearing W. S. W. then anchor.

To anchor without Shellness at the mouth of the Swale bring the muscle-houses on

with Leysdon Church, in 5 fathoms at low water ; or with Ore Mill on with Judd's
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Folly-fontse, in 3{ and 4 fathoms, or all the way up (o the Horse Sand, which is abont

li mile in length, and lies one-third over the channel from the Isle of Sheppey. The

Horse is sometimes dry on neap-tides at high water. The channel for large ships

is on the south side of it, for to the northward are but 6 feet at low water.

From MARGATE ROAD, or WESTGATE BAY, to sail info the SWALE with

a ship drawing more than 14 feet water, through the south channel, with the wind

southerly, or so that it may lead all the way, get under way at half, or the last

quarter of flood, and steer towards the west buoy of the Last, then off a little to

the northward, to avoid the Cross Banks. Thence run W. N. W. \ W. from the

buoy of the Ijsst; which will carry you safe between Whitstable Street and the

eastern end of the Columbine ; in this course you must be careful to make allow

ance for the tide.

Iffrom the Gore you should pass with a small vessel through the Copperas Chan-

nel, which is the passage between the Horse Sand and the shore, pursue a W.N.W.

course all the way ; in it are from 10 to 16 feet water, the mark through being

Stud Hill a little to the northward of the northern house on Hampton Hill ; come

not nearer to the shore than to bring the outermost house at Hampton on with Stud

Hill, nor to the Horse than till Stud Hill comes a sail's breadth open of the above

house ; North Down Monument open to the southward of the barn in Westgate Bay

is the mark to clear the couth end of the Horse. ,

In sailing through the Horse Channel do not steer nearer to the east end of the

Horse, than till you see Margate Church come on with the western part of the

North Down Trees, nor closer to the Last Sand than to bring the buoy, No 34,

W. N. W. i W., when through the channel a W. by N. course will bring you to

the entrance of the Swale.

If coming from the Queen's or Prince's Channels and bound to the Swale, your

course from the Pan buoy will be W. by S. until you get the mark, the saddle-like

trees on with Harty Church, but if from off the east buoy of the Spaniard S.W. by W.

To sail out of the Swale you must have a leading wind : and ships drawing more

than 15 feet water, must wait till the water reaches the foot of a beacon at the

entrance of Faversliam Creek, or about the first third of flood, as there is, at that

time, 3 fathoms in the shoalest part of the channel, which is at the east end

between Whitstable Street and the eastern extremity of the Columbine.

In thick weather, when the marks are not visible,' if you can see the point of

Shellness, steer in for that, bringing it to bear W. by S. which will carry you safely

in; or, if the Muscle-houses can be perceived, steer for them until they bear

W. by N. and Shellness W. by S. Then proceed as before directed.

Be careful always to keep the marks in one, as the flood-tide sets from the west

buoy of the Spaniard, through the Ham Gat, over the Pollard, and the ebb the

contrary. The Ham Gat is a shallow passage, between the west end of the Colum

bine, and the Muscle-bank with one fathom water. There commonly is a small

fisherman's buoy placed on the west end of the Columbine for the use of those who

with small craft frequent the channel.

TIDES.—In the East Swale it is high water at \ affer 12 o'clock, but easterly

winds will make it much earlier; spring-tides rise from 17-to 21 feet, neap from 7

to 14 feet; at the Reculvers at f past 1 1, but the flood will run until 12 ; ordinary

spring-tides will rise 15 feet, neap 7 and 8 only; at Margate it is high water at a

quarter after eleven, and the flood runs near the shore but slowly, but in the road

and off the Hook its velocity is about 2J miles springs, and neap 1 mile; there com

monly is a great indraught into the River Swale which much influences the stream

over the Flats ; the flood there setting W. by S. and the ebb the contrary.
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SECTION V.

FROM THE NORE THROUGH THE OAZE, NOB, QUEEN'S

AND. PRINCE'S CHANNELS, TO THE NORTH FORELAND.

Description of the Sands, Buoys, <5fC.

f|!HIS track is bounded by the following sands, the Oaze, Spile, Red Sand, Shi-

-*- vering, Nob, Girdler, North Knowl, Pan Sand, Pan Sand Patch, and Speck, the

Tongue, South Know!, Wedge, and Margate Sands; there are also the Spell and

Woolpack Siuuls, which lie on the southern side of the Queen's Channel, but they are

far out of the track, unless you should pass to the southward of the black buoy of

the Smith Knowl, No 21, and have already been described, see page 28.

The OAZE SAN D lies nearly in an east and west direction, being about 4 miles

long and half a mile broad, its middle part has not more than 6 feet over it; there

is a buoy upon each end; that on the western extremity has been already

described. The east buoy of the Oaze is white, No. 20, and lies in 3 fathoms ;

from it the buoy of the MOUSE bears N.W. by N. lJ mile. Minster Church

W, J S , the Shoe Beacon N. E. by N. 4\ miles, the Blacktail Beacon N. W. by W.

4 nifles, the Nob buoy S- E by E. IJ, and the E'ist Shivering buoy S . E. by S.

2J miles. The Oaze Sand continues in an easterly direction to the Knock John and

the Sunk Sand, and ends at the Sunk Head ; between the east buoy of the Oaze and

the Knock John there is a good passage with 4, 3J, and 3 fathoms, near the buoy but

shallowing when near the knock to G feet : the Knock John dries, and so do many

parts of the Sunk; between the Snnle and the Barrows is a deep water channel,

but which, as it is not buoyed, and is out of the reach of leading marks, is not

frequented.

SPILE, RED and SHIVERING SANDS.—The SPILE is a narrow sand

having a buoy on the western end ; this has been already described in page 27.

This sand Stretches E. by S. for about 1J mile, where it joins the Red Sand, which

continues in nearly the same direction for 1\ miles further; some parts of this

sand becomes dry at low water ; the Shivering Sand is separated from the Red Sand

by a small swashway of 9 feet water ; so that these three sands may now be consi

dered as one, the length of which from the west buoy of the Spile to the east buoy

. of the Shivering is 6J miles ; on the north side of the Shivering lies a red buoy in

14 feet water ; the marks are the Cant buoy W. by N. distant 5J miles ; the west

buoy of the Oaze W. S. W. 4 miles ; the East Shiveiing buoy E. by S. IJ mile ; the

Reculvers S. by E. { E. ; Minster Church W. a little southerly ; and the East Oaze

buoy N". N. E. The east buoy of the Shivering, No. 24, is chequered black and

white and lies in 4 fathoms, and must be left to the starboard ; upon it is a flag;

the marks are, Ash Church open to the eastward of the Reculvers, bearing S. J E.,

the buoy of the Girdler S. f W., distant three quarters of a mile ; the Oaze east

buoy N. W. by N. 2J miles, and Minster Church west a little northerly.

The NOB is a spit or sand nearly 2 miles long and half a mile broad ; its middle

part nearly dries, but towards its eastern extremity there are 2J fathoms; on the

western end of the Nob is a ted buoy, No. 25, the marks for which are the Shoe

Beacon N. by E. \ E. ; the buoy of the Shivering Sand S. by W. J W. ; and the buoy

of the Girdler in nearly the same direction, distant one mile and five-eighths ;

thwse 3 buoys and the fyfaplin or Shoe Beacon lie nearly in a line with each other;

and are placed to point out the direction of the channel in crossing; the Nob buoy

lies in 4 fathoms and should be left on the larboard side.

The GIRDLER is an extensive flat, on the N. Western part of which, a narrow

patch, about 2 miles long, becomes dry ; at the west part of this patch is a black "

buoy, No. 23, which lies in 3 fathoms water, and is distant from the Shivering

buoy three-quarters of a mile ; the marks being Ash Church nearly on with George's-

farm, the Reculvers S. \ E., the Spaniard east buoy W. S. W. 2J miles, the North

Knowl buoy S, E. \ S, IJ mile, and the buoy of the Pan Sand S, S, E. J E. %\ miles.

F -
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NORTH KNOWL.—This is a shoal of only 9 feet water, at the west end of which

fs a buoy chequered red and while ; it lies in 2J fathoms water, and must be left on

the larboard: the marks arc, the Reculvers S.JW., the buoy of the Girdler

N. W. i N., the Pan Sand buoy S. J W. distant 1 \ mile, and the cast buoy of the

Spaniard W. I N. 3J miles. This may be considered the S. West part of the

Girdler Flat, whilst the buoy of the Girdler Spit is the N. W. extremity ; for from

the buoy of the Girdler the northern edge of the flat runs E. { N. 9 miles, where

an opening between that and the Long Sand, called Thomas's Channel, leads into

the Queen's Channel; this opening is about one mile wide and has 5, 6, and 7

fathoms within it; the northern edge of the Long Sand then commences, running-

E. N. E. 7 or 8 miles, then a little more northerly 4 miles, when it turns E. by N.

to the Long Sand Head; several parts of this Long Sand edge become dry at low

water, and the edge is generally steep-to ; the Long Sand Head is about one mile

broad; about half way to the westward it increases to 2 miles, and the breadth of

that part ofthe Long Sand which is near to Ihomas's Channel is 4 miles ; the channel

between the Girdler and Long Sand on the one side, and the Knock John and Sunk

on the other, is called the Black Deeps and Sunk Cliannel ; it contains deep water

and no known danger, but, as already observed, for want of leading marks it is,

like the 'Barrow Deeps, which lies to the northward, not frequented by shipping.

The southern side of the Girdler Flat extends from North Knowl buoy E by S.

8 miles, or to the southern entrance of Thomas's Channel; there are some dry parts

upon these flats, particularly one called the North Shoal lying about E. by N. from

the Knowl buoy, distant one mile, and still nearer to the eastern end of the dry

Spit of the Girdler. There is also another patch which lies on the edge of the

Girdler Flat and dries; this bears E. J S. from the Knowl buoy, distant 3 miles.

This inner edge of the Girdler Flat forms the northern boundary of the Prince's

Channel, while the Pan Sand, Speck, and Tongue, are its limits on the southward.

The PAN SAND extends IJ mile E. S. E. J E. and W. N. W. $ W., and ,is

three-quarters of a mile broad at the broadest part, where it dries at spring-tides.

On the west end of it are from 3 to 6 feet water, and on the east end from 6 to 9

feet. It is of a triangular form, the middle part inclining towards the north. At

its eastern end is the PAN PATCH, a small knowl of 1i fathom, upon which is

placed a white buoy, No. 20, in 2J fathoms ; the marks being Monkton Beacon on

with Upper Hale Grove, bearing S. a little west ; a remarkably lofty tree east of

Minster Jf«7/,,open to the westward of Birchington Church S. by E., Pan Sand vane-

buoy W. N. W., and the South Knowl buoy W. by S.

The Pan Sand has two buoys upon it ; the western buoy, numbered 23, is white,

lies in 2J fathoms, and must be left to the larboard. The marks arc, the

Reculvers S f W., the black buoy on the South Knowl S. E. J S , North Knowl buoy

N. J E., the Girdler buoy N. N. W. i W. distant 2J miles, and the buoy of the

South Knowl S. E. i S a large mile.

The Pan Sand VANE-iwoy is red, with a staff and black vane upon it, lying in

10 feet; its marks are Ash Church open to the eastward of Sar Mill, bearing

S. J W., Monkton Beacon open to the west end of Upper Hale Grove, Reculvers

S. by W. 4 W., Pan Patch buoy E. S. E., and the west buoy of the Pan Sand

W. N, W.

The Pan Speck is a sand, lying to the N. N. Eastward of the Pan Patch buoy,

half a mile, and stretches out thence farther to the northward, having little more

than one foot over it ; close to the northward of it are 2 fathoms, and between it

and the Pan Patch 2{ and 3 fathoms; the marks for its northern point is, St. Peter's

Church open of Margate Church, bearing S. S. E. nearly, the buoy of the North

Knowl W. N. W., and the west buoy of the Tongue Sand S. E. \ E. distant full 2£

miles.

The Tongue Sand lies nearly E. by S. and stretches from buoy to buoy 3 miles ;

its western end is more than half a mile broad, but gradually becomes narrow to

the east buoy ; near the west buoy is a part of it, with only 6 feet, but it deepens

to the eastward to 3 and 4 fathoms. Between the Pan Speck and the Tongue are

several patches of shoal water, with 5 and 6 fathoms round them. There are 2

buoys upon it ; the West Tongue buoy. No. 18, is white, and lies in 4 fathoms ; its

marks being, Monkton Beacon on with the east end of Lower Hale Grove, bearing

S. by W. i W., Sr. Peter's Church on with the Fort at Margate, S. by E. $ E., tbe

Wedge buoy S. W. by S. distant 1J mile, the buoy of Margate North Spit S. E. by S.

1$ mile, and the Pan Patch buoy W. N. W. { W. 2f miles.

The East buoy of the Tungue, Mo. 16, is white, and lies in 3J fathoms, the west

J
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buoy bearing W. \ N. above 3 miles; the buoy of the Wedge W. by S. nearly 4

miles ; the North Spit buoy W. S. W. J S. 2J miles, and the east buoy of Margate

SandS. by E. i E. 3J miles ; Margate Church on with the east end of the Assembly

Home S. by W. \ W., and the North Foreland Light S. \ E.

The SOUTH KNOWL is a small bank with 9 or 10 feet over it ; a black buoy.

No. 21, points out its situation and lies in 3 fathoms water j the marks being, Ash

Church on with Sar Mill; the west end of a clump of trees on with the west end

of a barn on Hampton Hill; the Pan Patch buoy E. N. E. t E. and the red buoy of

the Pan Sand N. E. by N. distant half a mile ; the best passage is between these

buoys in 4\ fathoms water. -

The WEDGE is a small narrow sand on the southern side of the Queen's Channel >

it lies on the northern edge of the shallow water which encompasses Margate Sands,

leaving between them a channel of 4 and 5 fathoms ; on the northern edge of the

Wedge lies a black buoy. No. 19, the marks being Mnnkton Beacon on with

East Hale Grove, bearing S. by W. J W., Margate horizontal mill open to (he west

ward of a hole in the E,,st Cliff", the Pan Patch buoy N. W. I W. distant 2i miles,

the west buoy of the Tongue N. E. by N. IJ mile, the east buoy of the Tongue

E. by N. near 4 miles, and the North Spit buoy E. S. E. J.B. 1J mile.

Margate Sand buoy of the North Spit, No.' 17, is black, and lies in 4 fathoms, and

should be left on the starboard side ; it lies 1J mile E. S. E. J E. from the buoy of

the Wedge, and 1J mile S. E. by S. from the west buoy of the Tongue: the marks

for it are Minster Milt on with the barn in Westgate Bay S. by W.{W,, and Read■

ing Mill on with' North Down House, bearing nearly S. by E. \ E.

Margate Sand east buoy, No. 15, is black, with a flag-staff and vane, and lies in

4 fathoms ; at the extremity of the sand, it bears S. E. by E. distant nearly 4 miles

from, the North Spit buoy, and S. by E. J E. 3{ miles from the east buoy of the

Tongue ; its marks being, the tower of Moro Castle between the second and third

Black Cliffs, to the westward of the South Cliff at Kingsgate ; a tree to the eastward

of Minster Mills, touching the north side of the Bathing House at Nallan ; Birch-

inglon Wotd western end in one with the East Cliff of Westgate Bay, and the North

Foreland Lightltouse S. \ W., distant 4J miles.

The Sands we have here described, form the boundaries of the Queen's Channel,

which lies between the Pan and Tongue Sands on one side, and the South Knowl,

Wedge, and Margate Sands, on the ofchcr ; the channel between the South Knowl and

the Spell and Woolpack, is called the Horse-shoe Hole, where vessels frequently

come to anchor ; the Spell and Woolpack have been already described, see page 28.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE NORE THROUGH THE

NOB, OAZE, QUEEN'S, AND PRINCE'S. CHANNELS TO

THE NORTH FORELAND.

F'ESSELS sailing from the Nore Light for the NOB CHANNEL should steer

E. by S. which will carry them direct to the northward of the Oaze, and to the

southward of the Mouse, in 6 and 7 fathoms water ; in this direction they will leave

the red buoy of the Oaze, No. 27, on the starboard side ; and the black buoy of the

Mouse, No. 2, on the larboard ; having continued this course for 8\ or 9 miles, they

will come abreast of the white buoy of the Oaze, No 26 ; bring the Mouse buoy to

bear about N. W. ; and the east buoy of the Oaze S. W. ; and you will have the

Nob Channel clearly open ; then, with a large ship and a westerly wind, it will be

proper to weigh at half flood ; leave the white buoy on your starboard side, and

steer S. E. by S. or S. S. E. about 2J miles toward the Shivcnng chequered Buoy,

passing the red buoy of the Nob, No. 25, on the larboard, in 6 and 7 fathoms; having

come abreast of the Shivering Buoy, steer S. S. W., with an ebb, or S. W. by S.

-with a flood tide, about one mile ; this will carry you to a fair way, opposite to

the black buoy of the Girdler.

If bound through the OAZE CHANNEL, steer from the Nore Light E. S. E. 4J

miles, keeping the point of land above Yantlet a ship's length to the northward of

the light-vessel; this will take you to the entrance of the Channel between the buoys of
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Spile and Oaze ; and when the west buoy bears N. by W. an E. { S. course will carry

you along the north edge of the Slavering to a berth between the buoy of the JVofr

and the checqueredbuoy of the Shivering ; then proceed, as before directed, for the

bjioy of the Girdler. In the Oaze Channel, at the western part, are 9, 10, and 11

fathoms, and as you advance 9, 8, 7, and 6 fathoms ; stand, in working down,

towards each side to 9, 8, and 6 fathoms; the lead kept going will secure you from

every danger; and this Channel is considered much preferable to that to the north

ward, between the Oaze, and Maplin, and Mouse,

QUEEN's CHANNEL.—Having, by either of these passages, arrived at the

buoy of the Girdler bring it to bear E. by N., which having done, a S. S. E. course

of 3 miles will take you abreast of the Pan Sa1ul White Buoy, No. 22 ; this passage

-will be across the Flats, where, with low ebbs, there are only 11 and 12 feet water ;

large vessels therefore should take the flood ; bring the Pan Sand Buoy to bear

N. by E. or a little more easterly from you, distant \ or \ a mile, and you will have

the Queen's Channel open; proceed E. S.E. \ E. which course will carry you past

the South Knowl, Wedge, and North Spit Buoy on your starboard side, and the Vane,

the Pan Patch, and West Tongue Buoys on your larboard side, in a good channel of

from 3 lo 11 fathoms water; being abreast of the North Spit Buoy, you may proceed

S. E. by E., which will take you clear of the east buoy of Margate Sands

In turning down the Queen's Channelfrom the Pan Sand, you will have 2-J, 3, and 4

fathoms to 5, as low as the Pan Patch white buoy ; you may go on either side of the

black buoy of the South Knowl, but the best channel and the most water is to the

northward of it.

Between the Pan Sand Buoy and the Vane Bnoy on one side, and the South Knowl

Buoy on the other, is the Pan Sand Hole, a convenient place for anchorage when

waiting for the tide : there is also good riding between the Wedge, and North Spit

Buoys, and the Tongue, but open to all winds from the eastward. Below the Pan

Patch you deepen your water to 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 fathoms. The upper part of the

Tongue is steep-to, having 10 and 9 fathoms near the sand. The upper part of the

Wedge is also steep, having 8 fathoms at a small distance from the sand ; but, to- ^

-warfls the lower end of each sand, you may stand to 6 fathoms ; as you come down ;

towards the north spit of Margate Sand, you must not stand to the southward into

less than 10 or9 fathoms, and to the northward in 8 or 7 ; here, in mid-channel, you

will have 11, 12, and 14 fathoms water.

After you are below the black buoy of the North Spit about a mile, you may

stand toward Margate Sand, into 5 or 4J fathoms, and to the northward into 10 or 9

fathoms.

The PRINCE'S CHANNEL, lying between the Pan and Tongue Sands on the

southward, and Girdler Sands on the northward, is but little frequented : its entrance

is to the southward of the buoy of the Girdler; a S. E. by E. course from that buoy

will carry you to the northward of the checquered buoy of the North Knowl, but this

passage is over shallows not well known; the best channel is to the southward of

the Knowl. Having therefore brought the buoy of the North Knowl to bear E. by N.,

distant \ or J of a mile, steer from the buoy of the Girdler E. by S., and having- passed

the buoy about 3 miles, an E. S. E. course for 5 miles will take you to the east buoy

of the Tongue ; from thence steer S. S. E. \ S. which is the best track for large ships,

i until the North Foreland Light comes W. N.W., and the white buoy of the Elbow

W. by S. ; then tack S. S. W. for the mark of the Gull Stream.

The western part of the Prince's Channel is but narrow, with 3J fathoms in it, from

thence toward the Pan Speck it becomes deeper, with 6 and 7 fathoms ; at the Speck

it narrows again, with fathoms mid-channel, the opposite sand of the Git tiler

having some spots which dry hereabout ; between the Spech and Tongue are some

-shoals with 3J and 2\ fathoms, but mid-channel, between the Tongue and Girdler, it

deepens to 6, 6, 10, and 12 fathoms. The Girdler Flat is here 4 miles broad.

THOMAS'S CHANNEL.—To the north eastward of the east Tongue Buoy is a

channel formed between the Girdler and Long Sand, heretofore named the Smug

gler's Swashway, but now called Tltomas's Channel; its direct entrance is N. by K J

E. 2J miles from the east buoy of the Tongue ; N. i E. from the east buoy of

Margate Sand, distant5J miles ; and N. \ W. from the Elbow Buoy at the North Fore

land, distant 11J miles. This ehanncl opens wide, but narrows within the middle part,

being only one-third of a mile wide—it bends N. N. W. and N. having in it from

6 toSfathonis water ; butbewareyou mistakenot for its entranee, a swashway which

runs westerly on the Girdler Flat, with nearly similar depth at its entrance.

Thomas's Channel is little'frequented, but should you venture through, it will carry
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you into the Black Deeps, and you can then steer either way, as occasion may re

quire; if to the westward, your course to the Nob and Shivering Santb will be about

\V. \ S. distance 9 miles ; if to abreast of the Sunk Light Vessel N. E. by E. about

13 miles, in deep water, and with no known danger.

The Long Sand running E. N. E. easterly from Thomas's Channel 16 miles, where

it terminates in a poinjt called Long Sand Head ; the passage between this sand and

the Sunk is above 2 miles wide, and called the Sunk Channel; the edges of both

sands are steep, and dry in various parts.

The Kentish Knock has been already been described, see page 26. All vessels

will do well to steer out to the eastward and southward of the Knock and Long Sand

Head in passing, coining into no less than 9 and 10 fathomt water—to the southwarft

of the Knock the ground is soft mud, to the northward is hard sand.

TIDES.—Oir the North Foreland, the first half flood upon the shore sets S. S. W.,

then S. W., soon after which it is slack water; it then sets West, W. N. W., and

N. W. round the Foreland, and N. N, W. till half-ebb. So that the ebb-tide out of

Margate Road, runs three hours to the eastward before the tide of ebb runs to the

southward through the Downs ; for which reason, if your ship be in Margate Roads,

with the wind atS. W. you must not make sail to beat and go round the Foreland

till half-ebb, when the tide will be going to windward through the Gnll Stream, At

the North Foreland the tide flows, on full and change days, at a quarter past eleven.

Spring-tides run about a mile and a half in an hour, and neap-tides about half a

mile. The tide often sets in all points of the compass when low water slack begins

off the Foreland in gales of wind.
-

SECTION VI.

TH2 NORTH FORELAND TO THE DOWNS, RAMSGATE,

DEAL, DOVER, &c.

Description of the Sands, Buoys, Sec.

THE outer or common track for large ships to the DOWNS is through the Gull

Stream ; this is bounded on the eastern side by the Goodwin Sands, and on the

western side by the Elbow, Gult, and Brake Sands.

The INNER CHANNEL is frequented by small vessels, and lies to the west

ward of the Elbow and Gull; in this passage there are numerous small knowls of

shallow water ; these are the Brnadstabs Knowl, the Thistle, Thorn, Spit, Colburn,

Bill, Fox, Goose, Spur, Splinter, Bur, Crab, Caldron, and Boiler : besides the above

there are some ridges which stretch along the Gult Stream in nearly a similar

parallel to the Gull, called the Middle and North Bar.

The GOODWIN are extensive sands, which dry in several places ; they arc'

-divided in the middle by a narrow swashway which runs E. S. E. and W. N. W.

nearly.

The nortliem Goodwin is about 3 miles long and 2\ broad, its north-western edge

is steep-to and dries, having a narrow ridge running along it called the West Dike;

this terminates at the Trinity s.vashway, which is not J of a mile wide; on the

other side of this swash a sandy spit, called the JFork, which extends W. S. W. \ S.

1J mile, where a chequered buoy is placed ; for that part of the Spit which is

nearest to the Swash dries, and is named the Bunt Head; the Spit here is \ of a

mile broad, but narrows towards the buoy. From off the N. E. part of the Dike

a large dry patch begins, and bends circularly to the eastward, forming the

northern and eastern edges of the Goodwin ; this is called the Barrows and

Hast Dike.

The Southern Goodwin is divided from the East Dike by a channel, half a mile

wide, with 6, 7, 8, and 9 fathoms, called the Gulf; this runs N. Westward into

Trinity Bay: at the N. E. part of the South Goodwin is a dry sand, called the 'Barrier,

-which forms the S. W. boundary of the Gulf; and S. W. by W,, about J of a mile
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from the Barrier, is a long forked patch which also dries, called the South and

North Callipers; the Southern Calliper extends 2{ miles, and forms the eastern edge

of the South Goodwin, which is steep-to; the North Calliper is of equal length, and

bends to the westward ; the flat thence stretches to the South Sand Head, increasing

in depth from 3 feet to 4\ fathoms : from the Gulf, which divides the North and South

Goodwin's to the South Sand Head, is nearly 7 miles. Off the northern end of the

Goodwin a light vessel is placed ; a floating light also rides abreast of the Trinity

Swashway ; and there is a checquered buoy upon the western end of the Fork.

The Floating Light of the Goodwin lies E. \ S. about one-quarter of a mile from

the nearest part of the North Sand Head, in 9 fathoms. In order to distinguish this

light from the two Foreland Lights, three distinct lights are exhihited on board of

her in such a manner that the middle light appears considerably higher than the

two extreme lights, forming an erect triangle ; so that she never can be mistaken

for either ofthem; and, in addition to the three lights, in foggy or hazy weather, a

large bell will be kept constantly ringing on board of her, to warn ships, who may

hear it through the fog which then obscures the lights, that they are near the North

Sand Head. The situation of this light-vessel appears to be so well judged, that it

will be impossible for any vessel to get upon the North Sand Head, or any part of the

Goodwin, if the roaster will but pay proper attention to the three following short and

easy directions, viz. :

1st. The grand intention of the Goodwin Light is to keep vessels to the eastward

of the Goodwin; the masters of all ships and vessels, therefore, coming from the

North Sea towards the Strait of Dover, must be very careful not to bring the Good

win Light to bear more southerly than S. S. W. by compass ; but, on the contrary,

should always keep the light rather to the westward than to the southward or east

ward of that bearing, while they are to the northward of it : then they will be sure

to pass far enough to the eastward of every part of the Goodwin, by steering a

S. by W. course after they have passed the light'

2dly. The masters of all vessels coming from the Strait of Dover towards the

North Sea, must be careful not to shape a northerly course until the light bears

N. by E. of them ; but they should always keep the light rather to the northward

of that bearing than to the eastward of it, while they are to the southward ; and

they will then be sure to pass far enough to the eastward of every part of the

Goodwin.

3dly. Should any vessel coming from the North Sea to Dover Strait, be prevented

by wind or tide, or otherwise, from proceeding to the southward, at the back of the

Goodwin, or to the eastward thereof, it can, by a single bearing of the Goodwin l ight,

anchor under the North Sand Head in 6 or 7 fathoms, clean ground, and ride there

as safely as the Hght-vessel does : in order to which keep to the northward of the

light; and when that bears nearly south, anchor about 1J mile from it; or should

the getting in to the westward be preferred, so as to have-the Gull Stream open, you

may run in to the northward of the Goodwin, upon a N. W. course, until 2i or 3

miles within, or to the N. W. of the light, and then anchor in 7 or 8 fathoms, the

light bearing from you S. E.

GULL STREAM FLOATING LIGHT.— A vessel is mooTed in the Gull

Stream, in which Two Lights, placed horizontally, are shewn every night, from

sun set to sun-rise, for the purpose of guiding his Majesty's ships and all other

vessels through the Gull Stream to and from the anchorage in the- Downs. The

vessel in which these lights are exhihited, is moored off that part of the Goodwin

Sands called " Trinity Swash," in 8 fathoms water, with the following marks and

bearings, viz. :

St. Lawrence Mill, on the left part of Albion Buildings, Ramsgate, and also on the

New Warehouses (o the westward ofthe RainsgateTrust Committee Room, N. by \V. JW.,

the South Foreland High Light a boat's length open to the westward of Old Parker's

Cap, bearing S. W. by W. distant 9 miles. North Foreland Light, N. J E. distant

ti{ miles ; North Sand Head (or Goodwin) Light, E. by N. J N. distant miles ; South

Brake Buoy, W. by S. I S. ; Fork Buoy, S. W. \ S. ; Gull Buoy, N. E. by N. ; North

Brake Buoy, N. J E., and a little to the left of the NorthForeland Light.

The nearest- distance from the Light Vessel to tht Sand (in two fathoms) is from J

to f of a mile. The buoy of the Fork is chequered black and white, and lies in 4

fathoms, about J a mile to the N. Eastward of the Bunt Head ; the marks for it arc,

Waldershare Monument bearing ,W. a little1 northerly, and on with Dei,l CaMc ; and

Ramsgate Lighthouse to the westward of St. Lawrence's Mill. The buoys of the Fork

and Brake are the boundaries of the S. W. part of the Gull Stream.
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Trinity Bay lies behind the buoy of the Fork, and is an large opening rnnning in

between the Fork and Snnth Goodwin, full I J mile wide at the entrance, with a depth

of 9, 10, and II fathoms; it thence conlinues N. Eastward, narrowing and shallow

ing to the Swashway

The ELBOW is a narrow shoal, lying N. N, W. J W. and S. S. J E. having

a white buoy placed at its shallowest part, in 3J fathoms water; the mark for this

buoy is Harley's Tower on the west end of Mora Castle, bearing N. W. ; the old

pinnacle of the Castle appearing a little to the left of the Tower; St. Lawrence's

Church Tower about a ship's length to the northward of Dumpton Point, W. J S.;

Broadstairs Mill on with a chimney in the centre of a dark looking house that

stands midway between Crow Hill and Broadstairs, and the North Foreland Light

house, N. W. by W., distance two miles—to be left on your starboard side.

The GULL SAND is a narrow ridge, about 1J mile long, lying N. N. W. JW.

and S. S. E. { E. ; on the middle is a shoal part of 17 feet, where a white buoy is

placed ; the marks for this buoy are Jacob's Ladder, midway between the two

Mills, next westward of Ramsgate Pier, bearing N. W. by W. J W. ; South Foreland

High Lighthouse, a little open to the eastward of a white house in Kingsdown Bottom,

S W. J VV.; the northernmost brick house in Broadstairs Town on with the North

Cliff, and the North Foreland Lighthouse N. by W. \ W.—There is A\ fathoms, two

cables' lengths S. E. from this buoy ; ships of deep water should not approach it

nearent <

The BRAKE is. a narrow but extensive sand, lying about N. E. by N. and S. W:

by S. 4J miles long, having a buoy at each end ; that on the north end is red, No. 14—

that on' the south end black. No. 12. The marks for the buoy on the north end are

St. Lawrence's Church on with the North CliffPoint at Ramsgate, and the North Fore- ,

land Lighthouse N. by E. northerly. The marks for the buoy on the south end of the

Brake are the North Foreland Light, touching the North Cliff of Broadstairs-pier,

, N. N. E. ; Korthbourne Mill, on with the North Tower of Sandown Castle, W. \ N ; and

the South Foreland High Lightlumse on the middle of the middle cliff to the north

ward of Old Stairs Bay S. W.JW,; there are 5 fathoms a cable's length to the

eastward of this buoy.

We have al ready noticed that numerous shoals abound in the Tnner Channel, render

ing it unfit for any but small vessels ; of these there is one lying nearly mid-channel

called the Broadstairs Knowl, having only 2\ fathoms over it at low water, and lying

directly in a line between the Buoy of the Elbow and the North Foreland Lighthouse;

the marks for it are Broadstairs Mill on with the middle house upon Crow Hill,

bearing west a little northerly, and the Lighthouse N. W. by W. : it is a small

round knowl and dangerous for vessels which draw more than 15 feet water ; within

this knowl are two others, called the Fox and Goose, lying about one-quarter of a

mile to the westward ; the former has 2J fathoms over it, and the latter 3\ at low

water ; they lie nearly three-quarters of a mile from shore, and between the shore

and them are 4 and 3 fathoms ; many other spots of shallow ground lie to the south

ward, as the Thorn, Thistle, Spit, Crab, Boiler, Caldron, Burr, Bill, Splinter, Spur,

Colburn, Cob, tec. these are mostly situated on the flat whioh extends from the North

Foreland to the Brake, and are to be met with in your passage to Ramsgate, whioh

should never be attempted but by those well acquainted with the navigation.

There now is a black buoy placed upon theThistle in 11 feet water ; its marks are the

extremity of Broadstairs Pier-head on with the Albion Hotel at Broadstairs; the

northennost church at Sandwich a ship's length open of Ramsgate Pier-head; a

single tree on the high land behind Sandwich just open of Ramsgate Pier-head,

nearly W. S. AV., and the North Foreland Lighthouse Hi. by W. Westerly: vessels

drawing 9 feet water and upwards are recommended to go at low water to the east

ward of this buoy.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM MARGATE ROADS AND FROM

SEAWARD TO THE DOWNS.

'M' ARGE vessels proceeding from MARGATE ROADS to the DOWNS will keep

clear of the Long Nose Rocks, which stretch out from Foreness full half a mile,

by bringing Birchington Seed Mill open of Ledge Point, or Birchington Church open

of Margate East Cliff, until the North Foreland Lighthouse bears S.S. W.j W. ; they
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will then steer S. by E. \ E. according to the tide and the distance from the

Foreland; this course will take you to the eastward of the White Buoy of the

Elbow; in this track you will have from 5{ to 8 fathoms water; having passed the

Buoy of the Elbow you may continue that direction until the leading mark for the-

Gull Stream comes on; or leaving the Buoy about N. W. distant one mile, run

S. S. W. 4 W. for that mark, which is the South Foreland High Light on with the

middle of Old Stain Bay, bearing S. W. -J W.

In coming from sea, ships must not bring the North Sand Head Light to the east

ward of S. E. until the Gull Stream Light bears S. W. J S. and (Tie North Foreland

Light N. N. W. i W. They will then have the Gull Stream open, and by steering

S. W. i W. until they bring the Gull JJght.Y. N. E. they may then run \V. S. W.

for an in-shore berth in the Downs, or keep on a S. W. \ W. course for the man

of war's roadstead.

Particular care and attention must be observed in taking the above bearings, and

in the steerage of ships, as the angles are small, and the channel narrow, both in

sailing for the Downs in the night, and also being unavoidably driven, or in sailing

through the Gull Stream to the northward.

The Ligla must at all times be passed to the westward. It has two lanthorns,

with lamps and reflectors. They are hung low, and will seldom exceed the height

of 12 feet from the water's edge.

The white buoy of the GULL on the starboard, and the floating light on your lar

board side, will he a proper guide for the entrance to the Gull Stream, but do not

approach too near the Goodwin.

Nearly parallel to the Gull is a narrow shoal, called the North Bar, distant about

three-quarters of a mile, the least water on which is 3$ fathoms ; near a mile to the

southward of that is the Middle Bar, with 4\ fathoms over it ; and between these is

a shoal called the Hoot, with 5 one-sixth fathoms over it: these lie in the fair way

of the Gull Stream, hut the leading mark kept en will carry you to the eastward of

them all.

Small vessels proceeding through the INNER CHANNEL, or to the westward of

the Elbow and Gull Shoals, FOR THE DOWNS, should proceed round the North

Foreland, as before directed, that is by keeping Birchington Seed Mill open of Ledge-

Point, until the North Foreland Lighthouse comes S. S. W. J W., your course will

then be S. by E. i E. Be careful to keep clear of a knowl of 2J fathoms, and a-

quarter of a mile long, called Broadstairs Knowl, which lies between the North Fore

land and the north end of the Elbow. The marks for it arc, Broadstairs Mill on with

the chimney of a dark house which stands between Crow Hill and the north end of

Broadstairs Town, and the Lighthouse N. W. by VV. About a quarter of a mile to

the W. N. Westward is a similar knowl, with the same depth of water over it,

called the Fox; between them are A\ fathoms, and N. by E. from the Fox is the

Goose, wiih 3J fathoms ; between these shoals and the North Foreland you will have

4, 4{, and 5 fathoms. In sailing along the east side of these shoals keep Foreness

Point a sail's breadth open of the point on the north side of Kingsgate Bay, until

Bedding Mill, hearing W.N. W.J N. comes on with two houses upon the eliff.

You may then steer S. S. W. \ W. for the North Brake Buoy, which is red, No. 14.

In this track you will pass the new buoy of the Thistle, which is black, and lies in 11

feet water ; leave this buoy on your starboard side, and give it a good berth, and

this direction will carry you to the eastward of the buoy of the Brake; to the west

ward of the north and middle bars, and unto the mark for the Gull Stream ; none

but small vessels should adopt this passage, or go to the eastward of the Elbow and

Gull Shoals.

'Large vessels leaving the Queen's or Prince's Channels, when abreast of the East

Flag Buoy of Margate Sands, should steer about S. by E. J E. until they have passett

the Elbow Buoy, leaving it on the starboard side, and not going nearer to it than two

-cables'lengths ; get Harley's 'Lower a ship's length open to the right of the highest tower

of Mora Castle, and you will be to the northward of all the shoals ; and by bringing

Ash Church Spire open to the west of West Cliff, or West Cliff a little to the left ofthe

Committee clock at Ramsgate, you will go clear to the south-eastward of the Elbow.

Being to the eastward of the Elbow Buoy about a mile, a S. S. W. £ W. course will

carry you to the eastward of the Gull Shoal, and you will then have the Gull Stream

leading mark on;* you may proceed in this direction to the anchorage in the

* According to the Government Survey, the higher South Foreland Light should be brought

on with the left-hand (or south) side of Old Stairs Point, or on with the right-Jiaud side of-

Old StSj[t Bay, commonly called the Swm]i,
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Downs—but in thick weather, when the above mark cannot be seen, and yon arc

abreast of the shoals, take with your sextant the angle subtended by the North

Foreland Lig/Uhouse, and if it measures less than 10 minutes of a degree you will be

far enough to the eastward of the shoals, but if more, you will be near the Elbow

Shoal, and must be governed accordingly.

In working through the Oull Stream, you must bring the South Foreland Upper

Light from oliff to cliff of Old Stair) Bay: keep your lead always going, and stand

towards the Goodwin into 8 fathoms, and the Brake into 6 fathoms ; so far as the

Bunt Head; but from thence to the buoy of the Fork, no nearer than 9 fathoms, nor

to the Brake than 7 fathoms ; the Gull Liglii Vessel is a good guide at all times, for

the soundings are irregular.

ANCHORAGE IN THE DOWNS, WITH SAILING DIRECTIONS

TO AND FROM RAMSGATE, &c.

IJTAVING passed through the Gull Stream for the Downs, the marks for anchoring

with a large ship are, the South Foreland High Lighthouse on with the middle

of Old Stairs Bay, and upper Deal Mill on with Deal Castle, in 7, 8, or 9 fathoms,

good holding clay ground ; moor with your best bower southward, so as to have an

open hawse with southerly winds. If you are in the Downs in the night-time, and

the wind blows so hard from the S. S. E. or S. that you part from your anchors,

you must endeavour to bring the South Foreland Light to bear S. W. J W. and

steer N.E. J E. ; this course will carry you out through the Gull Stream, between

the Brake and the Goodwin ; be careful to keep your lead going, as before directed, .

and when you are advanced so far to the northward as to bring the North Fore

land Light to bear W. N. W. { W. you may steer E. S. E. or E. which will carry

you clear of the North Sand Head. You will have no more than C or 7 fathoms on

the flat, off the Foreland; but when you deepen your water to 18 or 20 fathoms you

are outside of all the sands, and may steer either to the northward or to the south

ward, as occasion shall require. Small vessels drawing less than 16 feet water may

proceed through the Inner Channel, as before directed.

DEAL SAND, of which coasters and small vessels must be very cautious, lies

off Deal Town, about half a mile from the shore, and has no more than 12 feet on it.

Off Sundown Castle, about 1J mile east, is a red buoy, which is placed near a wreck.

Go not nearer to the sand than 6 or 7 fathoms. The mark for the south end of Deal

Sand is Deal Church on with the King's Buildings at the south end of the town; and

that for the north end is, Lower Deal Mill on with a Boat House which stands to the

northward of the town ; the marks for the red buoy, which lies in fathoms, is

Northbournjtiill on the middle of the 3 mills to the northward of Deal Town, bear

ing W. by N. i N., the Signal House on the South Foreland, a sail's breadth on the

North Cliff of Old Stairs Bay, bearing S'. W. and Upper Deal Milt on the Clerk of

the Cheque's house adjoining to the King's buildings.

SMALL DOWNS.—The Small Downs is that space which is between the south

end of the Brake and the shore. In it there is good anchoring from 6 to 2J fathoms.

The marks for the best anchorage are, the BullockSand Ht'Zibetween the 2 churches

of Sandwich, or with Deal Mill and Sandown Castle in one, or St. Margaret's Church on

with the small mill to the northward of Deal.

To the northward of the Small Downs, between the Brake and Ramsgate, lies the

Inner or Ramsgate Channel; for navigating which the following directions have been

given by the Harbour Trust at Ramsgate:—

RAMSGATE.—" It being of importance that ships should not run for Ramsgate

Harbour when it is dry, the following rules must be observed :—A red flag will be

hoisted upon the Cliff, near Jacob's Ladder, in the day-time, when there is 10 feet

water between the Fier Heads ; and, in the night, a light in the Lighthouse upon

the west Pier will be lighted, when there is the same water; and they will respec

tively be continued until the water falls to 10 feet. The light is composed of three

large Argand lamps, with reflectors.

" It is high water, full and change, in the harbour, at 20 minutes after 11 ; and

20 minutes after 9 in the morning, the tide begins to set N. E., and continues

5 hours and 25 minutes. About one hour after the 10 feet signal is made, there

will be 16 feet water, at spring-tides ; two hours after about 20 feet ; and, three

G
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hours after, 21 feet. On neap-tides, one hour after the 10-feet signal is made,

there will be 14 feet ; two hours after, 17 feet ; and three hours after, 18 feet, or

high water.

" From Sandown Castle steer about half way between the shore and the Brake,

keeping the houses on Pegwell White Cliff bearing N. J E. for about 4 miles, until

you bring Woodnesboro' or Wednesbury Church (in the country) on St. Clement's and

St. Peter's at Sandwich ; you will then be the length of the Rattler and Cross Ledge,

and will have the Lighthouse and cupola of the Committee-room clock in one, for a

day-mark, bearing then N. E. by N. (being in the direct focus of the western re

flector), and will be a guide in the night in cases of great necessity.

" It will therefore appear necessary, that all commanders in the Downs, in bad

weather, should know their exact situation, before dark, by the intersected bearings

of Sandown Castle and the Half-viay House ; and, consequently, they should also keep

a good look-out for, and note the time when, the 10-feet signal is made. It is hoped

that no vessel will cut or run for Ramsgate Harbour in the night-time, unless in a

case of real distress; lest, by so doing, she runs into great danger, with a view to

avoid, perhaps, only a temporary gale, which perseverance and good ground-tackle

might have enabled her to ride out, at least till day-light. But the safest way, in

the night, is to run out through the Gull Stream. .

" In approaching the harbour, if the tide sets to the eastward, keep a good sail

on your ship, steer close to the West Pier Head, and run directly for the Mud Bunk ;

as it will be better than letting go an anchor, which may injure the ship : you will

then be under the direction of the Harbour Master, who will order you into a pro

per berth.

" N. B. The best time to enter Ramsgate Harbour is two hours before high water ;

or when the tide first begins to set to the N. E."

It is to be observed, that, at this time, the water has risen, on a spring-tide, 12

feet ; and, on a neap-tide 10 feet, perpendicular ; and there is, at the Pier Head, 6

feet water, at low water, on full and change ; and 8 feet water at neap-tides.

Ramsgate is now considered the best pier-harbour in the United Kingdom ; and \ o

vessels may take it without a pilot, even if they have neither anchors or cables on o

board, if they do not draw more than 14 or 15 feet water, by observing the follow- a

ing directions:— 1

When the ebb-tide has done running in the Downs, it is half flood at the Pier 1

Heads: so that, in hard gales of wind from the south-westward, and you are likely , I

to get foul of any vessels, endeavour to hold your ship until the tide has made to I

the northward; then weigh, cut, or slip, as the nature of the case may require.

Keep your vessel close along shore, in 3 or 4 fathoms water, until you draw near 1

to Ramsgate Pier ; then get as near to the west pier as you can, without hitting it, I

for the spring-tides run with great velocity across the Pier Heads, to the north-east- i

ward ; through which, many ships have, from the want of keeping close to the west i

pier, been carried to the back of the east one, and often wrecked. On neap-tides

the current is easy.

When it is low water slack in the Downs in spring-tides, there is a depth of 12

feet water at the outer Pier Heads ; and, on neap-tides, 10 feet. It flows on the

full and change about three-quarters past 11 o'clock. i

A boat and men are appointed by the Trinity House, to attend ships coming into

the harbour, without expense ; they in general make a rope fast to bring you up,

and then leave you, if there are many ships coming in ; but if not, they will assist

you farther. i

Still more to facilitate the navigation from the Downs to Ramsgate, a white buoy i

has been placed in 2J fathoms water, nearly in the fair-way between the Rattler and i

the shore, having for its mark Woodnesborough and St. Clement's Churches in one, and |

a red buoy S. S. W. i W., distant about 2J miles ; this red buoy lies in 6J feet at j

low water, and bears W. S. W., distant three-quarters of a mile from the Pier Head i

Lighthouse.

Tltere is an Inner Channel or Passage to Ramsgate, leading to the northward of the

Brake; this is only fit for small vessels, and is much encumbered with shoals : the

situations.of these will be best understood by an inspection of the Chart, and which '

no description can be adequate to the conveyance of a proper knowledge.of. There

are two channels, called the Cliff's-end Channel and the Lighthouse Channel;

neither of them ought to be attempted by any person not well acquainted with

them.

The shoals, which bound these Channels, are the Rattler, Bramble, Cross Ledge,
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Cracker, Race, Rat, Quern, Dike, Nut, Cob, and Colbum; some of which have only 4

feet over them.

The LIGHTHOUSE CHANNEL is situated between the Quern and the Dike,

chiefly used by those bound to Ramsgate from the northward : to sail through this

passage, bring Ramsgate Pier Lighthouse its breadth to the right of West Cliff Lodge

Stables, or West Cliff Lodge its* own length on the advanced pier head ; this will

lead from the southward of the Gull to the N. Eastward of the red buoy of the

Brahe, the Nut, and Quern; the least water in this channel will be 9 feet.

The CLIFF'S-END CHANNEL lies between the Quern and Cracker, and to the

southward of the buoy of the Brake; to sail through this passage, you must bring

the northern clump of trees, near Bedlam Farm, on with the Cliff's-end White Point,

keeping the house itself well open of the Point, when abreast of the Quern ; but

when abreast of the Cracker take care to shut the house more, or bring- it quite on

with Cliff's-end. When the North Foreland Light is directly on with the North Chff

of Broadstairs, you will be to the eastward of the Quern ; the thwart-mark for

which is St. Lawrence's Mill on with the North Cliff of Ramsgate; and with the top

of St. Peter's Church a handspike's length above the land, you will be clear of the

Dike.

Ships in the DOWNS, when bound to the westward with southerly winds, should

weigh at high-water slack, and cast their heads towards the shore, by which means

they will get the tide sooner in their favour. In turning out of the Downs, great

care must be taken to avoid those sands which lie in the way ; stand no nearer to

Deal Sand than 7 fathoms, as before directed. Between Walmer Castle and the Cliff,

you must not stand nearer to the shore than 8 or 9 fathoms, for off Walmer lies a

shoal with only 17 feet over it—it is nearer the shore than Deal Sand, and lies with

Upper Deal Church nearly in one with Walmer Castle; nor into less than 10 or

tl 1 fathoms off the Pitch of the Foreland. In standing towards the Goodwin Sand,

[which is very steep, you must not come into less than 11 fathoms.

| The marks to carry you clear of the South Sand Head is, Walmer Castle its breadth

open to the left of Upper Deal Church Tower, or Folkstone Church a little to the left

of Shakespeare's Cliff. Walmer Castle in one with Upper Deal Church, will carry you

a full mile to the southward of the sand. In the night, keep the South Foreland

Lights in one, bearing W. by N. Between the South Sand Head and the South Fore-

land, you will have from 10 to 19 fathoms ; the deepest water is nearest to the Fore-

land. At the South Sand Head, Shakespeare's Cliff appears just as much to the left of

the South Foreland, as the higher light appears to the right of it.

To sail to the northward of the North Sand Head, bring St. Peter's Church Tower a

little to the right of Broadstairs Mill, and in the night-time stand no nearer than to

bring the North Foreland Light N. N. W. i W. nor come into less than 7 or 8

fathoms.* It is confidently asserted that a shoal is now growing up near the Falls ;

which is said to be a mile long, and half a mile broad, with 7 fathoms over it ; the

marks for this shoal are the Goodwin and South Foreland Lights in one ; and the

North Foreland Lighthouse due west.

TIDES.—In the DOWNS the tide flows, at a quarter past 11 o'clpck, on the

change and full days of the moon, and spring-tides rise 16 feet, neaps 9 or 10; at

the South Foreland it flows at 11 o'clock. Oft', in the stream, the tide runs about 4

hours after it is high water by the shore ; the flood runs about 6} hours, and the ebb

5J hours. When the wind is at N. E and blows strong, it keeps back the tides

an hour or more: southerly winds have a contrary effect. The first of the flood

sets strong over the South Sand Head towards the Bunt Head ; and outwards over

the North Sand Head: the middle part sets more over the sand for the Gull Stream,

and the latter part sets towards the Smith Foreland. The first of the ebb sets nearly

the same as the last of the flood ; the middle parts set more over for the Gull Stream ;

and the latter part sets over the North Sand Head for the Bunt Head, and then out

wards again over the South Sand Head.

* For a more particular description, see the New Chart of the Downs, drawn by J, W. Norie,

and published at the Navigation Warehouse, No. 157, Leadenkall Street.
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SECTION VII.

FROM YARMOUTH ROADS TO FLAMBOROUGH HEAD,

AND SCARBOROUGH.

Description of the hand.

THE land from Orfordness is generally low ; it becomes somewhat more elevated

as you proceed to the northward ; the coasts of Suffolk and Norfolk arc low,

hut Foulness, and the adjacent land, is a perpendicular clift", which, at MundesUg,

is 50 and 60 feet high ; from thence it is level, with few exceptions : near

Hunstanton it is cliffy, and rises 60 feet ; and Flamborough Head is a remarkable

and magnificent cliff of white stone ; with a lighthouse on its summit.

YARMOUTH TO FOULNESS.

Description of the Shoals, Buoys, SfC.

SANDS.—The road before Yarmouth is encompassed by various sands, which

occasionally shift, and alter their dimensions1 besides those already described,

two branches run off from St. Nicholas Bunk, in the shape of the prongs of a fork,

having deep water between them ; the outer or eastern prong forms the Cross Sand

and Newarp, the inner or western prong is joined to the Scroby, and a narrow bank

divides itself to the eastward of the Scroby, being called the Newcome and Sea

Heads ; to the westward of the Scrobt/ is the Barber, and further north the Cockle

Bank. There is a channel between the Scroby and Newcome ; but the passage com

monly used to and from Yarmouth Roads, is between the Scroby and Sea Heads on

one side, and the Barber and Cockle on the other; this passage is commonly called

the COCKLE GAT.

The CROSS SAND lies about three-quarters of a mile to the N. Eastward of the

St. Nicholas Bank, being divided by a swashway of 4, 5, and 6 fathoms, now said to

be filling up; the Cross Sand is above 2 miles long, and three-quarters of a mile

broad, Tunning N. N. E. | N. ; part of it is nearly dry, its shallowest spot lies with

Yarmouth Church, W. N. W. \ N., distant 4| miles, and LowestoffChurch, S. W. | W.

7\ miles.

The NEWARP is another dangerous bank, lying N. N. E..4E., it is 4J miles in

length and half a mile in breadth ; between it and the Cross Bank is a swashway of

5 and 4 fathoms, about a mile broad ; at its outer or northern end is a red buoy. To

the eastward of the Newarp are overfalls, causing the water frequently to ripple, bat

without any danger, having not less than 7 fathoms. The Newarp is the eastern

most of Yarmouth Sands.

The SCROBY lies to the northward of the northernmost buoy ofSt. Nicholas Bank,

called the Kettle Bottom Buoy, about 2 miles ; its southern part is of a circular form,

about 1-| mile broad, and dries at low water, being divided from the Kettle Bottom

by a swashway three quarters of a mile broad, with from 2 to 5 fathoms in it ; from

hence it divides into two parts, the inner or western part terminating in what is

called the Tongue of the Scroby, the outer or eastern part forming the Newcome and

Sea Heads: between these is a channel three-quarters of a mile broad, having from

10 to 1| fathoms within it, shallowing gradually as you advance southward. On

the western edge of the Scroby lies a white buoy in four fathoms water, bearing

from the Kettle Bottom Buoy N. by E. \ E., the marks being Yarmouth Church Steeple

appearing between the north battery and northernmost mill, nearly S. W. by \Y .

and Caistor Church, N. W. by W. | W. to be left on the starboard side.

The NEWCOME and SEA-HEADS now form one narrow sand, 24 miles in

length, having a red buoy on its north-west end, lying in five fathoms water.

The Newcome is nearly dry, but the Sea Heads deepens to 2, 3, 4, and 5 fathoms ;

the marks for the buoy, are, the buoy of the Cockle, E. J S., distant J of a mile, the

Fairway Buoy N. W. by N. J W. 1* mile, and Winterton Church and Lighthouse is

one, to be left on the starboard side.

The BARBER and COCKLE lie on the west side of the passage called the

Cockle-gat ; the Barber nearly dries at low water ; and extends N. N. E, \ E. 1J mile.

being very narrow. A black buoy lies on the cast side of the Barber, in 6 fathoms,

bearing N.W. a little westerly from the buoy of the Tongue, distant about half a
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mile, and N. { W. from the buoy of the Scroby, distant 1 mile ; to be left on the lar

board side.

The COCKLE lies a little to the northward of the Barber, and bends first to the

North Eastward, then North and N. Westward, its length being 2J miles' ; its

southern end is almost dry, but to the northward it deepens to 3 and 4 fathoms ;

between the two sands is a narrow swashway of 2 fathoms, leading into the Hole or

channel within, where there are 10 and 11 fathoms. A black buoy lies near the

S. E. end of the Cockle, in 6 fathoms, and bears N. E. by N. from the buoy of the

Barber, distant 1 mile, to be left on the larboard side. At the back of the Cockle is

a ridge running from the Winterton Light as far as abreast of the southern end of

the Cockle, in nearly a parallel direction to the coast, with from 3 to 6 feet over it ;

having 4 and 5 fathoms within it ; between it and the Cockle are 6, 7, and 8 fathoms.

The Black Buoy of the Fairway lies outside the Gatway, and bears N. \ E. from the

Cockle Buoy, distant 1J mile, and N. W. J N. a similar distance from the buoy of

the Sea Heads, having Winterton Church open to the northward of the Lighthouse ; to

be left on the larboard side. -

HASBOROUGH GATWAY.—Hasborough Gat is situated between the Newarp

and Sea Heads, which lie to the southward, and the Ridge, Hammond's Knowl, and

Hasborough Sand, to the northward ; it is 1\ miles wide, and from 10 to 20 fathoms

deep. The Newarp Buoy and a Floating Light Vessel will be on your larboard side,

and the buoy on the Hasborough Sand to your starboard.

The Am of the Newarp is red, lying on the north extremity of the sand; from it

the Light Vessel bears N. by E. 1J mile, and Winterton Light W. N. W. J W; distant

6J miles.

The Floating Light Vessel rides in 13 fathoms, having 2 lights placed horizontally;

from it the buoy of the Newarp bears S. by W. 1} mile, Yarmouth Steeple S.W. by W.,

Winterton Church W. by N., and Martham Church midway between Winterton Light

and Church.

Masters and commanders of vessels are cautioned against running foul ot, or

any way damaging the Light Vessel, as they will be compelled to pay for every

injury they may occasion ; it will therefore always be advisable to pass at a proper

distance to the eastward of it.

Hasborough Sand Buoy is black, and lies in 7 fathoms water, directly at the southern

extremity of the sand; having the Light Vessel bearing S. by VV. J W. distant 6{

miles, the Fairway Buoy S. W. 9J miles, Winterton Light S. W. by W. 9J miles, and

Hasborough High Light W. by N. J N. lOJ miles.

HASBOROUGH SAND stretches from this buoy in a N. Westerly direction

more than 11 miles, and is, generally speaking, about one mile broad, having from

4 fathoms on one side to 4 fathoms on the other, at its widest part. In some places

it is nearly dry at low water spring tides, which rise about 10 feet. From the

north end to within four miles of the south end, it is steep to on both sides ; not

more than a quarter of a mile from its northern edge you will have from 16 fathoms

to 18 fathoms, which renders the lead of essential utnity to ships standing in from

sea. Near the south end, on the eastern side, it is somewhat shallower and irre

gular ;—about lJ mile N. E. J N. from the bnoy is a small knowl with only 3 fathoms

over it ; though between them are 11 and 12 fathoms.

HAMMOND'S KNOWL —The southern part of this knowl bears from the buoy

of the Hasborough S. E. by E. i E. distance 3J miles ; it thence extends N. N. W.

about 3 miles, and has 3, 4, and 5 fathoms over it ; between it and the small knowl

before-mentioned are 17 fathoms, and between it and the buoy of Hasborough Sand

from 9 to 17 fathoms.

The RIDGE is a dangerous sand, about 2\ miles long, and a quarter of a mile

broad, lying N. J W. and S. \ E. and having only 6 or 7 feet over its shallowest

part; at its north end are 4 fathoms, and towards its south extremity 3 fathoms ;

its south end is S. E. J S. distant 8 miles from the south end of Hasborough Sand,

and E. i S. 7 miles from the Floating Light ; when the eye is 12 feet above the level

of the sea at half tide, Winterton Church will be just visible, bearing W. J N . distant

4 leagues and a half, and the said Church bears from the north end of the Ridge

W. J S. about the same distance. This bank is also steep to, especially on the

eastern side. Between the north end of the Ridge and the south end cf Hammond's

Knowl are from 5 to 13 fathoms.

SMITH'S KNOWL.—.The middle of this bank lies nearly east from Yarmouth,

distant about 8 leagues, its northern end N. E. by E. : the extent of the Bank is

12 miles in length, and three-fourths of a mile in breadth. There arc not less than
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3J fathoms over it. It is steep to on the eastern side ; from 4 fathoms, three-quarters

of a mile to the eastward are 27 fathoms, and three quarters of a mile further

25 fathoms, coarse sand with black speckled stones. The general soundings

between Smith's Knowl and the Ridge, are from 15 to 20. A spiral buoy was placed

on this bank in 1798, but it having frequently been driven away, little dependancc

must be placed upon seeing it. From the above-mentioned soundings of 3J fathoms

on Smith's Knowl, Yarmouth Church bears W. \ S. 8 leagues. The Light Vessel at

the north end of the Newarp, W. J N. 16 miles. Winterton Light W. \ N. 23 miles.

Hence it may be inferred, that in coming from sea, out of 29 or 30 fathoms (accord

ing to the time of tide) immediately into shoal water, that it must be this Knowl,

for there is not so deep water any where within Smith's Knowl on this part of the

coast; and navigators must be careful of the Ridge, in stretching to the westward,

which bears W. from this part of the Knowl. distance 10 miles. When you are in

28 or 29 fathoms, you will be about half a mile from the edge of the Bank, and will

know your approach towards it by the rapid decrease of your water, which will

lessen 5 fathoms every cast of your lead. Between this Knowl and the Ridge is

what the fishermen call the Middle Ground, the water there is deep and the bottom

fine sand and clay. ,

The tides at the south end of this Knowl run 1\ miles with spring, and one mile

neap tides ; towards the north part of the shoal they set almost N. and S. at the

south end anif middle N. N. E. and S. S. W., the latter part of the flood drawing

round to the westward, but the ebb to the eastward—both are much governed by

the prevailing winds ; a westerly wind often retards the run of the flood to the

westward, while it accelerates the ebb to the east, and on easterly winds the

contrary. »

Abont N. W. 3J miles from the northern end of Smith's Knowl, is said to be a

shoal' of from 3 to 6 fathoms, and between that and the Ridge another of similar

depth, but the water all about them is from 16 to 20 fathoms ; there are also other

banks to the northward, called the Leman and Ower, &c. of which we shall speak

more fully hereafter. . , .

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM YARMOUTH THROUGH THE

COCKLE GAT, &c.

THE COCKLE GAT is that passage already described which is bounded on

the western side by the Barber and Cockle Sands, and on the eastern side by

the Scroby, Tongue, and Sea Heads,

In preceeeding from Yarmouth Roads through the Cockle Gat, bring Yarmouth

Jetty S. S. W, J W. until the southern Mill on the Denes, called the Key or White Mill,

bears S. W. J S. or, if ebb tide, Yarmouth Church on with the North Battery : either

of these marks will lead through the Cockle Gat ; the course and distance from the

Jetty will be N. E. J N. 5 or 6 miles, making proper allowance for the tide, which

generally is rapid.

In working through the Cockle Gat, with a turning wind, come not too near the

Tongue and Scroby, for they are steep to, but as soon as you lessen your water tack

about, for the flood-tide sets strongly on the Scroby, and the ebb on the Cockle. After

you have passed the buoys of the Scroby and Tongue you may stand towards the |-i(

Cockle into 5 or 6 fathoms ; but you will recollect those sands are steep to; the

passage between these sands is half a mile wide, but having passed the Tongue the

breadth increases. On the western side is an overfall with from 3 to 6 fathoms,

Winterton Church lying W. by N. ; this deepens gradually towards the E.S. East

ward, and may be approached by the lead without any hazard.

Vessels not having occasion to enter Yarmouth Roads, may, having rounded Or-

fordness, and passed the Knapes, as before directed, proceed N. E. J E. until abreast

of St. Nicholas Gat, then changing their course to N. N. E. J E. go without and to

the eastward of all the Sands lying in the vicinity of Yarmouth ; the outermost and

north-ea stern one of which is called the Newarp, a dangerous Bank, the north end

of which forming the south side of Hasborough Gat ; it has a red buoy upon it, and

the light-vessel is placed \\ mile N.' by E from the north end of the sand, as de

scribed, page 45,

  



 

HASBOROUGH GAT.

SAILING DIRECTIONS THROUGH HASBOROUGH GAT, &c.

f~10MING from seaward andproceedingfor Hasborough Gatway, the first object to

v be attended to, by day or night, will be to make the Light Vessel off the north

end of the Newarp ; when in slight of her, do not bring her to the eastward of north ;

or if you make her to the eastward of north, steer to the eastward till you bring

her to bear North or N. N. W. before you come nearer than 3 or 4 miles of her : if

with an ebb tide N. N. W. ; then you may safely steer for her, as the ebb sets

nearly in that direction ; having passed the vessel, continue your course N. N. W.

or more westerly, till you see the lights of Hasborough in one, they will then bear

NT. W. J W. of you ; or in dark weather take soundings from the shore in 12, 10, or

8 fathoms. Should you pass the Floating Light a mile or two to the eastward, the

ebb will set you fairly through the Gatway.

Should you be bound to Yarmouth Roads, steer west from (he Light Vessel, or rather

such a course as will keep the vessel E. by N. from you, allowing for crossing the

tide, and you will sail to the northward of the buoy of the Sen Heads, which you

must leave on your larboard hand, and haul round it into the Cockle Gat, but this can

only be safely attempted in the day-time, when the buoys will be a sufficient guide;

then leaving the buoy of the Sea Heads, and the buoy of the Scroby, on your larboard

hand, and the buoy of the Fairway, with the buoys of the Cockle and Barber, on

your starboard hand, you may proceed for the roads by the marks already given.

SAILING OUT OF THE GATWAY. —Being oS Hasborough, and night ap

proaching, or finding you cannot reach Cockle Gatway before dark, a vessel may run

out of the Gatway with the greatest safety, by bringing the two lights of Hasborough

in one, bearing N. W. J W. ; thence steering to the S. E. and keeping them on,

will lead above a mile to the N. E of the Floating Light. The eastern side of the

Newarp bears S. by W. from the light-vessel; therefore in rounding this light, and

hauling to the southward, you must not bring her to the eastward of N. or N. by W.

till you have passed the light three or four miles ; when you may steer a S. S. W

£ W. course, which will take you without the Holm Sand. In rounding the Light

Vessel, if you have a half flood in your favour, and a commanding breeze, you may

safely steer S. S. W. ; for the flood setting to the S. S. E. will keep you clear of the

Newarp ; but be careful with an ebb tide (which sets in a contrary direction) of

hauling up too soon, as it will drift you towards the sand, and without a favourable

breeze you may be obliged to anchor.

Should the wind be from the E. N. E. it will be safer to borrow to windward of

the lights in one ; you may haul up as soon as the great light of Hasborough bears

W.N.W. (for the south end of Hasborough Sand bears from that light E. by S. I S.)

this will enable you to keep a better oiling in order to round the Light Vessel, which

is a safe guide for clearing the Newarp. Should the gale be heavy from the eastward

(and not day-light, to secure Yarmouth Roads, or every probahility of fetching to

windward of the Floating Light), it is then recommended to anchor off Hasborough,

the light about W. by S. a league from the shore, or near half way to the sand, in

10 or 12 fathoms, rather than run oft" Winterton, where the Gatway is entirely open ;

for, in the former berth you will find considerable shelter from Hasborough Sand, but

in the latter you will be quite exposed.

From Winterton Ness to Foulness the land runs about N. N. W. 17 miles, and

nearly in the same direction stretches Hasborough Sand; in coasting along the

shore, the soundings are regular, 5, 6, 7, and 8 fathoms; further out are 10, 11, 12,

and 14 fathoms ; therefore, in titrning to windward, you may stand towards the shore

into what depth you please, and off to 14, 15, or 16 fathoms ; but should you deepen

your water to 20 or 23 fathoms, and then decrease to 18, be careful and put about,

for when in that depth you will be close to Hasborough Sand. The channel betweeti

this sand and the shore is, in most parts, about 8 miles wide, and called: the

Would.

In the Fairway, off Hasborough, a bank has lately grown up, called the Ridge; it

lies nearly N. N. W. and S. S. E. a mile and a quarter, is not half a mile broad, and

has 5 fathoms on it. The mark for the middle of this bank is Hasborough great

light S. W. by W. westerly, distance 3 miles and a half. The inner side of this

bank lies 3 miles from the shore, and the outer side above 4 miles from Hasborough

Sand. Near to it within, are 12 fathoms, and without, 15 fathoms. N. E. by E.

half a mile from Hasborough great light, lies a small hnowl, with 3 fathoms on it.
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Between this knowl and the Bulge are 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 fathoms.—Ships in pass

ing this knowl, should not approach any nearer to the shore than 7 fathoms. As

there are 5 fathoms on the Ridge, commanders of ships need not to avoid it, unless

the swell of the sea happens to be high ; nor need they, when in the Fairway, to be

alarmed at their quickly coming from 12 to 15 fathoms into 6 or 5 fathoms.

Bat as you approach Foulness, you should give the shore a berth, and not get

into less water than 9 fathoms ; the bottom being rocky and foul three-quarters of

a mile out.—At Cromer or Foulness is a lighthouse, having a reflected light, which

revolves, and presents a bright appearance every minute : from this light the north

end of the Hasborough Sand liears E. { S. distant about 10 miles.

TIDES.—At Yarmouth it is high water at half-past 8 o'clock, full and change, and

spring tides rise 8 feet, neaps 5, but outside the sands the flood runs until half-past

10 ; in the Cockle Gat the flood sets strongly over the Scroby, and the ebb over the

Cockle and Barber ; through Hasborough Gat the flood sets S. S. E. a little southerly,

ending at half-past 10 ; while the ebb sets contrary ; with strong springs its velocity

will be 3J miles an hour, one tide carrying a vessel 4 leagues, moderate springs full

3 leagues, and ebbs about 2 leagues ; outside of Hasborough Sand it does not rpn

with so much rapidity, the flood setting more southerly ; on the Ridge about S. by

W. near Smith's Knowl, as already noticed, springs run 2J knots, and neaps about

one ; on its north end setting nearly North and South, but about the middle, and

at the south end of the knowl, N. N. E. and S. S. W., the latter part of the flood

veering westerly, and the latter part of the ebb easterly ; in a calm it varies regu

larly with the sun. On the shore at Hasborough the tide flows at 7, and on the Ridge

in the Would at half after 7, at Hasborough Sand about 6J or 7, and at the Rewarp a

little later ; at Cromer or Foulness it is high water at 6, and spring tides rise 16 feet,

neaps 10 ; at Hasborough Sands springs 10, neaps 5; at Smith's Kuowl springs 7 and

neaps 3 feet.

SHOALS LYING TO THE EASTWARD OF HASBOROUGH

SAND, AND BETWEEN FOULNESS AND

FLAMBOROUGH HEAD.

WE have already noticed 2 spots of shoal-water, lying to the N. Westward of

Smith's Knowl, which, with numerous others scattered about, render the navi

gation of these parts, particularly between Winterton and Flamborough Head, ex

tremely hazardous for ships drawing deep water, except with neap tides or very

mild weather ; the shores of Norfolk aire generally low, with the exception of a -part

about Foulness, and another at Hunstanton Cliffs.

Between Smith's Knowl and Hammond's Knowl is a piece of shoal water, having on

its southern part only 3 fathoms ; this lies with Hasborough Lights W. J N. distant

19 miles, and Cromer Light N. W. by W. % W. 26 miles ; from hence it runs in a

N. W. J N. direction about 3 miles„ deepening as it goes to the northward to 4, 5,

and 6 fathoms, you then suddenly drop into deep water.

To the N. Eastward of this shoal, about 3 miles, is another, somewhat longer ; the

southern extremity of which bears from Hasborough Lights E. a little southerly, 21J

miles, and from Cromer Light E. S. E. J E. distant 28 miles. This shoal extends

nearly N. by W. \ W. 4\ miles, having near its northern part 7 fathoms, towards

its middle 3 fathoms, and at its southern end 5 fathoms ; on each side of it is

deep water of 18 and 19 fathoms.

LEMON and OWER are 2 dangerous shoals, which appear to have increased

of late, and now have not more than 6 feet water over them in some places. This

danger lies with Cromer Light nearly W. S. W. the shoalest part of the Lemon being

distant 25 miles, and the Owers 29J miles. The former bank is above a mile broad,

and extends S. S. E. and N. N. W. nearly 20 miles: the Ower lies in a similar

direction, is a mile broad, and 18 miles long; and to the eastward are 3 more

Ridges, the least water over which is 5 fathoms : these all lie nearly parallel with

each other, and are between the Lemon and Wells Bank, while between them are

channels with deep water and good anchorage. On tie western side near the
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.emon are 20 fathoms, between the Lemon and Ower 19, 20, 21, and 22 fathprrs,

nd a similar depth of water will be found between each of the other ridges, with

enerally good anchorage. On the cast side of the Ower the tide runs in various

ircctions, and the same will be observed to the southward of it, as expressed on

he Chart.

HADDOCK BANK. The south part of this bank lies about 13 miles N. by E.'

K. from the shpalest part of the Ower, and from thence extends itself 7 niiles ;

iein$r 2 miles wide, and having on its middle part 5 fathoms, increasing each way to

i and 7 fathoms; near it, on each side, are from 10 to 14 fathoms, and between it and

he Ower, from 15 to 20 fathoms. N. \ W. from the N.W. end of the Haddock Bank

7 miles, and N. N. E J E. 52 miles from Cromer Lighthouse, lies the N. N. E. HOLE,

i spot sinking suddenly to the depth of 40 fathoms; while between it and the Had-

UJck Bank are from 12 tol9 fathoms.

CROMER- OUTER BANK or KNOWL lies 9 miles N. \V. i W. from the

hallowest part of the Lemon, and 7 leagues N. E. i E. from Cromer Lighthouse,

(xtending W. N.W. about 2 miles, and being a mile broad : near its eastern end

ire 2J fathoms, and at its western end 3 J fathoms; between it and the Lemon are

1 9 fathoms, from the northern end of which, in 4 fathoms, it is about 3 miles distant.

CROMER INNER BANK lies 10 miles W. S. W. from the Outer Bank; 12

rules N. by W. J W. from the north end of Hashorough Sand, and 13 miles N. E.

\ N. from Cromer l ighthouse, extending more than 2 miles N. W. by W. and S. E.

>y E. it is in breadth one mile, having on its middle 4 fathoms, increasing at each

3nd to 6 and 7 fathoms ; between this bank and the Knowl are 17 and 18 fathoms ;

3etween the inner bank and Hashorough Sand there are 12, 20, and 18 fathoms ; and

that between that and Foulness are 16, 18, 16, 12, and 9 fathoms.

SHERRINGHAM OVERFALLS. N. J W. distance b\ miles from Cromer

Light, and 4| miles N. N. E. \ E. from Lower Sherrington Church, lies the east end

if Sherringliam Shoal: it thence extends 4 miles and a quarter N. W. by W. and is

lalf a mile broad. On the east end of this shoal is 4 fathoms, and on the west end

t fathoms also, but on the middle only 2 fathoms. The inner part of this shoal lies

ibout 4i miles from the shore, with 11, 10, 9, 7, 5, and 4 fathoms between it and

he shore.

BLAKENEY OVERFALLS lie about 3 miles N. W. by W. i W. from the west

ind of Sherringham Shoals, having at their eastern end 5 fathoms, extending from

hence about 5 miles N. W. by W. | W. and, as well as Sherringham Overfalls, lie in a

lirection nearly parallel to the shore ; about 2 miles from their eastern end it gradu-

dly lessens to 9 feet water, and then deepens again to 3 fathoms, at the further dis-

.ance of a mile ; the shoalest part lies directly N.| E. distant 6 miles from Blakeney

Church, and 4 miles from the shore: 2| miles from hence to the westward is

another spot of shoal water, with only 9 or 10 feet over it, being the western

most of what may be called Blakeniy Overfalls; close to the edge of these over

falls are 9, 8, and 7 fathoms : further in are 10 fathoms, gradually decreasing

towards the shore; between Blakeney and Sherringhnm Overfalls are 7 and 8

fathoms.

POLLARD. About 9 miles N. W. f N. from Foulness, and mid-channel be

tween the west end of Sherringham Slwcds and the shore, is the Pollard, a small patch,

with 3 and 4 fathoms over it; all round it are 7, 8, and 9 fathoms ; it is 2| miles

off the shore, having a good channel on either side.

STUKEY OVERFALLS are dangerous, and occupy a space of more than a

mile, having not more than 8 or 9 feet over them ; they bear from Stukey Church

N. N. E. distant 3\ miles, and have a passage of 4 and 5 fathoms between them

and the shore, while between them and the Blalieney Overfalls are not less than 7,

8, and 9 fathoms.

THE DUDGEON. A floating light lies 27 miles N. I W. from Cromer Liglahouse,

carrying two lights in the night-time, and riding a little to the westward of the

Dudgeon Shoal. This shoal lies N. N. W . \ W. and S. S. E. \ E. being nearly 4

miles in length, and one mile broad : there are 9 and 10 feet on its shoalest part,

which is near where the vessel is stationed : to the southward the depth increases,

and at the extreniity of the shoal are 6 fathoms ; about a mile and a half from the

N.W. end of the shoal is an overfall of 3 fathoms. About 2 miles N. E. by E. from the

vessel is a small knowl, with 3 fathoms over it, and N. N. W. \ W. 3 miles from the

vessel, is another, with 6 fathoms over it. Near to these knowls, and also near to

the Dudgeon, on all sides, there are from 7 to 10 fathoms ; from the Dudgeon Light

Vessel to Flamborough Head the course is N. by W. and the distance 20 leagues.
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RACE'S or SOUTH-WEST BANK lies to the S. W. of the Dudgeon, about

5 miles, Blakeney Church bearing from its south end S \ W. ; Cromer Light S. by

E { E., and Holkham Church nearly S. W. by S. ; its north end is nearest the light-

fetsei, ar.d has 7 fathoms over it; the shoal is narrow, and runs S. \ W. and

N. % E. full 4 miles, shallowing to 2 and 2\ fathoms at the southernmost end ; be

tween it and the Dudgeon are 6, 8, 10, and 11 fathoms ; this shoal is said to be on

(he increase latterly.

THE OUTER DOWSING's south end lies 35 miles N. { E. from Foulness, and

10 miles N. E. I N. from the Dudgeon Light. This bank extends about 5\ miles

N. W. by N. and S. E. by S. and is nearly a mile broad : on the south end of it are

6 fathoms, on the middle 4, and on the north end are 2 fathoms. Near to this bank,

on the west side, are 8 and 7 fathoms ; and on the east side 9 and 10 fathoms.

About N. W. four miles from the north end of the Outer Dowsing, lies a small shoal,

with 3 fathoms on it; and about 6 miles further on the same bearing, lies the Silver

Pit, with from 20 to 40 fathoms in it. Between this pit and the shoal there are 15

and 16 fathoms.

THE INNER DOWSING's northern end lies 37 miles N. N. W. J W. from Foul

ness, 13{ miles N. W. by W. from the Dudgeon Floating Light, 20 miles S. by E. i E.

from the Spurn, and 9 miles E. by S. from Trusthorp Church— tt thence extends 6

miles S. by W. { W. and is about a mile broad. The least water on this sand is 7

feet ; close to the sand, on the west side, are 10 fathoms ; near the east side are 9 fa

thoms; off the south end are 4 fathoms ; and near to the north end are 11 fathoms.

The south end lies 9 miles E. by S. from Ingoldmel's Church; between which are 10,

9, 8, 6, and 4 fathoms. Between the Inner Dowsing and the Floating Light are 9, 12,

10, 14, 10, and 7 fathoms.

THE DOCKING SAND lies about 2 miles from the south end of the Inner

Dowsing; it thence extends 6{ miles S. S. W., and is about three-quarters of a mile

broad at the broadest part. The south end of this s,and lies about a mile and a half

from the north side of Bnruham Flats ; but it is joined to the flats by a ridge on which

are only 10 feet. Between the north end of the Docking Sand and the south end of

the Inner Dowsing, are 3{ and 4 fathoms water ; they are distant about 2 miles, and

bear N. by W. and S. by E. from each other. N. N. E. from the north end of the

Decking are overfalls 12 feet, and 3 miles E. by S. from that are other overfalls,

with only 12 feet o*er them ; there is also a large overfall, about 2 miles from the

north end of the Docking, bearing E. S. E. with 12 and 13 feet.

These are the outer dangers and shoals, which lie at any considerable distance

from the land ; the others lying near the shore will be noticed in our directions for

sailing to the Humber, &c.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM FOULNESS TO THE

HUMBER. ' .

THE shores from Foulness toward the Humber are in many parts foul and rocky,

^particularly off Cromer, Shtrringham, and Weybourne; which places must there

fore be attended to, and have, in coasting along, a good berth given to themABeing

"a league off Foulness, in 11 or 12 fathoms, your course toward Blakeney and Clay

Harbour will be N. N. W. J W. nearly 4 miles, then W. N. W. until Blakeney

Church comes south ; this will carry you between the Pollard and the shore, while a

N. W. by W. course will take you on the outside of the Pollard, and between it and

the overfalls ; within the Pollard you will have 6, 7, and 8 fathoms, but between the

Pollard and the overfalls you wijl find 9, 10, and 11 fathoms.

BLAKENEY HARBOUR is considered the best on this coast, and a good re

treat for vessels during a heavy gale, blowing toward the shore ; its church may, in

clear weather, be seen so far as the Dudgeon Light, from which it bears S. S. W. \ S.

distant nearly 8 leagues. In steering for Blakeney Harbour, endeavour to bring the

church to bear from you S. W.by S. and run on in that direction until you perceive

the buoys. Langham white mills, which are to the N. W. of Blakeney, is a good mark

for the harbour; you should brin3 them about S. S. W. Asmall hillock also may be

seen full 3 leagues off; this lies about half a mile to the southward of the harbour ;
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by keeping the Church open to the N. W. of it, half a cahle's length, yon will he

carried to the outer buoy. It is a bar harbour, and buoyed, but as the sands fre

quently shift their positions, it must naturally be hazardous to strangers; yet in a

gale of wind it will be always more prudent to run for it, than hazard being driven

on shore.

This harbour was surveyed by Mr. S. Watson, of Blakeney.* The following are

tbat gentleman's observations:—

" It (lows at six o'clock full and change at Blakeney, but outside of the harbour

it runs to the southward three hours longer, a circumstance particularly to be at

tended to: you will not have less than 18 feet on the bar in spring-tides ; if it blows

strong at N. W. or the wind any way to the northward, you will have more. With

the wind to the westward, keep well westerly, the tide of (lood setting strong easterly

till you are within the second or third buoy. This is the only harbour of safety for

shipping when Caught in a gale of wind, dead on the coast, and is capable of re

ceding ships of 4 or 500 tons. A flag is hoisted on the Church Tower, as a signal

when you may run for it, if the boats cannot get off; there will he full nine feet

over the bar. The consideration of having been an eye witness to the fate ofmany

brave seamen, for want of knowing this harbour, has induced me to take this sur

vey. The merchants and mariners of the ports of Newcastle and Suuderland are par

ticularly interested in being acquainted with it, as by adopting it, in cases of neces

sity, many lives and vessels may be saved.

" There are overfalls off Blakeney, within between 3 and 4 miles of the shore, with

not more than 10 feet on some parts of them ; therefore ships of a great draught of

water should not come within them till the flood-tide makes."

To the westward of Blakeney, between it and Wells, is a shallow, about a mile

broad ; stand no nearer to it than 4 fathoms water. Further out are Stukey Ocer-

J'alls, of 9 feet ; these lio N. N. E. from Stukey Church ; between them and the shallow

just mentioned are 4 and 6 fathoms, and between them and Blakeney Overfalls 7, 8,

and 9 fathoms.

WELLS-HARBOUR. This place having recently been much improved, now

forms another place of safety in gales of on-shore winds ; its entrance is 5J miles to

the westward of Blakeney, where lies the Fairway Buoy, painted red ; within this

seven black buoys mark out the starboard line of the channel, and 3 white buoys

the larboard side ; there are 2 large beacons, which being brought in one, bearing

S. by W., lead to the outer buoy : you must proceed thence from buoy to buoy,

until you reach the fourth black one, then 2 inner beacons will appear in a line,

bearing S. by W. J W. ; these at night have lights placed on them, and will lead

above the buoys an far as the first or Scalp Btacou, which is erected on the cdee of

the sand, about a quarter of a mile beyond the last black buoy : you will now be

directed upwards by 2 smaller beacons, which, when in one. bears S. J E., until 2

others come on, bearing 8. E. ; these lead up into the harbour to a sunk beacon, which

you are to leave to the starboard; to the N. E. of this is good anchorage for small

vessels on a soft oozy bottom.

This is nearly dry at low water, but spring tides rise 16 and 18 feet ; the tide on

the bar flows at C o'clock, but runs to the eastward for 3 hours longer: be therefore

particular in attending to the tides. About 2 miles off the mouth of the harbour

arc some overfalls of only 6 and 9 feet, but between them and the buoys are 4, 5,

and 6 fathoms.

In WELLS ROAD or HOLKHAM BAY, vessels may find anchorage in 3 fa

thoms, bringing Wells Church to bear S. by E. i E., Holkham Church S. W. by S.,

and the north part of the Scald Heads W. by N. distant a mile and a half from the

shore ; the Scald Heads are a range of small sand-hills, somewhat remarkable. To

- the northward also of this anchorage, about half a mile, is good riding in 4 or 5 fa

thoms, the ground holding well.

The BRIGHT GIRDLE is a dangerous bank, extending N. E. by E. and S. W.

by W. nearly 2 miles, and being full half a mile broad ; it dries at low water, its

western end is about half a mile from the shore, having a channel between of ooly

4 feet water with spring-tides: to go clear ofits eastern point you must keepHolh-

ham Church in one with the Obelisk, this will lead you past in 2 and 2J fathoms.

BURNHAM FLATS is to the N. Westward, forming an extensive shoal, partly

drying at low water, and almost joining another to the westward, called the Wuol-

]iy the Proprietors of this Work, and may be had of them »t

H 2
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pnck: it is 4J miles in length from the N. E. to the S. W. and 3J miles broad ; the

passage between it and the shore is full 1J mile wide; its eastern edge lies

N. E. J E. from Brancastcr Church.

The WOOLPACK is another large sand, between which and Bnrnkam Flats is a

narrow s«ashway, with 6, 9, and 12 feet water ; many parts of the Woolpack dry at

low water; its west end bears N. by E. \ E. from Gore Point, and N. E. { E. from

Hututon Lighthouse, being I \ mile from the nearest shore ; the channel between these

two sands is commonly called Hraiudster Bay ; and that space between the Wool-

pack and St. Edmund's or Gere Point, is called the Bays; to the westward of which

is the Gore.

MIDDLE. To the westward is the Middle Sand, separated from the Woolpack

only by a narrow channel of from 8 to 12 feet water ; its extent thence is about

W. S. W. li mile, being above half a mile wide, and dries at low water.

The SUNK is a narrow sand, stretching from the west side of the MiddleW. S.W.

3 miles ; having a red buoy on its western extremity ; bearing from Hnnston Light

house N. W. \ N. distant 2 miles ; there is also a swashway between the Middle and

Sunk, half a mile wide, with from 6 to 9 feet water in it; to the northward of the

Sunk is a Middle Ground, with 12 fathoms water over it.

LYNN WELL is that open space bounded on the north by the Long Sand, and

on the south by the Roaring Middle, and Sunk ; and from the red buoy of the Sunk

the New Hook Beacon bears N. J E. distant 3J miles.

The FERRER SAND lies to the S. Westward of the Wc, having a black buoy

near its N. Eastern extremity ; it bears from the buoy of the Snnk S. W. a little

southerly, distant 2 miles: to the westward are the Seal Sands.

LYNN DEEPS is the space between the Sunk and N. E. end of the Seal Sands.

The SEAL SANDS are very extensive ; between their eastern side and the Ferrer

is LYNN LOWER ROAD, having anchorage in 3,4, and 5 fathoms, there is also

a' swashway or passage between the Ferrer and Seal into the Old Road, which lies

to the S. Eastward of the Ferrer ; into this there is also another channel between

the Sunk and Ferrer ; a red buoy lying on the north end of the Stubborn, which must

be left on your larboard side. There is also another buoy on the further edge of the

Stubborn, which will serve to point out the channel ; hut the Old Channel of Lynn

having become too shallow, is now seldom used, while the Western Channel is much

improved, and now regularly buoyed.

W. J N. 4 miles from the buoy of the Sunk lies the chequered buoy on the eastern

end of the Roaring Middle, a narrow sand running W. by S. 1J mile; this buoy

bears S. W. by W. from the Book Beacon, distant 6 miles; a black buoy lies also at

its western end, bearing W. S. W. \ W- from the chequered buoy ; from hence the

Western Channel to Lynn bends to the S W- and is well buoyed on both sides ; those

buoys on your larboard side are painted black, those on the starboard side are

white, and lie on the edge of the Breast Sand; W. S. W. 1\ miles from the black

buoy pf the Roaring Middle is the Bar Buoy, black also, marking the entrance to

the River Nene or Wisbeeich, and a mile within the Bar Bmy is a red one, shewing

the starboard side of the channel ; on the opposite side is the Bell Buoy, being while

with a vane upon it ; and within it is the West Mark Knock Beacon ; the passage

winds inward between the Gatt and Breast Sands, the water being shallow.

A Floating Beacon lies near the edge of the Breast Sand, about \\ mile beyond

the Bell Buoy; and the course and situation of the channel further in will better be

understood by inspecting the Chart, than by any description we can give.

There is a passage between the Gait Sands and the Roger Sand, which runs

towards Boston, a red buoy marks its larboard side of entrance ; this lies frOm the

Bar Buoy N. { W. distant 1J mile; N. W. from this 1 mile is the Gat Buoy, lying

on the edge of the sand and coloured red also, and about a mire further stands a

beacon ; these must be all left on the larboard side ; near the first red buoy are 2f

fathoms, near the Gat Buoy, mid-channel, further on, 3 and 5 fathoms ; having-

passed this beacon you will see the Torft Beacon to the starboard ; the'passage is

thence buoyed by black and red buoys, the former to the starboard, and the latter

to the larboard. This is called the Macharony or South Channel.

ROSTON-DEEPS. The entrance to Boston Deeps is formed by the Lynn Knock ,

Dog'.' Head, Inner Knock, and Long Sands, which latter is joined at the westward

to a large sand called the Roger, these forming the northern side of Lynn Well,

and the southern side of Boston Deeps. On the north side of. Bosto?i Deeps lie the

Skegness Middle, the A nock, and the Wainflcet Sands; there is also the Sculrig, which

lies in the middle of the channel, and may be passed on either side.
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The LYNN-KNOCK is a narrow and dangerous bank, about 2 miles long,'

tying N.N.E.JE. and S. S. W. $ W. ; it is to the eastward of the east end of the '

Aims; Sand, and between them is a channel with 5, 6, and 7 fathoms water in it ;

on its eastern edge is a black buoy, and half a mile to the southward of the

buoy there is but 6 feet water over the bank, it thence deepens to 4, 6, and 8

fathoms.

The DOG'S-HEAD is a sand which almost blocks up the entrance to Boston

Deeps ; lying directly between the Lung Sand and the Outer Knock, it being in length

about 2J miles, lying N. K. E and S. S'.W. and one mile broad ; there is a swash-

way between it and the Long Sand, having from 6 to 9 feet within it: but the

general passage into Boston Deeps is between the Dog's Head and the Outer Knock.

On the Dog's Head are two red buoys, which must he left on your larboard side.

The OUTER-KNOCK lies to the northward of the Dog's Head, and is a narrow

sand, having a black buoy on its eastern point, and another about a mile further

in. on the southern edge of the sand, which is also black; from this buoy the

direction of the sand is W. J 5>. ; this buoy must be left on your starboard side.

_ The INNER-KNOCK joins the Outer Knock, and runs in a W. S. W. J S. direc

tion towards the Wainfleet Sand; it has 2 black buoys on its southern edge ; between

it and the Wainfleet there is a narrow swashway tunning in towards Wainfleet,

Haven, with 3 and 4 feet water.

The WAINFLEET SAND is about 4 miles long, and a sandy flat runs from it

all the way to the entrance of Witliam River, its edge is pointed out by several'

beacons, being the boundary or northern side of Boston Deeps.

The SCULRIG is a small sand, lying parallel to the Wainfleet Sand; its length is

1$ mile, having a red buoy at each end and a channel on each side. ' "

The LONG SAND- lies W. S. W. J W. and E. N. E. i E. being 8 miles long and

3 miles broad ; it is chiefly dry at low water, and is steep-to, especially at the

Hook, where it bends out to the southward. Upon this part stands a most excel

lent Beacon, 38 feet high, and about 100 yards from low water mark ; this may be

seen, in clear weather, full 5 miles off. From it Hunston Lighthouse bears S j E.

distant 5 miles, and Gibraltar Point N.N, W. b\ miles. From it is suspended a*

chain, for the purpose of assisting the unfortunate mariner, who may hereafter be'

wrecked here.

The ROGER is to the westward, and nearly joins the Long Sand, being only

separated by a narrow swashway : the northern part is dry at low water, while

from its southern side extends a sandy flat, gradually deepening from 3 feet to 3

fathoms, as it enters the channel to Lynn. At the west end of the Roger is tho

Bar Sand, having a while buoy on its extremity; these sands are the southern

boundary of Boston Deep.

There are 4 beacons on Wainfleet Sand, a buoy on a wreck, between LevertonanA

High-horn Beacon, and a white buoy on the west end of the liogtr or Bar Sand. Four

red buoys lie on the inner side of the Clay-hole Sand, to be left on the larboard side ;

and 2 beacons and 3 black buoys on the starboard, w hich will be seen by inspect

ing the Chart.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR LYNN AND BOSTON.

&MALL VESSELS sailing from the southward for Lynn Deeps, and well

" acquainted with the navigation, frequently go to the southward of Burnkam

Flats, between them and the shore, through Brancaster Bay and the Bays into the

Gore: their course from Blakeney will be N.W. J W. until Holkham Church bears

S. W. by S., a N. N. W. course will then clear the Bright Girdle ; do not bring the

Obelisk open to the westward of the Church until Brancaster Mill comes on with

the middle of the Scald Heads ; the Mill on with the west end of the Scald Heads

will carry you between the BrigfU Girdle and Burnkam Flats in the deepest water ;

—advance until you find yourself within three-quarters of a mile from the shore ; if

you have not a flood tide, bring up with Brancaster Church, bearing south, or

S. by W. and you will have from 18 to 20 feet water; but if with an easterly wind

and flood tide, pass the Bright Girdle, and run along the shore at a mile and a

half's distance ; and after passing the Gore Point, and the Sunk and Ferrer Buoys,
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you will come into good anchorage with 6, 7, and 8 fathoms wator ; here you can

obtain a pilot.*

The space bounded by St. Edmond's or Gore Point and adjacent land, to the I

southward, and the Woolpnck, &,c to the northward, is called the Bays, and much

frequented, but too hazardous to be attempted by strangers; unless through sheer

necessity, or being driven there by violent gales from the eastward.

To sail out between the Middle and Sunk, bring Thornkam Church on with Gore

Point ; but you must wait for the tide, agreeable to your draught of water.

To sail out between the Middle and Woolpnck, bring Thornkam Church and a White

Mill io one, then steer N.W., N. N W., and N. by W. through the Swash and

round the Sand. Oh" the Gore Point the ground is foul and rocky, and dries, with

springtides, almost a mile from the shore; these are the Inner Pussagcs for smalt

vessels.

Large skips bound for Lynn or Boston, proceed to the northward of Sherringham

and Blakeney Overfalls ; therefore being oil' Foulness distant about 4 miles, the / igkt

bearing S. S. W. th«;y should steer N. by W. J W. until the Dudgeon Floating Vessel

comes E. J S. ; this will carry them, making good their allowance for the tides,

between the Dudgeon and Race's Shoals, then pursuing a course due west until

Ingoldmels Church bears W. by N. or Addlethorpe conies W. N. W. J W. appearing

a little open to the northward of Ingoldmels ; these marks lead between the Inner

Dowsing and Dockiug Sands, in 4 fathoms water. Having crossed these Overfalls

bring Hnnston Light to bear S. W. by S and proceed vtath it in that direction for

10 or 11 miles, or until the Hook Beacon bears directly west, you will then have

Lynn Well fairly open, and may proceed according to your pleasure ; aW. S.W. J W.

course will take you between the Roaring Middle and Long and Roger Sands ; from

the Hook Beacon to the Bar Huot/ the course is W. S. W. { S., distance 9 miles.

Iu working up Lynn Well from the Knock, if on the side near the Snnk, you will

have sticky ground as lar as the buoy of the Sunk, but along the Long Sand, which

is very steep-to, you will find the bottom generally hard sand ; therefore when

Hunston lighthouse bears from S. i W. to S by E. { E. stand out no further than 0

fathoms, for close to the Hook are 18 fathoms, and before you can haul in the lead

you may he aground ; to the eastward you may stand into 14 or 16 fathoms safely

enough, but beware, especially at night, how you get over to the westward ; when

the light comes S.E. you may boldly stand either way, into 9 or 8 fathoms. Be

always particular and careful to make proper allowance for wind and tide, for off

Lynn Knock and the H<vk spring tides often run 5 miles an hour, neaps 2{ ; the

rise being, with the former 4 fathoms, and with the latter 14 feet.

When the flood first overflows the Jjmg Sand the tide w ill run strongly over it

from the eastward, then you should always bring up in time, for with light winds

you will otherwise not be able to clear it.

To sail into Boston Deeps, having brought Addlethorpe Qhurch within half a cable's

length of Winthorp, you will be able to see the Knock and Dog's Head Buoys, bring

Addlethorp to bear N. N. W. \ W., you will in that direction run close to the black

buoy of the Outer Knock ; a bar stretches across from the Dog's Head to the Outer

Knock; wait the flowing of the tide for a proper depth over'the bar, suitable to the

draught of water your vessel requires ; the course in, from abreast of the Outer

Knock'Buoy will be nearly W. by S., this will take you to the first buoy of the Inner

Knock, and quite over the bar ; the channel now becomes deeper and wider ; a

S. W. by W. course will carry you past the second black buoy of the Inner Knock

toward the red buoy of the Sculrig, sail on either side of the Sculrig, and anchor

where convenient ; the best place is above the Sculrig.

The Sculrig's eastern or red buoy, lies W. S. W. \ S. distant 6\ miles from the

buoy of the Outer Knock ; the channel between the Sculrig and Wainfleet, is three-

quarters of a mile wide ; and has 5 and 6 fathoms water within it; between the

Sculrig and Long Sand it is a mile wide, with 6, 7, and 8 fathoms : when past the

Sculrig it becomes 2 miles wide, but as you advance to the westward it gradually

narrows ; the sands on both sides are steep, especially the Long Sand. Ships

generally anchor between the Wrangle and Leverion Beacons, and1 wait for a pilot to

carry them through the New Channel to the Scalp, where' they lie aground upon soft

clay. The Northern Flat has 4 beacons upon its edge, which serve to point out the

boundary of the channel.

* The Pilot Sloops hare always a broad vane, and when they require yon to sail toward

them, they place a blue or red jack under the vane.
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Off Bostom Buoys the tide of flood runs W. S. W. as far as the Hook of the Long

Sand, where its direction alters to W. by S. and West; off Lynn Knock it sets

W. by S. ; ebb tides the contrary way.

WAINFLEET ROAD and HARBOUR.—If bound to Wainfleet, your passage is

to the northward of the Outer and Inner Knock, and between it and Skegness Middle;

this latter sand stretches out circularly toward the north east, its outermost poiut

being full 5-.J miles from Gibraltar Point, from which it bears N. E. J E. and 2{

miles from the buoy of the Outer Knock, from which it lies N. N. W. t N. and

nearly one mile from the Signal Post on the shore. Between the Knocks and Skeg

ness Middle are from 4 to 2 fathoms, and small vessels generally anchor at the

further end or western part, being opposite to the swashway of 3 feet, which runs

into Boston Deeps; be careful not to get in to the northward of the Skegness Middle,

between it and the shore, mistaking it for the proper channel, for such error may-

prove dangerous When you are abreast of the Middle, the northern Skegness

House will bear W- N. W. and when the southern house comes W. N. W. you will

have passed the sand and may run on as far as Sykes's House, observing to bring

it to bear N. W., then anchor in 3 or 3{ fathoms, good ground ; but if wishing to

go into Wainfleet Harbour, with a vessel drawing not more than 8 or 9 feet, get

under way at half flood, if spring, or the last quarter, if neap; haul round the

point, passing the buoy as near as you conveniently can, and before you reach

Gibraltar Point, you will perceive 2 beacons, bring them in one until you are

abreast of the upper one, then anchor ; but should night come on before you get

sight of the Skegness Houses, you should not come into less than 4 fathoms, which

will lead you between the Inner Knock and the main ; at the entrance you will have

5{, 6, and 7 fathoms, then shoaling, as you advance, to 3J and 3 fathoms, where

the lead will be found to hold fast and stick to the bottom, indicating the proper

place to bring up and anehor. Vessels which with south, S. S W. and S. W.

winds cannot conveniently ride in Lynn Well, frequently run for this place and ride

perfectly safe.

\t Gibraltar Point it is high water at 6 o'clock, full and change, and the tides

lly rise from 16 to 20 feet.

 

FROM BOSTON AND LYNN DEEPS TO THE HUMBER.

Description of the Sftoals, Sfc.

"| N going from Boston Outer Knock toward the Humber, there are several overfalls

and sandy flats, these are the Clay Huts, Tmsthorp Over/all, Treddlethorpe

Middle and Overfall, the Rose Sand, Saltfleet Overfall, and the Sandliale Flats.

The CLAY HUTS are lumps of hard" clay, lying about \{ mile to the southward

of Tmsthorp Church, and run out three-quarlers of a mile from shore, with from

4 to 8 feet upon them, and 3 fathoms close to their eastern side.

TRUSTHORP OVERFALL is a mile long, lying S. E. by E. from Mablethorp

Halt, distant from shore 2J miles ; there are 13 feet over its shallowest part, which

bears from Tmsthorp Church E. by S. nearly.

TREDDLETHORP MIDDLE lies full 3 miles to the southward of Saltfleet,

and about three-quarters of a mile from the shore, to which it runs parallel ; close

to its eastern side are 44 fathoms, but over the sand are no more than 6 feet, and

the passage between it and the main is only fit for boats. Bring Tmsthorp Church

to bear S. W. \ W. and open to the eastward of the Windmill to the N. E.) or Dim-

lington Cliffs N. by E. and you will go clear of it in 5 and 0 fathoms water.

TREDDLETHORP OVERFALL lies nearly E S. E. from 'treddlethorp Church,

about 4J miles distant from the shore, and has 3 and 3f fathoms over it.

The Rose Sand lies to the northward of Treddlethorp Middle, midway between it

and Saltfleet Haven, and close to the shore.

SALTFLEET OVERFALLS lie E. by N. from Saltfleet Church, about 5* miles,

and 3 miles from the edge of the Sandhale Flat ; the least water over them are 3J

fathoms.

SANDHALE FLAT is an extensive shoal, running out full 5 miles from the

Lincolnshire coast; its southern edge lies in a north easterly direction from Saltfleet

Church, and its eastern extremity in 3 fathoms, about S. S. E. from the High Light
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house at the Spurn; from hence it Lends circularly to (he west and norlh as far as

Clea Ness; thereby forming the larboard boundary of the entrance to the Humber ;

this sand becomes dry about the middle, or 3 miles off shore, and has a small but

shallow swashway within it.

SAILING DIRECTIONS.

To sail from Lynn or Boston for the Humber, the direct course is within the Inner

Dowsing, between it and the shore ; taking therefore your departure from abreast

of the Outer Knock, a N. N. E. course for 8 leagues will carry you to the mouth of

the River, clear of the overfalls we have described ;- but remember, proper allow

ance must be made for the set of the tides. Having the entrance of the River

open, you should bring Pattrington Steeple open to the eastward of the Spurn Ligkis,

which will lead clear of the edge of the Sandhale, or bring the High Light open of

the Low Light, or the two lights in one, or Grimsby and Clea Churches in one ;

either of these marks will lead into the Humber. '

- Vessels taking their departure from Foulness, and bound into the Humber, will

go to the westward of the Dudgeon Light Vessel, steering N. N. W. J N. from

abreast of Foulness about 4 miles distant, and having passed the vessel, a

N. N W. I W. course will take them to the Humber ; but should you wish to go

the eastward of the Light Vessel, then sail from Foulness N. \ W. about 9 leagues,

and thence N. W. J N. 10 leagues ; but the mariner must be particularly attentive

to the set of the tides, which will be noticed hereafter.

THE RIVER HUMBER.

Description of the Sands, Buoys, Sfc.

THE entrance to this river is bounded, on the southward, by Sandhale Flats,

which extend from Sal/fleet Haven beyond Cleaness, and have been already

described ; and to the northward by the Stone Bank, New Sand, and South Knuwl;

and two remarkable Lighthouses are erected on the Spurn Head, which can be seen

at a considerable distance, and sufficiently point out the mouth of the river.

The STONE BANK is a hard rocky shelf running parallel to the Spurn Land,

with a narrow channel of 3 fathoms between ; this runs round the point toward

Kilnsey, and is fit only for light craft who are previously well acquainted with its

navigation.

The NEW SAND stretches out from the Stone Bank to the eastward for 3 miles,

and is exceedingly dangerous, having only from 6 to 9 feet over it ; a black buoy

is now placed on its east end in 3 fathoms, which will be found very useful in

pointing out the extremity of the shallow water; the marks for this buoy are North-

ness or Dimlington high land a ship's length open of Kilnsey North Cliff bearing

N. J W. ; Easington Mill in one with the North Cliff, bearing N. JW.; and the

high Spurn Lighthouse N. W. by W. J W.

The SOUTH KNOWL is a small patch lately grown up to the southward of

the New Sand, and lies directly in the channel way, the least water over which is

at present about 19 feet at low spring ebbs ; a chequered, black, and white buoy

is now laid there, with the following marks : the Spurn High Light a little open of

the Low Light, bearing N. W. by N. distant 1{ miles ; Kilnsey Church N. { E. ; and

the black buoy of the New Sand E- N. E. Besides these buoys a Floating- Light

Vessel is now moored in 9 fathoms water, distant rather more than3J miles from the

Low Spurn Lighthouse; from which the buoy of the New Sand bears N. N. W. i W,

distant about 3 cables' lengths; Dimlington Cliff N. J W. 6 miles ; Kilnsey N. by

W. i W. 3J miles ; and the Spurn Light N. W. by W. J W. In this vessel a light

is constantly exhihited during the night, and a scarlet flag by day : also, during

foggy weather, a bell is kept continually tolling.

'The CHANNEL info the Humber is full 3 miles wide, the greatest depth of water

will be.found by inclining to the northward of the passage, where you will have 10,

11, and 12 fathoms almost close to the New Sand, gradually decreasing in depth to

ward the Sandhale Flats. Within the Humber, on your passage to Kingston-upon-Hull,

which is 6 leagues beyond the Spurn Head, you will meet with several sands ; viz.

the Bull, Clea Ness, Middle, Burciim. Trinity, Sunk, Chcrricum, JFmdholm, Middle

Ground, and Skitter Sands.
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The BULL SAND has a red buoy placed on its eastern extremity, which is dis

tant from the High Light 2J miles, and from Spurn Point 1 mile and 2 thirds ; the

extent of this sand is decreasing, and is now not above one mile in length, in

clining from the buoy in a N. W. by Northerly direction ; its breadth is about half

a mile, and over it are 2 fathoms water. From the buoy the Spurn High Light

bears E. -J S. ; Pattrington spiral Steiple N. \ E. a little easterly, distant 7 miles;

the blaclo buoy of Clea Ness Sand N. N. VV. * W. about 2 miles. In a direct line

fiom the Spurn to the buoy are from 4 to 11 fathoms water, the latter being about

mid-channel.

CLEA NESS SAND is part of the sand already mentioned, extending from

Sandltale, which here runs out from the Ness to the eastward full 2 miles, and then

turns towards Grimsby, drying at low water ; a black buoy now lies at the point of

the sand, bearing E. N. E. from Clea Ness, and N. W. by W. J W. from the high

light, distant nearly 4 miles, and from the buoy of the Bull S. S.JB< i Bi distant

2 miles. In a direct line from the Spurn are from 4 to 8 fathoms, the latter depth

being somewhat nearer the Spurn, and almost abreast of the buoy of the Bull.

The MIDDLE is a narrow sand hing directly in the fairway of the channel ;

on its eastern end is a white Buoy lying in 3 fathoms water, about one mile to the

north of the Clea Ness Buoy ; nearly 3 miles N. by W. \ W. from the buoy of the

Bull, and about 4 miles N. W. J W. from the Spurn Light ; from the buoy of the

Middle the sand extends itself W.N. W. almost a mile, being throughout about a

quarter of a mile broad ; from the buoy Pattrington Church Steeple bears N. by E. % E.

and Grimsby Church W. by S. ; at the east end of the sand are 3 fathoms, but at

its west end only 15 feet, between the Middle and Clea Ness Buoys are from 4 to 7

fathoms.

The BURCUM is a long and narrow sand, stretching in nearly the same direc

tion as the shore; on its eastern end lies a black Buoy in 3 fathoms water, about 2

miles W. J N. from the buoy of the Middle, 2J miles N. W. by W. from the buoy

of Clea Ness; and b{ miles N. W. by W. J W. from the Spurn; the mark being

Grimsby Church S. W. by W. \ W. This sand is about a quarter of a mile broad,

and runs up within a short space of Stillingbornugh Kilns, drying in parts, parti

cularly at its western end ; between the Clea Ness Sand and the Middle and Burcum,

is the channel into Grimsby New Dock ; between the Middle and Clea Ness Sands

are from 3 to 7 fathoms water ; between the Burcum east end and the Southern

Flats are 8, 9, and 10 feet ; but between the Burcum west end and shore the

depth diminishes considerably, the flat stretching out as far as the Kilns.

The TRINITY SAND lies on the north side of the Humher, and joins to others

which line the shore, and are very extensive; its east end lies about N. E. by N.

from the Spurn Light, and thence runs along 3J miles, towards the Newcome, from

which it is only separated by a shallow and narrow swashway j its southern edge

dries, and is steep to ; there being 3, 4, and 5 fathoms close to it.

The; SUNK SAND surrounds the Sunk Island, the S. E. end of which lies about

3 miles S. W. from Pattrington Church, and 6J miles N. W. by N. from the Spurn ;

the is. land thence extends 2J miles in a N. Westerly direction, being one mile

broad. The Sandy Flat commences from the Newcome and Trinity Sands, and con

tinues past the Sunk Island, where, beyond Salt Hush, it takes the name of the

Cherrycum Sand, and joining the Fonlholm, passes Paul's Cliff, and, becoming very

narrow, lines the shore as far as Paul's Town Jetty ; opposite to the Sunk Island this

sandy flat extends full half a mile out; the edge of the sand is marked out by 2

white buoys : we know not whether these remain, but caution must be taken by the

mariner to give this part a good berth in passing.

FOULHOLM SAND begins near Paul's Cliff, where, as before observed, it

joins the Cherrycum, and extends thence S. by E. 3{ miles, forming a hook, at the

end of which is a white buoy lying in 4 fathoms water; this bears from the buoy

of the Burcum N. W. J N. distant 5 miles, and from Stallingborough Kiln N. by E.

H mile ; its breadth is about half a mile, tapering towards the buoy, to a narrow

point and,drying; this is a dangerous sand ; in the passage from the Burcum and

Middle to the buoy of the Foulholm, are from C to 13 fathoms, but in the bight

formed between the Fonlholm and the Cherrycum it shallows from 4 fathoms to 9

feet, and therefore must always be avoided running into, the passage being to the

southward and westward of the Foulholm.

The MIDDLE GROUND lies nearly 3 miles N. N. W. \ W. from the buoy of

the Foulholm, and runs from its eastern extremity in a N. by Westerly direction

near one mile and a half; its northern end being within half a mile of Skitter Ferry,
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from which it bears 3. E , on it are 24 and 2 fathoms ; the passage between it and

the western shore is narrow and shallow ; between its southern end and the Lin

colnshire shore it is wider and deeper, having 8, 9, and 10 fathoms ; this is called

White Booth Road

The SKITTER SAND begins about a mile E. by N. from Skitter Ness, a flat

extending all the way from Skitter Ferry to the s'and ; on its N. E. part stands a

beacon, lying with the Cupola of Marfieet Chapel, on with the inner point'of Mar-

fleet Jetty, bearing N. by E., and the southernmost house, adjoining White Windoas

in Paul, "bearing S. E. and open of the jetty. The Skitter Sand runs out nearly two-

thirds across the channel, and thence stretches 21 miles parallel to the direction

of the land, ending in a flat.

HEBBLES.—A white buoy has been placed on the Hebbles in A\ fathoms, balf-

ebb, neap tides; this lies with the two mills at Horteferry in a line, Sutton Church

on with the houses at Summergangs, Mr. Caslon's mill a sail's breadth open of the

Play House, and Headon Mill on with the throat of Marfieet Jetty.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR THE HUMBER.

HAVING brought the Spurn Lights in one, which will then bear N. W. by N, I W.

or having got the upper light a little open to the southward of the lower

light, boldly proceed on, until the Light Vessel bears E N E., and be careful not to

bring her more to the eastward, until the High Spurn Light conies open to

the westward of the Low Light ; then haul to the northward, bringing the

Light Vessel directly East ; keep this latter bearing well on, until the High Light

is N. N. E. from you, then steer up the Humber, or haul round into tlawkes Road.

Vesselsfrom the Northward should, in rounding the Light Vessel, give her a fair

berth to the Northward, and in hauling to the Westward, be careful not to bring

her to bear more Easterly than E. N. E., then proceed as already directed.

Great attention must be paid to the setting of the tides, for the ebb runs strong

over the stony binks from the Southward, and the flood equally so in a contrary

direction; therefore more strict attention must be given to the bearings than to the

courses steered, as all depends upon the rate the ship is going. Spring tides run

4$ knots, neap 2 knots an hour, but the ebbs in the freshes run with more ra

pidity.
In advancing for the Humber de not go too near the Sandhale, but remember the

deepest water inclines to the northward, unless the wind be from the S. Westward ;

for with a S. E. wind, if you were to run along in 4, 5, and 6 fathoms, you would

not be able, with a flood tide, to weather the N. E. hook ; if with easterly or N E.

winds you should pass the Spurn, your best anchorage will be in the Hawhe ; but

if with a southerly wind, Grimsby Road will be preferable ; therefore, should the

former preva.il, you will find the ground good in the Hawke, riding in 5 and 6 fa

thoms, the Spurn Point bearing S. S. E. distant 2 miles, or with the low light just

open to the eastward of the high one ; pay proper attention to the tides, for springs

nse 26 and 28 feet, and neaps from 12 to 16 feet, by doing which you will always

be assured of sufficient water to ride in.

If desirons of going further up to Sunk Island you should bring and keep the Low

Lightest open to the southward of the High Liglu, steering about N. W. by W.,

and coming no nearer to the Trinity Sand than 6 or 7 fathoms. The channel north

of the Middle is above a mile wide, and has 6, 7, 8, and 9 fathoms within it. You

will find good riding off the Sunk Island, with Humberstone Church on with Clea Mill,

in 6 or 7 fathoms ; or may go higher up, and anchor with Pattrington Steeple and

the middle-house on Sunk Island in one ; this is called Sunk Road, having a depth

of 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 fathoms ; from hence you may proceed to Kingston, as directed

bereafter.
We have stated that Grimsby Road, with southerly, and south-west winds, is pre

ferable to Hawhe Road; those who intend to anchor there should steer about N.W.

along the north side of the Bull Sand, in 6 and 7 fathoms, until the low light comes

a handspike's length open of the High Light, then bearing S. E. i E. keep on with
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(he lights in this direction, which will carry you between the Middle on the one side,

and the Clea Ness Sand and Burcum on the other.

After you have passed the buoy on Clea Ness Sand, and got about three-fourths of

the way towards the Black Buoy on the east end of the Burcum, you will be in

Grimsby Road ; there large ships lie a little ouside of the stream of the buoy, in 5

or 6 fathoms, hut small ships may lie within the buoy, or a little below it, in from

10 to 15 feet : regard must be paid to the time of the tide when you anchor, and also

whether spring or neap. Grimsby is now furnished with a wet dock, and has a

small transport buoy pointing out the entrance.

If desirous of going to WHITEBOOTH ROAD or HULL leave the Burcum

Buoy on your larboard side. The leading mark along the north side of the Burcum

is Killingholm Church open to the northward of Stallingborough Malt Kiln, and the

course about N. W. ; in mid-channel are 10 and 12 fathoms. If the wind be scant

in the south west quarter, keep towards the sand in 5 or 6 fathoms ; but when

higher up, do not approach nearer to the sand than 7 or 8 fathoms ; and as you

draw near to Stallingborough Flats, which are steep, and extend about a quarter of

a mile from the shore, edge over towards the white buoy of the Foulholm, until

Imingham Church comes on with the Shepkerd's House, which stands on the Lincoln

shire shore. This mark will lead you through between the upper part of the flats

and the buoy on the Foulholm; the mark for the upper part of Stallingborough Flats

is Pattrington Steeple open of the upper end of the Sunk Island.

The buoy on the hook of the Foulholm is white, and lies in 4 fathoms : be careful

to go to the southward of this buoy, for the flood tides set strong upon this dan

gerous hook. Below the buoy and within it are 9 and 10 fathoms: if you are

caught in this hight with a flood tide, or little wind and cannot round to the south

ward of it, you must immediately come to an anchor. In mid-channel, a little

below the Foulholm Buoy, are 12 and 14 falhoms. When you are abreast of this

buoy, steer N. W. until you bring Grimsby Church on with Stallingborough Kiln;

then run with this mark on, or with the church a handspike's length open to the

westward of the kiln, about N. N. W. for Whitebooth. In turning to windward you

may open the church about a ship's length of the kiln upon each tack. There is

good anchoring in this road with 5 and 6 fathoms water, bringing Pattrington

Steeple on with a Tuft of Trees, called Salt Rush; and Grimsby Church a sail's

breadth open of Stallingborough Kiln.

But if you wish to proceed to Hull without anchoring in Whitebooth Road, then

run on with Grimsby Church just open to the eastward of the kiln, until you get the

whole of the town of Paul just open to the westward of Paul Cliff, which will lead,

along the edge of the sand all the way to Punl Road. In this channel you will

have 9 or 10 fathoms, until abreast of the Middle Ground, which lies to the east

ward of Whitebooth Road, where are only 3 or 4 fathoms.

A long flat extends from the west shore, a little above Whitebooth Road, almost

half way over the river, on which are only 10 or 12 feet, you shonld let the water

flow- about an hour before you weigh in the road to proceed upwards. In White-

bootJi Road when you have got under weigh, run over to the eastward until you

open the street of Paul Town, which is the leading mark to Paul Cliff: then steer

up the channel N. N. E, and N. by E. in 4, 5, and 6 fathoms ; abreast of the cliff

you will have 7 fathoms. A little below the cliff, and close in shore, is Paul Road;

but the hardness of the ground, and the rapidity of the tides, make it the worst

road in the Hnmber.

From Paul Road steer N. W. by N. and N. W. round Skitter Sand Beacon; take

care to keep Marfleet Church a large ship's length open to the eastward of Marfleet

Jetty, until Paul Jetty comes on with the southernmost house of Paul Town ; then

steer with this last mark on until Marfleet Church and Jetty come in a line with

each other; the Windmill which stands near the Lime Kilns will then appear just

open of the Jetty at the west end of the Town, this being the leading mark up to

Hull Road. In this passage, from Paul to Hull Road, you will seldom have less

than 9 or 10 fathoms water. '

On the north side, all the way from Paul to HullGarrison, are Flats, which extend

to a considerable distance from the shore, with 7 or 8 fathoms close to them. On

the opposite side, if in 5 or 6 fathoms, you will be very near to the Skitt.er Sand.

Should you have a contrary wind, be particularly careful to avoid coming too near

to Skitter Sand, until you are above the point ; because your getting aground below

the point of the sand may oblige you to grind over it ; perhaps occasion your

oversetting. But after you have got round the point of Skitter Sand, you may stand
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towards it in 6 or 5 fathom* ; and when standing towards the Flats on the north

side, which arc very steep, you must not come any nearer than 8 fathoms ; for as

the tide, both flood and ebb, sets strong upon them, it is with difficulty that ships,

which happen to ground there, can be got afloat again. A white buoy, as already

noticed, lies on the Bibbles, in 4$ fathoms half ebb, neap tides.

HULL ROAD.—In Hull Road the proper anchorages are either a little below,

or abreast of, the Garrison, in 4, 5, or 6 fathoms ; the nearer you lie to the shore

you will have the better ground and the less tide. If you intend going into the

Harbour, or Docks, you should, if the tide be flowing, run on shore at the Dolphin

Point, and get ready for warping in.

Mariners not skilled in the navigation of this river generally take a pilot from

Grimsby Road, for the rapidity of the tides render it extremely dangerous ; and

should their vessel touch upon any of the sands we have described, particularly

the Foulhotm and Skitter, they would be probably upset, and become an immediate

wreck.

TIDES.—It is high water full and change at the Spurn at 5Jh.—On the Sandliale,

at 6.—At Grimsby, at 6.—In Hull Road,at6\, and oil' the mouth of the Humber, at 7,

Spring tides rise 23 feet, neaps about 10 feet; the variation in the Humber is

about 2J points West. The flood runs across the mouth of the river three-quarters

of an hour before it turns inward, and then sets across toward the Lincolnshire shore

W. S. W. Between the Spurn and Clea Ness it sets N. W. the ebb being contrary ;

'round the Spurn and through the Hawhe, and across Trinity Sands, the flood sets

N. by W. while the ebb tide makes down the Hawke, long before it becomes high

water on the shore ; between the Bull and Clea Ness Sand the flood sets northward,

and ebb southward, and both ebb and flood set strongly across the Foulkolm and

Skitter Sands. These are the general direction of the tides within the Humber,

and ought, for the safety of the mariner, always to be paid the strictest atten

tion to.

FROM THE HUMBER TO FLAMBOROUGH HEAD AND

' SCARBOROUGH.

IN SAILING OUT OF THE HUMBER, the mariner must refer to the marks

and directions already given for entering that river, by which he will readily

clear every danger ; if in the day-time, and bound to the northward, having passed

the Light Vessel, at the distance of a mile or more, he may turn more to the east

ward, until Dimlingtonhigh land comes well open ofKilnsey Cliff, and pursue a N 4|E.

course for Flamborough Head ; but if sailing out by night, it will be proper to keep

the high-light open, to the southward, of the low-light, until you are well past the

Light Vessel, then steer east, until you deepen your water to 12 and 13 fathoms;

you will thus be to the eastward of all danger, and may shape the above course for

Flamborough Head. The distance frorn the mouth of the Humber to Flamborough

Head is about J.2 leagues ; there is deep water every where in your passage, and

no danger, until you near the head, from which rocky ground runs out two or

three cables' length.

" Flamborough Head is a most remarkable object, of prodigious height and snowy

whiteness ; on it is erected a conspicuous lighthouse, of which we shall have occa

sion to speak hereafter.

In proceeding along the coast of Yorkshire, there is no danger, until you reach

Bridlington Bay ; the shore is lined with churches, which may be seen at a con

siderable distance. The general direction of the land from Dimlington Cliffs to

Hornsey, a distance of 6 leagues, is nearly N. by W.; from thence it turns more

northerly, winding gradually to the N. E. and E. to Flamborough Head, thus for

ming the semicircular cavity named Bridlington Bay; Outhorne Spire, one of the

sister, churches, an ancient land-mark on the coast of Holderness, has been lately

undermined and destroyed by the sea.

BRIDLINGTON BAY is encumbered with a sand called the Smithic, whose

N. E. end lies one mile S. S. W. \ W. from the point or extremity of Flamborough

Head; it thence takes a W. S. W. direction, becoming broader as you advance;

so that its southern part is 3 .miles or more in breadth ; upon it arc several spots
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of rocky ground, but the least water over them is two fathoms ; near the N. E.

point is a patch of two fathoms ; but toward the south, which is an extended flat,

it has been crossed, with Sewerby bearing north, and no less than 3J fathoms found

any where. There is good riding inside the Smithic, and a channel each way. The

leading mark to clear the west end of the Smithic is Bridlington Church on with

some houses that stand near the west end of the south pier of the quay ; this will

carry you into five fathoms water. To clear the N. K. end of the Smithic, bring

Gray's Farm to the westward of the old tower on Flamborough ; but the lighthouse

hearing north will lead in at a greater distance from the sand.

In running into Hridlington Bat/, between the Smithic and Flamborough Head,

bring Sewerby Hall just open outside the bluff near South Sea, which is a break or

cove to the southward of Flamborough, until the light comes to bear N. N. E. you

will then be opposite to the N. E. end of the Smithic, and may steer toward the

quay for the anchorage.

The riding is good in any part of Bridtiugton Bay, but the best anchorage is with

Quay Street open, bearing W. N. W. in 5 fathoms water. Within the Smithic your

soundings will be 5, 6, 7, and 8 fathoms ; the shore is bold and rocky. It has long

been in contemplation to extend and improve the harbour of Bridlington, which, if

carried into execution, could not fail to be highly beneficial to shipping frequenting

these parts.

A Lighthouse is erected on Flamborough Head, 400 yards distant from its extreme

point, and close to a bluff point of land on the south side of Silex Cove, the only

landing place near the Head. The light is revolving, having three sides, and in

order to distinguish it from Cromer and Tynemouth Lights, which show a face every

minute, one side appears illuminated every two minutes ; of these the colour of

one is red, and the light from that side being diminished, cannot, in hazy weather,

be visible so far as the others; therefore, when in such cases only two sides can

alternately be seen, the interval of time will be regularly 2 minutes and 4 minutes,

and this will sufficiently distinguish it from any other light. Cromer Light bears

from the Flamborough Head Light S. J E. and is distant between 2!) and 30 leagues ;

the Spurn Light bears S. by W. nearly, distant between 11 and 12 leagues ; and

the Dudgeon Light S. by E. nearly, distant above 20 leagues.

FROM FLAMBOROUGH HEAD TO SCARBOROUGH.

A T Flamborough Head the land is very high, and continues so to Speeton Cliffs,

being bold to, and without danger. Your course from without the Head to

Scarborough will be N. N. W. distance 14 miles : 7{ miles from Flamborough Head ia

Filey Brig, a bold rocky promontory, which advances into the sea, forming a kind

of hook ; behind, or to the southward of this hook, small coasters sometimes ride,

sheltered from N. W. but open to all other winds.

SCARBOROUGH is a Pier Harbour, and the vessels at low water may lie aground

in it; upon the Pier a Lighthouse is erected, which is constantly lighted from half

flood to half ebb, as a direction for vessels in the night-time, and shewing when

, the tide has risen sufficiently for them to enter. The best times for going into this

place are, at half flood, or after the first quarter ebb ; at these times ships may be run

aground ; the bottom being clean sand. Should the wind, by being northerly at the

time of your going in, render it necessary for you to stand over toward the Spa

House, you must be careful to avoid the rocks, that lie out a considerable dis

tance from the shore to the southward of the Spa, which dry. The swell, which

comes round the pier-head when northerly or easterly winds blow strong, cause

the ships in the harbour to range very much when they are afloat; At such times

it is necessary to moor them with their cables to the Dolphins, or piers.

Scarborough has a good outlet for ships bound to the southward, but bad for those

to the northward. You may anchor in Scarborough Wick, but it is not safe to con

tinue there long. The marks for anchoring are, the Castle N. N. W. ; the Church

well open to the southward of the Castle ; the Spa House W. ; and Flamborough

Heaul just' open of Filey Brig: you will then have about 6 fathoms.



DESCRIPTION OF TIDES, &c.

General Description of the Tides between Cromer and Scarborough.

LEMANTand OWER.—The tide on the eastern sides of the Leman and Ower runs

in a variety of directions. It is high water full and change at seven o'clock, but

the stream runs southward till half after ten o'clock. Here the first of the flood

will set E. hy S., then turn S. E. for the greater part of the tide, and changes, when

near high water, to S. W. hy S. The ebb tides contrary.

DUDGEON.—At the Dudgeon it is high water at six o'clock, but the stream

continues to run till half after seven o'clock, the flood running south and ebb

north.

Ten miles N. N. W. from the Dudgeon the flood sets S. S. W. and ebb the con-

OTJTER DOWSING.—On its northern side the tides set variously ; thus the

first quarter will run S. W. by W., half flood S: E. by S., and near the latter part

of the flood E N. E. ; the ebb the contrary.

Between Foulness and Blakeney k is high water on shore at half after six

o'clock.

At Blakeney spring tides rise 20 feet, neaps 13 feet: but with strong northerly

winds it will increase to 4 fathoms over the bar. The flood continues to run to the

southward until 20 minutes after 9.

In Wells Road the flood tide sets W. N. W. { W. and runs till 4. Four miles

further from shore it sets west, and runs until half after 4.

In Wells Harbour the rise on spring tides will be 18 and 19 feet.

Between Blakeney and Lynn the flood commonly sets along shore to the west

ward.

Between Stuhey Overfalls and the North end of the Docking about W. S. W. and

E. N. E.

Between the North end of the Docking, and the South end of the Inner Dowsing,

the first of the flood sets S.W. changing to W. by S. until it is high water.

Outside the Doc/ring- and Dowsing,- and near the south part of Race's Bunk, spring

tides never alter, but continue their velocity of 1\ and 3 knots ; the first quarter

flood sets S. E., the second quarter from S. S. W. to S.W. by W. gradually vary

ing until high water, when it becomes west: while the first quarter ebb sets from

W. N. W. to N. N. W. half ebb about N. N. E. or N. E. by N., then E. N. E., East,

and E. S. E. until low water.

In Lynn Well it is high water at half after six, spring tides commonly rising 24

feet, neap 14 feet, the former running 4{ and 5 knots, the latter 3J knots.

Off Boston Buoys the flood sets W. S. W., and off the Hook of the long- Sand

W. by S. the ebb being the reverse way.

Near the north end of the Inner Dowsing the flood sets S. W. by W., within that

sand and the shore S. S. W. running until half after five

At the Spurn Point it is high water at J after five.—On the Sandhale at 6.—In

Hull Point at J past 6.—In the Humber spring tides rise 20 and 23 feet; neaps 10

feet, but in the oiling 7 or 8.—Off the mouth of the Humber it oontinues to run till

7, and half after 7 o'clock.

In Bridlington Bay it is high water aft half after 4, spring tides rising 13 feet,

neaps 8. Here the flood sets strongly along shore to the southward ; it continues

to run until half after 7 o'clock.

At Flamborough Head it is high water at half after 4,- spring tides rise 20 feet,

and neaps 11 feet. On the south side, near the Head, the flood sets S.W. by W., and

the ebb the contrary ; for which reason, vessels bound to the southward, should not

pass the Head without the flood in their favour, especially with a scant wind.

At Scarborough it is high water J after 4, and spring tides rise 13 feet, neaps

8 feet.
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SECTION VIII.

FROM SCARBOROUGH TO ST. ABB'S HEAD.

Description of the Coast, SfC.
* *

FROM Scarborough the land to the northward is rocky, and stretches N. by K.

for about 5 miles, to a place called Ahram Leck; it then winds N.N. W.

3 miles towards the South Check of Robin Hood's Bay.

ROBIN HOOD'S BAY is a place where vessels may stop a tide, riding under

the North Cheek of the bay in 8 or 9 fathoms ; but it will not be prudent to lie there

long, especially in winter. The South and North Cheeks of the bay are dusters of

rocks, which project into the sea, and consequently must always have a good

berth given to them in passing.

WHITBY HARBOUR lies about 7 miles N. N. W. from the South Clteek of Ro

bin Hood's Bay ; it is a pier harbour, and ebbs almost dry. In your passage to

Whitby, there is a very dangerous ledge of rocks, lying to the eastward, full three

quarters of a mile, and having a passage within it 300 yards broad, called the

Sledway; this ledge is called Whitby Rock, and rendered particularly hazardous, on

account of the flood setting to the southward directly across the harbour's mouth ;

it is composed ot hard black rocks, with large stones lying down to the low-water

mark ; its head bearing from the western pier N. E. by N. J E. distant one mile.

Whithy Road lies between Whitby and Upgang Rocks,) which latter is N. W. J W.

IJ mile distant from the former, stretching out from the shore until its eastern end

bears N. N. W. from the Western Pier. Over Upgang Rock is only 4 and 5 feet,

water ; but in the roadstead are 3, 4, and 5 fathoms; the mark for the anchorage

being Larphill House over the middle of Whitby Town, bearing S. S. W.

If comingfrom the southward, take care to avoid the Whitby Rock by bringing the

North Cheek of Robin-hood's Bay open of High Whithy, until Larphill House comes

on with the East Pier End, bearing S. S. W. J W. Should the boats not venture off

to your assistance, if you see a flag hoisted upon the North Cliff, you may safely

run for the harbonr: but if, instead of the flag, you observe a fire in that place,

you are to undersand that your attempting,to go in would be attended with im

minent danger.

You are also particularly to observe, that at spring tides, when the wind blows

bard from between S. S. E. and East, vessels drawing 10 feet may go through the

Sledway, if the signal be hoisted to pass the bar; but all vessels drawing more

than 10 feet water must haul round the north part of the rock ; the mark for sail

ing through the Sledway is the second Nab, on the west side of the harbour, open

to the northward of the West Pier Head. In losing the flood tide, so soon as you

get within the rock, haul up, until the second Pier Head on the eastern side appears

a sail's breadth open of the east Pier Head, then stand in for the harbour. In

stances have occurred, when vessels have been unable to fetch in, on account of

giving the rock too wide a berth, this having occasioned their hauling up so much

as to get the sea on or before the beam, which, by checking their headway, obliged

them to fall jo leeward and go on shore. At high water the sea appears all broken

between the rock and the main, and whenever this occurs with easterly winds

there will be but little tide to the southward.

Sand's End is a bay or roadstead, where vessels with southerly winds may ride

safely in from 8 to 4 fathoms water ; it lies N.W. by W. about 2 miles from Whitby

Rock, having Upgang Rock about halfway between them ; a mark for Sand's End

Road to the westward is, the middle of Sand's End Town and Mulgrave Castle in

one, bearing W.SW.JW,

RUNSWICK BAY.—About two leagues N. W. by N. from Whitby is Runswich

Bay, capable of containing 18 sail of shipping in 5 and 6 fathoms water; ft is clear

of rocks, aud forms a good retreat for vessels in gales of wind, but too open to the

northward ; the mark for running in is Brown's Hill kept on with the limekiln, on

the west side, until the cliff, on which it stands, shuts in the high land behind ;

you will then be in i\ fathoms, clayey ground.

When you are to the northward of Runswick Bay, and between it and the Tees,.

bring Whitby Abbey-opcn of Kettleness, and this will generally clear the land.
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About 4 leagues N. W. from Whitby is Hunt Cliffs ; the coast between is irre

gular and rocky, your courses therefore from Whitby, will be N.N. W. 7 miles, and

then about W. N.W. 6 miles. From Hunt Cliff, Hartlepool bears N. N.W. \ W. dis

tance nearly 3 leagues and a half; and to Snter Point N. J W. 8 leagues; between

Hunt Cliff and HartlepoolWes the entrance to the river Tees. In your passage from

Hunt ClijfYie the Salt Scars, which are extremely dangerous ; and to the southward

of these are some rocky spots of only 2 fathoms water ; of these the outer one is

called the High, lying nearly in a line between the outer part of the Salt Scars and

Hunt Cliff, or 2$ miles N.W. by N. from the latter.

The Salt Scars are 3 or 4 narrow ridges of rocks, extending from abreast of

Redcar Point to the eastward about I \ or 2 miles ; they dry at half ebb, one mile

N. E. from Redcar; these rocks should never be approached nearer than 9 or 10

fathoms ; some vessels have been wrecked upon them in consequence of mistaking

the west end of Barnaby Moor for Hnntcliff Foot, and by not getting a cast of the

lead in time. To prevent such mistake in future, observe that HnntclifF foot is

almost perpendicular, while Barnaby Moor slopes to the westward. At night the

lowland cannot be seen, and this occasions the error ; the mariner will do well,

therefore, to attend to his soundings. You may anchor before the mouth of the

Tees in8,J9, or 10 fathoms, the ground clean, and holding tolerably well.

RIVER TEES.—The channel into this river is between the North and South

Care, running in nearly W. by N. for three miles; it then turns circularly round

for about 1\ miles, when it resumes a westerly course again, this part being bounded

by the Seal Sand; its channel is marked by several beacons, and buoys ; of which

the following is a description as they at present are situated.

First, or Bar-buoy, No. 1, red, to be left on either side.

Second buoy, No. 2, black, - -( starboard.

Third buoy, No. 3, black, - - starboard.

Fourth buoy, No. 4, black, - - do.

Fifth buoy, No. 5, Nun-buoy, black do.

Sixth buoy, No. 6, black, - - either side.

Seventh buoy, No. 7, black, - - starboard.

Eighth buoy, No. 8, black, - - do.

Ninth buoy, No. 9, black, - - do.

Two white buoys lie on the south side of the channel, one being placed between

the second and third black buoys, and the other between the third and fourth black

buoys ; these have no number, and must be left to the larboard. In addition to

these buoys, there are two beacons, which, when brought in one, lead to the outer

buoy; these, in clear weather, may be seen 3 miles off; two miles and a half above

these are the two Clem Beacons, situated on the eastern side of the channel, oppo

site to the eighth buoy ; and above this, on the opposite side, is the Dagger's Beacon,

standing singly ; a mile beyond which is the Lookout Beacon, and a mile and three

quarters further in is Cargo Fleet Mill; from whence the river winds up to Stockton.

A pilot for the Tees may always be readily obtained by hoisting out a flag at your

fore-top-mast-head between half-flood and half ebb, the rate of pilotage being from

the first of April to the first of October, 15d. per foot, and from the first of October

to the first of April, 18d. per foot.

If you are bound into the river Tees from the Southward, steer N.N.W. f W. with

the flood, and N. W. by N. with an ebb tide from Hunt Cliff; this will clear you

of the Salt Scars, or bring the small round hill called Elwick Beacon, over a high

house at the north part of the village of Seaion, bearing N.W. $ W- this also will

lead you on the outside of the Scars, and up to the outer Bar Buoy ; this huoy lies

with the two beacons in one, bearing nearly S. W. by S. This buoy lies in the

middle of the channel, and therefore may be left on either side. The only danger

to be apprehended from the bar is when heavy gales of wind from the eastward

cause the sea to break across it ; but the south side is flat, and a vessel drawing

12 feet, with a smooth sea, may, at high water spring tides, go a full quarter of a

mile to the southward of the Bar Buoys ; the north side certainly is steep-to, and

when there is any sea, no ship ought to go to the northward of the three outer

buoys : when running in for the bar with an easterly wind, look for Seaton Snook,

situated on the north side of the river, and composed of some sand-hills ; bring them

to bear west, and you may run in until you get sight of the beacons on the south

side ; then steer with these beacons in one, until you perceive the outer buoy ; pro

ceed from buoy to buoy, leaving them to the starboard, as far as the fourth or fifth.

The mark leading from the first to the third buoy is a small tuft of trees called
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Stainton's, a ship's breadth from Cargo Fleet Mill; when above the third buoy, bring

Stockton Church a ship's breadth open to the southward of Ham.rton House and

trees, this will lead to the 4th buoy ; but beware of the South Spit, which extends a

cable's length beyond the upper white buoy, taking care not to get to the southward

or it, as the shoal is dangerous with flood tides, which set right upon the sand ;

from the 4th buoy steer up between the oth and 6th buoy ; and you may anchor

between them in from 12 to 20 feet, if necessary : pass on either side of the 6th

buoy ; but do not go to the northward of the Nun Buoy ; the road for vessels of not

above 12 feet water, is between the 7th and 8th buoy.

Coming in from seaward with a ship drawing no more than 12 feet, and with a

S.E. or S. S, Easterly wind, haul up close to the sixth buoy; and if the wind

slackens, let your anchor go in time. If intending to go up to Clems Beacons, when

past the 4th buoy haul up S. S. W. and if flood with S. Easterly wind, run to wind

ward of the 6th buoy, the leading mark will be the tuft of trees, before mentioned,

over the barn above Clems Beacons, which will take you above the 7th buoy ; then

keep the barn to the eastward ofthe beacons, until the beacons are in one, this will

lead to the 8th buoy, and over the stones to the ninth, where you can anchor in 10

or 12 feet.

Between the 6th and 7th buoy, is 8 and 9 feet, between the 7th and 8th buoy, 12

and 13 feet, and between the 8th and 9th buoy, are the stones of 3 and 4 feet only.

Ifbound into the Teesfrom the northward, you should endeavour to keep the west

end oiBarnahy Moor south-west, or bring a mill, which stands on the high land in

Durham, on with Stainton Church: these marks will carry you in sight of the

beacons.

If with a northerly wind you come from the northward for the Tees, keep in 5 and

6 fathoms, which will clear the Long Scars, a rocky ridge, extending nearly east and

west, full three-quarters of a mile from the shore ; it is almost dry at low water,

and must always be carefully avoided ; a black buoy is now placed on its eastern

extremity, bearing due south from Hartlepool Church.

If from the southward, with a southerly wind, keep in 7 or 8 fathoms, for that

will lead you clear qf the Salt Scars, and the beacons may be seen between 2 and 3

miles off

HARTLEPOOL is situated on a promontory nearly surrounded by the sea : the

harbour is small, but recently has been greatly improved, by a pier, flood-gates, &c.

so that small vessels may now run in there, and be securely sheltered. If you are

bound to Hartlepool with a north or N. W. wind, you should give the Hough a good

berth, until Hart Mill comes over Hartlepool Pier: this mark will clear the Stone

Reef which runs out to the southward of Hartlepool ; then bring Sfainton Church over

Row Houses ; run in with this mark, until the third house from the Hough, called

the Field House, comes open of the east end of the Church, then anchor on a bottom

of clay, this roadstead is good with N. W. winds ; if bound for the harbour, hoist

your jack, and you will immediately obtain a pilot; there are 8 and 9 feet at high

water, neap tides.

To clear the Long Scar, on whieh a black buoy is placed, bring a High Sand Hill,

situated to the northward of Hartlepool, over the Chapel at the west end of the

town ; the thwart mark is Car blue-tiled House W. by S. J S. ; keeping the chimneys

open either way will clear it. . ,

SUNDERLAND HARBOUR lies about 5 leagues N. \ E. from Hartlepool, the

coast bending inward between them, but without any place of consequence ; a

knowl, called the Boat, lies nearly N. by W. from Hartlepool Point distant about 5|

miles.

Sunderland is now considerably improved, having an excellent pier, and a new

lighthouse, 90 feet high, on the North Pier Head; also a tide light on the South

Pier, serving to shew when there- is 7 feet over the bar; by .day there is a flag

placed on the North Pier, intended for the same purpose. On high spring-tides

there will, at high water, be 16 and 17 feet over the bar, .and with neaps 10 and 12

feet ; the channel is close to the North Pier, but sometimes shifts a little ; the winds

greatly influence the tides, often causing them to rise and fall two feet more than

usual. ' ' v

From Sunderland Lighthouse, Suter Point bears N. E. by N. distant 2J miles, the

outer end of Whitburn Rocks N. E. i N., the north bupy of the Roads N.E. by E.,

the south buoy of the Roads E. S. E., the outer end of the South Rocks S. S. E., and

the outer part of Hendon Rocks S. S. E. J E.

The buoys in the Roads are laid in 5J fathoms, and a beacon is erected upon the
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extremity of the rocks. Persons unacquainted with this part may always depend

upon a boat putting off to them, if the weather will permit.

TYNEMOUTH.—About 2f miles N. E. by N. from Sunderland is Suter Point, and

miles N. by W. from Suter Point is Tynemouth Haven. This place is easily known

in the day time by the castle, and in the night-time by a revolving light, which is

constantly kept there, exhihiting a light every minute.

In proceeding along shore from Sunderland to Tynemouth you should give the land

a good berth, for it is generally rocky. At the south side of the entrance to the

Haven is a large sand, called the Herd, and the north side of the river is also rocky

to a considerable distance out; just outside, and opposite to Prior's Haven, is the

Sparrow Hawk, a- very dangerous rock.

Within the river, and near the town, are two lighthouses, which lead over the bar,

and close to the Herd Sand, in the deepest water ; and when coming from the north

ward, there are 2 beacons erected on the Law, which brought in one, with a

northerly wind, will carry you close to windward, until the lights come on with

each other.

There are also three warping anchors, two on the south, and one on the north

side of the river, and a buoy outside of Clifford Fort, where the low light is situated;

a post is placed on the south side, near the town of South Shields, bearing a flag

at tide-time, to denote when vessels may go over the bar. Within the bar yon will

have from 10 to 16 feet, the greatest depth being near the northern side as you

enter, until you reach the first warping buoy on the north side; then haul over

S. W. to the second buoy ; keep mid-channel, and your depth will again increase

from 12 to 23 feet toward the town of Shields. No vessels are here permitted to

wait above a tide, if the weather will allow them to put to sea, and strong northerly

winds will always increase the depth of water over the bar, while strong southerly

gales will decrease it. There is anchorage off Tynemouth Castle, the light bearing

W. by N. in 7, 8, and 9 fathoms.

About 12J miles N. by E. from Tynemouth Castle is Newbiggen Point; between them

lie Hartley and Blythe, two small harbours, where ships load coals and salt, and

these at low water are dry. Off Blythe are some rocks, called the Sow and Pigs,

which appear at the last quarter ebb : by keeping Tynemouth Castle open of, or

without Hartley Bates, you will go clear of them. The Bates is a rocky point or

ridge, which extends out a considerable way from the shore to the southward of

Hartley Harbour; there also is a rocky shoal near the land. This part is usually

called Seaton Road.

COQUET ISLAND.—Coquet is a small rocky island, about 1J mile distant from

the main ; about 12J miles N. by E J E from Newbiggen Point ; and nearly 15 miles

S. by W. from Sunderland Point; within it is good anchorage, but it frill be always

more safe for vessels to go round the narth end of the island to this anchorage, than

between the island and the main, being less intricate ; having therefore steered to

the eastward and northward of the island, bring Bondicar Point S. W. by S. and

run directly for it, taking care to keep it open of Hawksley Point, in order to clear

Pan Bush ; run on in this direction until the Old Tower in Coquet Island comes

S. E. by E- Bondicar then shutting itself in with Hawksley Point ; this will bo a good

anchoring place, with full 4 fathoms water ; but if you are to the southward and

eastward of Coquet Island, and not able to weather it, bring the Old Tower to bear

N. { W., running on directly for it, until the centre of Warkworth Castle comes on

with the chimney of the old ruin at Amblepans, but come not nearer the island than

a good cable's length ; run with these marks on, until the Old Tower bears S. E. by E.

as before, then anchor.

In dark weather, when these marks may not be distinguishable, run on the south

side of the island, endeavouring to bring the Tower N. by W . then steer directly for

it, till within a little more than a cable's length of the island, and keep about that

distance until you bring the Tower to bear N. E., then steer N. W. until you bring

it to bear Sr. E. by E , when anchor as before. Observe, that on the first half of the

flood, the tide sets directly into Druridge Bay ; vessels therefore coming from the

southward, will be in danger of being drifted on to the Bondicar Rock, especially

in dark weather, which may always be prevented by using the lead, and not coming

into less than 15 fathoms water. Every navigator frequenting this most dangerous

part of the coast, should keep the lead always going, for the influence of the tides

over ybur vessel is here excessive, and the neglect of the lead has been tbe de

struction of numerous ships and lives.

ALU MOUTH.—About 5 miles N. N. W. from Coquet Island is the entrance to
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the river Aln, leading to Alnwick, where vessels generally take in corn ; from hence

to Sunderland Point the coast is encumbered with rocks and irregularities; its ge

neral bearing is about N. N . E. and distance 1 1 miles ; from Tynemouth Castle to

Sunderland Point the direet bearing and distance is nearly N. by E. \\ \ leagues;

from Coquet Island to Sunderland Point the bearing and distance are N. by E. 15

miles. To the northward of Sunderland Point lie the Fern and Staples Islands; Fern

Island lies from Sunderlund Point N. by E. distant 2{ miles, and the Staples Light

Island N. E. by N. nearly 4^ miles. From Tynemouth Castle to the Staples the course

is N.N. E. i N. and the distance about 13 leagues. To the N. N. W. of Sunderland

Paint, about a league, is the extensive remains of Bambormtgh Castle, where a most

humane institution is established for the relief of vessels in distress, and mariners

that may be shipwrecked on this coast, (he particulars of which are as follow,-

adopted and published with the approbation of the Corporation of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.

An Account of the Signals made use of at Bamborough Castle, in

Northumberland. >

A GUN (a nine pounder) placed at the bottom of the Tower, to be fired as a signal

in case any ship or vessel be observed in distress, viz.

ONCE, when any ship or vessel is stranded or wrecked upon the islands, or any

adjacent rock.

TWICE, when any ship or vessel is stranded or wrecked behind the Castle, or to

the northward of it.

THRICE, when any ship or vessel is stranded or wrecked to the southward of

the Castle ; in order that the Custom-house officers, and the tenants, with their ser

vants, may hasten to give all possible assistance, as well as to prevent the wreck

from being plundered.

In every great storm, two men on horseback are sent from the Castle to patrol

along the coast, from sun-set to sun-rise, that in case of an accident, one may re

main by the ship, and the other return to alarm the Castle. Whoever brings the first

notice of a ship or vessel in distress, is entitled to a premium in proportion to the

distance from the Castle; and if between twelve o'clock at night and three 'o'clock

in the morning, the premium to be double.

A largeflag is hoisted, when there is any ship or vessel seen in distress, upon the

Fern Islands, or Staples, that the sufferers may have the satisfaction of knowing their

distress is perceived from the shore, and that relief will be sent them as soou as

possible. In case of bad weather, the flag will be kept up, a gun fired morning

and evening, and a rocket thrown up every night from the North Turret, till such

time as relief can be sent. These are also signals to the Holy Island Fisliermen, who,

by the advantage of their situation, can put off for the islands at times when no

boat from the main land can get over the breakers. Premiums are given to the

first boats that put off for the islands, to give their assistance to ships or vessels in

distress, and provisions and liquors are sent in the boats.

A bell on the South Turret will be rung out every thick fog, as a signal to the

fishing boats ; and a large swivel, fixed on the East Turret, will be fired every fifteen

minutes, as a signal to the ships without the islands.

A large weather-cock is fixed on the top of the flag-staff, for the use of the pilots.

A large speaking-trumpet is provided, to be used when ships are in distress near

the shore, or are run aground.

An Observatory, or Watch Tower, is made on the East Turret of the Castle, where

a person is to attend every morning at day-break, during the winter season, to

look out if any ships be in distress.

Masters and commanders of ships and vessels in distress are desired to make

such signals as are usually made by people in their melancholy situation.

Here rooms, beds, and support, are provided for shipwrecked seamen. Cellars

and storehouses for depositing their goods saved from the wreck. Screws for

raising ships, chains for weighing vessels ; blocks, tackle, cables, handspikes,

ropes, and every necessary is ready for the relief of ships in distress or wrecked ;

' and when any dead bodies are cast on shore, coffins and funeral expences are

furnished gratis.
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SUNDERLAND POINT, HOLY ISLAND, FERN, AND STAPLE

ISLANDS, AND DANGERS ADJACENT.

0

Description of the Land, Sfc.

UNDERLAND POINT is formed by a low Cliff, with some rocks projecting

from it, partly covered at low water : near the Point stands a Mill, in appear

ance much like a Tower ; about half a mile to the northward of the Point, are the

Sea Houses close to the Beach ; here is a pier and small dock, with 13 feet water

spring tides, 7 neap, high tides ; but dry at low water ; two small beacons stand

at the south side of the entrance for warping out by.

Bamho Castle stands on a rocky foundation of considerable elevation, with Sand-

Mlls on each side of it ; the priucipal tower appears perfect, and it does not look

like a ruin ; at its N. W. side is a mill, and to the N. Eastward is. a battery ; near

it is the town of Bambro ; and to the N.W. the Budle Hills, which extend along the

south side of Warnkam Flats; near the northern extremity of which is the White

Signal House with red tiles.

Holy Tslandlies about mile from the main land, between which and a small

low Islet called the Laws, there is a Channel or Harbour; the eastern shore is foul

and rocky, the Castle stands on the east side of the Harbour and is built on a rocky-

round hill ; the town is on the west side of the Island, and the remains of its Abbey

Church is particularly conspicuous.

Mariners, in approaching towards Holy Island, will particularly observe Hallidown

Hill, the southern part of a high ridge of land, which stretches from Ross Point

towards Berwick ; also Wingate Gap, a wide chasm in the highest ridge of the

western land, bearing W. by N. from Holy Island Castle; on the same ridge, a

little south of Wingate, are 2 notches, called the Scores; and near that stands

Kyloe Church. Kyloe Trees are below the ridge, and nearly half way between

the Scores and Wingate, having the houses of Kyloe to the northward. On a rising

ground, above Biel Point, stands the town,of Biel, surrounded by trees The high

bank between Holy Island Town, and the upper end of the Harbour, is a square

building, the residence of the Pilots, and called the Lookout.

STAPLES AND FERN ISLANDS WITH THE ADJACENT SHOALS

AND DANGERS.

rE have already observed that Bamborough Castle is about a league N. N. W.

from Sunderland Point. From Bamborough Castle to the south point of Holy

Island is 4J miles N. { W. ; the island thence runs N. E. by N. one mile and a

quarter to Emanuel Head, which is the eastern point of the island, and from thence

a sandy flat continues all lite way to Berwick.

Directly oil' Sunderland Point runs out a reef of rocks full half a mile, nearly

drying at low water ; and so steep that 9 and 10 fathoms are very near them : a

small pier is on the northern side of the point, and the shore is rocky. Sunderland

Bay is shoal full half a mile from the shore, having several reefs, which render it

dangerous to come into less water than 9 or 10 fathoms.

The Grimestone is a rocky shoal, situated about a quarter of a mile to the east

ward of Sunderland Point, over which the sea commonly breaks, and requires a

good berth to be given to it in passing.

The Out Cars is situated more than a quarter of a mile to the eastward of low

water mark, and between the Sea House Hock and Monkhouse Rocks, it dries at low

water, and commonly has breakers.

The Horse-shoe start rocks is one of these lying a little to the S.E. of the Monk-

house, and stretching out a considerable way from the shore ; Islestone is another,

being a large rock, extending to the south-eastward of Bamborough Castle, its ex

treme point lying E.S. E. from it, distant about one mile: the mark foe it is

Hallidown Bill on with the Look out on Holy Island; there are 9 fathoms water

almost close to this rock, and between it and the Fern Island 10 fathoms. From

Islestone to the bar of Warnkam Creek the shore is chiefly rocky, and the land low ;
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between it and Holy Island is Warnham Flats, at the north end of which is Holy

Island Bar, within this is the harbour, lying at the south side of the island, be

tween it and the Old Lawn, and inside the stone ridge : there are several rocks in

the vicinity of Holy Island, which will be noticed hereafter.

FERN ISLANDS.—The largest Fern Island is a rocky islet about 100 paces

over, having two lighthouses built upon It ; it is the highest of the group, steep

and cliffy to the south westward, but sloping downward to the N. E.; the highest

of these lighthouses is situated about 80 feet from the S. W. cliff ; this light is

visible all round the horizon, and shews the full face of the reflector every 30

seconds ; the low light stands near the N. W. part of the island, and can only be

seen in a northerly direction: these lights bear S by E. J E. and N. by W.J W.

from each other; there is a remarkable old square building at the N. E. part of

this island, called St. Cuthbert's Tower ; whereon the light was formerly exhihited.

E. S. E. ofthis island are two little rocky islands, called the Wide Opens, or Little

Ferns, and to the eastward of these are 2 black rocks named the Scare Crows or

Start Cars ; these are always visible above water, and on their southern side steep-

to, having 9 and 7 fathoms close to them. These rocks and islands are all clustered

together, for though separated, at high, water, by different channels, at low water

they are all nearly dry.

About a quarter of a mile to the E. S. Eastward of the Scare Crows is a reef of

rocks, called the Bush; the S. E. end of which is visible at low water, spring

tides, and in S. E. gales has violent breakers. The marks for this part of the reef

are, the Windmill, at the north end of Bamboraugh Castle, on with the S. E. high

cliff of the easternmost Wide Open; and the south end of the granary at Sunderland

Sea Houses, open to the north of the plantation on Heffer Law Hill; and Kyloe

Church on with the highest part of the eastern Scare Crow: the mark for the

eastern part of the Bush reef is the highest tower of Bamborough Castle on with

Fern High Lighthouse.

To the eastward of the Fern, and north of the Inner Wide-open, is a semi-circular

ridge of rocks, its northern part stretching toward the Fern, forming a sort of basin,

called the Kettle, having about 2 fathoms water within it ; the rocks are all nearly-

covered at high water ; the entrance to this basin is between its north end and

Fern Island. Northward of this ridge is Knox's Reef, which stretches out nearly one

third way over to the Staples ; some part of it is almost dry at Jow water, but

it deepens toward its outer point to 2 fathoms ; the marks for this point are Fern

Island Lower Light on with Hebbrun Hill, or open to the northward of St. Cuthbert's

lower.

The STAPLES ISLAND is the westernmost of a cluster of small islands, sepa

rated by narrow channels, and filling the space of half a league ; this island is of a

triangular form, having the ruins of an old lighthouse upon it ; on its southern side

arc some tall rocks, like pillars, 40 feet high, and called the Pinnacles: to the north

eastward of the Staples Island is the Brownsman, an irregularly shaped island, having

a lighthouse erected on its northern end, bearing from the high lighthouse of the

Fern E. N. E. ; this light revolves, shewing its brightest effulgency ev ery 30 seconds ;

near this lighthouse you will see a square tower, the former lighthouse, and an old

bouse with redtileing.

To the northward of the Brownsman are the two Wamses, divided from the Browns-

man, and also from each other, at high water by narrow channels. About J of a

mile E. N. E. from the lighthouse, lies the longstone, a large rock, stretching north

and south about two-thirds of a mile, and nearly covered at low water ; between

the Wamses and Longstone are a number of ragged rocks, some above and others

underwater.

The NAIVESTONE is the easternmost rock, lying N. E. by N. one full third of a

mile from the north end ofthe Longstone, and in the direction of the two lighthouses

in one, bearing W. S. W., it is above water from half ebb to half flood, but there

is a ripple over it at all times, which will point out its situation : a shoal reef

extends from the northern part of the rock about a cable's length, and it is also shoal

at its southern part ; but close to its eastern side are 20 fathoms water. There is a

rocky shoal to the north eastward of the Naivestone ; over which is continually a

rippling or race, but with no less water than 7 fathoms upon it ; vessel spassing a

cable's length to the eastward of the dry rock will experience no danger.

The GUN ROCK appears at one-third ebb tide, on the west side of the north

end of Staples Island, distant about a quarter of a mile, and rather further from the
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Brownsman ; between this rock, and the Fern Islands outer reef, is a small passage,

but not to be recommended, as sunken rocks stretch out nearly from the Staples

Island to the Gun Rock. The marks for the w«st part of the Gun Rock are the

small buildings, near New Burton Large House, on with Hebbrnn Hill; and the

square tower of hambro Castle on with Cutrach, or the north sloping part of the

highest Cheviot Hill.

The CRUMSTONE is a flat rock above water, lying nearly a mile S. E. by E.

from the southern part of the Staples Island, and one mile S. E. by S. from the

Brownsman Lighthouse ; near its western side are 15 and 16 fathoms water, and

from the north end of the rock a reef runs out half way toward the Staples, which

at low ebbs is partly uncovered. This is the southernmost of the Staple Rocks ; it

bears from the Naivestone S. % W. 1 \ mile, and from Sunderland Point N. E. by E.

3J miles.

To the northward of Fern Islands lie the Megstone, Swadman, and Ox Scar Roekt.

The MEGSTONE is a little black rock, always above water, bearing about

i N. by W. J W,, distant one mile, from Fern Light ; the ground between is rocky,

with from 4 to 9 fathoms water.

The SWADMAN is a rocky reef, running about W. N. W. I W. half a mile

from the Megstone ; its western extremity dries at spring ebbs, and has a black

buoy placed near to it ; there are 7 fathoms close to it, 9 fathoms a little way off,

and 10 fathoms mid-channel between it and the shore. The marks for the western

end ofthe Swadman are Staples Lighthouse on the middle of the Megstone, and the

south end of HalUdown Hill touching the east side of Holy Island Castle.

The OX SCAR is a small rock appearing above water a little after hair ebb, lying

E. N. E. from the Megstone, its marks being the Megstone and Bamboro)igh Castle

in one, and the southern part of Biel Town and trees just on with the Laws Point;

there is a rocky shoal running from it to the westward, which at low tides becomes

visible ; on the extreme or western part of it are 2 fathoms.

Between Fern Island and the Ox Scar is also a small shoal, called the Elbow, with

only 2 feet water over it; this is much in the way of shipping, and in N. E- gales

generally breaks ; the marks for it are the low houses at Slwrestone, open to the

southward of Haffer Law Hill; and Fern High Light, between Cuthbert's Power and

the Low Light. In the same line to the northward, when Bamborough Castle is open

to the north of the Megstone, there is a spot of only 2 fathoms ; this is near to the

Ox Scar Reef. In a line also between Brownsman Lighthouse and Bamborough Castle,

and to the northward of Knox's Beef, is Islestone Shad, a rocky shoal of if fathom,

which breaks with N. Easterly gales: the marks for it are, Dunstanborough Castle

Ruins open to the eastward of East Wide Open, and Islestone Rocks on with Hebbron

ma.

Between Ox Scar and the Wamses is a rocky shoal of 31 fathoms, breaking during

gales from the N. E. ; the marks for which are, Dunstanborough Castle, touching the

western part of Wide Open ; and the signal house on Budle Hill, open to the north

of the Megstone ; and the high lighthouse on Fern Island, between CuMert Tower

and the old house near it, or Glororum Village on with Hebbron Hill; this is called

the Glororum Shad.

In an E. S- Easterly direction from Holy Island Castle is a rocky flat, with several

dangerous rocks upon it ; these are the Plough, Arthur's Seat, Wingate, Minster, St.

Jfiicholas, Goldstone, Stiel, and Gussard.

The PLOUGH appears at half ebb, is small, and lies E. by S. J S. from Holy

Island Castle, distant nearly J of a mile, being about J a mile from the shore ; its

north and west sides are steep-to, and between it and the shore are 4{, 4, and 3 fa

thoms.

ARTHUR'S SEAT lies about 1 cable's length E. by S. from the Plough, and

dries at spring ebbs ; its eastern point has a black buoy upon it, the mark for which

is the west side of the Megstone touching the east side of Fern Island. The lookout

on Holy Island, touching the north side of the castle, will lead directly over the

Plough and Seat.

The WINGATE is a small rock lying about two ships' lengths north/from the

east end of the seat, with not more than 4 feet over it at low water ; the marks for

it is Megstone on with the cliff of the westernmost side open, and Wingate Gap in

one with Holy Island Castle.

MINSTER SCORE ROCK lies about one-third of a mile N. E. by E. from the

Plough ; and the same distance N, N. W. from the black buoy of Arthur's Stat;
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over it are two fathoms water ; the marks being the southernmost Score on with the

highest pinnacle of the Old Abbey, and the western side of the Megstone touching

the eastern side of Fern Island.

St. NICHOLAS ROCK is small, and lies about one third of a mile N. N. W.

from the Goldstone, having 15 and 16 feet water over it ; the marks for this rock

are, the east side of the Megstone on with the west side of Fern Island, and

St. Nicholas Church just open of the north side of Holy Island Castle.

The GOLDSTONE lies E. S. E. i E., about 2J miies from Holy Island Castle, and

E. S. E. above a mile from Arthur's Seat; it is very small, and yisible at the last

quarter ebb, having a buoy near its western side ; from it runs a narrow reef about

two cables' lengths toward the E. S. E. ; this is called the Stiel, and dries at low

spring ebbs ; the mark for these rocks is, the lookout touching the south side of

Holy Island Castlt ; the mark for the western part of the Goldstone, is Megstone

eastern edge touching the western side of Fern Island; the mark for the eastern

part of the Stiel, is the Megstone midway between Fern Island and Sunderland

Point.

The GUSSARD is another small rock, about the size of a ship, lying half a mile

to the southward of the Goldstone, and having 2 fathoms and 14 feet above it ; its

marks are, the east side of the Megstone touching the west side of Fern Island, and

Kyloe Trees on with the Laws. These are the rocks and islands lying between

Sunderland Point and Emanuel Head. The mariner will observe from the foregoing

description that the channel between the Goldstone and Arthur's Seat is pointed out

by a black buoy on each side.

The N. East side of Holy Island is encumbered with rocks, rendering it dangerous

to sail too near it ; one of these is called the Snipe, and stretches out to the North

Eastward from Snipe Point ; Bamborough Castle, open of Emanuel Head, will lead

clear of it, in 9 or 10 fathoms water. 'The Snipe Point lies N. W. full half a mile

from Emanuel Head, having a reef of rocks stretching N. E. half a mile from it ;

there are 9 or 10 fathoms close to the outer end of this reef ; keeping Bamborough

Castle, well outside of Emanuel Head clears it. A quarter of a mile from Emanuel

Head are 7 fathoms, about half a mile ofif 9 fathoms, but at the distance of \\ mile

13 to 16 fathoms. From Snipe Point, Holy Island stretches \V. N. W. J N. about 2

miles, to Snook End, forming a long sandy point, with small hillocks ; a sandy flat

extends itself all the way from Emanuel Head to Berwick, being generally called

Holy Island Flats.

Outside, and at a distance from the land, lie several dangerous rocky shoals ;

these are called, the Park Dike, Wtngate, Bean Stack, Tours, and Spittal Hurst.

The PARK DIKE is the southernmost, and lies 1J mile north from the Head,

having only 10 feet over it; its thwart mark is Kyloe or Keylaw Trees on with

Snook End. bearing W. S. W. J W.

The WINGATE lies 2J miles N. N. W. from Emanuel Head, and has 2 fathoms

water over it.

The BEAN STACK lies nearly a mile further, but in the same direction from

Emanuel Head as the former, having 17 and 18 feet over it; the thwart mark for the

Sean Slack is St. Nicholas Church on with the town of Biel: the long mark for both

these reefs is Fern Island, shut in with Emanuel Head.

The TOURS lies directly north from Emanuel Head2% miles, being 1 \ mile dis

tant on the outside of the Park Dike, on it are 12 feet ; the mark for the eastern

parts of the Tours and Park Dike is Emanuel Head just on with Bamborough Castle :

between the Park Dike, and Tours are from 7 to 10 fathoms ; and a similar depth

between them and Snipe Reef: off their eastern sides are 12 and 13 fathoms,

deepening fast toward the offing ; between the Wingate and Shore are 6 fathoms,

and between the Wingate, Bean Stack, and Tours are 8 and 9 fathoms : along

the edge of the flat at J a mile distance from low water mark are 6,, 7, and 8

fathoms.

TheSPITAL HURST is another reef, lying S.E.byE.i E. 5miIesfrom Berwick,

and north, a little westerly, 4J miles from Emanuel Head. With heavj gales of

wind and spring ebbs, the breaking of the sea is seen on this reef b oth from

Berwick and Holy Island, but there does not appear to be less than 5 fathoms

upon it at low water, with 17 or 18 fathoms round it. The marks for it aire Bam

borough Castle a little shut in on Emanuel Head, and the northernmost bouses of

Seramerston on with the lime-kilns on the shore, 3 miles south of Berwii h, bear

ing- west.

Between Emanuel Head and these lime-kilns, the tide ebbs out a cons iderabie
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distance from high water mark, and you will have 5 fathoms within \ a mile of

the low water mark ; but from the lime-kilns the shore is bold, and with 7 fathoms

near it. *

The Trinity House Directions for Ships sailing by the Improved Lights, at

the Fern and Staple Islands.

LIQHTHOUSES.—The lighthouse on the Fern is situated near the S. W. point

of the island, about 60 to 100 feet from the cliff, which is 50 feet above the sea, and

steep-to.

The other principal lighthouse is built on the Brownsman, one of the outer or

Staple Islands, about 100 feet from the north end of the island ; the ground on which

it stands is about 12 feet above high water ; and the lights in both these towers are

about 75 feet above the level of high water spring tides ; they both revolve, and

shew the full face of a reflector every half minute, bearing from each other W. S.W.

and E.N. E. about one mile and three-quarters distant.

There is also a third, or low light, placed upon the Fern Island, as requested hy

the trade, for a leading direction through the Sound, between the Golditone and the

Plough, near Holy Island; the distance between this low light and the high light ou

the Fern is 560 feet, and they bear from each other S. by E. and N. by W., leading

somewhat nearer the Goldstone than the Plough, and directly over the Megstone,

which rock is distant from the Jem about 1J mile. This light is not seen except in

a northerly direction, but the two principal lights are visible all round the horizon.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE LEAD.—In giving

directions for passing these dangerous islands and shoals, upon which-there have

been so many losses of lives and property, it is to be observed, that these losses

have been principally occasioned by neglecting the necessary attention to the lead; the

Corporation, therefore, earnestly recommend to all masters and pilots, when they

approach these lights, bound either to the northward or to the southward, to keep

the deep-sea lead going upon all that part of the coast, within the distance of

Coquet Island and St. Abb's Head ; and, if they find themselves in less than 30 fa

thoms, to haul outinto that depth of water, whichis the least that can be depended

upon, to carry a vessel far enough to Hie eastward to be clear of all danger, and

will bring you in sight of the lights ; and when they are in one, bearing W. S. W.

which leads over the Naivestone, (the easternmost rock,) you may proceed either

northward or southward, safe from the dangers of those shoals and islands.

But all masters (and especially strangers to this navigation) are particularly cau

tioned not to attempt sailing amidst or within those Islands or Shoals, more particularly

on account of the various settings of the rapid tide running in the different sounds

between the islands, where probably very little space is to be found that is free from

rocks, and fit for anchorage. The only two roadsteads recommended, are tlte one

under the Fern, the-light bearing N. N. W„ distance about three cables' lengths,

in 8 or 10 fathoms; the other in Scale Road, off Warnkam Flats; the Fern Light

bearing S. E. and the Brownsman E. S. E. in about 7 or 8 fathoms. -x

If, in making these lights, bound to the northward or southward, and with the

wind from the eastward, you cannot pass them in 30 fathoms or upwards, it is re

commended to make a board, if you find it practicable to work to windward, rather

than pass through the Inner Sound; but, in case of hard gales, and you are in

danger of being forced upon the shore, by tacking, to keep the sea, and you cannot

pass without the islands in 30 fathoms by night, or cannot in the day-time pass to

the eastward of the breach on the Naivestone, (which is only dry at half ebb,) the only

result in such cases will be to take the Sound.

FOR SAILING THROUGH THE SOUND TO THE NORTHWARD.—Un

der the foregoing circumstances, if bound to the northward, steer for the .Fern Light,

taking care to avoid the Crumstone Rock (the southernmost of the Staple Islands),

from which the light on the Brownsman bears about N. W. by N. distant 1 mile, and

the light on the Fern about W. \ N. distant 3 miles ; to sail clear of which, bring

the Fern Light no farther to the westward than W. N. W., and steer in to the west

ward until you have the Fern High Light bearing N. W. (to avoid the Scare Crov>s

and Wide Opens), when you may steer for the light, and pass the S. W. point of the

Fern Island, at half a cable's distance or less, it being steep-to.

When the gale is such as will allow you to steer to the northward, if you can
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make good a N. N. E. course, you may haul up, in order to pass through the Sound,

between the Megstone and Oxscar (or South Goldstone), and bring the high light as

much to the eastward of the low-light, as their difference of height (that is, the low

as much to the westward of the high light as it is lower than the high light), which

will take you about 170 yards to the eastward of the middle part, or about lOOyards

to the eastward of the dry part of the Megstone Rock, in 6 fathoms. This rock is

always 1 2 feet above water, and steep-to on the E. and N. sides ; so that at 4 or 5

fathoms distance from the dry rock on the N. E. side, there is 4 fathoms water, in

creasing to 6, and shoaling trom 6 to 3 fathoms towards the reef, which extends

about one-third across the Sound from the Oxscar towards the Megstone, and leaves

the Sound only about 500 yards wide between those two rocks. In this passage, be

tween the Fern and the Megstone, there is about 8 or 9 fathoms ; and in the Sound

between the Megstone and the Oxscar, about 6 fathoms, with the lights open as above

described. After passing the Megstone, either in sight, or upon deepening again 1 or

2 fathoms, you may bring the lights in one, and proceed in this line ; the soundings

will vary from 9 to 7 fathoms, and near abreast of the Gussard's Seat to 6 or 6J ,

deepening to 11. Whenyou are abreast of the Goldstone, and in 12 fathoms, (at low

water,) you are past all danger, and may then- proceed, hauling out to the north

ward, and opening the high-light to the eastward of the low light, till you come into

16 or 18 fathoms.

FOR SAILING WITHIN THE LIGHT OR ANCHORING IN THE

ROADS, IF BOUND TO T.'IE NORTHWARD.—In case you prefer going

through the Inner Sound, having passed the high light on the Fern, bring it S. E. \ S.

and keep it so until you leave the Biownsman Light E. by S.J S. to avoid the Swad-

man and Reef, which extends to the westward from the Megstone, and when you have

these two lights on the above bearings, or you can see Bamborough Castle about

S. W. by W. and can make good a N. N. E. course, you may haul to the eastward,

and bring the high and low lights upon the Fern in one, proceeding in that line, as

before described ; but, if you have any doubt of regaining this line by either of those

passages, it will be necessary to anchor, if the wind is E. by N. or more northerly,

under the Fern Islands; the high light bearing N. N. W. distant about 3 cables'

length, in 8 or 10 fathoms : if more easterly, proceed for Scate Road, off Warnliam

Flats, by steering N. W. from the high light on the Fern, and keeping it S. E. until

the Brmvnsman bears E. S. E. or Bamborough Castle bears S. W. by W. in 7 or 8 fa

thoms, where, if forced from your anchors, you stand the best chance of saving

both your lives and property.

FOR SAILING WITHIN THE LIGHTS TO THE SOUTHWARD.—

When, in proceeding from the northward to the southward, after having passed St.

Abb's Head, you are prevented, by heavy gales from the eastward, from hauling into

30 fathoms of water, as in the foregoing supposition, and falling into 16 or 18 fa

thoms, with heavy gales upon a lee-shore, you are not able to get to the eastward

(the wind being at E. or E. by N.) you had better tack to the northward, and keep

the Firth ofForth open, than attempt to proceed : but if, from the appearance of the

night, it is judged prudent to proceed, you oug<ht not to come into less than 16 or

18 fathoms, to avoid the shoals north of Holy Island, until you make the lights; if

then, at a great distance, you may not see the low light, but keeping the highlight

on the Fern about S. \ E. will take you to the eastward of the leading line, to avoid

the above shoals ; and upon making the low light, if it be to the westward, you may

edge off to the westward, until you have the two lights in one, as before described,

which will take you between the Goldstone and the Plough, and you may thence pro

ceed in that line, until you have the light on the Brownsman bearing S. E. \ S. when,

if you can, haul to the eastward, so as to bring the high light as much to the east

ward of the low light as their difference of height (as before), you may proceed in

that direction of the lights, to pass to the eastward of the Megstone, and from

the Megstone to steer so as to pass half a cable to the westward of the light on

the Fern.

If, when the Brownsman Light bears S. E. J S. being in the line of direction ofthe

two lights, you- cannot haul up to the eastward, and find it advisable to anchor in

Scate Road, steer for it S. W. f W. until you have the bearings of the lights, as be

fore mentioned, in 7 or 8 fathoms ; or, if you mean to proceed through the Sound, in

thatcase, instead of steering S. W. \ W. steer S. S. W. untilyou bring the high light

on the Fern S. E. J S. which you may then steer for, and it will take you to the

westward of the Swadman, and then passing half a cable to the westward of the Fern,

yon may safely proceed to the southward.
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GENERAL CAUTION.—TIipsr directions are, supposing it to be night-time and

stormy weather, but may be useful in the day-time also; however, it cannot be too

earnestly impressed on the minds of all who have charge df vessels passing this intri

cate navigation (except the constant traders to ar.d from Berwick), not to involve

themselves among these islands, either by day or night, with favourable or with con

trary winds.

FURTHER DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING THROUGH AND

AMONG THE FERN AND STAPLES ISLANDS.

CHIPS using this navigation, anil passing outside the Staples with but a scaDt

^ wind and a sea, must be particularly careful not to be drifted among- these

islands, especially with flood tides; and at night, or in thick weather, they should

always give them a wide berth, never coming into less than 32 and 33 fathoms, for

even that depth is but about the distance of a mile from them, and there are 20

fathoms close to some of the greatest dangers.

INNER OR FERN ISLAND SOUSV.— Vessels desirous of going through

between these islands, the common passage will be between Fern Island and the mam.

To sail through this channel, bring Haltiduwn Hill open to the westward of Hobj

Island Castle, or between the Castle and Lookout Hill; keep these marks on until the

Broumsman lighthouse comes open to the northward of the Megstone, then you will have

passed the Swadman ; your course will now be to the eastward, until you bring the

Megstone in one with the Fern Lighthouse', and this mark will take you between the

Sent and Goldstone: but if, before you get through this passage, the wind should

change to north or N. W. then stand out to the eastward, taking care to avoid the

Gurnard, by bringing Keyloe Trees open to the southward of the Laws, until the

Megstone comes open of the west side of Fern Island. The Megstone, in a line with

Sunderland Point, clears the Steil to the eastward.

In working through between Fern Island and the Main, come not nearer the larboard

shore than to bring the south end of Hallidown nearly in one with the Lookout Hill,

nor nearer to the Swadman than to bring the said hill nearly in one with Holy Island

Castle. Both Islestone and Fern Island are steep-to ; go not nearer the former than

7 fathoms.

The turning mark between the Seat and Goldstone, is the Megstone from side to side

of Fern Island.

STAPLES SOUND.—This channel is between the Fern and Staple Islands ; it is

about J of a mile wide, and may occasionally be adopted with advantage, espe

cially when you cannot go to the eastward of the Ainvest one ; the leading marks

usually given, viz. the south end of Hallidown Hill well shut in over Emanuel Head,

or between the Head and Red Cliffs, cannot frequently be seen, nor always to be

depended upon; but care should be taken not to steer for the apparent channel

direct, between the Scare Crows and Staples; for the Bush, Knox, and Islestone Shad

Beefs are not always visible, although they extend to the eastward above half way

of the apparent passage ; therefore keep well to the eastward, when, if the Gu*

Rock should be visible, there will be no mistake. Be careful to pay particular

attention to your soundings, there being in mid-channel 11, 12, and 13 fathoms,

shoaling gradually towards the Gun Reck, close to which are 9 and 7 fathoms ; and

to the westward to 3 and 2 fathoms, which is close to Knox's Reef: Islestone Sliad

and the Bush, which are the principal dangers, have 6 fathoms close to them ; the

direet course through the Staples Sound is north and south.

In approaching this passage from the southward, keep well clear of the Crum-

stone Shoal, by running nearer to the Staples ; and when a little to the westward of

the Gun Rock, steer north, but do not round the S. W. point pf the Staples too

close.

With leading winds, coming from the northward, and unable to weather the

Naivestone, give the N. W. point of the Wamses a good berth ; and when to the west

ward of the Gm» Rock, steer south, attend to your sounding, and go nearer to the

east side of the channel.

With beating winds, stand no further to the east than 9 fathoms, nor to the west

than 6 fathoms; and when approaching the northern part of the passage, and

standing to the westward, tack before the mark for Glororum Shad (see page 70)

comes on ; and when in the line, between Bamborongh Castle and Broumsman Light,
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tack before the mark for Islestnne Shad (page 70) comes on. In the middle of (be

passage, when standing to the westward, you should tack before the mark for the

easternmost part of Knox's Reef (page 69) comes on; aud when standing to the

eastward, tack before the mark for the Gun Rock (page 70) comes on.

When you are in the southern part of the passage, and standing to the west

ward, you should tack before tlie mark for the Bush (page G9) comes on ; and do

not stand to the eastward of the Gun Rock.

When the Mill at Bamborough is well open to the southward of the south east

cliff of the east Wide Opens, you will be clear of the southernmost part of the Bush,

and may stand further in-shore, if necessary.—The tides run N. and S.

To avoid the Oxscar, keep Biel Town well open to the eastward of the Laws.

To sail between the Plough' and Holy Island, bring the east end of the granary (which

is a long bouse situated on the south side of Warnkam Flats) on with the west end

ofKettlebottoyi Hill; this mark leads close up to Holy Island Bar.

A vessel may stop a tide on the south side of Fern Islands, riding in 9, 10. 11, or

12 fathoms, fine sand: but the ONLY ANCHORAGE within the Staples is in

State Road.

SCATE ROAD extends from Wamham Bar to Holy Island Bar ; the mark for

anchoring is, the south end of Hallidown Hill on with, or a little open of, the

lookout, in from 5 to 7 fathoms, sandy ground ; but outside of this mark the ground

is rocky.

WARNHAM FLATS extend from Bamborough Castle to Holy Island, and dry at

fcalf ebb ; the bar lies at the south end of the Flats, and has over it, at spring floods,

12 and 14 feet, at neap tides 8 and 9 feet, but is almost dry at low water: the lead

ing mark to go over it, is half the gable of a little tiled house appearing open to

the northward of the granary, and when Hallidown Hill comes on with the open of

the Links, you will be in the least water ; and when you have crossed the bar, steer

directly toward the pier. On a rising ground above, and a little west of the granary,

is Budle, having several trees about it. Near the middle of the ridge of land on the

south shore is a little round but flat-topped hill, called by the sailors, the Kettle-

bottom Hill: the west end of this ridge is named Outchester Bluff; at the further end

of the Flats is Outchester.

HOLY ISLAND HARBOUR.—Holy Island Bar is about half a cable's length

from E. to W. and there are 8 feet on it at spring ebbs : the leading mark to run

in over it is, Keyloe Trees on with the Laws ; and the thwart mark is, Outchester Bluff

on with the end of the Links.

At the N. E. end of the bar is the Stone Ridge, a rocky reef, which continues up

the N. E. side of the channel to the harbour, having the N. end (or that next the

harbour) covered only at spring floods.

Afthe W. end of the bar is the Baat, a small rocky flat, of only 2 or 3 feet at

spring ebbs ; the mark for it is St. Nicholas' Church on with the Laws ; and from the

S. W. shore, reaching out toward the Baat, is a rocky reef, mostly dry at low water,

called the Parton Stiel, steep-to, and visible at the last quarter ebb ; between it and

the Baat is a small channel of 4 feet at low water, called the Tours ; the mark for

which is, the Church-belfry on Holy Island on with a small ridge in the Brae, a little

north of the beacon.

Within the bar the channel winds to the northward, turning narrower and deeper

as you go in till abreast of the upper end of the ridge, where it is only about two

ships'-length broadband has 4 fathoms at low water. The tide in the harbour runs

very strong during the last half flood and first half ebb ; that is, from the time the

flats are covered until they are dry again.

Directionsfor sailing into Holy Island Harbour.—Bring the two beacons which now

stand upon the Old Law in one, bearing W. by N. which will lead over the bar until

a beacon upon the Heugh, bearing N. W. by N. and the Church steeple, come in

one : keeping them so, leads up to the anchorage before the town^n 3 fathoms at

low water.

Vessels coming from the northward for Holy Island, should keep Outchester Houses

open south of the Links, which will carry them close to and without the bar ; another

mark to sail over which is Keyloe Trees, on with the Laws; or, keep the Laws any

way between Wingate Gap and the Scores ; as there are 4 fathoms at high water

over the bar, spring tides, and at low water never less than 8 or 9 feet ; you need not

at high water, and with a scanty wind from the westward, run so far to leeward as

to get the beacons in one, for by keeping the Church a sail's breadth open to the

eastward of the beacon, it will lead you over the edge of the Parton Stiel, where it
T ft
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does not dry at low water, spring ebbs—but remember your draught of water must

be consulted ; your soundings from the main will be regular : and here you depend

upon a pilot.if it be possible for them to get out to sea.

When the "weather is bad, and pilots cannot get off. the flag-staff of the beacon

upon the Heugh, will be struck across, until a proper time of tide for ships to enter;

then it will be raised erect and a blue flag hoisted.

Froni the Castle Point to the bar it is shoal water, but from thence to Emanuel

Head you will approach by the lead.

FROM EMANUEL HEAD TO BERWICK —From Emanuel to Berwick the

course and distance are N. N. W. J W. 3 leagues: to Whapness, N. by W. \ W,

5 leagues, and to fit. Abb's Head, N. by W. } W. 19 miles.

Vessels steering northwardfrom Emanuel Head, must keep Bamborough Castle open to

.he eastward of it, in order to avoid the Snipe Rocks, Park Dyke, and Tours Reefs,he.

and, when St. Nicholas's Church opens northward of Biel Town they may stand in and

make bold with the shore all the way to Berwick.

BERWICK is a fortified place and lies on the N. E. banks of the River Tweed;

the southern side of the entrance into Berwick is a sandy bay, but the north

side has a reef of rocks that dry a long way out, having beacons on them, close

to the north side of the channel into the harbour. From the north side a pier

runs out. ,  

The bay or road is generally clean sandy ground, with from 7 to 12 or 13 fa

thoms, the latter depth being about a mile from the shore ; farther out it is

deeper.

The Bar is at a distance from the town, and has, at low spring ebbs, not more

than 5 or 6 feet water over it, bat at high water 3, 3J, and 4 fathoms; the channel

in, is narrow, and not more than a cable's length across, therefore neither safe nor

easy to be taken in stormy weather ; more especially after heavy rains, for then the

freshes run out with considerable velocity. A bank of sand also stretches off from

Spittal Point nearly J a mile.

To sail into the Harbour, you must pass close to the south side of the outer beacon,

running along the other beacons, and leaving them all on your starboard side, thus

following the turn of the water up to the little quay, just below the bridge ; there be

careful to ride out of the current. Any wind blowing on shore will here make a

heavy rolling sea, and persons not perfectly acquainted with this place, should

never enter it without a pilot.

The marks for anchorage in the bay or roadstead are Berwick Steeple N. W. or

N. W. by N., and Holy Island Castle S. by E. \ E ; you will here have from 10 to 12

fathoms sandy ground. A N.W. by N. direct course from offthe N. East end ofthe

Naivestone would lead clear between the Parft Dike, Wingate, and Bean Stack-on the

one side, and the Tours on the other, to the entrance of Berwick Harbour, but the

tides and currents makes this passage too dangerous to attempt.

FROM BERWICK TO ST. ABB'S HEAD.—About a mile to the northward

of Berwickis Bottleness; this is a point with a reef stretching from it to the seaward

about 2 cables'lengths, and is partly above water : from hence to Whapness the course

is N. i W. about 2 leagues; on the west side of Whapness is Aymouth or Eyemouth;

the land between Berwick and Eyemouth is called the Higldand of Ross, and has a

remarkable long and regular high appearance. Whapness is a low rocky point, with

high land behind it; Eyemouth is a tide haven, and like Berwick, subject to the

freshes, which must carefully be guarded against; from Whapness to the opposite

side of the bay, a high rocky steep point, with a fort upon it, is only a J ofa mile;

but a little outside, and directly in the fair way, are several rocks above water,

dividing it into 2 channels. To sail into Eyemouth, you must keep in the midway

of one of these channels, as best suits the prevailing wind, and when you are well

within them, steer close to the beacon fixed on the larboard side rocks, and then

run into the harbour ; but avoid the freshes.

Half a mile N. W. of Eyemouth, vessels may anchor in a small spot under

the high cliff, about a quarter of a mile from shore, in 14 or 16 fathoms ; but the

finding of this place will be rather difficult to a stranger.

From Bottleness to St. Abb's Head the course is nearly N. -{ W. 3} leagues ; the

shore is generally foul and rocky, there are 20 and 22 fathoms close to it, and

30 fathoms further off, therefore as you advance toward the head, it will be re

quisite to give Bottleness a good berth ; and then steer on for St, Abb's Head without

danger.

ST. ABB'S HEAD, whether in approaching it from the southward or northward,
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first appears like an island. It is a high and remarkable promontory and will be

easily distinguished.

TIDES.—On the full and change days of the Moon it is high water at Scar

borough, at 4b. 15m. ; at Whithy, The Mouth of the Tees, and Hartlepool, 3h. Om. ; at

Sunderland, 3h. Om. ; at lynemouth Bar, 2h. 50m. ; at Blyth and Coquet Island,2h. 45m. ;

at Fern Island, 2h. 40m.; at Holy Island Harbour, 2h. 30m.; at Berwick and Eye

mouth, 2h 15m. —The Tide rises at Scarborough, 13 feet springs, 8 feet neaps; at

Whithy, 15 feet springs, 10 feet neaps ; at The Mouth of the Tees, lfi feet springs,

10 feet neaps; at Hartlepool, 18 feet springs, 10 feet neaps; at Sunderland, 14 feet

springs, 9 feet neaps; at Tynemouth, 13 feet springs, 8 feet neaps ; at Blyth, 12 feet

springs, 7 feet neaps ; at Coquet Island, 15 feet springs, 9 and 10 feet neaps ; at Fern

Island, 16| feet springs, 9 feet neaps ; at Holy Island Harbour, 18 feet springs,

11 feet neaps ; at Berwick and Eyemouth, 16 feet springs, 10 feet neaps.

In the Offing the stream runs to the southward 3 hours after high water on

the shore ; gales of wind from between the W. S.W. and N.W. will raise the tides

higher, and occasion the flood to run longer in the Offing ; while easterly and S.

easterly winds have a contrary effect.

The stream of flood sets to the southward from St. Abb's Hend pasl Eyemouth and

Berwick, towards Emanuel Head; continuing to run, at the distance of about two

miles from land, two hours after the time of high water on the shore : this tide

runs at the rate of from one mile to one mile and a half an hour, parallel to the

shore all the way to Emanuel Head. At Emanuel Head its strength increases, and

it sets along the Holy Island shor,e, towards Bamborough Castle, at the rate of three

knots with spring tides. From the bar of Holy Island, the flood sets strongly into

the harbour ; but, without the bar, it sets towards Warnkam. Between Emanuel

Head and the Longstone, the flood sets for the inside of Fern Island; but, near the

Longstone, for the passage between the Staples and Fern Islands, where it runs with

great rapidity. Vessels passing near should attend to this, that they may not be

drawn in with it, in light winds.

Between the Megstone and the Main, the flood runs parallel to the shore ; in

creasing in strength until between Fern Island and Islestone, where spring tides run

nearly five knots ; and with southerly or S. E. winds, make a frightful sea appearing

like breakers. The streams, of both flood and ebb, are necessarily driven out of

their respective courses, on the approach to the islands or other obstructions, by

which they will be occasionally retarded or accelerated : thus the tide will be

divided as it approaches towards the Wamses, part of the stream being forced be

tween the Fern and Staples, and also between the Fern and Wide Opens ; while that

portion of the water, which is not affected by those channels, runs between the

Megstone and the N. W. point of the Fern Island; here this point drives the water

towards the main land, forming a curve, extending sometimes half way between the

Island and the Main, but increasing and decreasing, according to the velocity of

the stream, which will be affected by the spring and neap tides, by gales of wind,

&o. The Islestone Rocks also much interrupt the course of the in-shore stream,

forcing the water to the eastward, where spring tides run 5 miles an hour. The

outer part of the stream of flood is forced to the eastward, from the north part of

the Wamses, running through the openings, between the rocky islands, which lie

between the Wamses and the Longstone; these openings mostlyibecome dry about

half ebb, but the water that does not pass. through these openings sets easterly,

until it has passed the north point of the Longstone ; when, being joined by the main

tide, it rushes rapidly between the Longstone and ISaiveslone, and again resumes its

southerly course. When abreast of Smiderland Point the whole body of the stream

appears to re-unite, and recovering the interruption occasioned by the various im

pediments, pursues its coastway direction to the southward.

On the south side of the Fern Islands and the Scare Crows, between the streams

of the two passages, there is an eddy during the flood, where, with a contrary

wind, a vessel may turn, or anchor in 10 or 12 fathoms water, on clean sand, till

the tide changes : there is, however, a considerable and rapid stream between the

Wide Opens and the Fern, which continues an hour after the flood has made, and

this, in turning, must be particularly attended to.

There is necessarily an eddy, on the south side of all the islands, during the

flood, and on their north sides during the ebb but about an hour after the flood

las made, streams, of considerable force, come through the openings of all the

rocky flats, many of which become covered about that time. Wherever there is

an eddy it causes a rippling like broken water passing over shoals ; and when the
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wind is in an opposite direction to the tide, it has a visible effect all round the

islands ; and on the south side of the Fern, with the flood eddy, the sea, with south

cast gales, breaks with great violence.

THE EBB TIDE.—The in-shore part of the ebb sets from Sunderland Point,

for the inner part of the Fern Island, and the outer part, towards the passage, be

tween the Fern and Staples ;. as it approaches the islands, it is divided by the south

point of the Wide Opens, part running into the channel, between the Fern and Staples.

and between the Fern and Wide Opens ; and part flowing towards the S. W. part of

the Fern, where, curving to the westward, it winds again into the passage between

the Fern and Megstone, and between the Megstone and Ox Scar : the in-shore part

passing along the coast, and between the Megstone and the Main.

At the point of Staples Island also the ebb divides, near the Pinnacles, part

running between the Fern and Staples, and the other taking an easterly direction

from the Pinnacles toward the Longstone ; then passing the south end of the Long-

stone it joins the main tide, and runs through between the Longstone aud Naivestone ;

close to the Longstone there will be an eddy, caused by the velocity of the water

passing its southern point.

About 6 leagues off the Staples the flood stream runs to the southward till

5 o'clock, and at about 8 or 9 leagues off Coquet Island, it runs till half past 5 o'clock.

Off Whitby the flood stream continues to run till C o'clock, aud off Flaimborough Head

till a quarter past 7 o'clock.

In the Offing the stream runs full three hours after it is flood on the shores;

gales of wind from between W. S. W. and N. W. raise the tides higher, and occa

sion the flood to run longer ; while easterly and S. E. winds have au opposite

effect.

SECTION IX.

FROM ST. ABB'S HEAD TO BUCHANNESS.

Description of the Land, SfC.

From St. Abb's Head to Fife Ness including the Firth of Forth,

commonly called Edinburgh Firth.

ST. ABB'S HEAD takes its name from a chapel there situated, and is a lofty

promontory or headland, steep-to, and making like an island ; the adjacent

shore is rocky and cliffy, and the tide runs by it with a strong current, the least

wind making a heavy sea ; close to its point is deep water, and a little from it are

30 and 40 fathoms.

N. W. \ W. 4\ miles from St. Abb's Head is Falls Castle, in ruins, standing upon

a ragged rocky point of land, called Lnmsden Head ; the coast between St. Abb's Head

and Falls Castle is all steep and high cliffs, and continues so considerably further to

the westward, then falls down to low land as far as Dunbar, the whole being foul

and rocky.

DUNBAR.—The course and distance from St. Abb's Head to Dunbar is N. W. i N.

about 15 miles ; the town is situated within a low rocky point, it is a pier harbour,

its bottom being solid stone ; to the west side of the harbour are the Staple Rocks,

some of which are always visible, having deep water close to them. Vessels may

anchor about a mile off Dunbar, in 7 or 8 fathoms water, but the customary road

stead is directly abreast of the piers, in 10 or 12 fathoms sandy ground. The

entrance between the piers is narrow, and when there is any kind of breeze it

brings with it a rolling sea, so that, unless in calm weather, to sail into the harbour

becomes difficult and dangerous.

About 3 miles N. W. from Dunbar is Whitberry Ness, a low downy point, with a

nob upon it, called Baldrin's Cradle ; between there is a deep sandy hight leading

to Tyningham River; it is filled with shoals, and called Tyningkam Flats, drying to a

considerable distance off, so that it must have a good berth in passing.

THE BASS is a remarkable rock, situated on the southern side of the entrance

to the Firth of Forth, it is almost a mile in circumference, high, round, steep on all

sides, and of a white appearance, occasioned by the dung of innumerable birds

- A
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which resort there ; close to its sides are 15 fathoms, and about a mile off it 25 fa

thoms : the passage between it and the shore is full a mile wide; the ground there

is rocky, but there is a depth of from 9 to 15 fathoms within it. The Bass Rock

lies N. W. by N. 20 miles from St. Abb's Head, N.NW.JN.6 miles from Dunbar,

and S. W. IS. 1 1 miles from Fife Ness.

Two miles N. N. W. from Whitberry Ness is the Point of Scougall, between is the

sandy dais already mentioned ; a reef of rocks stretches off the point, called the

South Carrs, and the coast hereabout is steep, rocky, and foul ; the South Cam, are

dangerous, stretching out full J a mile from the point, chiefly drying at low water:

they lie about 4 miles N. N. W. \ W. from Dunbar, and one mile to the eastward

of Tantallan, an old fort in ruins; the Carrs are steep-to, having 7 fathoms on their

outer side: during the flood tide a strong indraught sets over them toward the

flats, which with N. E. winds, has rendered (hem fatal to many ships : the mariner

should be particularly careful in passing them.

NORTH BERWICK.—From the Carrs to North Berwick the shore continues

foul and rocky, full a cable's length from the land: inland about a mile from the

town is a round hill, called North Berwick Law, which is remarkable, and serves

to point out this part of the coast ; on the western side of North Berwick are

some rocks lying above J a mile from the shore, some of them being always above

water.

Craig Leith is a round rock, steep on all sides, about a mile from the shore: it

lies N. W. by W. J W. near 3 miles from the Bass Rock, and has a good passage

between it and Berwick Rocks.

Lamb Island lies about a mile to the westward of Craig Leith, and is much nearer

the shore ; there is deep water between the islands, but toward the shore it is foul

and rocky.

Fidra is a black ragged rock, having a hole through it of singular appearance,

and lying N. W. from Lamb Island, distant one mile ; and N. W. by VV. from Craig

Leith, distant 2 miles ; the ground all round it is foul and rocky, and the bridge, a

long reef, runs from it toward the shore, affording not even a passage for boats ;

these rocks dry at low water.

The Ibris is another dark looking rock, lying to the westward of Fidra, distant

about a mile, and being half a mile from the shore, to which it is joined by shoal

water, so as to prevent any passage between—it is foul oh the outside ; near these

rocks to the northward, are 17, 18, and 20 fathoms, and further off in the Firth, is

24 and 26 fathoms.

May IslandMes on the opposite side, but as it forms a conspicuous object for the

entrance into the Firth, we give a description of it here :

MAY ISLAND lies 7 miles N. E. I E from the Bass ; N. N. W. J N. 22 miles

from St. Abb's Head; N. N. E. J N. 10 miles from Dunbar; and S. by W. \ W.

5 miles from Fife Kess. This island is small, but steep-to all round, except

toward its northern part, which shoals at low water full half a cable's length out.

On this island a NEW LIGHTHOUSE has been erected, contiguous to the old

Lighthouse Tower, and similar to it in point of height. The present light was first

lighted on the 1st day of February, 1816, and the old light discontinued ; the light

is from oil, with reflectors, known to mariners as a stationary light ; which being

defended from the weather, in a glazed light-room, has an uniform steady ap

pearance, resembling a star of the first magnitude, and may be seen from all

points of the compass, at the distance of about seven leagues, and at all inter

mediate distances, according to the state of the atmosphere. Between this island

and the Bass, the depth is about 26 fathoms ; and between it and the Fife shore,

22 fathoms.

West from Ibris two miles is Gullenness. Between 74m and Gullenness the shore

is low and flat, but Gullenness Point is rocky, and a bank runs from hence along

shore all the way to Leith. Aberlady Bay has regular soundings, from 3 to 10 fa

thoms sandy ground ; a mile beyond Gullenness is Haddington Port, running to

Aberlady and Luffness ; 2 miles further is Long Nidry, and 2J miles beyond that

Preston Pans ; the coast then runs in nearly a west direction to the river Esk,

and thence N. W. by N. to Leith, the whole being surrounded by a sandy flat,

stretching out, in some places, a full mile from the shore: from Leith a similar

sandy flat continues running in a N. W, by westerly direction to Crawmmd

Island. _ t

INCH KEITH is a small island situated nearly in the middle of the Firth, full

half a mile long, and narrow, lying N. by W. \ W. and S. by E. J E. ; on the highest
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part of it, near the north end, are the ruins of a fort, and near the middle of it is a

lighthouse ; off its south end is a narrow black rock, always above water, called

Long Craig ; from thence a reef of rocks, called the Brigs, which are seen only at

spring ebbs, extend S. by E. \ E. three-quarters of a mile, separated only by a

narrow channel of 10 or 12 feet at low water ; the east end is steep-to, but a black

rock off the N. W. point of the island has a reefstretching two ships' lengths from

it to the westward ; the western side is also foul, many of the rocks being visible

at low water.

Inch Keith NEW LIGHTHOUSE is a revolving light, without colour, and will

be seen from all points of the 'compass, exhihiting a bright light once in every

minute, and gradually becoming less luminous, till, to a distant observer, it totally

disappears. In this manner each periodic revolution of the reflector frame will

alternately show a bright light, and a light becoming fainter and more obscure,

until it is totally eclipsed. By this alteration upon the light of Inch Keith, the

present character and description of the other lights upon the coast near the

entranee of the Firth of Forth is preserved, and the possihility of mistaking

Inch Keith light for any of the other lights of the Firth of Forth will be effectually

prevented.

The HARWIT.—To the southward of the Brigs is the Harwit, another reef, seen

at spring ebbs, which stretches S E. by S. half a mile from the Brigs; between is a

channel of 3 fathoms at low water, and close to the outer point of Harwit, on which

a black buoy has been placed, are nearly 15 fathoms water, which shoalens off to

the southward.

The NORTH CRAIG lies nearly in the middle of the south channel to Leith,

and consists of craggy rocks, so variable that the lead will frequently slide off into

10 and 12 fathoms ; it is about a cable's length from east to west, but not so much

from north to south ; over it are 2 fathoms water: a pyramidic buoy is placed at

its northern extremity. This rock lies about 2£ mile9 S. E. J S. from Inch Keith

Lighthouse, its marks being, Lord Nelson's Monument on Calton Hill on with the west

part of the easternmost house on the beach, east of the glasshouses, bearing

"W. by S. i S. ; the buoy of the Craigwaugh S. J E. ; and the buoy of the Harwit,

N.W. by W. iW. " - - ,

The CRAIGWATJGH is a round rock lying S. S. E. \ E. 2J miles from the

Harwit, and S\ miles from the Long'Craig, it appears about a ship's length over,

and the weeds upon it are always visible ; on its northern end is a red buoy.

The GUNNET lies W. N. W. i W. IJ mile from the Inch Keith Lighthouse, and

is formed of two rocks joining each other, having a white buoy at each end;

over them are 9 and 10 feet water.

The PALLAS is a small rock with 10 feet water over it, lying about three-

quarters of a mile W. by N. from Inch Keith Lighthouse ; from it St. Andrew's-

Church-spire appears on with the east end of Edinburgh Castle, bearing S. W. J W. ;

a square tower on a hill just open to the eastward of the West Lomond Hill, bearing

N. J E. ; Petticur Pier Head on with, or rather open to the eastward of a re

markable hedge, standing in a N. and S. direction, bearing north, and the Gunnet

Buoy and Mikry Stone in one, bearing W. N. W. J W. ; there is a checkered buoy

upon it.

The MIKRY STONE is a high black rock surrounded by some smaller ones,

lying between Mikry Island and the Ox Scars.

MIKRY ISLAND is small and rocky, lying W. N. W. J W. distant 5 miles

from Inch Keith Lighthouse ; N. W. 4 miles from the beacon at the entrance of Leith,

and S. S. E- \ S. IJ mile from the east end of Inchcolm; between Mikry Stone and

Island are 2 fathoms water.

The OX SCARS are a collection of rocks partly visible at 4 hours ebb; they

bear from Inchcolm about S. E. by S. distant J of a mile, and are directly in the

Fairway; their northern side is npw pointed out by a beacon, but it is intended to

place a light there ; upon this side are 12, and to the westward of them 8 fathoms;

in the channel between them and Inchcolm are 22 fathoms.

INCHCOLM is a narrow island lying W. by N. from Petticur Light distant 4£

miles, and W. N. W. J N. nearly 5 miles from the northern end of Inch Keith. On

its eastern end is the ruins of an old monastery ; and above a J of a mile from its

eastern point to the eastward is the Car Craig, a high round rock, steep to on its

south and eastern sides.

The Haystack is another lofty rock lying to the W.N.W. J N. of Inchcolm distant

about J of a mile. '
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CRAWMOND.—Is a small Island of green appearance, lying nearly S. W. by S.

distant oive mile from Mikry Island, and S. W. by W. % of a mile from Crawmond

Island is Crawmond Town, situated at the entrance of the River Almond: the sand

here dries a considerable way out, following the line of coast until it joins the

Drum Sand, which stretches out in a W. by northerly direction from Barnbug Hall,

the seat of Lord Roseberry, full \{ mile, and dries at low water ; Barabug Hall is

a large white building, and may be easily distinguished, lying near the sea-side.

ENTRANCE TO LEITH.—On Leith Sands to the eastward of the pier, lie the

Leith Craigs, visible at \ ebb; near the outer end of the Sands, N. by E. J of a mile

from the pier head, and N. W. from Leith Craigs, lie the Beacon Rocks ; these ap

pear at two-thirds ebb, and have a beacon erected upon them. Directly off the

Craigs is Symnnds Reef, with only 3 or 4 feet water over it, extending to the distance

of 2 ships' length; Mikri) Island on with a deep cut notch ill the land over Inver-

keithing, wilt lead clear of the outer point of the Symonds ; the tide here ebbs out full

one mile from the shore, but the edge of the bank is steep to ; there is the wreck of

a sloop now lying in Leith Roads laden with stones; the mark for which is Edin

burgh Castle, a little open of Newhaven, and Roseberry House just over the north end

of Crawmond Island. Leith Roads lie to the westward.

NORTH SIDE OF THE FIRTH.—Kinghorn Ness lies about 2 miles

N. N. W. J N. from Inch Keith, 'the shore is steep and rocky, with 22 and 20

fathoms between them: to the westward of the Ness is Petticur Pier and Harbour ;

here is a tide-light for the convenience of those vessels which frequent the harbour.

From Petticur Pier to the southward, one third of the channel over toward Inch

Keith, a rocky flat extends called the Blea, with from 3 to 5 fathoms on it at low

ebbs; the tide running with great rapidity across it, and making a strong rippling.

Burnt Island lies about 2 miles W. N. W. from Petticur Pier; between them is a

sandy flat drying at low water, with 9 and 10 fathoms near its southern edge;

between it and the Gunnet are 18 and 20'fathoms ; and a similar depth continues

up channel as far as Inchcolm. Burnt Island Harbour is a good place for vessels

when bound to the southward ; for they may proceed from hence, when they cannot

get from Leith Roads with a northerly wind. There is no danger in entering,

unless you run against the piers ; keep in the middie between them, a.nd have an

anchor rqady to let go : by thus keeping the piers open, you will avoid the rocks

at the eastward of the harbour : when in you will ride over a bottom of sand which

dries at low water ; the shore at Burnt Island is steep to, and continues so toward

Stanley Burn.

Stanley Burn is a good watering place, having a small pier. The road of Burnt

Island lies between Stanley Burn Pier and the island ; and has from 5 fathoms near

the shore, to 13 and 14 fathoms further out, deepening gradually, with a bottom of

clay.

There is a reef called the Commons, which runs out from the western shore at

Stanley Biim, and must be carefully avoided ; from the Commons to Car Craig and

Inchcolm, the shore is foul and rocky. Car Craig, Inchcolm, and the Haystack have

been described already; W. N. W.J W 2 miles from the west dnd of Inchcolm, is the

Doig Rock, it is about 3 cables' length from the shore, with 3 feet over it : the mark

for it is the Haystack on with the northern part of Inchcolm, and the middle of

Ingarvie, on with the eastern houses of south Queensferry.

Ingarvie is a narrow circular island lying mid-channel between north- Queens-

ferry and the opposite shore, having deep water, and a passage on each side.

N. W. J W. from Ingarvie \ a mile, is Mackintosh's Rock, with only 11 feet over it,

it lies about a cable's length from Long Craig, with from 3 to 5 fathoms between

them : on its southern side are 17 fathoms, and further off it 25 fathoms—the marks

for this rock are the Bimer, on with the west corner of the wood at the west side of

Hopetoum House; this is situated a little to the westward of the society's house,

opposite to Dove Craig, and is surrounded with freest

- The Bimer is a rock above water to the westward of Mackintosh's Rock, steep all

round, with 30 fathoms off its southern side. To the northward of the Bimer is the

Long Craig rocks, close in shore, but between the Bimer and Long Craig are 10

fathoms : 2 miles to the north-westward of North Ferry, and J a mile from the shore

is Dove Craig, a liftle island with a sandy flat extending from it -about a cable's

length.

FROM KINGHORNNESS TO FIFENESS.—About 2 miles, E. N. E. from

Kinghorn Ness is the Bay of Kirkcaldie ; \ a mile from Kinghofn Town is Seajield

Castle or Tower, abreast of which some pointed rocks run out full £ a mile, called

M
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the Vows ; some of these are above and some tinder water ; there are 9 fathoms

close to their southern sides ; the coast from Kinghorn Ness to the Vows is much

encumbered with rocks, being steep to, with from 8 to 9 fathoms close to the edge

of the rocks.

Kirkcaldie Bay is clean in from 9 to 12 fathoms water, and so is the coast thence

as far as Largo Say, if you keep within that depth, but otherwise the ground is

foul : a little to the eastward of Ravensheugh is Dysart, a small tide haven ; and

further on are West and East Weems, Buchhaven, Methel, and Leven, all tide havens

and places of small note; the latter is distant 3 leagues B. by N. from Kinghorn

Ness, the shore is rocky throughout, and foul a full cable's length off.

LARGO BAY, is that space between Leven and Ruddon Point, the land there

forming a considerable concavity ; Ruddon Point lies S. E from the entrance of

Leven River, distant 5 miles ; the anchorage in the bay is gQod in from 9 to 14 fa

thoms, the bottom gravel, except on the N. E. side, where it is somewhat foul.

E. S. E. 2 miles from Ruddon Point is Elie Ness, a conspicuous promontory, and

between are .2 rocks called the Vows, these are visible at { tide, and have from 10

to 12 fathoms about them. Here are the town and harbour of Elie, a tide haven,

considered tolerably good, and much frequented ; it lies within the first point to

the N. W.of Elie Ness.

Elie Ness, lies E. a little northerly, 13 miles from Kinghorn Ness ; N. by W. 8

miles from the Bass Rock, and W. N. W. J N. 8 miles from May Island Light House.

Chapel Ness lies J ofa mile westward from Elie, and Kingcraig Ness, N. W. one mile

from Chapel Ness ; Kingcraig Ness is a rocky point, and foul some distance off ; over

these points, Chapel Ness and Kingcraig Ness, is seen the Heugh, a remarkable object,

being a high green bank near the shore, and visible even by night.

The shore from Elie Ness to Fife Ness is generally rocky and foul : about a mile

from the Ness is a sunken rock called the Ox ; it lies about \ a mile from the land,

and dries at spring tides; keep Kinghorn Ness open of Elie Ness, and you will go

clear to the southward of it. On the shore are the small tide havens of St. Monance,

Pittenween and Anstruther; we have already said, the shore is rocky and foal a

cable's length out or more, but particularly at Billy Ness, near the west side of

Anstruther- ; be careful, therefore, not to come too near, for there is deep water all

along.

Two miles to the E. N. Eastward of Billy Ness is the town and tide haven of

Crail, and further on about the same distance is Fife Ness, the north eastern point

of entrance to the Firth of Forth.*

Fife Ness is steep to on its eastern side, but W. S.W. from it, is a high black

stone called Kilmenie Craig, which forms a remarkable object: the shore between

is foul a full cable's length off. N. N. E. J E. half a mile from Fife Ness is the

west end of the North Cart s, a dangerous ledge of rocks, stretching in that direction

nearly two miles.

On the Carr Rock a new beacon has lately been erected ; the lower part of

which is a circular building of masonry, measuring 18 feet in diameter, which

forms a basement for six pillars of cast iron, terminating in a ball three feet in

diameter, which is elevated about 25 feet above the medium level of the sea ; the

whole at half-tide appearing somewhat like a vessel under sail at the distance of

two or three leagues. Mariners are warned, when they run for the Carr Rock

Beacon, to do so with cantion, both on account of its exposure to the breach of the

sea, and its liahility to receive damage from vessels under sail.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING UP THE FIRTH OF FORTH.

"^T*ESSELS coming from the North Sea for the Firth of Forth in about the latitude
￼* of 56° 12', which is that of May Island Lighthouse, will first perceive the high

land about St. Abb's Head, which is lofty and regular, and the Cheviot Hills, which

in clear weather may be seen 24 miles off, will also easily be recognized, by their

appearing above all other hills to the southward of them. If making towards the

opposite coast of Fifeshire, the high Lomonds, Largo Law, Kelly Law, &c. will first

 

* The tide-lights within the Firth are only usedfrom halfflood to half ebb.
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appear, making unequal and detached heights, of conical forms,' like the tops bf

sugar loaves, long before the low land between them is visible.

If coming from the southward you will probably see the round hill near Dunbar,

making in appearance somewhat like the Bass Rock; some navigators have mis

taken it for the Bass Rock, but the North Berwick Law, seen to the northward of it,

may always distinguish it from the Bass: if you intend going within the Bass,

between it and the main, be careful to-give the South Carrs a good berth, and when

you have passed the Carrs, keep at a moderate distance from the shore, and go

either inside or outside of Craig Leith; if the former, keep close to it and stand out

between it and Lamb Isle the depths are various, and the ground rocky.

To sail up the Firth without the Bass is more customary and safe ; in this case you

will steer from St. Abb's Head nearly N. W. by N. until you have passed the Bass,

then W. N..W. to Inch Keith. The course to Inch Keith from between the Bass

and May Island is-W. by N. and from the south end of May Island, W. \ N. about

20 miles.

Midway between May Island and Fife Ness, the course to Inch Keith will be-due

west; but if close in with Fife Ness, steer W; S. W.{ W. 9 miles, or to abreast of

Elie Ness, and from thence west towards Inch Keith.

If ships turning to windward in the Mouth of the Firth, take the first of flood close

to the south shore, and keep the last of it on the north, they will have 7 hours

tide in their favour ; for the stream continues to run south round Fife Ness half an

hour after it changes on the north side of May Island, and an hour after it flows at

the Bass.

In the night, when standing over to either shore below Fidra and Elie Ness, ap

proach no nearer than 20 or 18 fathoms : between Fidra and Gultenness no nearer

than 16 or 14 fathoms ; but, west of Gullenness, you may stand into Aberlady Bay to

9 and 7 fathoms. >

In every part of Aberlady Bay the ground is clean and good ; the usual marks for

the roadstead are Gullenness E. by S. and Portseaton S. S. W. or S. W. by S. and

there is, generally, good anchorage on the south side of the Firth, in all parts,

between Gullenness and Inch Keith, where there is a less -depth than 16 fathoms.

There is also good anchorage in Largo Bay, the N. E. side excepted, with gravelly

ground, in from 14 and 9 fathoms. The common marks are, Elie Ness E. by S. and

Methel Pier N. N. W. in about 12 fathoms.—With westerly winds, vessels may

anchor off the east side of Inch Keith, in from 7 to 12 fathoms soft ground.

The CHANNEL mostly used in sailing up the Firth, is to the northward of

Inch Keith. Large ships passing this way, must be careful to avoid the Blea, by

keeping the remarkable point, called the Curling's Nose, well open to the southward

of Inch culm. This mark should be kept on until you are nearly as far up as Burnt

Island Church, that the bank which lies in the way, west of Petticur, may be avoided.

The course and distance from abreast of Kinghorn Ness to abreast of Inchcolm, are

W. by N. about 5 miles. The water deep, with hard rocky ground.

Burnt Island Road is a litttle to the westward of the pier. The marks are, the

pier E. N. E. or the high land over Kinghorn open a little to the southward of the

Black Hock east of Burnt Island, and Stanley Burn N. N. W. Here is good clayey

ground, in from 9 to 12 iathoms ; but be cautious of not going too near the Com-

mons to the westward.

Vessels bound to the roads of Leith, from the north side of Inch Keith, must give the

black rock, which always appears above water, off the N. W. point of Inch Keith, a

good berth. Thence they may steer to the southward, on either side of the Gunnet.

The buoys will be a sufficient guide for avoiding the rocks ; but should they be

gone, keep North Berwick Law open to the northward of the Long Craig, until

Grange House opens to the westward of Burnt Island Church, when you will be

clear of the rocks, and may steer to the southward. The course to Leith Roads

will be about S. W. 2\ miles. In running over, in thick weather, or in the night,

by keeping the lead going, you may know when you are in the roads by the water's

deepening one or two fathoms. The instant that you find it shoalen thence, drop

your anchor, and be cautious not to get too far to the eastward, toward the Beacon '

Rocks, and Symonds.

It has already been observed, that the Guunet has a white buoy at each end, and

the Pallas Rock a checkered buoy, therefore in passing between them, you will leave

the white buoy on your starboard side, and the checkered buoy on your larboard.

A W. S. W. direction will then carry you to Leith Roads.

LEITH ROADS.—The marks for anchorage in the roads are, lord Roseberry's
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white house open to the northward of Crawmond Island; and Edinburgh Castle a ship's

length west of Neivfiaveii, in 5 fathoms, muddy ground Large sHps should keep

Lord Roseberry's house a ship's length open to the north of Crawmond Island, for the

deepest water lies in that direction : observe to avoid the tuuhen slvop mentioned in

page 20.

Channels to the southward- of Inch Keith. — The channels to Leith

Roads, southward of Inch Keith, are good: the ground generally soft, and the

tide easy. ,

The black buoy on the Herv:it, the pyramidical buoy on the North Craig, and the

red buoy on the Craigxaugh, as described in page 19, w ill be sufiic"ient to point

them out by day; and by night they must be avoided .The channel is two

miles wide.

In sailing up the Firth, stand into Aherlady Bay until North Berwick Law comes

on with the high land within Gullenuess, taking care at the same time* to keep the

Law open to the northward of the notch on the south end of the high land : con

tinue with this mark on, until Lord livseberry's house comes in sight ; then keeping

this house just touching the north point of Crawmond Island, will lead into Leith

Roads. Observe, however, when passing Leith Vraigi and the Beacon Rocks, to open

tl;e house a little north of the island, in order to avoid the Symonds.

In turning, when within the North Craig, you may stand to the Hcrwit, until the

westernmost glass-house at Leith comes nearly on with Edinburgh Castle; and to

the Craigwaugh, until North Berwick Law comes within its own breadth of the notcli

above mentioned ; and to the Beacon Rocks and Leith Craigs, until a remarkable

notch in the land over Inverkeithing comes apparently ne.ar Mikry Island.

Should night come on when you have advanced to the North Craig, and between

the Herwit and Craigwaugh, you may in fair weather continue your course, by

means of the light on Inch Keith. With the light N.N.W. you will be within

these shoals, and may thence, with the lead going, gteer W. N. W. until the light

bears N. E. JE., when you will be the length of the roads,

To sail from Lf.ith Roads, up the Firth, wii.k a flood tide, steer over to

the northward till Dunibrisle, Lord Moray's home, is shut in by the west end of Inch-

colm : keeping it thus will lead up clear of the Ox.Scars. Should the weather be

thick, you may steer across the ridge until the water deepens to 14, 15, or 16 fa

thoms, when you will be to the northward of the Ox Scar.?, and may steer for Inch

colm, and thence W. \ N. or W. by N. to North Ferry Point ; or more to the north

ward into the Hay of Inverkeithing, or St David's Road, which lies 2J miles to the

west of Inchcolm.' The maiks for anchoring in this road are, Kinglw>-n Ness open

to the northward of Inchcolm ; South Queen's Ferry open to the southward of the

island called Inganie, and St. David's Pier, N. M. W.; in from 7 to !0 fathoms

muddy ground. There is most room in the eastern part of the road.

Vesselsfrom Leith Roads may pass to the southward of Mikry Island by keeping

Ingarvie just shut in behind Hound Point, until abreast of Mikry. This will clear the

reef, whieh extends half a cable's length from the south part of the island. Off the

south end of Mikry are 3 fathoms. In passing the island give it a berth of about a

cable's length, steering across the tail of the Drum Sand, wbich lies to the southward,

in not less than 12 feet, and thence to the northward ; or instead of going to the

southward of Mikry Island, you may go through between it and Mikry Stone; the

channel is clear, and there are 12 feet in it. Near to Mikry Stone on the west side,

are 3 fathoms. When you are above Mikry Stone, take care to keep the Long Craig

open, at.least its own length, to the northward of Mikry Stone, until you open all

the bouses of South Queen's Ferry without Hound Point. By proceeding thus, you

will go clear of the Drum Sand, which dries from the Hound Point, half way down

to Mikry Island and Mikry Stone ; but close to its elbow are 10 fathoms.

In proceeding between Inchcolm and Inverkeithing keep the Haystack open to the

northward of Inchcolm until the westernmost houses in South Ferry pass Ingarvie,ia

order to avoid Doig's Rock, which lies S. by E. J E. from St. David's Pier Head, and

is 3 cables' length from the shore : it lies with the middle ofthe Hai/stack on with the

north point of Inchcolm, and the middle of Ingurvie, on with the westernmost houses

in South Ferry ; there are only 3 feet on it. The Haystack is a high round rock,

and lies a little to the north-westward of Inchcolm.

You may sail on either side of Ingarvie, but tho north channel is the widest, and

therefore most frequented. When you have passed Ingarvie, you will see Bimer

Rock, round and nearly coveted at. high spring tides ; go on either side of it, but on

the south side is most room. Between Ingarvie and Bimer, the rapidity and
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whirling of the tide make it sometimes difficult to steer a ship in light winds.

There are 35 fathoms on the south side of Bimer, and 10, fathoms between it and

the Long-Craig on the north shore.

If you go to the north side of Bimer, be careful to avoid the Mackintosh, a Sunken

Buck, which lies above 3 cables' lengths S. S. W. from the Long Cn.ig, and one-

third of a niiie E. by S. from Timer ; there are only 1 1 feet on it. Very near to it,

on the south side, are 17 fathoms; and between it and 1 ong Craig are from 5 to 3

fathoms. The thwart mark for this rock is a farm-house that stands a little to

the w estward of North Ferry, on with a round hill w Iiich is a little above it, bear

ing N. by E. The, long marks are, Bimer on with the west, corner of the wood,

which is to the westward of llopeton Bouse, bearing VV. by N. and the houst which

stands on Ingareie, On with ihe Pigeon House in / ord Roseberry's Park, bearing

S. E. by S .

When you are past Bimer, steer N, W. J W. keeping a little to the northward of

the mid-channel, in order to avoid the Society Bank, which extends nearly one third

of a mile from the shore at the Society Houses, and is mostly dry; its outer edge is

very steep. After you have passed Dove Craig, you may anchor where you please

in Lime Kiln's Road; the common anchorage is with Dove Craig S E. by E or E. S. E.

distant one mile, and Lime Kiln's Pier N. E. or >J . E. by N. in 7 or 8 fathoms ; the

bottom is mud.

FROM FIFE NESS TO DUNDEE, &c.

Description of the Land, Sfc.

"\X?~Fi have already noticed the North Carr Hock, which now has a beacon

** erected upon it, sufficiently pointing out its situation. The Carr is dry at

the last quarter ebb, and is about the size of a boat; it lies at the northern part of

a long reef of rocks, which stretch out 2 miles from Fife Ness, off which the reef is

distant about one mile. The Carr Bock is steep-to on its south and S. E. sides,

having 12 fathoms close to it ; but there is a little reef runs out from it towards

the north. . .

Kilmenie Craig kept open in sight outside the land, leads to the southward of it ;

Sparkleton Hill, the highest on the southern land, in one with May Island, leads to

the eastward; and Luckly Hill open to the northward of Barbetness, leads to the

northward of it: with this last mark on, St. Andrew's Steeples will be visible over the

low point of the Nest; the battlement of Crail Steeple kept in sight above the land

is also a good mark to go clear of them ; but allow ance must be made for a high or

lofty ship : when Ralc'omie House is on with a sandy bay on the north side of the

Ness, you will be abreast of the Carrs,

From the N. E. end of the Carr Rocks the course and distance to Barbetness are

N. N. "W. \ W. 4 miles ; to Dundee Bar, or the entrance of the river Jay, N. by E.

10 miles ; to Aberbrothick N. N. E. 15 miles ; to Rtdhcad N. E. by N. 19 miles ; and

to the Bett Reck N.EJ K.9J miles.

INCH CAPE, or BELL ROCK.—This has hitherto been the most dangerous

and fatal rock off the eastern coast of Scotland; it is in length half a mile, and

breadth ! 10 yards, being bold and steep-to, except to the south-westward, where a

sandy flat runs off; on the inside, close to the rock, are 12 fathoms water, and on

the outside from 16 to 22 fathoms ; its N. E. end is irregular and uneven, and the

top of the rocks are generally from 4 to 8 feet above the low water mark ; but, at

high water, spring tides, which here rise 20 feet, will cover it: a lighthouse is now

erected upon it, which-wil! render it no longer an object of apprehension. This

light is from oil, with rellectors, at the height of about 115 feet from low water, of

springtides. To distinguish'it from other* on the coast it is made to revolve

horizontally, and to exhihit from all points of the compass a bright light, and a

light of a red colour, alternately ; both showing themselves in the space of three

minutes ; so that in each revolution of three minutes, there will be seen a brilliant

light, appearing at a distance like a star of the first magnitude, which, after attain

ing full strength is gradually eclipsed, and, after a short interval of darkness, is

succeeded hy alight of red colour, which in like manner increases to full strength,

' diminishes, and disappears. The coloured light, being less powerful, may not be

seen when the bright is first noticed ; but the periodical revolution of the bright

light will be sufficiently distinguishable. In thick foggy weather, a bell will be
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tolled night and day, at intervals of half a minute. From the light the course and

distance to the North Carr Rocks is S. W. I W. 9{ miles ; to Redhead N. by E.

nearly 10J miles ; to the bar of the Tay N. W. by W, \ W. nearly 9 miles; to May

Islands. W. 14 miles; and to Dunbar S W. by S 25 miles.

The marks for this rock are, Bass Island S.'W. on with the north side or

sloping part of May Island, and St. Andrew's College Steeple W. \ N. on with the

Small Lomond.

St. ANDREW'S BAY.—From Barbetness the coast bends N. W. \ W. forming

one side of St. Andrew's Bay, which is steep-to and rocky, having 7 fathoms close

along shore ; the northern side is lined with a long sandy flat, which stretches to

the Bur of Tay: St. Andrew's Bay is safe and clean, with anchorage in from 9 to 12

fathoms. St. Andrew's Harbour is dry and sheltered by a pier, forming a safe retreat

for small vessels ; its entrance is but narrow, and lies on the south side of the pier

head : in entering run a little south, bringing the pier's end on or nearly so, then

steer along its southern side into the harbour ; there are from 12 to 14 feet in it on

spring tides, and 9 and 10 feet at neap.

About two miles to the northward is the entrance to Eden River, the bar of which

frequently shifts, and the channel in is crooked, intricate, and varying, conse

quently dangerous ; N. E. J N. 5 miles from hence is Tentsmoorness, the western

point of the River Tay.

The RIVER TAY.—The- entrance to the River Tay lies full 4 miles to the E. S.

Eastward of Tentsmoorness, having a sand bank on each side ; that on the north side

is called the Gaa, extending nearly 2 miles from Buttonness Lower Light, and dries;

the sand on the south side is called the Abertay ; it stretches off parallel to the Gaa

4 miles from Tentsmoorness, and has a buoy on its extremity. These sands are flat on

the outside, but on their insides steep. The passage betweenthe two sands is nearly

one mile wide : there is a Bar, lying athwart it, called the Cross Sand, and has 2J fa

thoms over it. In gales of wind the sea breaks quite across the bar. When you are

coming in from the sea, you will shoalen the water gradually to 8 fathoms ; but as

soon as you are over the bar, you will have 5 and soon afterwards 7 and 9 fathoms.

There are 2 lighthouses situated upon the northern shore, and Buttonness is rendered

remarkable by its red sandy downs, which are the only ones of the kind on this

part of Scotland, south of Aberdeen The northern shore has the deepest water all

the way up, until you are past the lights ; when above thdm the channel turns more

southerly. In the bay, off the sands of Bairy, as far as the Horseshoe, are 12 feet

water, until Broughty Castle comes on with the steeple in Dundee. The Horseshoe is

a ridge of stones, stretching half across the channel from Broughty Castle to a mile

below it ; having nine feet over it at low water. The Larrick is a bank opposite to

the Horseshoe, and runs from Tenlsmoor-point to Parton Craig, drying at low water,

although near its edge are 7 and 9 fathoms: near the outer edge of this bank is a

small island, with a hut upon it. Off the west end of Abertay is a small bank with

12 feet over it, and from this bank runs another with 3 fathoms : this latter extends

across the river to the east end of the Horseslioe. From the bar to Dundee the dis

tance is 9 miles ; the latter bearing from the former about N. W. by W.

From Buttonness the coast extends E. N E. 11 miles to Redhead ; the town of

Westhaven lies about N. E. from Buttonness; between them is a sort of sandy bay

shoaling in a curve from the Gaa; Easthaven is IJ mile further; the shore here is

rocky a full mile off : both West and Easthaven are fishing towns.

The Carr-end is a reef of rocks, between Easthaven and Aberbrothick; they Stretch

out a considerable way from the shore, and must have a berth in passing.

Aberbrothick is 6 milesfrom the Bar of the Tay, from which it bears N. E. ; here is

a dry but safe harbour. The Roadstead lies nearly a mile off the town, and has from

9 to 10 fathoms water ; between Buttonness and Aberbrothick, you may run along in

12 fathoms with safety, a small distance offshore: the land from the Carr's-end to

beyond Aberbrothick is low, flat, andrsandy, 3 cables' length off. Aberbrothick has

a remarkable old Abbey standing, near the west end of the town : from hence to

Bedhead is 5| miles ; the shore between is high, rugged, and steep, with 14 fathoms

close to it, and 16 fathoms further off : in this place stands the small fishing town

of Achmulhie.

 



 

THE RIVER TAY, &c.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING TO THE RIVER TAY, &c.

"l^ESSELS bound for the Ricer Tay may go on either side of the Bell Rock with

~ safety ; for the lighthouse will-be a sufficient guide by day, and the light by night,

to direct them. Bring the Bass Rock open to the eastward of May Island, bearing

S. W i W. or May Island in that bearing, and you will pass to the southward and

eastward of the Rock ; Bass Rock open of May Island, bearing S W. { S. will lead

clear to the northward and westward of it;'but the light itself will best direct

your course.

If coming from the Firth of Forth, and bound to the Tay, you will pass to the

eastward of the North Carr Rocks, when a N J E. course will take you to the bar, in

from 12 to 14 fathoms.

in thick weather, win the night, steering in 18 fathoms will lead down the Firth

close to the Fife-shore, and round clear oft' the Can; into St. Andrew's-bay. If, in

crossing the bay, the water should shoalen, you may, when Bnttonness light bears

W. by N. stand out again to 18 fathoms ; keeping in that depth will lead to a clear

berth without Redhead.

But in turning to windward across St. Andrew's Bay, stand no nearer to the North

Carr than 18 fathoms; from the Carr to Burbet-ness, into 12; from Barbet-ness to

Tay Bar, into 10'; from Tay Bar to Aberbrothick into 13 ; and from thence to Redhead,

into 15 and 16 fathoms. You may stand off to the Bell Rock to 19 fathoms; and

in that depth to the southward or northward of this rock, you will be in a line

between it and Fife-ness, or between it and Redhead.

When clear of and round the Carr, you may , if bound to St. Andrew's, steer along the

south shore, going no nearer to it than 9 fathoms till abreast the town, and there

anchor about half a mile from shore, in from 7 to 10 fathoms sandy ground. If

bound into the harbour, run a little to the southward, until the pier is nearly

end-on, then steer for the south side of the pier-head, keeping up close along it

into the harbour.

In easterly winds, ships in St. Andrew's Bay must allow for the flood tide, which

sets strongly to the westward, and slowly to the eastward ; therefore, during flood,

they should ttyn short boards close to the south shore, until the ebb makes, then,

stretching over to the northward, the tide will carry them out.

When boundfor the River Tay, after you are round the Carr, steer so as to shun May

Isle in- behind Fife Ness; then continue with it justshut in, and bring Button Ness

to bear N. N. W. J W. steering with it so, until the Tay Lights can be seen. When

the great light comes to the eastward of a remarkable notch in Sedley Hills, at two

hours flood, and the bar smooth, ships drawing 15 feet may steer right in for the

lighthouse ; keeping it open a ship's length E. of the notch, will lead close to the

E side of the buoy on the E. side of the entranced

Be careful never to take the bar on a spring ebb, if possible to avoid doing so,

for the tide is too strong, and will require a powerful wind to stem it.

If coming from the northward for the Tay, bring the Olil Abbey .at Aberbrothick,

midway between Dick's mount and the wood within it, keeping it so until Broughty

Castle comes on with Dundee Law. or else a little open to the northward of it; you

will then be over the Bar ; the lights in one lead over the middle of the Bar, and

your depth increasing from 2J to 5 fathoms will shew when you have passed it.

When over the Bar, keep Dundee Law a little more than its own breadth open

south of Broughtif Castle, bearing N W. by W. Run up with this mark ; and when

abreast of the lights, you will see Magdalengare Point, the west point of Dundee,

opening to the northward of South Ferry Ness. Steer so as to keep the outermost

bushes on Magdalengare Point touching the outer point of South Ferry Ness, and it

will lead in the deepest water over the Horse-shoe Bar, and clear of the Here Shoe.

When Grunge House comes open east of the Laws, you will be above the Horse

Shoe, and should edge over towards the north shore past BrouglUy Castle, until the

great lighthouse comes on, or is a little within the Castle. Keep it in that diiection,

and it will lead clear of the Newcome, a sand lying a mile above the South Ferry,

which dries at low water ; then bring the lighthouse on with the Castle, and when

abreast of the Glass-houses, you will see a beacon on a rock, which is covered at

high water, between you and the pier of Dundee. Steer to the southward of the

beacon, giving it a small berth till abreast the piers, where you may anchor at 14

or 15 feet at low water.
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The Pier Harbour of Dundee dries at lowwater ; at high water, spring tides, it h-\s

14 or 15 feet in it ; and in neap tides 9 or 10 feet.

In a large ship you may anchor in the Ferry Road, off the westernmost houses on

the north shore, above Brought;) Castle, with the great lighthouse on with the cassle,

in 9 or 10 fathoms water; or to' the westward of the Neurouic near the south shore,

with a stone wall at the east end of a wood near the top of a hill to the southward,

end on ; and the beacon on with the old steeple in Dundee, in 7 or 8 fathoms at low

water. All the ground in the river is sand or gravel.

As the water breaks from side to side of the entrance in bad weather, especially

when the tide runs against the wind-^strangers goins in at suo,h times must be at

tended wilii danger. Such should, if possible, keep May Island in sight eastward of

Fifeness. which will keep them a large mile oil' the hur, until the flood tide is well

made: and then run in, as before directed. If obliged to attempt the Bar with an

ebb tide and an easterly wind, curry Very little after-sail, that the ship may the more

readily answer her helm, when the tide, by taking her upon either bow, shall render

such celerity necessary. Be careful, when over the bar, not to approach nearer to

the Gun than the depth of 5 fathoms, nor to the Aberlay than 6 fathoms, as both

these banks are steep-to. ' - ,

Off Red Head the tides run very strongly, and often cause a rough sea, especially

when the stream sets to windward. In the night-time, or in hazy weather, come

no nearer than the depth of 2(5 fathoms to this part of the coast: there are 20 fa-'

thoms within a mile of the shore.

/

FROM RED HEAD TO BUCHANNESS.

Description of the Land, fyc.

TO the^eastward of Red Head you will open Bunan Bay, which is about 2 miles

broad ; here is good anchorage in from 7 to 12 fathoms with off-shore winds ;

Red Head bearing south or S. by W. ; the S. side of the bay is low and rocky,

having also some rocks above water, at a little distance from tha -beach; the

bottom forms a steep bank, near which, on a little hill, stands the ruins of Red

Castle: the north side is a high steep bank, at the end of which is Boddin Lime

Kilns : 1 J mile to the eastward is Chapel Point, off which lies the Craig Rock, visible

at low water, spring tides: N. E. by N. 1J mile further is the south western point

of the entrance to Montrose

MONTROSE lies N. E. 5J miles from Red Head; on its S. W. point, called

Montrose or Scurdy Ness, is a battery, directly off which is the Out Stone, a flat rock,

running out \ of a mile, its outer part drying at low ebbs. There is also another

large rock, called the Instone ; lying in the channel, and appearing at \ ebb. Go

not into.less than 6 fathoms, and you will clear both. The best mark for anchoring

in Moutroie Road is the town Spire Steeple, on with Turin Hilt, in 9, 8, or 7 fathoms:

with these marks you will have clean ground, but more to the southward the ground

is foul and rocky.

Montrose Harbour lies further in on the north side, of the Ness, its entrance being

between the Stones and Annets > this latter is a bank which stretches out from the

north-east point of the south Esk River. The channel in is about the length of

3 ships' wide, but further in it widens ; the course in is N. N. W. ; at the entrance

are only 20 feet, but the depth increases as you advance towards Ferryden, to 7 fa

thoms ; opposite Ferryden are 15 feet.

This harbour has been much improved of late ; the piers are lengthened, and

two lighthouses have been erected on the north-eastern side of the river ; a floating

beacon is also placed on the outer extremity of the Annel Sand, and another beacon

upon Montrose Ness ; so that vessels may now reach the c-uays, with neap tides, in

safety. Mariners bound for Montrose will bring the lights in a line, about W. N.W.

which are visible 5 or 6 miles off; the High Light Tower is 55 feet above the level

of the sea, the lower one 30 feet ; both are painted white, and will serve for an

excellent mark to take the harbour by day as well as by night; for as there is 15

and 18 feet water on the bar, at low water, vessels may safely run in, at any time

of the tide, in an easterly storm, and anchor in the Stell, about J of a mile up ;

Montrose Quays being further in The lights exhihited from these towers are of a

red colour, by which they will readily be distinguished from all others on this

coast. The dues for these lights are three-farthings per ton.
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The town of Montrose stands on the north side of the river, about a mile and a

half above the entrance. Opposite to the town is an island called the Inch, and to

the westward appear 3 hills, called the Horses, each being steep on its south side;

the Muscle Scalp extends two-thirds of the way from the N. E. side of the Inch, and.

is covered at half flood. From Ferrydm the channel to the town lies along the north

shore, having from 10 to 12 feet up to the quay.

Montrose is a place of much trade : but the rapidity of the tides, the narrowness

of the channel, and the Annet and Stone, by extending three-quarters of a mile from

the shore into the'sea, rendered it formerly extremely dangerous for a stranger to

attempt the harbour without a pilot, but the late improvements have greatly facili

tated its navigation.

Three and a half miles N. E. from hence is the entrance to the North Esk; the

land between is a low and sandy beach, and the anchorage off shore good,

gradually deepening as you recede from the shore to 10 and 12 fathoms, which

depth is about a mile off; John's Haven is about two miles further; and 3 miles

beyond that is Gurdon: these are two little creeks among the rocks, where small

vessels resort. The coast from John's Haven to Gurdon is rocky, and behind inland

is a remarkable high hill, called Craig Davie. Inver Bervie is situated midway be

tween Gurdon and Tod Head; and is rendered remarkable by two hills over the

town, separated from each other by a deep valley ; these are called Craig Davie and

Bervie Brow ; from Inver Bervie to Tod Head the coast is all rocky.

Tod Head lies nearly 4 leagues N. E. by E. from the bar of Montrose ; and 18 miles

from Red Head in a similar direction ; it is low, and therefore not easily known,

the high hill of Craig Davie, which stands to the northward el Inver Bervie, being

frequently mistaken for it.

From Tod Head to Girdleness the course is N. E. { E. distant nearly 19 miles;

about 7\ miles from Tod Head lies the pier-harbour of Stonehaven, in which are 16 or

17 feet, and with neap tides 10 or 11 feet. Easterly and N. E- winds cause a great

swell in the harbour. It dries at low water, so do the rocks on which the pier is

erected, for a full cable's length out beyond the pier. To sail into this place, run

close along the rocky shore on the south side of the bay, until you are within a

cable's length of the pier-head, then steer directly for the pier, going round its

south end into the harbour ; the north point of the bay has several rocks about it,

called the Garron Hocks.

From Stonehaven the land runs E. N. E. 6 miles to Finnan Ness, a little before you

come to which is Port Lethen ; from Finnan Ness to Gregness the course is N. E. | E.

3J miles; from Gregness the shore bends northward to Girdleness, forming a small

place, called Nig Bay ; between them, from Stonehaven to Gregness, the shore is all

rocky.

ABERDEEN.—Girdleness is the south point of Aberdeen Bay. Off the Ness, at a

little distance, lies a small rocky shoal, called the Girdle, appearing only at low

springs. Finnan Ness open of Gregness clear it to the eastward, and the Pier HeadLight

open of Shortness leads to the northward of it. Aberdeen harbour lies close in with

' the north side of Girdleness, having a long pier with a flag-staff'upon it, also another

pier built along the southern shore ; near half a cable's length from the outer end

of the south pier is a beacon, fixed on a rocky reef, which stretches out from the

south shore, and half a cable's length east from the outer end of the beacon is

another reef, called Shortness, lying also from the south shore about the same dis

tance. From hence a bar runs across the harbour's mouth to within a little more

than half a cable's length without the outer end of the north pier-head, having

2 feet at low water, and a foot or two more when you get between the piers. The

marks for the bar are, the north side of the south pier in sight, and Old Aberdeen

Church, which has 2 steeples, on with the east side of the Broad Hill; the course

in is W. S. W. J W. the channel being near to the south pier, and close along the

jetty, running from the north pier, inner end. Over the bar are 12 feet neap, and

16 spring tides. When there is sufficient water over the bar, a flag is hoisted in day

time on the north pier-head, and a light is placed there at night for the same pur

pose ; but those who are unacquainted with the place should always take a pilot,

for the sands shift and the entrance is difficult.

Aberdeen Bay lies just round to the northward of Girdleness; there is good,

riding in it with off-shore winds, the Ness bearing S. by W. or S. S. W. in 7, 8,

and 9 fathoms. . - ...v.. . .. -

Newburgh is a. small but safe harbour, lying N. E. from Aberdeen, distant. 11$

tnjles. Over the bar is 12 and 13 feet with spring, and 8 and 10 with neap tides ;
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but the bar frequently alters, and therefore should not be attempted without a pilot.

The shore from Aberdeen to the Black Dog is moderately steep, but from thence to

Newburgh it is flat and sandy; the soundings are gradual from 7 fathoms, near the

shore, to 18 and 20 fathoms, 3 miles off.

_ Colliertown is 2 miles from Newburgh, and between them are some small sand

hills ; a little west of this the shore becomes rocky, and continues so to Cruden Scars,

a distance of about 5 miles east : these Scars are a cluster of rocks, partly above

water, running half a mile out; close to them are 12 fathoms, and to the north

eastward is a sandy bay, having a small town at the bottom, eastward of which is

Stain's Castle ; off the town is a sunken rock, called the Buss, lying about a cable's

length from the shore; 2 leagues hence is Buchanness, the coast between being high

rugged cliffs, steep-to, having 12 and 14 fathoms close in, and increasing to 30 at

a little distance. There is a round hill with a heap of stones at the top, called

Sterling Hill, which is frequently mistaken for Buchanness.

From Buchanness, the course and distance to Girdleness are S. W. \ W. 23{ miles;

to Tod Head, S. W. J W. 42 miles ; Fifeness, S. W. J W. 77 miles ; and St. Abb's

Head, 8. W. by S. 96 miles.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING BETWEEN RED HEAD AND

:,_ BUCHANNESS.

"BlROM Red Head to Tod Head the course and distance is N. E. by E. 17 miles.

-■* Vessels sailing between them in the night, should not come into less water

than 30 fathoms, and, running along shore, should be careful to give a good berth

to the Craig Rocks, keeping the Red Head outside of Chapelness to avoid the Stone

and Atmet, at the entrance of Montrose, in case the floating light should be gone.

To run into MONTROSE you must have plenty of sail. The marks for entering

are, two stone beacons on the south shore in one. If the weather be clear, a house

on the Inch, on with the middlemost of the Three Horses is the best mark to run in by.

(The house will then appear a little without the Black Rocks on the south shore.)

When in, near the point, edge to the northward, to avoid the Instone. Steer up

mid-channel to Ferrydan, when you may anchor ; or from Ferrydan to the north

ward, if bound up to the town, keeping the starboard shore aboard all the way up

to the.quay, in order to avoid the Muscle Scarp, which lies off the N. E. side of the

Inch, covered at half flood, and over which the tide sets strongly.

MONTROSE ROAD lies a little to the northward of the harbour's mouth, and

the common anchoring place is a mile from the shore, with the Steeple of Montrose on

Turin Hill, bearing W.by N. or W. N.W. in from 7 to 9 fathoms on sandy ground:

more to the southward the ground is foul : but to the northward, there is anchorage

from half a mile to a mile off shore, as far as the mouth of the North JSsk river, on

clean sandy ground.

Between the Tod Head and Girdleness, in the night, stand into no less depth than

36 or 32 fathoms. -

STONEHAVEN.—To sail into Stonehaven, run close along the rocky shore, on

the south side of the bay, until within a cable's length of the pier-head ; then steer

directly for the latter, so as to go round its south end into the harbour.

ABERDEEN.—To sail into Aberdeen Harbour from the southward, with

S. or S. W. winds, when it becomes necessary to keep the south shore on board,

keep Fimumness open of Gregness, until the pier-head comes in sight, in order to

avoid the Girdle Rock: by night you will be clear ofit, as soon as the pier-head light

comes in sight. When near Shortness, steer so as to open the northernmost whale-

fisher's bail house, without the north pier-head, and keep it so, until the north side of

the south pier begins to appear in sight, then haul up into the harbour. This mark

tarries over the south end of the bar, where is, perhaps, a foot or two less water

than in the middle of it. To sail over the Bar in the deepest water, steer in with the

harbour fairly open, and when Old Aberdeen Church Steeples are shutting in behind

the east end of the Broad Hill, you will be passing the Bar ,- when in between the

piers, keep rather nearer the south side, and pass close to the end of the low jetty,
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that runs- out from the inner end of the north pier ; the pilots will then direct you

where to lie.

ABERDEEN ROAD is to the northward of Girdleness : the marks for anchor

ing in it are, the two steeples of Aberdeen in one, and Girdieness bearing S. by W. of

S. S. W. in from 7 to 9 fathoms water. Here vessels wiH ride very well with off*

shore winds.

Between Aberdeen and Newburgh, stand no nearer to the shore than into the depth

of 9 or 7 fathoms, especially a little to the southward of the latter, because of some

sandy ridges thrown up with gales of winds, a little distance from the shore. New-

burgh is a safe harbour ; but as the bar sometimes shifts, it should not be attempted,

without a pilot.

Between Newburgh and Buchanness the shore is all bold, except Cruden Scars,

which are above water, and the Buss ; and may be approached by day at 12 far

thoms, but by night into no less depth than 36 to 34 fathoms,

TIDES FROM ST ABB'S HEAD TO BUCHANNESS.

Mariners navigating this part of the coast should be particularly attentive to the

flowing and setting of the tides, which are as follow :

It is high water, full and change, at Dunbar at half after one; in the Firth of

Forth, at Leith, and the other pier-havens, at 20 minutes after two ; at Fifeness, by

the shore at half after one ; St. Andrews, at two ; Dundee, a quarter after two ; Tay

Bar, three-quarters after one ; Montrose and Stonehaven, half after one; Aberdeen,

three-quarters after twelve ; Newburgh, half after twelve ; and Buchanness, at twelve

o'clock. - .,

The perpendicular rise of tide, in feet, is nearly as follows: Dunbar, springs 15,

neaps 9; Firth and Pier Havens, springs 14, neaps 9 j St. Andrew's, springs IS,

neaps 9; Dundee and Tay Bar, springs 16, neaps 10; Montrose and Stonehaven,

springs 13, neaps 8; Aberdeen, springs 14, neaps 9; Newburgh to Buchanness,

springs 13, and neaps 8, feet. . .

As the stream of tide, in the offing, sets to the southward, with considerable

strength, at a great distance from shore, it follows, that the length of time, be

tween the time of high water on shore, and the time of high water in the offing, is

in proportion; and we find that the stream runs to the southward, in the offing,

three hours after high water on shore. Gales of wind from between W. S,W. and

N. W. raise the tide higher, and cause the stream of flood to run some time longer

in the offing. Easterly and S. E. winds have a contrary effect.

The velocity of tide is greatest against the projecting points, as at Buchanness,

Fifeness, St. Abb's Head, &c. &c. as also in passing over the fishing-banks off the

coast, upon which the stream runs longer than in other parts, after it changes on

shore. In the bays which fall out of the course of the tide, on the contrary, as be

tween Montrose and John's Haven, and Aberdeen, and Stain's Castle, the current runs

slowly, and turns sooner in proportion. But in the Firth, and other inlets, where

the stream sets almost directly in, the current becomes stronger, according to the

decrease of breadth or depth.

Off the Mouth of the Firth, and St. Andrew's Bay, the tide is affected in its course

by the Hood's setting in, and drawing the latter part of the ebb and first of flood,

which answer to the in-Iand flood, in shore ; and the ebb out of the Firth's forcing

the latter part of flood and first of ebb, from shore.

'1 he stream off Buchanness, is the strongest on this coast, and runs with a velocity

of about 4 knots in springs, and 2f on neaps : and, with neaps, the tide is sooner

at its height, and does not run so long as with springs. At six miles off the Ness,

the stream of flood runs till 2 o'clock ; and, at 12 miles off, till 3. Thence the tide

continues, on a south course, over the fishing banks toward the Staples; the stream

ending 3 hours after high water on the adjacent shores. At the distance of 3 miles

without the Staples, it runs until 4 o'clock ; and, at 12 miles, until 5 ; continuing its

course thence along the English Coast, at the distance of 5 or 6 leagues from shore,

it runs until about 3 hours after high water on shore, as above.

From St. Abb's Head the flood sets to the southward ; but the three last hoars

of ebb sets along the coast of Dunbar, and makes the first flood into the Firth; it

begins to run up past the Bass at half after 7, and is high water there at half-past

one. The ebb, then coming out, joins the last of the flood, going round the head

to the southward, and continues nearly 3 hours, until the ebb makes without;

V 9. - -
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which, coming; from the southward, meets the ebb from the Firth, off Fall's Castli,

with a noisy rippling, and continues until the Firth flood makes again.

The Firth flood, upon the south shore, commences at Fall's Castle, or between it

and Dunbar, and sets to the westward, passing theBaw, half an hour sooner than on

the north side of May Island; particularly with southerly and south-westerly winds,

which accelerate it on that side.

Past the Bass, on full and change days, the flood runs up until half after one;

and on the north side of May Island till two o'clock. The stream here runs only i\

or 3 miles an hour, until between Inch Keith and Kinghorn Ness, where, on springs,

it runs 3 miles. The stream in Leith Roads begins to run down, past the Beacon

Rocks, nearly half an hour before high water.

Two miles outside of Red Head, the flood, on fall and change days, runs until

3 o'clock, though it be high water on the shore at half after one. Round this Head

the flood sets into St. Andrew's Bay, until its last quarter, which sets south

and S. S. E.

Westward of Red Head the flood sets W. S. W. along shore, past Aberbrothick

and the River Tay, towards St. Andrew's Bay, running until two o'clock ; and ves

sels passing Tay Bar must be careful to allow for it, particularly in a calm or with

h'ttle wind, as it sets directly on the Abertay ; the ebb, on the contrary, sets on the

Gaa. From a little way within the Tay Bar, the tide takes the course of the river to

Dundee, where it runs until half after two o'clock.

From the Abertay, the tide sets strongly into the Edenmonth; but between the

St. Andrew's and Barbetness, it is scarce perceptible. From Barbetness to Fifenm,

the flood sets moderately to the S. E., but increases its velocity towards Fifeness.

Outside of the North Carr, it becomes much stronger, and runs until half after two

o'clock.

About the Bell Rock, it is high water at half after one, but continues to ran with

out until four. Within the rock, and off St. Andrew's Bay, the flood runs till

three o'clock ; the first part of it, here, and off the Firth, setting in a direction for

May Island, the middle to the south, and the last part S. E. : the first part of the

ebb sets from E. N. E. to N. E. ; the middle E. N. E. ; and the last part north,

and N. N. W.

The flood sets strongly into the harbour of Montrose; and the stream runs until

near three o'clock, setting across the mouth of the harbour to the southward, over

the Outstone, and the ebb to the northward over the Annet, which should be parti

cularly remembered.

The flood also sets strongly into the harbour of Newbnrgh, but the current with

out does not set at the rate of more than one mile and a half an hour. Very little

tide sets into the harbour of Aberdeen; and, with freshes, the stream always runs

outward. The flood past Girdleness, runs to the southward until half after two.

When strongest it runs here at the rate of two miles and a half ; neaps one and

a. half ; and the same, nearly at Tod Head,

SECTION X.

FROM BUCHANNESS TO DUNCANSBY HEAD, INCLUDING

THE FIRTHS OF MURRAY AND TAIN.

Description of the Land, SfC.

FT1HE land about Buchanness is high, and visible at a great distance ; Moor Mount

-*- is a remarkable mountain, and the only one in Buchan ; it may be seen to the

northward, southward, and eastward, appearing long, high, and like a saddle,

hollowed in the middle ; but, when seen from the westward, it seems round. The

Paps of Caithness arc 2 high hills, with sugar-loaf tops ; having some lower hills

about them : these may be seen, in clear weather, from the south and S. E. 14 or

15 leagues. Nvss and Duncansby Heads are in appearance so like, that they hare
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often been taken for each other ; they are both high, steep, and rocky points of

land ; but Duncansby Head may be distinguished at a distance by a large rock about

a mile to the southward of the head, called Johnny Groat's House, or Duncansby

Castle ; which may easily be perceived 5 leagues off.

PETERHEA.D stands upon a low rocky point about 2 miles N. N. E. \ E. from

Buchanness, having a stone pier, serving to shelter the harbour from the east and

S. B. winds ; it dries, and is only fit for small vessels. Calk Skerry is a rock above

water, at the mouth of the bay, lying nearly N. E. by E., two-thirds of a mile from

Buchaimess. West from the Skerry is another rock, appearing at spring ebbs ; be

tween are 12 fathoms ; there are 9 fathoms in the bay within, and 12 and 14 fa

thoms between it and Peterhead, all clean ground : here vessels may anchor with

off-shore winds : a rocky reef stretches half a cable's length from the Skerry, and

rocks lie a ship's length off all round it. Ships that are bound to the northward

may, with N. W. winds, anchor to the southward of Calk Skerry, in 8 or 9 fathoms :

but must be careful to avoid being caught there with outerly winds. More than a

league from Peterhead is Scotstown Briggs, and about N. by E , 8J miles from

Buchanness is Rattry Head, from which a ledge of rocks, called Rattry Briggs, runs

off east above a mile ; you will avoid these ledges, by not coming any nearer to the

shore than 13 fathoms, or by keeping Moor Mount, or Mormond Hill, in sight above

the land of Rattry Head.

Five miles N. N.W. from Rattry Briggs is the little town of Cairnbulg ; from off

this lies the Cuirnbulg Scars, a reef of rocks nearly dry at low water, and stretching

out about a mile ; they are steep-to, having 10 and 12 fathoms close to them ; keep

Troop Head without Kinnaird's Head, and you will go clear of them.

KINNAIRD'S HEAD lies N. W. i W. from Cairnbulg full 2 miles ; and is re

markable for its castle, and a lighthouse upon it, which in fair weather may be seen

13 leagues off. On the east side of the head is the Tide Haven of Fraserburg, hav

ing a sandy kind of bay between it and Cairnbulg.

From Kinnaird's Head the course and distance to Duncansby Head, is N. J W. 69

miles. From Kinnaird's Head the coast takes a W. N. W. \ Northerly direction to

Troop Head, Knock Head, and Portsoy.

Troop Head is a remarkable promontory, formed of lofty and steep cliffs ; having

a reef extending from it, with a rock above water at the end of it : it is distant from

Kinnaird's HeadQ miles : the shore between it is steep-to.

On the east side of a Point, not half way between Kinnaird and Troop Head, is the

small town of Rosehearty, west of which is Aberdour Bay. Having passed Troop

Head, you will see the small Tide Haven of Gardenston. Bamff lies further W. N.W.

and is also a Tide Haven, and very near is the little port of Macduff, on the eastern

side of which is the Collie Rock, drying at half-tide, and having a narrow channel

between it and the shore.

Fife miles beyond Bamff, is Portsoy, another small Tide Haven to the westward of

which, and lying a little off-shore, are the Scate Rocks ; these are dangerous, and

should have a good berth, for several ships have been wrecked upon them.

Boyndie Head is also rocky. About 2 leagues N. W. by W. J W. is a rocky reef,

called Scar Nose. This is about 18 miles from Troop, and 27 miles from Kinnaird's

Head; 2 miles S. E. from Scar Nose is Logie Head, and between is Cullen Town and

Bay ; within the latter is a small Reef, called Reeple, a little more than halfway

between the town and Scar Nose, but not in the way of vessels passing along

the shore. A little to the southward are 3 remarkable bills in-land, by which this

part of the coast may be known, they are commonly called, the Hills of Cullen,

Cromach Head is near 2 miles to the westward of Scar Nose, and has some rocks

lying off it ; 2 miles further is Criginron, and a rock lying a little off the land. You

now pass Port Nockie, a small town, and enter Spey Bay ; when you come from the

eastward, Cowsey Point, on the west of the bay, appears like an island ; it is about

14 leagues from Kinnaird's Head, and 12 miles from Cromach Head. Seven miles

W. by N. from Cromach Head is the River Spey, where small vessels frequently

ride : about 2 miles and a half east from which is the town of Buckie.

To the westward of Spey River is a black hill; the coast round Spey Bay is gene

rally low, and the bay of moderate depth, decreasing as you near the shore. Lossie

Mouth is a small Tide Haven, 4 miles and a halfS. S. E. J S. from Cowsey Point. This

may be considered the southern boundary of Murray Firth. On the western side

of Cowsey Point, and running out a mile from the land, is Halliman Scars, many of

which are above water ; close to them are 12 and 14 fathoms, and further out 20 fa

thoms ; 8 miles W. by N. from Cowsey Point, and 6J miles west from Halliman Scars is
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Burgh Head, being lower than the land adjoining, and terminating in a high cliffy

point.

From Burgh Head to Fort George, at the entrance to Inverness, the coast lies

about W. by N. 6J leagues : between theni lies the small 'fide Haven of Findltorn ;

it is about 4J miles west from Burgh Head ; the shore is low and sandy, with

Burgh Head Boy situated between them. This bay has from 5 to 7 fathoms in it,

deepening to the northward. About 5 miles beyond Findltorn are some white sand

hills, and further on is Inloch Cattle ; N. W. of this is the entrance to Nairn River ;

the shore here bends to the southward, and forms a kind of open bay ; from Nairn

River it turns N. W. i N. to Whiteness, and thence rounds itself toward Fort

St. George: off this part stretches a sand, called the Whiting, a good way out, to the

northward of which, is the middle ground ; having from 6 to 12 feet over it. The

-mark for its western end is Fort St. George's Point, bearing W. S. W. distant

1 1 mile. There is a narrow passage between it and the Whiting, but the propel

channel is on the northern side. The northern shore is rocky and steep; having

passed the middle, the northern shore suddenly winds round to the south, and

forms a narrow strait between Fortrose Point and Fort St. George, which having

passed, the channel runs in westerly towards Inverness. The southern shore is flat,

and in the middle of the channel is a long narrow sand, having a passage on either

side, but that to the northward is much the deeper water. S. W. of Fortrose is a

small knowl of 2 fathoms, lying very near the shore : a dangerous spit also runs

off to the northward of the eastern point of Inverness, reaching almost the opposite

shore. Vessels may anchor opposite Inverness, or go further up the river, opposite

the Red Castle ; but those who are bound for Inverness should, if they are not well

acquainted, take a pilot.

CROMARTY.—The entrance to Cromarty lies W. N. W. 22 miles from Coicsey

Point, and N. E. by E. J E. about 2 leagues from Fort George, having an excellent

harbour; its entrance is nearly a mile wide, the water in it is deep, from 30 to 22

fathoms ; and the shores, excepting the south point, are clean. Close to the south

point lies a small rock, called the Suter : excepting this rock, you have nothing to

fear in the entrance.

The town of Cromarty stands upon a low point, on the south side of the harbour,

near two miles within the west Suter. The little bay on the east side of the town is

shoal to the distance of half a cable's length out, and the mark for clearing it is, the

south end of the wood, near the houses of lnverbrechie, kept open to the north of

Cromarty Point. This point is very steep, and there are 20 and 22 fathoms between

it and theferry-house on the opposite1 side.

Beyond the ftrry-house is a large sandy bay, almost dry at low water ; the low

shingly bank of the ierry shut in with the East Suter, will lead clear off the edge of

the banks for a full mile, but not further, for the sand (here runs out to the south

ward of this mark ; the southern shore for above 2 miles beyond Cromarty is shoal,

having 3 fathoms about a cable's length off, but further westward, it shoals, into the

bay at the south-western end of the harbour, where it dries further out and runs

shoal toward the North Bank, making the channel narrow as you advance toward

Inverbreckie, you will have the deepest water by edging along the north bank, where,

a little west of Cromarty you will have 14 fathoms, thence shallowing half way op

towards Inverbreckie, then deepening again at Inverbreckie, but the south shore gra

dually shoalens all the way up : beyond Inverbreckie are 1 1 and 10 fathoms, a sandy

flat continuing on both sides as far as Dingwall.

Near the East Suter are 16 and 18 fathoms water close to the shore, decreasing

in depth to the southward ; a little to the eastward lies a small shingly bank

running off about a cable's length, with 5 falhurns on its edge, and shoal toward

the shore ; its outer edge is steep, and with gales from the eastward the sea breaks

all over it.

E- N. E. i E. 2 leagues from the entrance of Cromarty, lie the Three Kings; they

are small rocks, about a mile from the shore, and appear at the last quarter ebb:

to clear these, bring Mackenzie's House, which stands on a rising ground, south of

Cromarty, open outside of the East Suter. Except the Three Kings, the coast all the

way from Cromarty to Tarbet Ness, is clean. Off Tarbet Ness are some rocks. The

Culloden Bock lies half a mile N. E. from the Ness, with only 9 feet on it.

Tarbet Rest is at once the northern boundary of the Murray Firth, and the

southern extremity of the Firth of Tain; which it divides: it continues rocky for 2

or 3 miles in, from thence a sandy flat extends all across the Firth, rendering it

unfit for shipping, especially to strangers, a shoal lies across the bar, dividing and
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forming 2 channels ; this sand bears N. W. distant 7 miles from Tarbet Ness ; and

has but 3 feet over it ; the northern channel has 9 feet water ; the southern 12 feet :

when over the bar, and opposite to the town of Tain, 2 miles from the shore, you

will be in 7 fathoms ; this is the entrance to Ockell River, and called Dornoch hoch :

a pilot should always be obtained for this place.

Tarbet Nets bears from Cowsey Point N.W. by N. a little westerly, distant 6 leagues.

From Tarbet Ness to the Ordof Caithness, the course is N. E. a little easterly 17 miles.

to Clythe Ness - - E. N. E. 33 miles.

From Clythe Ness to Duncansby Head ----- N. N, E. { E, 20 miles.

From the bar of the Firth of Tain the coasi runs semicircularly toward Ord Ness,

some parts being rocky, and therefore must have a good berth iu passing ; the Ord

Head Is high, steep, and rocky, the cliffs being almost perpendicular.

From Ord Head to Clythe Ness, a ragged rocky shore extends, without anchorage

or harbour. Inland are the Paps of Caithness, 2 remarkable hills, with pointed tops,

like sugar loaves, these are visible a great way off, and point out your approach to

this part. The course and distance from Ord Head to Clythe Ness is W. J N.,

18 miles and a half.

A little to the southward of the Ness is a great rock above water, having several

lesser ones round it ; close to it are from 9 to 12 fathoms ; but it will always be

prudent to give it a good berth.

From Clythe Ness to Noss Head, the course is N. N. E. J E. and the distance

9 miles. Noss Head is remarkable for its high cliffs ; one mile and a half south is

Staxigo, a Tide Haven, where small vessels sometimes- lie, and one mile and a half

further is Wick, another small port, but generally the shore between Clt/the Ness and

Noss Head is very bold, rugged and rocky.

Sinclair's Bay lies on the north side of Noss^ Head ; it is large and of moderate

depth, with clean ground, and can be resorted to with off-shore winds. Freswick

Bay also to the N. N. E. of Noss Head, about 7 miles, is a good place to stop a

tide in.

Ten miles and a half N. N. E. J E from Noss Head is Duncansby Head the N. E.

point of Scotland, it is formed of perpendicular Cliffs, and appears very similar to

Noss Head, so much so, that it is often mistaken for it. But Duncansby Head may

always be distinguished from Noss Head by Johnny Groat's House, which is seated

orer the land, and may be seen 16 miles off.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING FROM BUCHANNESS TO

DUNCANSBY HEAD, INCLUDING THE FIRTHS

OF MURRAY AND TAIN, &c.

VESSELS bound from off Buchanness, to the Murray Firth, should steer

* N. or N. N. E. according to their distance from the shore, taking care to

keep Buchanness in sight, outside of the outermost houses of Peterhead, in order to

avoid Scotstown and Rattry Briggs ; or if desirous of going near the point of

Rattry Briggs, bring Stirling Hill on with the innermost houses of Peterhead,

and keep it so, until Mormond Hill comes open to the westward of Rattry Head;

you will then be to the northward of that reef, and may steer N. by W. f W. until

Troop Head comes open without Kinnaird's Head, or until Kiimard's Castle and

lighthouse bear to the westward of W. N. W. either of which will lead clear of

Carnbulg Scars.

Kinnard's Head is steep-to, and the course and distance thence to the extremity

of Halliman's Scars are, N. W. by W. $ W. 41 miles. The coast between Kinnard's

Head and Scar Nose is rising ground, and the shore steep, except the rocks before

mentioned, having 14 to 16 fathoms near it; and at' the average distance of

3 or 4 miles off, are 20 to 24 fathoms, beyond which it deepens with irregular

soundings.

Therefore, when working to windward, you should not stand into a less depth

than -16 fathoms. Vessels may anchor in Aberdour Bay, and in all the bays be

tween Troop Head and Scar Nose, with off-shore winds. In Spey Bay there is also

sood anchorage on clean gronnd, in every part. .. 1 . .t ,
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The conrse, from off Halliman's Scars to Cromarty, is W. N. W. J W., and tho

distance 22 miles. If bound to Fort George, keep close to the north shore, all the

way from the west Suter, until abreast of the Three Bunts, off which a reef stretches

a cable's length, which you must give a berth to : the coast here is high and rocky.

CROMARTY.*—To sail into Cromarty Harbour keep in mid-channel, till round

Cromarty Point ; then run about a mile to the westward, along the south shore, and

anchor in 6 or 7 fathoms water, with a deep gulley on the south shore, up and

down, and Cromarty Point bearing E. S. E. In turning, stand no nearer to the west

Suter and the bay eastward of the town, than to bring Cromarty Point on with the

houses at Inverbreckie, or on the corner of the wood within the houses. The shore

from the Suter to the ferry is steep, but when above the ferry, stand no nearer the

bank than to bring the low shingly point of the ferry near to the East Suter; which

mark is good so far up as the anchoring-place, but no farther. The south shore,

above the town, may be approached by the lead, into 5 or 4 fathoms. All the

ground, from the town to a mile above it, is good for anchoring.

Ships sailing from Cromarty, and bound to the north eastward, should give the

shore a berth, after passing the East Suter, in order to avoid the bank before men

tioned; and, after having passed it, should keep Captain M'Kenzie's House open of

the East Suter, until they have passed the Hiree Kings. From thence the shore may

be approached to a cable's length, until near Tarbet Ness, which must be given

a berth of a mile at least, in order to avoid the Culloden Rock.

Sinclair and Freswick Bay l'aye good anchorages with off-shore winds; they are,

therefore, very convenient for running into with adverse winds or tide.

If a vessel is situated at the distance of 3 or 4 miles off Buchan Ness, and bound

round through Pentland Firth, to the westward, the course will be N. N. E. 9 miles,

until Kinnard's Lighthouse bears to the westward of N.W., in order to avoid the

Rattry Briggs, the course and distance will then be N. j W. about 25 leagues ;

but, with a scanty wind from the eastward, and a high sea, you should steer

north, to prevent your falling to leeward, and being obliged to bear up for

Cromarty.

TIDES FROM BUCHANNESS TO DUNCANSBY HEAD.

It is high water full and change at Buchan Ness at 12 o'clock, at Fraserburgh,

Bamff, along shore to Cowsey Point, and at Cromarty, at three quarters after 11;

at Fort George and Inverness at 12: in the Firth of Tain at 11 ; and at Sinclair's Bay

at 9 o'clock.

The rise of the tide is at Buchan Ness, with springs, 13 feet, neaps 8 ; Fraser

burgh, Bamff, and Cowsey Point, springs 15 feet, neaps 9 or 10 ; Fort George and

Cromarty, springs 14 feet, neaps 9; Firth of Tain, springs 12 feet, neaps 7;

and Sinclair's Bay, springs 9, neaps 5.

From Dxmcansby Head the stream diminishes in strength to the southward. Off

Clythe Ness its velocity is 3 knots with springs, and one and a half with neap tides;

continuing thus to the Ord Head. In the bays of Sinclair and Freswick there is no

current, as they fall within its stream.

Off the entrance of Cromarty the stream runs at the rate of from 3J and 4 knots.

At Fort George the current runs very strongly. On the southern side of the Murray

Firth, and thence to Peter Head, the stream without runs only half an hour longer

than the time of flowing on shore.

SECTION XI.

FROM DUNCANSBY HEAD TO CAPE WRATH, THROUGH

PENTLAND FIRTH, AND THE ORKNEYS. V ..

i ,. Description of Ike Coast and Islands, fyc.

XiROM DUNCANSBY HEAD TO CAPE WRATH.—Pentland Firth lies be-

tween the coast of Caithness and the Orkney Islands, and is a well frequented

channel from the North Sea to the Western Ocean.
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The PENTLAND SKERRIES are some rocky islands lying E. by N. distant

3{ miles from Dnncmisby Head, the larger island being in latitude 58° 42' 30" N.,

and longitude 3° !i' 30" W. Two lighthouses are erected on the Great Skerry, bear

ing nearly N. N. E. and S. S. VV. of each other, distant 60 feet. The high light is

90 feet, above the water, and the little, or low liglu, is 48 feet high ; both these

lights are with lamps, and reflectors, and exhihit a constant, bright, and very con-

snicuous light.

The bearings and distances of the most conspicuous headlands from the above

lights are as follow, viz.

The island of Copinsha, N. E. by E. J E., distant 15J miles ; Roseness Head,

which forms the east side of Holm Sound, N. E. J N., distant 11 miles ; the south

east end of Burra, N. E. J N., distant 10 miles ; Huicroui Head, in South Ronaldslia,

N. N. E. J E., distant 4 miles j Barth Head, N. \ W., distant 3 miles and three-

quarters ; between this head and the lights lies the Lather Rock, distant from the

light 2 miles and three-quarters, a little more westerly than the head.

The south end of the island of Swona bears N. N. W, \ W., distant 5 miles ;

north end of the island Stroma, ti. W. J W., distant 6 miles ; Duncansby Head bears

W. by S., distant 3 miles and a quarter; Noss Head, S. W. J S., distant 12 miles

and three-quarters ; the Little Pentland Skerry bears S. one mile ; and the Outermost

Rock of the foul ground, S. E. by E., distant 1J mile.

The Coast from the N. E. part of Duacansby Head to St. John's Head runs some

what in a circular direction, these two points bearing from each other N. W. by W.,

and S E. by E., distant 5J miles : north of St. John's Head is a reef of rocks, called

the Men of Mey. From thence to Dunnet Head is 5 miles, nearly in the same direc

tion ; W. \ N. 5 miles from Dunnet Head is Holburn Island, the space between

forming Thurso Bay and Scrabster Road.

W. N. W. 4 miles from Holburn Island is Brims Ness, from which a rocky reef

runs out full half a mile. The coast is all rocky, and there are several rocks above

water, reaching from the Clett Rocks towards the Nest. W. N. W. J W., 3 leagues

from Brims Ness, is Strathy Head, off which are some rocks above water ; several

small bays lie between, and the shore is generally high and rocky. W. by N.,

8 miles from Strathy Head, is Comb Island, having anchorage between it and the

shore ; but it is by no means a place of safety.

W. N. W. { N., 2 leagues from Comb Island, is Whiten Head, and between them

are the Roan Islands and Kinloch Water; from Whiten Head the land turns south

westerly towards Loch Eribol.

liOCH ERIBOL is a wide and extensive branch of the sea, running in a

S. W, by^i. direction 7 or 8 miles. In it is good anchorage, free from rocks or

dangers. N. W. by W., 7 miles from Whiten Head, is Farout Head, surrounded by

rocks, and W. N. W. J W., 5J miles from Farout Head, is Cape Wrath, or Rath;

between them is a loch called Durness Kyle, running up a considerable way

inland ; within this space, and near Cape Wrath, is Garrou Island. Cape Wrath is

a high and rocky point, having several rocks under water about it, the outermost

of which is called the Stags, lying a full mile off; vessels passing Cape Wrath

should always be certain of giving it a wide- berth.

. The NUN ROCK and BANK.—N. 32° East from Cape Wrath distant about 15

miles ; N. 10°-E. from Farout Head, distant 18 miles, and N. 6° W. from Whiten

Head, distant 21J miles, is the Nun Rock, which, according to Captain Ramage, lies

with the little island cf Balag just open of the land on the S. W. side of Cape

Wrath, and with the eastern part of Whiten Head in a line with a round-topped

hill, the Stack Rock just appearing above the horizon. The Nun Rock terminates

in a point, upon which, with low tides, there there are no more than 15 feet water ;

within the distance of 6 yards from the centre of the rock are 4{, 5, 6, 7, and in

one spot 11 fathoms ; in another 16 fathoms ; at the distance of 30 yards 18 fathoms.

From the middle of the rock, sounding round a radius of 80 yards, in all direc

tions, 'there are from 6 to 12 fathoms, so irregular is the depth, that the same water

is no where to be found twice within the- space of a yard : extending the radius to

250 yards, it gives from 12 to 18 fathoms, with a similar irregularity.

From the shoalest part, in a westerly or southerly direction, the rock extends

500 yards, to the depth of from 19 to 24 fathoms ; then clean ground and deep

water : while at a similar distance eastward and northward there are from 20 to

25 fathoms: then foul ground, with 25 fathoms to a considerable distance: the

whole mass forming a rocky circle about 1000 yards in diameter. This is situated

upon the S. W. edge of an extensive bank of rotten rock, which runs to the N. E.

O
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and N. by E. full 10 miles, and to the eastward so far as the Stack and Sule Skerry,

where its breadth is about 6 miles : thus the length of this shoal is nearly'30 miles,

and the water over it from 25 to 35 fathoms. .

Between the bank and the coast of Scotland the deepest water is 50 fathoms ; the

bottom commonly of coarse sand, gravel, and broken shells, separately, or com

bined: near the land, in less depth than 30 fathoms, black pebbles abound; and

so they do round the Nun Rock.

' Upon the rock it is high water, full and change, at 11 o'clock; spring tides set

at the rate of 4 miles, and neaps 2 miles an hour. The flood runs to the eastward,

first E. N. E , middle east ; latter E. S. E.

W. i S. from the Nun Rock, distant 14 miles, N. \ E. 25 miles from Strathy Head,

and N. W. a little westerly, 26 miles from Hoy Head in the Orkneys, lies a rock

above water, called the Stack; and E by N. from the Stack 2{ miles, is a similar

one called the Sule Skerry, the. adjacent part is all rocky ground, with from 17 to

30 fathoms water, and forms the eastern part of the Nun Bank.

THE ORKNEY ISLANDS.

GENERAL REMARKS.—The Orkneys are a cluster of islands lying to the

northward of Duncansby Head, of various shapes and sizes; 26 of these are in

hahited by a population of about 24,000 ; the smaller islands are cnUedtHolms, and

are chiefly used for pasturage: the principal islands are named as follows: South

Ronaldsha, Flota, Hoy-Walls, Pomona, Burra, Copinsha, Shapinsha, Rowsn, Weslra,

Eda, Stronsa, Sanda, and North Ronaldsha, having several other small islands of

inferior note between them ; they are mostly separated by deep and navigable

channels, through which mariners may pass in safety.

These islands are of irregular heights, being in some places high and prominent,

and in others low and (indistinguishable ; their eastern side lies nearly in a

N. E. J E. direction; and from Skerries-lights to Dennis Ness, the northern point

of North Ronaldsha, the distance is 47 miles. The northernmost islands are low

and dangerous-; being frequently enveloped in thick fogs, the atmosphere very

rarely continuing clear for any considerable space of time ; they are also subject

to gales of a most tremendous description.

Vessels coming from the north-eastward must observe there is a lighthouse

erected on the start of Sanda, which may be seen 8 or 9 leagues ; the high ligftt of

the Pentland Skerries will be visible at an equal distance, and Kinnard's- head light

can also be seen at a great distance in the offing. The mariner ought to be par

ticularly cautious not to mistake these lights, one for another, for should he do so,

the most fatal consequences may ensue : he will observe that the light on the Start

is on a revolving principle, exhihiting its full face every two minutes : it is elevated

100 feet above the level of the sea, and can be seen 11 miles off in clear weather.

The current in the North Sea should also be particularly attended to, for the

tides are not regular until you come near the Orkney and Shetland Isles. The tides

also keep a regular course between the Orkney and Shetland; only observing you

have to make an allowance for the time the tide runs longer according to your

offing ; for in the middle you have the tide three hours longer than near the shore.

THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE ORKNEYS.-The Pentland Skerries lie

E. by N. 3J miles from Duncansby Head, and S S W. J W., 2 miles and two-thirds

from Old Head in South Ronaldsha. Old Head is the south-eastern part of the island,

and Grim Ness the north eastern part ; they bear from each other N. E. { N. and

S. W. i S., distant four miles. Off Old Head E. S. E. I of a mile lies the Old Skerry;

bring the North Kirk of South Ronaldsha open of Halcrow Head, and you will go on

the outside of it.

From Old Head to Copinsha the course and distance are E. N. E. J N., about

11f miles ; Halcrow Head lies 1 mile and a quarter N. E. by N. from Old Head.

Between Halcrow Head and Grim Ness, off the middle of the bays of Lyths and

Windwick, you may anchor in clean ground, keeping Rose Ness on with, or rather

a little without, Gnm Ness. Between Halcrow Head and Grim Ness, the tide, during

the first four hours of flood, runs to the northward ; and from that time to the last

of the ebb, the stream runs to the southward.

About N< E. J E., 3 miles and a half from Grim Ness, is Rose Ness ; between are

the entrances of Water Sound and Holm Sound. The former lies between Ronaldslt*
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and Burra Isles, and the latter between the islands Burro and Pomona. Between

Grim Ness and the entrance of Water Sound, you may anchor on clean ground,

about half a mile from the shore.

COPINSHA ISLAND extends about a mile N. E. and S.W., and is half a

mile broad: on the south side of this island a vessel may stop a tide about half a

mile from the shore. About half a mile N. N. W. of Copinsha lies the Horse, on

which are 3 fishing beacons, and half way between them is a small sunken rock,

having only 9 feet on it : you will avoid it, when going through this channel, by

keeping to either side, but rather towards the Horse, because there is deep water

within 20 yards of that island. As there is a flat extending about a cable's length

to the westward, from the westernmost of the Holms of Copinsha, and a rock lying

nearly a quarter of a mile to the eastward of the point of Air, those who go through

this channel will avoid the shoals on each side by keeping a third of the distance

from the Holms, and two thirds from the point of Air. . ;In this passage are

3 fathoms.

In proceeding along the east side of Dear Ness, be sure to keep more than half

a mile from the shore ; for there is aflat runs off from the Kirk of Dear Ness, about

half a mile to' the E S. eastward, which is almost all dry with spring tides ; and

a little to the northward of the outer end of this flat, and S. E. from Sandside, lies

a rock, which dries at half-ebb.

MOUL HEAD, on the east side of the entrance of Dear Sound, lies 4 miles and

three-quarters N. \ W. from Copinsha Island; Auskery Island bears N. E. $ N.

6 miles and three-quarters from Copinsha Island; Fair Isle bears N. E- \ E. dis

tance about 15J leagues from it. Between Dear Ness and the Island of Sliapinsha

is the entrance to Kirkwall, which is the chief town in the Orkneys, having an old

cathedral and above 300 houses* it carries on a considerable trade.

About a quarter of a mile E. N. E. from the northernmost part of Auskery Isle,

lies a sunken rock, on which are 6 feet; and about a cable's length from the north

west part of the island are three small rocks, two of which are always visible.

About a mile N. E. by N. from the N. W. part of Auskery, and three-quarters of a

mile from the shore of Stronsa, lies a rocky shoal called Ingald, appearing at two

hours's ebb, between the west end of this shoal and the shore. Those who go

through between Auskery and Stronsa should keep in the middle of the passage, and

they will thereby avoid all the dangers on both sides.

ROUSHOLM BAY", on the south side of Stronsa Island, is all clean ground, and

a convenient place to anchor in ; nearest to the west side of the bay is the safest in

the winter time. Mill Bay, on the east side of Stronsa, is also all clean ground,

and convenient to stop a tide in. Off liouiholm Bay, and between Auskery and Stronsa

Islands, the stream, during the first three hours of flood, runs to the eastward ;

and from that time until low water, it runs to the westward.

Above 2 miles N. E. by E. J- E. from the north-east of Auskery Isle, is Lamb

Head, the south-east point Of Stronsa Island, remarkably high land ; and 1J mile

N. N. E. \ E. from Lamb Head is Burrow Head, which is lofty : also, from Lamb

Head, the Start, or north-east point oiSanda Island, bears N. E. $ E., distant nearly

14 miles.

ODNESS is about 1\ miles N. N. E. J E. from Lamb Head. Above half a mile

N. J E. from Odness lies a rock called the Boe, appearing only at spring tides. By

keeping Burrow Head without Odness, you will go clear of it on the east side ; and

to clear it on the north side, when going into Mill Bay, keep about half way be

tween Odness and Grice Ness ; then steer to the westward, and anchor in 4 and a

half, or four fathoms ; the bottom being sand, and sand withashells.

About N. E. by N., 6 miles from Odness, is Tres Ness, the S. E. point of the

Isle of Sanda ; one mile and a half N. E. J E. from this point are some rocky-shq/ils,

some parts of which are visible at low water ; to clear them on the east side, in

going northwards or southwards, approach no nearer to Tres Ness than till the

easternmost houses of Newark come on with the Chapel of Arstas.

THE START lies 5 miles E. N. E. \ E. from Tres Ness ; between them lie*

Newark Bay, in which you may anchor on clean ground, within half a mile of the

shore, but you should avoid the east and west sides of the bay, which are foul and

rocky. The most convenient part for anchoring in, is off the Sand, with the house of

Newark bearing W. N. W. distance three-quarters of a mile. A LIGHT-HOUSE

it erected upon the START POINT, from which Dennis Ness in North Ronaldsha, bears

N. N. E. i E. distant 8 miles, and Lamb Head S. W. \ W. 13 miles. This light is

seen from all points of the compass, and distinguished from all others by the re
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Hectors revolving once every two minutes, shewing the light one minute, and

disappearing the next, gradually increasing in strength during one minute, and as

regularly decreasing the next, it is 100 feet above the level of the sea ; and can,

when the weather is clear, be seen 11 miles off.

BRIDE'S NESS, the south-east point of North Ronaldsha, lies N. by E { E. 5

miles and a half from the Start; between them lies the east entrance of North Ro

naldsha Firth. About a mile and a quarter S. E. { E. from Bride's Ness, and four

miles and a quarter N. E. by N. from the Start, lies the outer edge of the middle

of the Reef Dike ; it thence extends N. N. E. and S. S. W. about three-quarters of

a mile each way ; and is at its middle or broadest part, nearly half a mile across,

This is a sunken-rock, having on its shallowest part, which is that next to Bride'i

Ness, only 5 feet. As there are always breakers on it with an ebb, and often with

a flood-tide, vessels can seldom go over it without great danger. Even when the

water is smoothest, the rock may be easily distinguished by a dark-coloured rip

pling tide running along it, and the depth in approaching it on either side, shoalens

gradually towards it.

DENNIS NESS lies N. E. 2 miles and a quarter from Bride's Ness, and

N. N. E. i E. 8 miles and three-quarters from the Start. About half a mile to the

northward ofDennis Ness there lies a rock called Selch Skerry ; a small part of the mid

dle of it is always above the water : between this rock and the shore it is almost

dry. The Altars of Linay extend above a quarter of a mile to the northward from

the shore of the north-west part of the island. Ships, in passing by the S. E. part

of Dennis Ness, should give it a berth of about a cable's length. Off Dennis Ncu,

and thence southward, outside the north end of the Reef Dike, the stream, during

the first three hours of the flood, runs S. S.W. and from that time until low water,

it flows N. N. E. •

About a mile northward from Dennis Ness there is, even in the calmest weather,

a rough breaking sea with the .'ebb tide, which, with spring-tides, and westerly

winds becomes exceeding violent. Between this rough sea and the shore, is an

eddy, during the flood tide, in which a vessel may sometimes continue tacking

until the tide is done.

WESTERN SIDE OF THE ORKNEYS.—The western points of the Orkney

Islands may be more readily distinguished than those on the east, because Hoy

Head will always be the first land made in coming in from the west. This is the

highest of all the Orkneys, and called the Ward-hill of Hoy, its summit being 1620

feet above the level of the sea. hoy Mouth, the sound or inlet of which it forms

the southern point, leads into Stromness, an excellent harbour, much resorted to

by strangers, and the best for vessels bound out to the west, but a pilot should be

obtained, if you are not thoroughly acquaiuted with the navigation.

THE HARBOUR OF STROMNESS is bounded on the S. W. by the Islandof

Gremsa, and on the opposite side by the main land : but between Gremsa and the

main is the Riddock Shoal, it lies off the east end of Gremsa' and extends N. and

South ; being nearer to the Island than to Orfer Head: it is composed of large

stones, rent during tempestuous weather from the adjacent land ; at extra low

tides there are not more than 12 feet water over it ; in order to avoid this Shoal in

sailing from the south, along the south and east sides of it, bring Stromness old

Church a sail's breadth open to the north of the N. E. point of Gremsa, till the

Keme of Hoy comes to the westward of Windbree House, then steer for the anchorage,

at the back of the Holms of herslnn. , , .

From Hoy Head to Marwick Head it is 12 miles N. E. J N. ; the coast between

from Brakeness, the north side of the entrance of Hoy Mouth, is all a bold cliffy shore,

with deep water close to. From Marwick Head, about N. E. \\ mile is a small

island called the Brough of Birsa, and thence E. i S. 3 miles is Costa Head, the

north extremity of the island Pomona.

The North-shoal is a sunken rock, with only 12 feet on its shoalest part; lying

N- i W. 6J miles from Marwick Head, and N. by E. J E. 6 leagues from Hoy Head:

<hat part of it, where the depth is less than 4 fathoms, is not above a cable's length

long; and the water shoalens gradually towards it on the east and south sides,

from half a mile distant. In fair weather, the rippling of the tide may be seen on

it, at some distance, and in blowing weather the sea always breaks on it. To avoid

it on the east side, keep within 3 or 4 miles of the land : the Brough of Birsa may

be passed at two cables' length. -

ENHALLOW SOUND.—To the S. W. of the above shoal is the entrance to

Enhallow Sound, lying between Pomona and the isle of Rousa, and which takes its
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mine from au island in the middle. There is a fair-way through, hat the island

should be left on the larboard side, and a pilot is required. In case of necessity,

however, you may venture in, by keeping as nearly in mid channel as possible, or

rather more to the island side. A boat may here be had upon a proper signal.

From Costa Head to Noup Head, the N. W. point of the island of Westra, the bearing

and distance are N. E about 13 miles ; and from thence to Moul Head the coarse

is east, a little southerly, 6J miles.
Westra Firth, which lies between the isvands of Rousa and Westra, is a large inlet,

in which there is plenty of room for working ; but there is a ridge of rocks, on the

lYeslra side, called the Skerries of Skea. To avoid them, it will be proper to tack

when half way over from the western side. The latter is bold, and there is nothing

to fear. In the day, and by reference to the chart, vessels may sail from the

westward through this place, and out to the eastward, or from the eastward to the

westward, without a pilot, by making a proper allowance forjhe tide ; observing

always that the flood sets to the eastward and southward, through the islands, and

the ebb contrary.

Runabrake is a sunken rock with two fathoms over it, lying between North Ronald-

and Papa Westra, and bearing from Moul Head E. S. E. J S. distant miles,

and N. E. N. nearly 5 miles from the Holms of Ire. The Jiolms of Ire are two

small islands lying near a point off Sanda, having some sunken rocks to the north

eastward of them. The Rive Rocks lie off the N. W. point of Sanda, and dry at half

tide, extending out a full mile : with spring tide the passage between the rocks and

the shore completely dries.

FAIR ISLE.—This island lies about 10 leagues E S. E. \ E. from Dennis Ness,

and east a little southerly 11 leagues from the Start l ight. It extends N N. E. | E.

and S. S. W. J W. 2 miles, and is half a mile broad at its north end. The

land of this island is high, and the water, within half a cable's length of the

shore, deep. The only place where a vessel can moor, in the summer time, is a

small cove on the east side of the island, called the North Haven, capable of con

taining only one or two small vessels at a time. Near to the north end of this cove

is a rock, always above water, on the north side of which yon must make fast.

There is a rock on the larboard .sklo going in, which appears at low water; you

must keep in the middle of the passage. The least water in this cove is 12 feet.

The position of this island is variously stated, its exact situation appearing to be

not thoroughly ascertained.*

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING THROUGH PENTLAND FIRTH

AND THE ORKNEYS.

rpHE common passage through Pentland Firth lies between Duncansly Head and

* the island Stroma, on the south side, and Pentland Skerries and the island

Swona, on the north side : but with the flood against you, the better channels will be

between tfee Cathness shore and Stroma, or between the Pentland Skerries and the

northern side of the island Swona. Your course and distance from the entrance of

the Firth, to a fair berth between Stroma and Swona is N. N. W. | W. 5 miles ; and

thence to the westernmost part of the Firth, between Dunnet Head on the coast of

Cathness, and Turness on Hoy Walls, N.W. by W. -J- W. about 8 miles ; then running

on W.N. W. \ W. or N.W. by W. you will go clear of the Sule Skerry, Stack and

Nun Rack, on the starboard, and Cape Wrath on the larboard ; but you should keep

a good look out for the latter danger, lying N. 32° from Cape Wrath, distant about

15 miles, the situation and particulars of which are given in page 97. Between the

* Mackenzie and Mr. Downic give the latitude 59° 30 N. and longitude 1° 47' W. ; Kerguelen

59" 27' N., and Krusenstern, by good observation, 59° 32/ 46". Notwithstanding this island

is so mall, rocky, and apparently barren, it contains a population ofmore than 200 people, who,

far from being deficient in the necessaries of life, are able to furnish a supply to any vessel who

way have occasion to touch there.
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Firth and Cape Wrath, no place is adapted for the shelter or accommodation of a

vessel in safety, better than Lock Eribol; here the ground is clean. In going in,

you will leave the Haa Island on your starboard-side, and the Whiten Head to your

larboard. This latter is a bluff Point, of white appearance, making two ascents

like steps. You may, near this side, run up to the Island Chorrie, where the an

chorage is good, with 10, 12, and 14 fathoms, and large enough for numerous ves

sels, the best riding being athwart of two rivulets that run from a hill on the west

side of the Loch.

In going through Pentland Firth with a neap-tide, the stream is generally so weak

that it will not carry a vessel much out of her direct course, and therefore it need

not be regarded, unless there happens to be but little wind. The spring tides, when

strongest, run about 9 miles in an hour, and therefore their strength, direction, and

time of running, ought to be particularly observed in shaping your course. As the

ebb-tide sets to the northward, and the flood-tide to the southward, it is necessary

you should, in going to the westward with an ebb-tide, keep nearer to Duncansby

and Stroma than to the Skerries and Swona ; and in proceeding to the eastward with

a tlood-tide, you should keep nearer to Swona than to Stroma, unless the wind be

scant in the southern quarter ; in which case, you should pass close by Stroma, in

order to enable you to weather the Pentland Sherries.

As the tide runs nearly three hours longer in the middle of the Firth than it does

on the sides, ships, in passing through it, ought to avail themselves of that differ

ence; if, for instance, when you come into the Firth from the southward, you find

that the flood-tide is against you, your best way will be between the Cathness shore

and Stroma Isle. In going through this passage, it is necessary for you to re

member, that about a cable's length S. S. W. from the S. W. point of Stroma Isle

lies a small rock, which appears about half-ebb ; aqd that, from St. John's Head in

Cathness, a rocky flat runs off N. N. E. called the Men of Mey, about half a mile. If

the tide prove unfavourable to you before you get through this passage, you may

anchor in Gill's Bay, to the eastward of St. John's Head, on clean ground, and out

of the tide-way, in from 3 to 6 fathoms.

As the tide, on its coming within a quarter of a mile of the middle of Stroma and

Swona, divides into two branches, which, after passing their north and south ends,

run to a considerable distance beyond the islands before they join again, ships that

do not get through the Firth before the tide turns against them, may be kept under

weigh in the eddies ; or they may, with a flood-tide, anchor on the east side of

Stroma and Swona. About half a mile right off the middle of Stroma Isle, yon may

anchor in 16 fathoms ; the bottom sand and shells. The eddy here extends about

a mile to the eastward of the island, where the two streams which form it again

unite. About a cable's length off the North Haven, on the east side of Swona, you

may anchor with from 16 to 20 fathoms in an eddy, which extends about a mile and

a half to the eastward, the bottom being smooth and rocky :—here the water deepens

very fast to the eastward. The North Haven is a narrow creek, or cove, near to the

northernmost house on the east side of the island.

There are eddies formed on the west sides of Stroma and Swona, with the ebb

tide, which are as extensive as those formed on the east sides, with the flood tide,

if not more so ; but there is no anchoring on the west side of either island. Haifa

cable's length from the west side of Swona, lies a rock, called Westerbow ; seen only

with very low spring tides.

Near to the south end of Swona, with a flood tide, and also near to the north ends

of Swona and Stroma, with an ebb tide, are whirlpools, but never dangerous. From

the north end of Stroma Westward, there is, during the ebb tide, always a great

swelling sea, and frequently breakers, even in the calmest weather ; this is called

the Swelky of Stroma, and ought -to be avoided, from the south end of Stroma

Westward, there is, with a flood tide, a rough breaking sea : at half ebb a strong

tide sets over the Men of Mey, joining that from the north end of Stroma ; and

these are united, off Red Head, with two other streams, the one from Swona, the

other from Cantick Head; which, when comhined on spring tides, and strong

westerly winds, run together in a N. W. direction, and become almost too power

ful for a vessel to resist Off Duncansby Head there is a rough breaking part of

the sea, with spring tides, called the Boar of Duncansby, often proving fatal to

boats ; but never so dangerous as the former.

In sailing to Pentland Firth from the northward you must not approach Old Head,

on its east side, within less than half a mile; for the Old Skerry lies about *

quarter of a mile E. S. E. from the Head. You will clear this rock by keeping
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the north Kirk of South Ronaldslta, or the house of Cara, in sight without Hal-

croto Head. «

The Lother is a rock which lies off the south-west point of South Ronaldsha, and

is never wholly covered but at high water ; it may then be distinguished by the

rippling of the tide, or the breakers on the middle of it. By keeping half a mile

from the shore of South Ronaldsha, when going to the westward with an ebb tide,

and a mile from the shore, when going to the eastward with a flood tide, the stream

will carry you clear of it. If you should be so near the land that you cannot go to

the southward of it, you may safely keep the middle of the channel. Between it

and South Ronaldsha, the water, though rough and breaking even in the calmest

weather,, is deep enough for any vessel.

Your course through the Firth between South Ronaldsha, Swona, and South Walls, on

the north side, and Peutland Skerries, Stroma, and Dunnet Head, on the south side,

is W. N. W., always allowing for the operation of the tide ; the flood setting to the

southward, and the ebb to the northward. If you meet with the flood tide before

you get so far to the westward as the eddy on the east side of Swona, you may keep

under-weigh in Liddel's Eddy, on the south side of South Ronaldsha; or, if therebenot

sufficient wind to work the ship, you may anchor about half way between South

Ronaldsha and the Great Pentland Skerry, the west end of the Great Skeny bearing

S, by W. in 17 or 18 fathoms ; the bottom sand and shells. In keeping under sail

in this, and also in all the other eddies, you must be particularly careful not (ago be

yond its boundary, lest you should be hurried away by the rapidity of the tide, and

thereby prevented from fetching into it again. Theboundary is easily distinguished.

This eddy, or westward stream, begins before it is half flood on the shore, and it

extends -by degrees southward. About the fourth hour of the flood, it spreads half

way to the Great PefUland Skerry, and near to the latter end of the tide, it approaches

within a cable's length of the Skerry.

There is an eddy on the east side of Pentland Skerries, in which you may anchor

with a flood tide; the streams which form it never join again, but become wider

as they proceed, until they are lost in the open sea: about half a mile S. S. E. from

the Little Skerry, you may anchor in 14 fathoms, in this eddy, with the following

marks : namely, the middle of the Little Skerry on with the middle of the Great

Skerry ; or the east end of the Great Skerry on with Sandy Hill, on South Ronaldsha ;

or the west end of the Little Skerry on with the Hill of Hoy ; and the east end of

the Great Skerry on with the Wurt Hill of Orfer. The ground is a mixture of

sand and shells. There is also an eddy on the west side of the Skerries, with an

ebb tide ; but it is very small, not extending above a quarter of a mile from the

Great Skeny.

About a mile S. E. from the east side of the Great Pentland Skerry, and three-

quarters of a mile E. N. E. J E. from the Little Skerry, lies Clett Skerry, its top is

always above the water. About half way between Clett Skerry and the Little

Skerry lies Lotha Skerry ; appearing at half ebb, and being very dangerous. The

water is shallow all the way from Clett to the Little Skerry, but Lotha only appears

above water.'

In most of the eddies, especially those on the east side of Stroma and Swona

Isles, you must be sure, with a spring tide, to have your anchor up before the ebb

begins to run otherwise you will be obliged to cut or slip your cable, and after

wards find it very difficult to clear the island.

Iffrom the southward, you are crossing the east end of Pentland Firth for the Orkneys,

with an ebb tide, yon should pass near to the west side of Pentland Skerry, to pre

vent your being carried by the stream to the westward of Swona; for there the ebb

would be against you. In crossing from the north to the south, with a flood tide,

you should pass as near to Swona as you can, that the tide may afterwards be

more in your favour. In crossing the east end of the Firth, either way, with a flood

tide,' you should endeavour to get into the eddies of Stroma and Swona, in order to

enable you to make use of the tide with greater advantage. When you cross Pcn<-

land Firth, with the' latter end of a tide, allow the stream to carry you as far as

possible ; for you will thereby have the greater advantage from the succeeding

tide ; and if coming from the south towards Copinsha, you should perceive high land

a-head, be assured it is to the northward, for to the southward of Copinsha land

cannot be seen far off ; this is necessary to be observed, because Duncansby Head

might easily be mistaken for Copinsha, though the latter may readily be known by

the numerous islands to the southward.

Ifbecalmed in Pentland Firth, and you cannot anchor in any of the eddies, you
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will have little to fear from being carried backwards and forwards by the stream /

for, though it may carry you near the islands, it will also carry you past them; thi;

stronger the stream is, and the longer the side of the island which deflects if,

the greater will be your distance from it. Although you should drive between the

Great and Little Skerries, with a flood tide, the stream, if you are nearer to the Great

Sherry than to the Little one, will carry you safe to the northward of all the shoals

that are near them. If you are likely to drive near to the Little Skerry, with a flood

tide, you should endeavour to avoid it, by getting to the northward, not to the

southward ; because the stream will assist you in the former, but hinder you in the

latter. If you should be between Swona and Pentland Skerries about the latter, end

of a flood tide, and in such a situation as to have the Little Skerry about a sail's

breadth open of the Great Skeny, the tide will carry you near to these islands,

which you must avoid by towing to the northward, until you bring them on with

each other, and then you will drive clear of them.

In coming from the westward, through the Pentland Firth, the lights can serve no

other purpose than when a ship is in the fair way, to keep them on the larboard

bow which leads clear out to sea, and is not such, an intricate passage for shipping,

as going to the north eastward of the lights.

N. E. J E. 3J miles from Grimness, is Roseness, the south point of Pomona ; be

tween lie the entrances of Water Sound and Holm Sound, which are dangerous iu an

easterly gale and flood tide ; particularly Water Sound. Water Sound lies between

Grimness and the Isle of Burra; Holm Sound lies between the N. E. point of the

island Burra and Roseness. Between Grimness, and the entrance of Water Sound,

you may anchor on clean ground, half a mile from shore. Between Copinsha and

the Main, is a tolerable passage, with 3} fathoms water. The fair way is one-third

from the Little Island on the north-west end of Copinsha. When this passage is

used by a large ship, it must be with a leading wind.

When sailing along the east side of Dear Ness, be sure to keep more than half a

mile from shore, as a flat runs off from the Kirk of Dear Ness, about half a

mile E. S. E. which is almost dry, with spring tides. A little to the northward

of the outer end of this flat, and S. E. from Sand Side, lies a rock, which is dry at

half ebb.

Stronsa Firth lies between Moul Head and the islands of Auskery and Str'irnsa; it

is 5 miles wide, and a N. by W. course will carry you in mid-way clear of danger,

until you get abreast of Greenkolm Island.

In coming from the north-eastward, if mariners should make Burrow or Lamb

Head, with ebb tide, and wish to go northward, they should steer N. E. by E. sup

posing the wind from seaward, until Dennis Ness, upon which stands a beacon

with a ball on its top, formerly the lighthouse, bears on their lee-quarters, when

they may vary their course as convenient. If the weather should be hazy, and you

should get near North Ronaldsha before you see the land, then it will be prudent to

go to the northward of the island, for both flood and ebb tides wili assist you in so

doing, and having passed North Ronaldsha, and bound to the S. Westward, be

observant of the tides. In coming from the south-eastward, it will be proper to

keep a good look-out for the Start Light, when your course may be safely directed,

steering by the direction of the Light, and being careful to allow for the tides, be

cause the ebb sets directly on Papa Westra, and the flood contrary ; therefore in

sailing always allow half a point for the offing.

Aboutfour miles northward of Enkallow Sound, you open Westra Firth, an inlet for any

ship, and plenty of room to work to windward.—There is a ridge of rocks, called

the Skerries of Skea. on the Westra side To avoid them, strangers ought to tack

ship by the time they guess themselves half over from the Rousay side, which forms

the other side of this firth, and is quite bold; insomuch, that they have nothing to

fear but what is visible. With the assistance of day-light and a good chart, they

may come in from the westward, and out to the eastward, as also from the east

ward out westward, without the aid of a pilot, only attending to the tides. All

ebbs sets to the westward and northward through the islands of Orkney, and the

flood contrary.

NORTH RONALDSHA FIRTH.—In sailing to tke westward, between Sanda and

North Ronaldsha, with a flood tide, you should proceed through the middle of the

Firth, and the tide, if the wind fails you, will carry you to the southward of the Reef

Dike. If yoa have an ebb tide against you in going through from the westward,

you should keep as close to the shore of Sanda, as the Flats will permit, for there the

stream is weakest, and may be thwarted, when occasion requires it, with greater
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advantage. If you happen to be near the south side of North Uonaldsha, and find

that yon cannot pass to the southward of the Reef Dike, you may safely go through

between Bride's Ness and the i rock, by keeping about two cable's length from

the Ness. If, when you are between the Reef Dike and North Ronaldsha,

you be doubtful whether you can clear Dennis Ness, especially with a flood-tide,

you may tack, or come to an anchor in Lincelot Bay, on clean ground, rather than

attempt going to the southward of the island, because there the flood runs directly

towards, and over the shoal.

There are many passages through the islands of Orkney, in which are a great num

ber of excellent harbours; but, if you are not acquainted, it will always be ad

visable to take a pilot. In the Orkneys you may also procure a pilot for the

Highlands and western islands of Scotland, the Irish Sea, Liverpool, Dublin, and the

Shetland*.

SECTION XII.

THE SHETLAND ISLANDS.

Description of the Land, fyc.

THE Shetland Islands run nearly in a north and south direction, about 60 miles

from Sumburgh Head to Lambay Ness. The general appearance of the Shetland

Islands is rugged, bleak and barren, having neither tree nor shrub to be seen ; the

coasts are commonly steep and precipitous ; the eastern shores are comparatively

low, but the western sides are lofty, ragged, and broken ; the hills are not remark

ably high, but run in three ridges, Ronas appearing the highest; vast detached

rocks surround the islands, having the appearance of pillars, and the sea in various

places has hollowed out arches and caverns in the rocks, of the most tremendous

and magnificent nature ; Fetlar Island is supposed to abound with iron ore, and a

rock there is said to affect the compass. - .- .

THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE SHETLAN DS.—Sumburgh ffeorfisthe S. E.

extremity of Shctland. Upon this point, lying in latitude 59° 52' N., and longitude

1° 27' 30" W. according to Captain Ross, a lighthouse is now erected, bearing from

Handcliff Head in Noss Island, S. W. by W. J W„ distant 21 miles; from. Fair

Island, N. by E. J E. 26 miles ; and from Foul Island S. E. by S. \ S. 28 miles.

In reference to these bearings the light will be visible to the mariner from the

southward between Noss and Foul Island.

This light will be known to mariners as a stationary light from oil wilh reflectors ;

and being elevated 300 feet above the medium level of the sea, it will be seen like

a star of the first magnitude, at the distance of 6 or 7 leagues, and from inter

mediate distances, according to the state of the atmosphere.*

From Sumburgh Head to Monsa Island, the course is about N. E. \ E. and the dis

tance S\ leagues ; between them are several inlets, only frequented by small ves

sels in the summer-time ; the first is Fast Voe, in which you may anchor in 3 or 4

fathoms ; jthree-quarters of a mile to the northward of East Voe is the Pool, having

similar anchorage, and a sandy beach, but open to the eastward ; further on is

South Voe, North Voe, and Out Voe, all small places and of little note ; eight miles

N. E. J E. from Sumburgh Head is Cumla Ness, the S. W. point of entrance to

Levienwick and Sandu ick Bays, the former running in by the southern shore, whieh

is bold, and having anchorage in 6 and 7 fathoms ; Sandwich is on the northern side,

and sheltered by a rocky point, called No Ness ; here also is good anchorage, but

the water is not so deep as at Leweninick; behind, a little in-land, stands the town

of Sandwich. All these places are unfit for vessels to remain in, and little fre

quented.

To the north-eastward of No Ness lies Musa or Mousa Island, this is about one

mile long, and rocky ; between it and the Main, is a passage leading to Ailh's Voe;

the mark for going through this channel is, St. Paul's Kirk, N. by W.

* A modern writer, Dr. Mac Culloch, considers the situation of this lighthouse to be too

high, and that during thick weather and easterly winds it will b« involved in fogs and mists, by

which it will be obsenred and rendered invisible. . .

P
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Aith's Voe is fit only for small vessels, having not more than 10 and 12 feet water

in it : it is well sheltered by Hah/ Ness, between which also, and Mousa Island, is a

good channel full half a mile wide.

From Mousa Island to the Bard of Brassa, the course aud distance arc N. E. \ fi.

two leagues. The entrance of Brassa Sound is easy to be known by the islands,

Brassa and Noss ; the former is remarkably high in the middle, and goes sloping

down to the westward ; but to the eastward it ends in a perpendicular cliff. The

Isle of Noss is to the eastward of Brassa, and has an acclivity from the west towards

the east, terminating with a high cliff that hangs over the sea, and therefore called

Hang Cliff.

BRASSA SOUND lies between Brassa Island and the main land ; its entrance is

wide and free from danger ; but as you advance it narrows, being at Ki'rkoby Ness

not a half a mile broad; further on, between the land of Hogan and Roney

Head, it becomes still narrower ; the distance there from land to land is scarce a

furlong; nevertheless, the channel between is clear of danger, and has a depth of

3 and 4 fathoms. Off Kirkoby Ness are some rocks under water, and on the side

opposite called the Gnab, are others which must carefully be avoided ; on the lar

board shore stands the town and castle of Lerwick, built on the rocks, before which

is good anchorage in 10 fathoms. This is the principal town in the Shetland Islands,

its population is computed at 1,800, it carries on a considerable trade, and is the

chief rendezvous of vessels employed in the adjacent fisheries. Near the north end

of the town stands Fort Charlotte, mounting 18 guns. Two packets sail from hence

to Leith, having good cabins and fair accommodations. To the northward of Lerwick

about a quarter of a mile is the Loofaber Rock of only 3 feet water; it lies nearly in

the middle of the channel, and abreastof the Holm of Cruisler ; close to it are three

fathoms, and between it and the larboard shore 5, 6, and 7 fathoms ; this is the

best and proper channel for all large vessels, for between the Loofaber and the

Holm of Cruister the water is shallow, there being only two fathoms midway. Be

tween the Holm of Cruister and the starboard shore is a narrow passage for boats

with \i fathom in it; the larboard shore is rocky; from Lerwick round North

Ness toward Skibdock and Greymittcr, the shore is also rocky; at Grcymister is a

sandy beach where you may get fresh water, and near limit: Head He two small

islands. A sandy spit runs out from the Point of Hogan, and between it and the

opposite shore are 3 fathoms, deepening, as you advance toward Roney Head, to 4{

and 4 fathoms.
Tlie North Sound is that passage to Lerwick which runs in to the northward of

Brassa, between Boester and Greenkolm ; the latter is foul, and connected to the main

by shoal water, forming no passage for ships.

CATFIRTH VOE, is the general name for the entrance to four places of good

anchorage, called the Four Voes, or Deal Voe, Laxfirth Voe, Wadbester Voe, and

Catfirth Voe ; they are all clean and free from dangers ; but in your way towards

them, on the larboard side, is the Todgrode, a dangerous half tide rock, lying "three-

quarters of a toile N. by E. from Kibester's Point ; directly opposite are Gtitneu

Islands; keep dear these islands and you will always pass it in safety. The main

land from behind Glitness to Eswick is all steep and rocky, but off the Moul of Eswick

runs a reef of rocks, and near it is the How Stack, a small green island ; N. by E.

from Eswick, lJjnile is Hog Island, with some rocks to the eastward of it; to the

northward of Hog Islandis Stava Ness, between which and Swin Holm is the entrance

to Doure Voe ; this is a large and safe bay, running in full 2 miles to the westward,

and having several places with good anchorages within it. On the larboard side

is Ballaseter Holm, and beyond it some sunken rocks ; it is advisable to sail near

the northern or starboard shore, which is free from danger, with from 10 to 5 fathoms

water. Directly before the entrance to Doure Voe, lie the Whalsay, and ether

islands, with channels between them, but they are very dangerous and little fre

quented, except by the natives ; the southern ends of the WMsay are encumbered

by rocky reefs, and there are three rocks, called the Rumble, Grief, Eastling, and

Four Holms of Isbuster, lying considerably out to the eastward of the Whalsay, these

are all above water, with passages between each other, and also between them and

the Whalsay: two rocks, above water, lie off the north-east end of the Whalsay,

the outer one is named the.Sha Ting. The south end of Whalsay Island lies

N. N. E. i E. nearly 12 miles from Hang Cliff, the island being 3{ miles long, and

2 miles broad.
E. by N. 5 miles from the north end of Whalsay Island, and N. E, 18 or 19 miles

from Hang Cliff, lie a small cluster of islands, called the Out Skerries, in the centre
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of the three largest islands, named Housay, Grunay, and Brurat/, there is good an

chorage for small vessels ; several rocks above water lie to the westward of them,

but they all appear above water ; one of these is called the Carmalan, from a Dutch

East Indiaman which formerly was wrecked upon it. N. N. W. J W. 3 miles from

this rock lies the Muckle Skerry or Great Rock, which is always above water;

W. N. W. { W. from Muckle Skerry, about 5J miles, lies Luna Holm, forming the

southern point of entrance to the Sound of Yell.

Between Doure Voe and Luna Holm is Fidlan Voe, which runs to the southward,

and forms a good harbour in case of necessity, with 5, 6, and 7 fathoms water.

Along the main land from Luna Holm, westward, are numerous Voes or inlets, with

excellent harbours ; of these, Hagrascter Voe is the largest, having deep water

within it, and running in b\ miles, so as almost to divide North Maven from the

main land ; numerous islands also lie scattered about this part, around which are

good and safe passages with deep water.

About 5 miles N. E. from Luna Holm lies the south-eastern point of Yell Island;

some rocks lie off it to th e eastward, which must always have a berth given to them

in passing ; to the westward of this point is bura Voe, and a little further is Hamna

Voe, both having good riding for small vessels, though the latter place is most com

modious, and much to be preferred. In going to these places the mariner must be

ware of a sunken rock lying S. W. \ W. 1\ miles from the point, and directly in

the fair way, there being no more than 8 feet water over it.

Yell Island lies in a N. E. by northerly direction, being about 16 miles long ; on

its eastern side is Refirth and Basta Voe, two havens with good anchorages, where

vessels may ride in safety. Basta Voe may be considered to be one of the finest

harbours in Shetland. Off the entrance to Refirth Voe lies the Island of Hascosea,

and between it and the eastern point of the Voe, a rocky island of small dimensions,

there is deep water around them, and passages on either side into the Voe.

Fetlar lies to the eastward of Hascosea nearly one mile, the channel between them

being named Colgrave Sound. Fetlar is a square-formed island measuring about 3J

miles each way : at its southern part is Tresta Bay, open to the southward, but

otherwise shoaly and dangerous; at its eastern side is Frunzie, another small

haven of no note; from thence the shore is steep and rocky to Standburgh Ness, the

N. E. part of the island. "" - - " ,

Uust Island lies directly to the northward of Standburgh Ness, its southern point

being distant 4 miles. This island is about 5 miles long, and 2J miles broad, lying

in a N. E. by N. and S. W. by S. direction ; at its southern end is Uya Sound, a

safe and good haven formed between the islands Unst and Uya; off the southern

end of Uya lsland is Wedderholm Island, from whose S. W. side a reef of rocks runs

a considerable way out, but the passage between it and Uya is clean, though

narrow ; Half Grume Island is to the south eastward, and has a sunken rock off its

northern end, which, although there is sufficient water over it at all times, and

consequently is not dangerous, yet, in a gale of wind, the sea frequently breaks

over it ; keep Muntss Castle, which stands on the isle of Unst, well in sight above

the land, and you pass clear of all the rocks off the point. There is a hill, called

Vallafield, which rises rather more than a mile from the northern extremity of Unst,

and extends parallel to the western shore, almost to its northern point; it is 600

feet high; at right angles with this hill stands Crossfield, nearly in the middle of

the island. To the north stands Saxeforth, about 700 feet high, this is the loftiest

mountain, and may be seen 40 miles off in clear weather. Vorid, or Vord Hill, runs

in the direction of the eastern coast. Among these hills are several tracks of level

fertile ground ; and the highest hill is covered with a sort of black moss. The head

lands rise to the height of 60 and 70 fathoms ; but the shores of the bays are low

and sandy : round the island are several curious caves, and under Saxeforth Hill is

a magnificent arch, 300 feet in length, and of considerable height, through which a

boat may easily pass.

E. $ S. miles from Standburgh Ness a sunken rock is supposed to lie, on which

the Hound sloop was lost in 1800, but the position of this is extremely doubtful.

The Vair is a nest of rocks, lying to the eastward of Mu Ness Point one mile, over

which the sea constantly breaks ; off Mu Ness Point is a reef of rocks under water,

it will therefore be requisite to give the point a good berth ; Ham Creek lies behind

Mu Nen Point, where a small vessel may ride in 10 feet water.

BALTA SOUND is situated between the islands of Balta and Unst ; and in

latitude 60° 45' N. and longitude 1° 9'30" W. there is a small island to the east

ward, called Hume, or Homy, bat no passage between it and Unit, except for boats
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at high water; the entrance between Hoomj and Balta is easy and elear of any

danger, having from 9 to 10 fathoms ; yon may know this place by the flag-staff, on

the island of Balta, and when within, you will find the inner part of the harbour

very commodious and secure ; here are several convenient beaches, where your

vessel, if leaky, may be thoroughly repaired. In summer, vessels intending to go out

by the north passage, frequently run in here and anchor, bringing Mr. Edmonistone's

large house on with a small house standing on the southern point of the inner harbour,

bearing about N. W., and the east point of Fellar open of the S. W. point of Balta

Island. The passage to the northward of Bala, between it and Sweenee Ness, is

narrow, and Bulla north point has a rocky reef adjoining to it, which renders this

northern passage somewhat dangerous.

THE WESTERN SIDE OF THE SHETLANDS : Scant Ness is a full mile to

the westward ofSumburgh Head; between them the iand bends in to the northward,

forming a bay, called West Voe, in which vessels may ride in 6, 7, and 8 fathoms

water; but this place is unsheltered, and completely open to the southward ; yet it

may often be convenient to run in here when Quendal Bay would be too open, for

there will be no difficulty in beating out of it unless the wind should come round

to the southward. OS Scant Ness lies an island, which is the southernmost land of

all the Shetlands; N.W. one mile and a half from Scant Ness is Cross Island, between

which and the main is a passage, but very dangerous, on account of the sunken

rocks within it.

Quendal Bay.—The entrance to this bay is to the northward of Cross Island, by

which it is somewhat sheltered ; steer in mid-channel, and you will find good an

chorage at the west side of the bay, in 6, 7, and 8 fathoms water; here you will

ride safe, .and secure from ail but S. S. W., S. W. and W. S.'W. winds ; to the

northward is Fitfell Head, a lofty promontory, about 4 miles distant from Sumburgh

Head. Fitfell Head is steep, and without any hidden danger ; having rounded this,

you will see Colsay Island, lying directly opposite to an inlet where there is deep

water, and good anchorage ; beyond it is St. Ninian's Island, between which and

the main, Vessels may find occasional shelter, riding in from 5 to 8 fathoms.

CLIFF SOUND.—To the northward of St. Ninian's, and between it and the

Haveray Islands, is a wide passage into Cliff Sound; its entrance is nearly 2f miles'

wide, with 30 fathoms, mid-channel, free from rocks or dangers, except some

sunken ones annexed to Maywick Holm ; these you will leave to your starboard ;

on your larboard side is the long narrow island, called House, or East Burray ; be

yond this is the lesser island of Trotulray ; Burray Island lies to the westward of

House Island, and runs nearly in a parallel direction to it ; a small island lies off

its western side, which is joined to Bnrray by a reef of rocks ; there is no passage

between them for ships of any burthen; to the northward are Oxna, Papa, and

Chanes islands, the former having numerous rocks about it ; to the eastward of

these are 3 rocks, above water, and 2 small islands, called Greenkolm and Merry-

holm; Longa and Hildasay is to the northward, and three barren rocks, called

Sandistura, is to the northward of Hildasay ; off Hildasay, western side, a reef runs

out; Bragin, another barren islet, lies between Hildasay and SkeldaNess; these

islands and rocks have deep water all round them, and there are passages between

most of them to the different Vces or inlets, situated at this part of the main-land ;

through Cliff Sound small vessels comnionly pass to Scalloway, but there is a bar

between Tondray and the main, which can only be crossed at high water, it then

having only 2 fathoms over it. Scalloway is a village next in consequence to

Lerwick, and, though small, has an ancient castle.

The best passage to Scalloway is between the islands of Burray and Oxna, Greenholm

and Merryholm, and is called the South Channel ; the middle passage is to the north

ward of Oxna and Chanes, and to the southward of Hildasay and Longa ; the northern

passage is to the northward of Hildasay and Longa, and between them and Bragin,

and the rocks of Sandistura; in each of these there is good depth of water. The

course and distance from Fitfell Head to the entrance of Scalloway is N. N. E. { E.

11 miles ; then bringing the castle E. by N. it will appear justope'n of Green Island,

which is high and round : this mark will lead between Green Island and Merryholm,

leaving the latter on the larboard side ;. in the channel between these islands are

4 fathoms ; run in boldly, and anchor before the town, in 4 or 5 fathoms.

Skelda Ness lies from Fitfell Head N. N. E. $ N. 14 miles ; it is bold to and rocky ;

N. W. by N. 1J mile from Skelda Ness, is, Gilderumple, a point of land surrounded

with several rocks, both above and under water; in the same direction, 1^ mile

further, is Valey Island.
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VALEY SOUND is situated behind Valey Island, bavin? a channel into it on

either side ; the passage on the southern side is called the East Sound, and leads to

Grueling Voe, a place of excellent anchorage ; that on the northern side of the

island is called the West Sound, and loads into Valey Island Sound; both passages have

deep water ; the eastern sound is clear, and free from danger, but a sunken rock lies

in the midway of the West Sound, which should be avoided, although there is water

enough for a small ship to pass over it with safety ; several rocks also lie near the

north end of Valey Island, chiefly above water; but there is a blind rock near

one of the islands, which, by steering near the main, you will readily go clear of.

This place is considered one of the best anchorages on the western side of the

Shetlunds.

From Valey Island the coast runs nearly N. by W. 3 miles, toWait* Ness, and

thence N. N." E. i N. 4J miles to Sand Ness; Sand Ness is the N. W. point of the

Main Land, and forms the starboard entrance of Papa Sound ; Papa Island is the

larboard boundary of the Sound, which is full of dangerous rocks, and never to be

attempted without a pilot. N. W. \ N. from Papa Island, about 4J miles, are the

Ve Skerries, two rocks above water, surrounded by others under water ; they should

not be approached too near.

MAGNUS BAY, is that extensive space between Papa Islandand Esha Ness; in

it are numerous Voes or inlets, with good anchorages, particularly at Unzie Firth,

which lies to the south-westward of Vemantrey Island ; al30 at the Voes behind Muckle

Booe Island, and at Hillswick and Sandwick to the northward ; but the best place to

run into with westerly gales, is Swarbacls's Mine, between Muckle Rooe and Veman

trey Islands.

Esha Ness is a rocky point of land, which bends out to the south-westward, and

has a rocky island near it, called Sarla ; from hence the coast runs northerly

2 miles, to Hamna Voe, a small inlet fit for craft: directly opposite to, and about

1 1 mile from, the entrance from Hamna Voe, is the Ossa Skerry, a remarkably lofty

rock, above water, clear all round ; and^serving as a beacon for this part of the

coast. From Hamna Voe the coast runs nearly N. E. one mile, and then turns

easterly, toward Ronas Voe. This is a large inlet, opening south easterly, and ex

tending inward full 2 miles; there is good depth of water and anchorage within it,

but exposed to the N. W. winds. A little inland, to the northward, is a remarkable

hill, called Ronas Hill, or the Blue Berg, being the highest land in the Shetlands; it

is 8 miles long, 4 broad, and 3944 feet above the level of the sea, serving as a land

mark for mariners : on its summit is, what is called, a watch-house, constructed

with 4 erformous stones, and covered with two others, upon which a small pyramid

of lesser stones is formed. Not far distant is a remarkable rock, perpendicularly

rising on all sides, and appearing like a vessel under sail ; and near it are two

very high and inaccessible pillars, on which the cormorants breed. The shores all

the way from Esha Ness to Fethaland Point are steep and rocky ; a rocky islet lies

a little way from the land, called Wya; it is steep all round, and there is a passage

between it and the Main. Two miles beyond Little Wya, is Sand Voe, another inlet,

with convenient anchorage for small vessels.

Fethaland Point is the northern extrernity of the main land of Shetland, and is dis-

ant from the entrance to Ronas Voe full 9 miles ; off it lies Green Holm ; and further

o the northward, are two large rocks, above water, called Ronma Stacks, having deep

water all round them ; between these and Yell Island, to the eastward, is the

northern entrance to the Sound of Yell.

Whalfirth Voe, on the Isle of Yell, has good anchorage within it, but its starboard

point of entrance is rocky a considerable way out ; there are also several sunken

rocks on the larboard side ; it should be remarked that it will be difficult to sail out

of this place with a westerly swell, and consequently it is inconvenient; but there

are two small havens to the westward of it, where vessels may occasionally ride in

security. Gloup Voe is on the northern side of the island, and open to the north

winds ; there is, nevertheless, anchorage with from 5 to 2 fathoms, clean ground ;

but it is little frequented.

Between Yell Island and Unst, is Blomel Sound; the shores on both sides are

rocky, and vessels, if occasion require, may with care pass through it with safety;

but there is always a strong current.

Bura Firth is an inlet on the north part of Vast, with seme rocky islets before it,

called the Holms ; there is anchorage within it, but it being so open to the north

ward, is little frequented. Off the northern part of Unst, is a rocky islet, called the

Skate ; and near Lambanesi is another, named the Cliberstack.
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FULO, or FOUL ISLAND.—The S. E. point of Fmd Island lies N. W. by N.

. about 22 miles from Fitfell Head, W. N. W. | W. 16 miles from Skelda Ness, and

nearly W. S. W. i S. 21 miles from Esha Ness; it lies in a N. E. by N. and

5. W. by S. direction; is 2$ miles long, and 1| mile broad, being foul all round,

but more particularly at its northern part, where a reef of rocks runs off a foil mile,

called the Priest's Stacks. There is but one plane of landing, which is at Ham, on

its eastern side; this place is much resorted to by fishermen. This island is high,

and may be seen from the Shetland Islands, and also, in clear weather, from the

Orkneys; the cliffs on its western sides being elevated 1000 feet above the sea,

while its eastern part slopes down in some places quite level with the edge of

the water.

To the south-eastward of Foul Island, 3| miles, lies the Have-de-grind-rocks, which

occupy a considerable space, and have on their shoalest part only 4 feet over them.

These rocks bear from Fitfell Head, N. N. W. 18 miles ; from the island of Oxna,

W. N. W. i N. 13 miles; and from Foley Island, West, nearly 8 miles; between

them and Foul Island are Soundings of 20 and 25 fathoms ; around them, 5 and 6

fathoms; and between them and the main land, very deep water.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FOR THE SHETLAND ISLANDS.

To sail into Brassa Sound from the southward, which you will readi!» know by the

islands of Brassa and Noss, you should endeavour to go in mid-channel, running iu

without fear, for the shores are bold to ; briLg the two points of land, which are to the

southward of Kirkoby Ness, on with each other, and you will pass between the reef that

runs from Kirkoby Ness, and to the southward of that which stretches from the Cnab;

or keep in mid-channel until you perceive the Castle of Lerwick, when, being in 8 fa

thoms, haul up to the westward, and anchor before the town in 8, 9, or 10 fathoms,

or run on further west, taking care to avoid the Loofabar Rock, which lies mid chan

nel with only 3 feet water aver it, and anchor between it and the shore in 6, 7, or 8

fathoms, on good holding ground. This harbour is capacious, and capable of con

taining a fleet, well sheltered from all winds ; large rings are fixed in the rocks for

your cables to be fastened to ; so that you will have no occasion to moor with two

cables as heretofore.

To sail out through the North Sound keep near the main, which is bold, until you

have passed the Loofabar, then give a good berth to Hogan Point, because a sandy

spit stretches out from it ; there is also said to be a middle ground hereabout, with

a channel on each side of it, that on the western side having the deepest water ;

keep, therefore, about one-third of the width of the passage from the main, and

pass mid-channel through the Narrows ; you will not have less than 3 fathoms water

any where ; and after you have past the Narroivs, steer out between the islands of

Beoster and Green, leaving the sunken rochs, which lie off the latter, on your larboard

hand ; but as this passage has not sufficient depth of water for any ship that draws

more than 16 feet, it will not be prudent for strangers to attempt going through

without a pilot.

Between Brassey and the Moul of Eswick is the inlet of four harbours, or voes, in

the main land, viz.:—Deal's Voe, Laxfrith Voe, Wadbester's Voe, and Catfrith's Voes;

they are all clean, and have good anchorage. Deal's Voe lies between Kibester on

the south, and Glitness Island on the north side. As there is a half-tide rock, called

the Todgrode, which lies about three-quarters of a mile N. N. E. from Kibester Poiat,

yon must, when going in, keep over towards Glitness lslqnd, on the north side of

the inlet. "

Deal's Voe runs S. W. by W. about I| mile ; in this Voe you may anchor in 10, 8,

6, or 5 fathoms ; the water shoalens gradually as you go up. Laxfrith Voe lies in

nearly » similar direction ; the depth of water in it is nearly the same as in Deal's

Voe. Wadbester's Voe runs west ; you may anchor in it from 7 to 3 fathoms. Cat

frith's Voe lies in from N. to N. N. W. This is an excellent harbour, and capable

of containing above 100 sail. You may anchor all over the Voe in from 7 to 4 fa--

thoms. - Vessels coming in for these Voes from the northward, and having passed

the Out Sherries, should haul in S. W. by W. for Rumble Isle; then W. S. W>

7 miles towards Eswick Mull, which will take you between the House Stack, a high

round rock, and the Green Holm. These objects are a mile and a half distant ; and

between are 40 fathoms water, clear on either side : now haul up for the Isles of

Glitness, which lie near the main, and apparently joined to it, by which you will

avoid the Todgrode, above mentioned.

To go through the Sound oS Yell, from the southward, you should pass to the east-
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ward of Whaltat) Island, for the passage within it, between it and the main, is encum

bered with rocks and islands, and considered difficult and dangerous ; a N. N. W.

or N. N. W. J W. course will take you clearly through between Whalsay Island

and the Out Skerries, and when abreast of Lima Holm, the Sound will be open, and

you may take any channel between' the islands that may be most conveuient ; the"

water is very deep, and 30 and 40 fathoms will be found very near the islands in

the Sound. To sail between Yell and Unst Islands, from the southward, you may

pass between Hascosay and Fetlar, through Colgrave Sound, or between Fetlar and

Unst ; the direct course through the former is N. N. E. which will carry you to the

island Linga ; you may leave this island cither to the eastward or westward ; and

having done so, a N. by E. course will take you right through the Sound of Blomel;

here the current is very strong ; a good attention to the tides, and great care is re

quisite to guard against its effects ; to go to the northward of Fetlar, you must

pass between llaf Grunie and Grume Islands ; a W. N. W. half northerly course

will take you clear of these islands ; but you must beware of the reef which runs

from the southward of Wedderholm, and take especial care you are not driven by

the tide too near the islands at the N. W. end of Fetlar, for the ground all about

Linga, Grunay, and Dan is foul and rocky.

BALTA SOUND, although not so large, is in some respects equal to Lerwick,

and has in the shoalest part from 6 to 8 fathoms. A mark for entering this place

from the southward, is the east point of Fetlar, on with a house on the south part

of Balta. Should you, in running in, have the wind from the southward, occasion-

ing much sea between the islands ; set lofty canvas, keep up the jib, and steer on

boldly ; a pilot will most probably come on board, but should that not be the case,

shorten your sail and anchor with the eastern part of Fetlar Island open of the

south-west point of Balta, and Mr. Edmonstone's Large House on with a Small Build

ing that stands on the southern point, or you may run in from thence to the west

ward, and anchor in 5 or 6 fathoms directly to the northward of the above small

building, giving the land on either side a hirth, and steering in mid channel.

In passing round the Scaw and Lambaness, a knowledge of the tides is absolutely

necessary, for their strength is very great, and it is requisite to take advantage of

both ebb and flood, on rounding these head-lands. The whole of the flood or ebb

is equally required to make your passage from Fethahrnd to Hillswick, or from Papa

Stour to the southern harbours of Esthing; and the same observation applies to all

the harbours on the western shores of Shetland ; and a miscalculation of the time or

"velocity of the current, especially with scant wind and a head, may be productive

of serious danger and inconveniences. The shores on the east side of the Shetland

are very steep ; you will generally have from 30 to 40 fathoms within one league of

the coast, and 5 or 6 miles off, there will be 120 and 130 fathoms.

On the west side ofShetland is Quendal Bay; the entrance to this place lies between

Fitfell Head and Cross Island; the course in is E. N. E. and you may get anchorage

on the western side in 6, 7, or 8 fathoms, wheie you will be sheltered from all

winds, except those from the W. to S. W.

ENTRANCES TO SCALLOWAY.—The entrances to Scalloway are four-

through Cliff Sound, between House and Tronsa Islands, and the main land ; through

the South Channel, or between West Burray and Merryholm, on the one side, and Oxna,

Papa, and Green Island on the other. In the Middle Channel, or between Chanes

and Papa, to the southward, and Hildasay and \Longa Islands, to the northward ;

or the North Channel, between Hildasay and Sandistura, and to the northward

of Longa.

To sail through CliffSound to Scalloway, yon will leave Haveray Islands on your

larboard side, and St. Ninian's Islands and Maywich Holm on your starboard side,

steering in E. N. E. and keeping nearer to House Island, until you bring TingwaU

Church to bear N. by E. ; run on with this mark as far as the south end of Trondray

Island, then haul over to the eastern shore, and at the north end of Trondray, a

sandy bar runs across, which, at high water, has 2 fathoms over it; you will

therefore wait the proper time to go over it ; and turning round the north end

of Trondray, anchor abreast of Scalloway Castle in 4, 5, or 6 fathoms ; this is a

safe and secure harbour, well sheltered from all winds; and the ground clean

and sandy.

To sail through the South Channel, which is considered to be the best and safest,

bring Scalloway Castle to bear E. N. E. { E. of a high round island, called Green

Island, it will then appear open, and will carry you between it and Merryholm,

which is a small island, to be left on your starboard side ; in sailing up this cha
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nel you) will have from 20 to 5 fathoms ; between Green Island and Merryholm,

4 fathoms ; and 7, 6, and 5 fathoms, as you advance toward the anchorage before

Scalloway.

To soil through the Middle Channel, bring Scalloway Castle to bear E. S. E. \ E., it

will then be nearly in one with the northernmost of the three rocks ; proceed with

this mark on until you arc abreast of Longa Island, then edge over to the northward

a little, and pass between the 3 rocks and Green Island on one side, and the main

land on the other; round the western point of the main land, and steer up channel

for the anchorage.

To sail through the Northern Channel, bring Hildasay Island to bear about east, but

be careful not to advance within a mile of the island, on account of the ledge of rocks

which runs off its S. W. end; an E.N. Easterly course will then. take you past

Bragin, and between Sandistura and Hildasay; having completely cleared the

north end of Hildasay, turn round to the east and south-eastward, going to the

eastward of Longa and between the three rocks and the main, as before de

scribed.

VALEY SOUND.—To sail into Valey East Sound, which is the best and widest

channel ; if the wind be from the W. S. W. or S. steer for the S. E. end of the

island, which is high and bold to ; there is an old Pict's Castle built on the high land

opposite, which forms a very remarkable object to know the entrance by ; on the

starboard side is Flass Island, a bold barren rock, which you will pass to the

westward of, and steer N.N. W. toward Valey Sound; this will carry yon mid-

ohannel in from 15 to 8 fathoms water: here you will see the island of Linga

dividing the Sound into two parts ; the channel between Linga and the main, or

White Ness, is the narrowest ; at its entrance is a rock, above water, lying nearly

in the middle of the channel; at the further end of the Creek stands a Kirk, and

near it the Minister's House ; bring this Kirk to bear N. N. E. J E. and it will carry

you up the inlet, and to the eastward of the rock: let the same Kirk bear

N. E. by N. and you will pass to the westward of the rock ; there are 9 fathoms at

the entrance, 8 and 6 as you advance up it, and thence shallowing toward the end

to 2 fathoms.

To go to the westward of Linga Island, you are to proceed in the former direction of

N. N. W. until you have well passed Linga, and have the Sound fully open, then

haul up to the northward, and anchor in from 10 to 5 fathoms, good sandy ground ;

but go not near the western shore, for there lies a sunken rock, which is dangerous ;

this rock is about one-eighth of a mile distant from the shore, and abreast of the

largest of three rocky islets.

To sail in by the West Sound, you will take particular care of a rock which is

situated directly in the middle of the entrance ; the passage in is not above one-

eighth of a mile wide; an E. by N. course will take you to the southward of

the rock; an east course will carry you to the northward of the rock; this fatter

is the better passage of the two ; there is water enough for a small ship to pass

over this rock, though the sea breaks over it; all around it is deep water; having

passed on either side of this rock, edge over to the main, to avoid a blind rock

which lies opposite to a building on Valey Island, standing near the water's edge:

it is nearer the south shore, not far from Lime Kiln Rock, and should be left

on your starboard side ; when you have passed the three islands on yoar lar

board side, you will open Valey Sound, and may haul over to the northward

and anchor.

GRUETING VOE.—If you intend going into this place, you will proceed as

before directed for the East Sound, steering boldly in between Flass and Valey

Island, bnt instead of turning towards Valey Sound, steer for Green Head, for the

opening or entrance to Grueling Voe cannot be seen until you are near the peninsula

of Green Head; haul boldly round the head, for though the channel in is but

narrow, the water is deep, having 18 and 20 fathoms mid-channel ; when past the

narrow strait it becomes wider, the course up it being N. E. ; here is excellent

anchorage, with from 14 to 3 fathoms, gradually shallowing as you advance; at

the further end ofthe Voe, is Grueling Holm; to the starboard are two narrow Voes,

called Olis Voe and Selie Voe, lit for small vessels : Brueland Voe terminates this

inlet, and has anchorage in 3 and 4 fathoms water. Vessels within these Voes

are at all times perfectly safe, and may anchor wherever they please, being com

pletely land-locked.

ST. MAGNUS BAY.—This comprehends that large space between Sands Ness

and Esha Ness ; off the former lies Papa Stour, a large rocky island, steep-to in every
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part; several small Foes of 7 and 8 feet water are on its eastern side, and one

called Hamm Vue on its western side ; there is anchorage within the latter in 8 feet

water ; between Papa Stuur and the Muin. is a passage into St. Magnus Bay. Ves

sels in stormy weather when making for St. Magnus Bay, should be careful to avoid

the Ve Skerries, and if embayed with westerly winds and unable to regain the sea

it will be prudent to run into Sicarbucl/s Mine ; the passage between Muckle ;'„,,-

and shelter from all winds, in from 8 to 20 fathoms water. Some vessel:

sailed through Roue Sound, which is to the eastward of Mucklc Rope Islaii,

passage is dear from danger, but much narrower than Swavbuck's Mine, _

round rock, above water, lies midway at its entrance, having a channel on either

side of it ; this passage, though not so good as Siuarbuck's Mine, may be adopted

in case of emergency, and it leads directly to good and safe riding. There is also"emergency, and it leads directly to good and safe riding. There i

good riding in Onzie Firth, the entrance being between Vemantray Island and A'cmg

Head; but care must be taken to give a berth to the latter, for several rocks under

water lie off the point ; when you have passed these rocks you will have 9, 7, 5,

and 3 fathoms water, shoaling as you advance ; the anchorage is good and well

sheltered.

GREAT FISHING BANK.^-A discovery has been made lately of an exten

sive bank, abounding with cod, haddock, and other fish, to the westward of the

Shetland Islands; it is described to lie from 25 to 30 miles west from Foul Island ;

to begin to the westward of Westra Island in the Orkneys, and to extend in a North

and N. by Westerly direction so far as 20 miles to the north-westward of Shetland

Islands ; its breadth is supposed to vary from 18 to 20 miles ; and its length to be fiiu

120 leagues : recent information has confirmed the discovery, and assigns it a depth

of from 40 to 50 fathoms ; abundance of fish are now annually caught on this

bank, rendering it an object of great importance as well as national advantage.

TIDES IN THE ORKNEYS, SHETLANDS, &c.

The tide flows on the change and full days of the moon—At Duncansby Head, at

8J o'clock ; on the east shore of Sicona, at 9{ o'clock ; on the west shore, at 10 o'clock ;

west shore of South Ronaldsha, at 9 o'clock ; Stromness Harbour, Walls, and Wespra,

at 9 o'clock ; Eair Island, at 10 o'clock; Foul Island, at 9J o'clock ; on the east side

of Shetlands, at 9\ o'clock ; Rrassi Sound, at 9J o'clock ; on the east side of Stronsa,

at 9J o'clock; in Stronsa Firth, at 11 o'clock ; on the east sides of Sanda and North

Honaldsha, at 9$ o'clock ; in North Ronaldsha Firth, at 10J o'clock ; and at Fair Island

at 10 o'clock.

The stream of flood on this, as on other parts of Orkney, comes from the N. W-

and runs east between Sanda and North Ronaldsha ; south along the west side of

Sanda, and between the Red Head of Etta and the Calf of Eda, and continues its

progress through Stronsa Firth, until it loses itself in the open sea. That part of

the flood which sets on North Ronaldsha divides, opposite to the Kirk, about a

quarter of a mile from the sliore ; one branch of it runs northward to the Stick

Skerry, and thence eastward to the sea ; the other runs close along the south side

of North Honaldsha, over the Reef Dike Rock, and thence to the north-eastward-

The stream near the north .side of Sanda runs along Ire and Rive io Tofts Ness, ftom

Tofts Ness? to the Start, and from the Start to Tre,s Ness, beyond which it is scarcely

perceptible. On the east side of the North Ronaldsha, the stream runs mostly ,tp($t)e

northward. Along the east side of Stionsa the flood runs south-east ; along the

west side south ; from Rousholm Head to Lamb Head, the stream for the three .first

hours of flood, runs N.E. and from that time until it is low water, S. W. When

the south-westward stream of flood has got to the south-west part of Rousholm .Head,

it there meets the stream of flood from Stronsa Firth, and is thence turned S. jJS. to

wards Copinsha Island. , . ;

The stream in Stronsa Firth runs about 4 miles in an hour, with spring-tides ; and

with neap-tides 1 or 1 and a half. On the north and east sides of Stronsa, the stream

is scarcely perceptible, except near to Burrow Head and Lamb Head, where,it runs

almost 3 miles in an hour, when strongest.

In North Ronaldsha Firth spring-tides run about 5 miles in an hour ; neap-tides

1 mile and a half. On the south side of Sanda the stream is scarcely perceptible,

except from, the Start to Tress Ness, where it runs about three miles in an. hour,

when strongest, i ' % .

Q
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The flood at Fair Isle, as at the isles of Orkney, sets in from the N. W. ; it

divides near to the shore on the N. W. part of the island ; and running along the

north and south ends of it, forms a large eddy on the east side. The stream, when

strongest, runs about 6 miles in an hour ; neap-tides do not run more than 2. Or

dinary spring-tides rise 4 feet; extraordinary spring-tides rise 6; neap-tides sel

dom rise more than 2 feet. At Foul Isle spring-tides rise 6 and 7 feet, neap-tides

4 and 5 feet ; on the east side of the Shetland Islandt, spring-tides 6 and 8 feet,

neaps 4 and 5 ; in Brassa Sound, spring-tides rise 9 and 10 feet, neaps only 5 and 6 ;

and the stream runs slowly into the harbour of Lerwick.

In the Pentland Firth and Orkney Isles the water flows about 8 feet with an ordi

nary spring-tide, and about 3{ upon a neap ; though, sometimes, by the wind's

blowing hard from the W. or S.W. spring tides will rise 14 feet, and neaps 6 or fy.

N. E., East, and S. E. winds, which cause lower tides, may sometimes occasion the

springs not to rise above 6 feet, and the neap-tides 2 feet. The greatest tides are

generally on the fourth day after full and change, and the smallest at the same

time after quarter-day.

In the Pentland Firth the tides run with greater rapidity and diversity of

motion, than perhaps in any other part ofthe British seas. The obstructions which

the direct course of the tide meets with, from the islands lying in the Pentland Firth,

diverts its directions into eddies, races, counter-tide, and sometimes into whirl

pools, amazing and terrifying to such as are inexperienced in tide-ways ; but to

those acquainted, these irregularities become serviceable : sometimes by keeping

off the violence of the stream, and affording stagnant water, in which a vessel may

tack or anchor till the return of a favourable tide ; at other times, by carrying

her against the tide, or more to windward, and thereby facilitating the passage to

either side of the Firth; which will more plainly appear from the following

description :—

The body of the flood in Pentland Firth comes from the N. W. and its motion is

visible sooner near the land, on either side, by three hours, than in the middle of

the Firth, being gradually propelled from the shores, outward, as the tide makes.

About a quarter of a mile from the middle of each island, in its way, it divides into

two branches, one of which runs towards the north, and the other towards the south,

end of it ; whence, along with the stream that runs directly by the extremity of the

island, they proceed eastward, about a mile or more, and there join, enclosing an

eddy, within which there is a slow stream eastward towards the island. There is

one of these eddies, on the east side of the Swona, which extends about a mile and

a half from it ; one on the east side of Stroma, which extends about a mile from

that island ; and one on the east side of Pentland Skenies, which is not bounded as

the other two, but opens wider as it recedes from these islands, until the streams

lose themselves in the open sea. These eddies change their direction from the

east towards the south gradually, as the flood makes ; so that the stream, which

at the beginning of the tide runs from Swona between South Ronaldsha and Pentland

Skerries, at the latter end of the flood, turns towards Duncansby Head. The like

eddies are formed with ebb-tide, on the west side of these islands, gradually vary

ing their directions from the west towards the north ; only the eddy of Pentland

Sherries is very small, not extending above a quarter of a mile from the Great Skerrj;

but the others are as large, or larger, with ebb than with flood tides. There are

whirlpools observed near the south end of Swona, with flood, and also near the

north ends of Swona and Stroma, with ebb-tide, but never so large as to be danger

ous to ships.

Westward from the north end of"Stroma there is always a great swelling sea, and

often breakers during ebb, in the calmest weather, especially with spring-tide,

which is called the Swelky of Stroma, and ought to be avoided. The Men of May is

a rough breaking sea, which makes westward from the south end of Stroma with

flood-tide.

From Duncansby Head, at two hours flood, over towards Stroma is a very strong

tide, called the Boar of Duncansby, which, with an easterly wind and spring-tide,

breaks very much. This is occasioned by a ledge of rocks in that direction, about

8 fathoms below the surface. This tide is often dangerous to boats, when they cross

the Firth, but is not so violent as the preceding.

The greatest velocity of spring-tide in Pentland Firth is nine miles an hoar ;

neap-tides do not run three.

Orkneys.—From some observations on the tides in Orkney, it appears that the

water begins to rise and fall sooner near the shore, or near visible rocks, than at a

distance from them.
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When spring-tide is at its greatest altitude or depression, the water continues in

a quiescent state near half an hour: neap-tides continue so about an hour and a

half.

The motion of the water, both in ascent, descent, and progression-, is accelerated

from the first of the fourth hour, commonly : from the fourth to the last hour of the

tide its velocity diminishes. This, however, admits of some variation, from the in

fluence of winds.

The greatest spring-tides and least neap-tides are commonly on the fourth day

after the syzigies and quadratures ; but in this also the winds have a considerable

influence ; west and south-west winds making the greatest floods and least ebbs ;

north and north-east winds, on the contrary, hinder the rise and promote the fall-

, ing of the water in (he Orkneys and on the north coast of Scotland. When the flood-

tide is raised higher than ordinary by winds, the next following ebb is not so low

as it would otherwise have been : when a high flood is raised by the moon only,

the succeeding ebb is proportionably low. Ordinary spring-tides rise about

eight feet perpendicular, ordinary neap-tides three and a half: extraordinary

great spring-tides rise fourteen feet, extraordinary small spring-tides only five.

Extraordinary great neap-tides rise above six feet, extraordinary small neap-tides

not above two. Yet, the rise and fall vary so much, that it would require a

long course of observations to determine with certainty what is most common in

these cases.

When a stream of tide is interrupted by land or rocks, or confined within a nar

row channel or long arm of the sea, growing uniformly narrower, the water is

higher there than in the neighbouring places where it is not obstructed. If the

channel, or arm of the sea, has several windings, or reaches, as they are called in

the Thames, the superior elevation will not be so considerable.

REMARKS.

The foregoing particulars relate to the Rising and Falling of the Tides,

the following to the various Motions of the Stream.

/"\N the coasts of Orkney and Fair Isle, off Shetland, the flood comes from the

" north-west. A league or two off the coast, the strength of the stream is

scarcely perceptible, unless it be confined by land, interrupted by rocks, or runs

over shoals a few fathoms below the surface ; in which cases its motion is also

quicker than on an open uniform coast, where it meets with no interruption.

When the tide begins to rise or fall on the shore, the stream nearer the shore

begins to turn and reverse its direction, a few irregularities excepted.

The stream of tide changes its direction sooner near the land than at a distance

from it ; insomuch, that in a place two or three miles from land, the turning' of the

stream is two hours or more, later than on the adjacent shore. At the intermediate

distances the stream turns at intermediate times. Hence one vessel may find

afavonrable tide near land, whilst another, at a greater distance, will have the

stream against her, and e contra. This contrary direction of the streams is sensible

in the narrowest channels.

During the continuance of the flood, the stream varies its direction, gradually,

from the east towards the south ; and, on the contrary, the stream of ebb varies

from the west towards the north : that is, if the stream when it becomes first

sensible, runs east, at the latter end of the tide it will run nearly south, if the

proximity of land or shoals, does not hinder or divert its course another way. It

will be found of advantage, in a rapid tide-way, to attend to this gradual variation

of the stream.

The greatest velocity of spring-tides in Orkney, in the channels where it runs

quickest, is about nine miles an hour. The celerity of neap-tide is about one-fourth

of spring- tide. A spring-tide acquires a considerable degree of strength in less

than one hour after its quiescent state begins ; neap-tides are hardly perceptible in

two hours after still water. The stream is most rapid, commonly between the third

and fourth hour of the tide.

If a sound or strait, between two islands, lies in the direction of the main body

of the tide, the velocity of the stream in that strait will be greater (all other things

alike,) than in any other adjacent one, not lying in the same direction. i

Q2
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Ill similar straits Or channels, lying in the same direction, and supplied from the

same part of tbe Ocean, the velocity of the streams will be in proportion to the

width of the inlets directly, and the outlets inversely.

If an island lies directly in the tide- way, the stream will divide or split, before it

reaches the island, into two branches, one ofwhich will run toward one end or side

of the island, and the other towards the other end of it, and in passing along, will

be reflected a little by the land, so as not to touch it. The stronger the stream is,

and the longer that side of the island towards which it runs, so much further from

it will the stream divide ; and the quicker the oblique stream tuiis along the sides

or ends of the island the stronger will be their reflection. Hence a vessel in a calm,

carried along by a rapid tide or current, will be in no danger of touching a single

island or visible rock, if the water is deep Chough near them.

If a small island lies athwart a rapid tide-way, that part of the stream which

rub's along one end of it, will join what runs along the other, at some distance be-

yond the island, enclosing between them a curved space, within* which there is

either no Sensible current, or a slow one towards the island, contrary to the other

streams. This stagnant space in the middle of a rapid tide is called an eddy. If

the island that occasions an eddy is large, or has other islands or rocks near it, so

situated as to inflect the streams considerably out of their direct course, they will

Mot then join, as in the former case, but go off in a parabolic form, widening from

the island, and their strength gradually diminishing till they arc lost insensibly in

the open sea. Examples ofboth these eddies have been already described.

Some of them are a mile or two in length, and convenient to tack back and fore

in till the tide is spent. In some there ii, clean ground, where, if there is not wind

enough, or sufficient room for tacking, a vessel may stop at anchor till the return of

a favourable tide. These eddies may not only be ofgreat service to ships or boats

by sheltering them from a strong stream,but also by carrying them against it; and

thereby enabling them to cross it with more advantage, according to the different

places to which they are bound. The extent and direction of an eddy are always

distinguishable by the eye, when the tide is strong; for the opposition of the bound

ing streams make the waves there higher and rougher, in blowing weather, or with

spring-tide, and of a darker colour in calms, with neap-tide, than in other places.

The most boisterous parts are near the two extremities of the island, and a little

beyond the vortex, ot top of the eddy, where the streams that form it unite.

The collision of these opposite and oblique streams near the island, will excite a

circular motion in the water ; and if the celerity of the tide is great, will occasion

whirlpools in form of an inverted bell, wide and rounded at the mouth, and nar

rower towards the bottom. Those with spring-tide in Puntland Fiitk, near the

islands Stroma and Swoua, may turn any vessel quite round, but are never so large

as to endanger her otherwise. There are instances, however, of small boats, which,

by the inadvertency of the rowers, dropt into and were swallowed up by thera.

The cavity is largest when it is first formed, and is carried along with the stream,

diminishing gradually in dimensions as it goes, until it quite disappears. Before

the extinction of one, two, or sometimes three, more will appear, following each

other like so many pits in the sea, moving along with the tide. The suction er

spiral motion communicated to the water does not seem to extend far beyond the

cavity ; for happening in a boat to pass within twenty yards of one of these whirl

pools, or wells, as they are called in Orkney, Mr. Mackenzie was not sensible of any

attraction towards it; but, indeed, it was towards the latter end of the tide, when its

strength was considerably abated. The diameter of the mouth of the cavity, at thai

'time, he judged to be between two aird three feet. Fishermen affirm, that if they are

aware of their approach towards a whirlpool, and have time to throw an oar or any

other bulky body into it, they will get oyer safe ; the reason is, when the continuity

'of the surface is broken, and (he vertiginous motion of the sea interrupted by any

body thrown into it, the water must rush suddenly in on all sides, and till up the

cavity. For the same reason, in blowing weather, or when the waves break,

thpiigh there may be a whirling round, there can be no cavity,

when there is a steep sunken rock near the concourse of such rapid tides, and

"not very deep below the surface, a most amazing phenomenon will happen ; for

the strefam being interrupted in its course, and failing suddenly over the rook, is

forcibly reflected from the bottom upwards, carrying sand, shells, fishes, or other

loose bodies, along with it ; which, with boats, or. whatever else is near, are driven

Vith great violence from the centre of the eruption, all around towards the cir

cumference ; then the surface all over continues to swell and bubble, for some
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time, like boilins: water, until a regular gyration ensnes, and a whirlpool begins

which is carried along with the stream, as was said in the preceding paragraph,

ami lessens by degrees till it is quite extinguished. Soon after, a new eruption,

followed by an ebullition and whirlpool, commences, and then another, until the

celerity of the stream abates, or the tide rises or falls too much above or below the

rock.

If the tide runs quicker or more obliquely by one end of an island than by the

other, a languid current will continue running from one of these streams towards

the othjer : that is, the tide along one side of that island will set longer in one di

rection than in the contrary.

If a strong stream of tide runs across the mouth of a bay that does not reach far

into the land, within that bay there will be a slow stream setting contrary to the

other. By attending to this, one vessel may keep her course or gain a port, while

another is carried away with the tide.

During the last hour or last half hour of strong-spring-tides, the stream in the

middle of a channel or sound, and sometimes a mile or two oif an open coast, ap

pears rough and breaks, as if it run over a shoal, or was confined within a veTy

narrow channel, while the sea on each side maybe quite smooth. This, strangers

have often mistaken for shallow water, and to avoid it, have needlessly gone out of

their course, or dropped anchor in an improper place.

There are several tide-ways among the Orkney Islands, where, during ebb tide

Only, the surges swell to an extraordinary height, and rage and break with great

violence, even in the calmest weather ; insomuch, that sometimes, no open vessel

can go over them ; bat, during flood* the water there is as smooth as in any other

part. Such places are called, in Orkney, Rosts, which the inhahitants are very care

ful to avoid while ebb-tide continues, but not in the least afraid of them with flood.

A Host rages most with a spring-tide and west wind. The most dangerous of these

are Dennis Rost, on the north side of North Ronaldslia ; Lashy Rost, between the Calf

of Ed* and Samia ; Rull, near Wart Holm, on the south side of Wtstra ; and Swelky,

the west side of Stroma, in the Pmtland Firth.

SECTION XIII.

THE COASTS OF FRANCE, FLANDERS, HOLLAND, AND

; JUTLAND, FROM CALAIS TO THE SCAW.

FROM CALAIS TO THE TEXEL.

Description of the Land, fyc. -

GENERAL REMARKS.—The appearance of the land from Calais, eastward, is

low and flat, skirted all along with small sand hills, and rising with a gentle

and gradual acclivity inland. The Churches and large buildings form distinct

and conspicuous objects, and may be seen by the mariner at a considerable dis

tance; Holland is of a similar description, and somewhat still lower, broken in

various parts by the openings ofthe rivers Saheld, Mans, Sec. , the shores are lined

with numerous shoals and sand banks,* having channels between them, some of

which are both intricate and dangerous.

FROM CAPE GRISNEZ AND CALAIS TO OSTEND.-~C«Aiw lies to the

N. eastward of Cape Grisnez, 11J miles ; Cape Grisnez is of "white appearance, and

has a battery upon it; the coast bends from it toward JUanenez, nearly E. by N.

5J miles; about J of a mile N. E. by N. from Grisnez, is the west -end of the Ligne

• "the -mariner will find the ahove accurately laid down on the "New Chart of the SOUTH

PART OF THE NORTH SEA, published by J. W. Norie mi Co., LeadenhaU Street.



 

Bank, which runs in the direction ofthe coast about 2\ miles, becoming broader to

the eastward ; this shoal must always be carefully avoided, for on its shoalest part

there are not more than 3 or 4 feet water ; on its west end are 3J fathoms, on its

outer, or N. E. end, 6 fathoms ; but its inner part is more shallow ; there is a nar

row passage between it- and the shore, with 2, 3, and 4 fathoms. Vessels may

stop a tide on the outside of the bank in from 10 to 17 fathoms, good ground.

Between the eastern end of the Ligne Bank and Blancnez, about midway, and

near the shore, are two small sandy, spots, called Les Gardes which dry at low

water.

Les Quenoes are two patches of shoal water, on one of which are 2 fathoms, and

on the other 5 fathoms, with 10, 8, 6, and 9 fathoms round them ; they lie directly

N. by W. from Blancnez, the inner one being distant three-quarters of a mile, the

outer 1J mile ; from these a long strip of sand extends to the N. Eastward, with

0, 10,9,8,5, 6, and 8 fathoms, the latter depth being right abreast of Calais;

there is a good passage between them and the shore. It is reported there are

some sunken rocks within pistol-shot of Calais Cliffs, care must be taken to

avoid them.

Calais Bank, very improperly called in the different Charts a continuation of the

Di1ck, may, with more justness, be considered a branch of the Outer Ruytinge, to

which it is partly connected, by a line of shallow soundings running from the latter

a considerable way in the direction of the Calais Bank ; both banks however lose

themselves in deep water, of from 15 to 20 fathoms, and therefore for all nautical

purposes they may be treated as distinct sands. The western end of Calais Bank

in 10 fathoms, begins nearly north from Calais, distant miles ; from thence it

runs in an E. by N. direction, 6 miles, gradually decreasing to 5, 4, and 3 fathoms ;

the latter depth will be found when Calais bears S.W. { S., distant 9 miles ; thence

to the eastward the depth increases to 6, 8, and 9 fathoms, and loses itself in deep

water, as before observed.

The Valons Bank lies directly abreast of Point d'Oye, and is 2 miles from the

shore ; upon it are 6 and 7 fathoms water.

CALAIS lies S. E.J S. distant 22 miles from Dover, and S. E. J S. 20J miles

from the South Foreland. There are several forts situated about its environs, and

as you approach from the sea, it wears the appearance of an island ; you will ob

serve three steeples, one of them much larger than the other two ; there are also seve

ral windmills about it ; moreover a light is now exhihited from the Tower of Calais,

which has a white revolving flame, making its circuit in three minutes ; first the

light encreases for about thirty seconds ; next it decreases, and then becomes dark

for the space of a minute ; thus continuing its revolution, in constant succession,

from sun-set to sun-rise.

Five miles eastward of Calais, is Waldon, having a flat Church with a small spire

steeple ; on each side of it appears a windmill and several houses ; 2J miles beyond

it is Oye Church, with a larger spire steeple, and a mill to the westward ofit ; 3{ miles

beyond the Church of Oye, is Gravelines ; the land between is all low, the small

sand hills making in hummocks, about midway between Calais and Gravelines, the

land rather projects, and is called Point d'Oye, to the eastward of which is a tower

and fort.

GRAVELINES.—The entrance to Gravelines is 10 miles E. JS. from Calais;

the Church has a tall spire steeple, and the place is distinguished by two windmills,

one ef which stands on the east, and the other on the west side of the town. This

town, when viewed at a distance from the sea, appears also like an island ; the land

on each side being low, and full of hummocks. A little to the eastward of the town

stands an old monastry. As Gravelines Harbour falls dry, it cannot be entered but

when the tide is high ; there are two beacons, which being brought on with each

other, will lead you to the Jetties, between which is the passage in.

Five miles and half to the eastward of Gravelines is Mardick, a mile before you

come to which is the entrance to Mardick Canal; inland you will perceive the spire

steeple of Loon, with a mill on each side ; several other mills are visible hereabout,

together with the steeples of Great and Little Synthe, the former being thick and flat,

the latter small and sharp pointed.

Fort Mardick lies 2J miles beyond Mardick, and 2J miles beyond Mardiek is the

entrance to Dunkirk. -

DUNKIRK lies about 10J miles E. \ S. from Gravelines, and 20f miles from

Calais ; it may readily be known by its square steeple, which is the highest of the

kind on this part of the coast, and may be seen in clear weather 5 or 6 leagues off.
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The Stntlt House is a large square building with a small spire, and stands near the

church steeple, being visible 12 miles off.

Between Calais and Dunkirk there is some high land in the country, called Mount

Casstl ; in clear weather this land may be seen from sea, serving to distinguish this

part of the coast. About the vicinity of Dunkirk are several fortresses, and behind

it, inland, are the town and steeples of Bergues.

From Dunkirk the land extends E. { N. towards Nieuport, all low, with hillocks

of sand fronting the sea. Within this space are the churches of Lafrenouck,

Zuytcoote, Adinkirk, Fumes, and Wulpen ; about 1 1 miles from Dunkirk is a long

white sand hill, called Broers Dut/n, or the Brother's Land Bank, which is somewhat

more elevated than the adjacent sandhills; Fumes Steeple also stands back, and

furnishes a good object to know this part of the coast by ; the Broers Dut1n has a

barren appearance, differing from all the other hills, which arc verdant ; and it lies

N. distant 2-j miles from Fumes. Inland are canals which communicate from

Calais to Gravelines, Dunkirk, Fumes, Nieuport, Ostend, &c.

N IF.UPO RT is 15 miles from Dunkirk, 25 from Gravelines, and 35 from Calais ;

it is at present only fit for small vessels which are able to lie dry on a hard sand ;

the channel in is about 1J mile long, lying in a S. S. E. direction, very narrow,

unsheltered on its western side, and not safe with strong winds. Nienport has

several steeples and mills, which appear from a distance like a fleet of ships ; but

there is one square Church steeple with a turret which is very conspicuous, and

larger than the rest ; there is also a beacon and castle, and lighthouse by which it will

readily be distinguished.

From Nieuport the shore continues to run N. Easterly, having the Churches of

JLombarzyde, which is situated about a mile to the, eastward, and has a high flat

steeple ; Westhende, nearly a mile farther, with a spire steeple ; Middltkirk, four

miles distant from Nieuport, and 5 from Ostend, with a high spire steeple ; Raver-

syde, \\ mile from Middlehirk, with a square flat steeple, and Mariakerque, 2J miles

beyond Raversyde, with a small spire steeple ; about \\ mile from Raversyde is

Ostend. ,

OSTEND bears from Nieuport E.by N. distant 9J miles ; from Dunkirk, E J N.

24 miles ; and from Calais East 44 miles. Ostend appears, when at a distance, like

an island ; it has a Church with a large spire steeple, a town-house with a square

tower on it, a high lightlwuse like a stone-beacon, and 3 windmills ; two of the mills

may be seen very plainly, one at each end of the town, but the third seems to stand

in the middle of the town, and therefore cannot be easily discerned. Ostend Light

house is situated near the end of the Western Jetty ; the lanthorn has three reflectors

fixed on the top of the column, which is 80 feet above the high water-mark ; it con

tinues burning from sun-set to sun-rise, and is visible 3 leagues ; a beacon-light has

also been lately erected to the S. Eastward of this light, at the eastern head of the

harbour, which was first lighted in June, 1817; these lights broughtin one will then

lead to the entrance of the port.

THE FLEMISH BANKS.

The western part of these banks lie opposite to Dunkirk, and are generally

known by the title of the Dunkirk Banks ; they are nine in number, and named as

follow—the Cliff Bank, the Outer Ruytinge, the Inner Ruytinge, the Dyck, the Inner

Rare/, the Outer Ratel, the Breedt Bank, the Small Bank, and that long narrow sand

which bounds the road of Dunkirk to the northward, and is divided into the Snouw,

the Braeck Bank, the Hills Bank, and the Traepegeer.

THE CLIFF BANK, or outermost of these shoals, is about 6 miles long, and

divided into two parts, that to the southward is called the Pollaert, or Pollard,

about a mile in diameter, and very dangerous, having only 10 feet water over it ;

its southern extremity bears N. N. W. i W. from Dunkirk, distant 14 miles.

Four miles E. N. E. from this end of the Pollaert is another shoal, forming the

eastern end of the Cliff Bank, over which are 25 feet water, the N. E. end of which

bears from Dunkirk N. J W. 15 miles ; between these shoals the Cliff Bank, has

from 6 to 7 fathoms over it. The spire of Dunkirk is the only object, even in clear

weather, which is visible from the Cliff Bank, and the almost impossihility of dis

covering your approach to the Pollaert, by your soundings, renders that shoal more

dangerous than any other on the coast. To prevent your mistaking the Pollaert

for the Outer Ruytinge, you need only observe, that close to the S. W, end of the
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former are 19 and 30 fathoms water, while near the western end of the Outer

Ruytinge there are only 6 or 7 fathoms, which depth will continue toward the Calais

Bank; between the Cliff Bank and the Outer Ruytinge are from 16 to 18 fathoms,

the bottom being sand, shells, and coarse gravel.

THE OUTER RUYTINGE is the second bank yon will meet with as yon come

from the northward, and has a most dangerous shoal upon it ; this is- about half a

mile in length, and divided into several small spots, on the shallowest of which

are not more than 8 feet water; this part bears from Dunkirk N. N. W. J N.*dis-

tant 12J miles, and from Gravelines N. N. E. { E. 12i miles. The westernmost part

of the Outer Ruytinge has 4 fathoms water over it, which depth you will have when

Watlen and Graveline spires are on with each other, bearing S. a little westerly ;

Dunkirk S. E. distant 13J miles, and Calais S. W. by W. i W. 12J miles ; from

hence it deepens to the westward to 6 and 7 fathoms, and gradually increases in

depth in a direction toward the Calais Bank. The Outer Ruytinge is about 8 miles

long, extending E. N. Easterly from its western extremity, having 3J and 4 fa

thoms all the way, except at the shallow spots above-mentioned ; its eastern end

bears from Dunkirk N. J W. 12J miles, and from Graveline* N, N. E. J E. distant

14 miles.

THE INNER RUYTINGE is an irregular bank of uneven soundings, over

which the sea is always bad, and therefore should be avoided ; its western end lies

about N. by W. \ W. from Dunkirk, and its eastern part N. by E. \ E from Dun

kirk, its direction is E. N. E. and W. S. W. its shoalest part, over which are only

12 feet, bears from Dunkirk N. \ W. distant about 10 miles, and from Gravelines

N. E. a little easterly, 12 miles ; the depth of from 25 to 45 feet, which may

properly be considered the extent of the bank, lies from Dunkirk between

N. N. W. t N. and N. N. E. i N.

Between the Outer and Inner Ruytinge the depth of water is from 9 to 14 fathoms,

the bottom being of sand, shells, and coarse gravel.

THE DYCK is a long narrow bank, formed in three divisions, the Orteil,

or Western Dyck, the Middle Dyck, and the Eastern Dyck.

The western end of the Orteil lies from the Chnrch of Oye N. by E. distant nearly

-6 'miles, from Dunkirk W. N. W. J N., and from Gravelines N. N. W. -J N. its

breadth is not more than 2 cables length ; its eastern end lies N. W. i W. from

Dunkirk, distant 9J miles, and N. N. E. $ N. from Gravelines, distant 7 miles ; -the

least water over the Orteil is 16 feet, this part \ying with Watlen Church Tower on

with Gravelines.

Between the Outer Ruytinge and the Orteil are 14, 15, 16, and 17 fathoms water,

the bottom being sand, small shells, and gravel.

The Middle Dyck, properly called the Dyek, is separated from the Orteil by a

narrow channel of 4 and 5 fathoms ; the western end of the Middle Dyck lies N. W.

from Dunkirk, distant 9J miles, and N. N. E. J E. from Gravelines, distant 6 miles,

it thence extends easterly 6J miles, its eastern extremity lying from Dunkirk

nearly north, distant 7J miles, and from Gravelines N. E. % E. 1 \\ miles ; the depths

over the Dyck vary from 4 feet to 3 fathoms ; its shoalest part begins about one

mile from its eastern end, und continues about 2J miles to the westward ; the

west end of the shoal part bears from Dunkirk N. N. W. \ W. distant 7J miles, and

from Gravelines N. E. J N. distant 8J miles ; the greatest breadth of the Dyck is

one mile.

THE EASTERN DYCK is separated from the Middle Dyck by a channel a

mile broad, having from 4 to 9 fathoms ; the nark for this channel is the Chureh at

Dunkirk, exactly midway between Bergues and Cutset, but the mariner must be very

careful of running on in this direction, since the same mark will lead directly upon

the shoal part of the Inner Ruytinge. The S. W. end of the Eastern Dyck bears

N. J E. from Dunkirk, distant 8 miles, and N. E. $ E. from Gravelines, distant

1 2{ miles, Cassel appearing 1° open to the westward of Dunkirk ; the general direc

tion of the Bank is N. E. by E. 11 or 12 miles, it continues exceedingly dangerous

full 10 miles from its south-western part, or until you bring Dunkirk to bear

S. W. by S. i W. and Fumes S. J E. ; its shallowest part is near the S. W. extre

mity, where there are only from 5 to 9 feet water, and this extends until you bring

Dunkirk to bear S. S. W. $ S.; the breadth of the Eastern Dyck is about $ of «

mile, and over it, to the northward of the shoal part, already mentioned, are from

2 to 4 fathoms,' until you have passed the marks above given, to the northward »f

which it loses itself gradually in 10, 12, and 14 fathoms. Vessels in approaching

this Bank should carefully keep the lead constantlygoing.￼
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THE INNER RATEL lies to the southward of the Middle Dyck, its northern

part being only separated by a narrow channel, but with 12 fathoms between them ;

its western end is distant about a quarter of a mile from the Dyck, having from4to5

fathoms on it, and lying from Dunkirk N. N. W. J W. distant 7J miles, and from

Gravelines nearly N. E. distant 8 miles; its eastern end bears from Dunkirk

N. N. E. a little easterly, distant 7\ miles, and from Fumes N. W. J N. 11J miles ;

the shoalest part of this Bank is about the middle, extending more than 2 miles in

the direction of the Bank, and being almost a mile broad ; the western extremity

bears from Dunkirk Church N. N. W. J N. and the eastern part N. J E., or with

Dunkirk and Cassel in one; there are from 10 to 3 feet over this bank, and only

2 feet in one part, which lies with Bergues and Dunkirk Steeples in one.

THE OUTER RATEL lies to the S. Eastward of the Eastern Dyck, from which

it U separated about 3 miles ; between them are from 7 to 12 fathoms ; its S. W.

end is to the northward of the N. E. end of the Breedt Bank, the channel between

being about one mile broad, with from 6 to 9 fathoms in it ; at this end of the

Outer Ratel is a dangerous Knowl, with only 8 feet water over it ; this bears from Dun

kirk N. E. J N. distant 10 miles, and N. N.W. i N. from Fumes, distant 10J miles ;

from hence the Outer Ratel extends 8 miles in the direction of E. N. E. J N. being

about a mile broad, having many dangerous shallows upon it, and should therefore

be always crossed with the greatest care and attention to the lead ; the eastern

end of the Outer Ratel bears from Furnes N. by E. distant 13 miles, and from

Nienport N. by W. 11 miles ; near the N. E. end of the Outer Ratel are some

email knowls of 3 and 4 fathoms water, with 5, 6, and 7 fathoms round them ; the

furthermost of these has 4 fathoms, and is a full mile off ; there is also a narrow

shoal of 4 fathoms to the northward of the north-east end of the Ratel, distant

2 miles, the middle of which lies from Nieuport N. J W. distant 13 miles, and from

Fumes N. J E. 15J miles; this shoal lies midway between the Outer Ratel and

Eastern Dyck.

THE BREEDT, or Broad Bank, is the largest of the Dunkirk Banks, and divided

into two distinct parts, full 5 miles asunder ; the westernmost Breedt occupies a

space of 14 miles in length, and has 3 shoals upon it, with passages between them ;

the western end of the Breedt Bank bears from Dunkirk N. W. J W. distant

S\ miles, and from Granelines N. N. E. i E. 5J miles ; on this part are 3 fathoms

water ; 1 J mile from the western end of the bank, begins a narrow shoal 1$ mile long,

and about half a mile broad, on the middle part of which are only 2 and 3 feet,

but at each end are 8 and 9 feet ; the west end of this shoal lies from Dunkirk

N. W. \ N. ; its eastern end N. W. by N. ; 2 miles from this is the west end of the

middle shoal, which is somewhat of an oval form, being 2J miles long, and l\ mile

broad ; its western end lies from Dunkirk N. N. W., and its eastern end N. by E. ;

the mark for the middle of this shoal, is Dunkirk and Bergues Churches in one, you

will then have only 3 feet water ; there are from 2 to 10 feet water on different parts

of this shoal. The third shoal is abont 1J mile distant from the middle one, and is

a narrow stripe, running in an E. N. Easterly direction 4J miles, having from

5 to 9 feet over it ; its western end bears from Dunkirk Church N. N. E. \ E, and

its eastern end N. E. distant 9 miles ; between the Western and Middle Shoals are

from 12 to 15 feet, and between the Middle and Eastern Shoals from 11 to 13 feet.

The mark for passing to the westward of the westernmost shoal is Gravelines

Church, S. W. J S. The mark for passing between the Middle and Eastern Sheal is

Great Synthe Steeple, S. W. The Breedt Bank is separatedfrom the Inner Ratel by a

narrow channel of 26 feet water; but in the broader parts are from 7 to 12 fa

thoms. The eastern end of the Breedt Bank bears from Dunkirk N. E. \ E. distant

nearly 10 miles, and from Furnes N. N. W.J W. 9J miles; but a continuation of

soundings of 5 and 6 fathoms extends from this end in an E. N. Easterly di

rection, all the way to the eastern Breedt Bank: and when Furnes bears from

you S. by W. you will get into 4 fathoms, and be on the western end of the Eastern

Breedt. "

THE EASTERN BREEDT is, at its western end, three-quarters of a mile

broad, and becomes narrower toward the north-east. The mark for its western

end is Fumes Steeple, a little open to the eastward of Broers Duyn; from thence the

direction of the bank is about N. E. by E. 4 miles, indeed it may be said to extend

further; for about one mile N. E. J E. from it is a shoal spot of 4 fathoms, and

from the bank to that are 5 and 6 fathoms ; beyond that spot you fall into 7 fa

thoms, and still deeper water; there is also a patch of 3{ fathoms, lying

E. S. E. i S. from the N. E. end of the bank, distant about half a mile. This shoal
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of 4 fathoms bears from Fumes Steeple N. N. E. J E. distant I4J miles, and from

Nieuport N. JE.; this latter is also the direction of the patch of 3J fathoms.

Upon the Eastern Breedt are from 3 to 4 fathoms, except toward its western end,

where are two small spots of 14 and 16 feet only ; these bear N. by W. from

Nieuport Church.

THE SMALL BANK lies within the Breedt Bdnks,its western end bearing from

Dunkirk N. J W. distant 3y miles, and from Zuytcoote N. W. by W. nearly 6 miles.

At this part are 16 feet water, the mark being Dunkirk in one with Cosset ; but as

this is not a mile from a dangerous and shoal part of the Small Bank, Dunkirk

should ucver be brought to the westward of Cosset. From its western point the bank

strelches about 6 miles E. { N., then E. N. E. 8J miles.

The shoal part of this bank is of great length, its western extreme commencing

3J miles N. by E. from Dunkirk, and continuing until its eastern end bears from

Dunkirk N. E. by E. i P}. distant lOJ miles, and from Furnes N. N. W. J N.

7J miles. Part of this dries at low water to about the extent of IJ mile; the west

and cast ends bearing from Dunkirk from N. E. J N. to N. E. J E. distant 5J miles ;

the other part of this shoal has from 1 to 10 feet over it, and is in general danger

ous. The N. E. end of the Small Bank bears from Furnes N. N. E. J N. distant

9J miles, and from Nieuport N. N. W. J N. Between the eastern end of the shoal

and the N. E end of the bank are some narrow patches of from 10 to 14 feet water:

these appear on the Chart, and will be noticed hereafter.

At about the distance of 6J miles north from Fumes, the Small Bank unites with

the Bank of Nieuport, by means of a narrow shoal of from 18 to 24 feet water ; and

thus forms the northern boundary of Nieuport Road.

THE INNER BANK, which stretches along the coast from Point Gravehnes to

Nieuport, and forms the northern and eastern boundaries of Dunkirk Road, is

divided into 4 parts, and distinguished by the names of the Snouw, Braeck Bank,

Hills Bank, and Traepegeer.

THE SNOUW is the westernmost of these. Its western end bears from Grate-

lines N. E. I N. 4J miles, from Dunkirk N. W. J W. 7J miles, and from Gravelines

Point N. J E .2 miles. On it is placed a red buoy, intended to point out the western

entrance to Dunkirk Roads ; from this buoy the Snouw runs E. by S. about 3 miles,

then E. S. E. J E. H mile. There are 4 and 3 fathoms over the west end of the

Snouw, for the length of 1J mile eastward of the buoy, and vessels may cross it,

with Mardick Church bearing S. S. E. J S. ; but further east than that it is only

passable for boats, its shoal part commencing N. by W. from Mardick, and

N. E. & E from Gravelines. A small part of the Snouw dries at low water to

the extent of a quarter of a mile ; this part bears N. W. J N. from Dunkirk, and

N. E. i N. from Mardick Spire, distant from it 3J miles. TheS. E. part, which

dries, lies with Little Synthe and Cassel in one ; one-third of a mile from this is the

eastern end of the Snouw.

THE BKAECK BANK is only divided from the Snouwby a narrow channel of

9 feet water : this passage bears from Dunkirk N. W. J N. distant 3J miles, and

from Mardick, N. E { E., about the same distance ; it thence extends E. S. E. I E.

for 2J miles, and nearly east 2J miles ,where it joins the Hills Bank. The breadth of

the Braeck, at its western end, is not more than a quarter of a mile, which continues

until it changes its direction to east, when it suddenly becomes three-quarters

of a mile wide ; the greatest depths upon it are only 9 feet water, and there are

some places where it becomes dry at low spring tides ; these will be found to bear

from Dunkirk from North to N. N. E % E. Small vessels may pass over that part

of this bank which lies between Dunkirk with Bergues and Little Synthe in one

with Cassel Mount ; but from the uneveuness of the soundings not more than 4 or 5

feet can be depended upon : the bank lies a full mile from the low water mark

on shore.

HILLS BANK, as has been observed, is joined to the Braeck, and limits the

boundary of the eastern part of Dunkirk Road. It is very dangerous, not only on

account of its shallowness and extent, but from the great depth of water close to

its southern edge ; its general direction is east, and its N. E. point, over which

are 16 feet water, having a black buoy marking its extremity, bears from Dunkirk

N. E. by E. -f E. distant SJ- miles, and from Zuytcoote N. by E. distant 2$ miles.

S. W. of this, three-quarters of a mile, is another black buoy ; E. $ South of the

N. E. black buoy is a white buoy, lying in 17 feet water. Between the buoys of

the Hills Bank and this buoy is the Zuytcoote, or eastern channel into Dunkirk Road.

The Hills Bank is joined to the Small Bank by a swashway of 22 feet, at that part

which bears from Dunkirk N. E. and from Zuytcoote N. W. \ N.
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THE TRAEPEGEER is separated from the Hills Bank by the Zuytcoote Channel,

in which are only from 17 to 24 feet, and therefore may properly be considered a

continuation of the Snouw, Braeck, and Hills Banks ; it forms the eastern boundary

of Dunkirk Road, and extends along shore to the eastward, as far as the jetty of

Nieuport.

The S. W. end of the Traepegeer bears from Zuytcoote N. N. E. J N. distant

2 miles, and from the S. E end of Hills Bank E. N. E. i E. distant three-quarters

of a mile. There is in the middle of the Zuytcoote Channel a knowl, with only

13 feet over it, which must be carefully avoided ; it lies between the S. E. point of

Hills Bank and the S. W. point of the Traepegeer, and is very dangerous to large

vessels.

The N. W. point of the Traepegeer, on which ?re 16 feet, bears N. N. E. J E.

from Zuytcoote, distant 3 miles ; in this direction lies the shoal ol'9 feet, upon which

is placed a white buoy. The west point of the Traepegeer Shoal bears from Zuytcoote

N. E. \ E. distant 3J miles ; thence it takes an East J Southerly direction, until

Fumes comes S. J W. it then unites with the bank along shore, its breadth being

about half a mile, and the least water 3 feet. The northern edge of the Traepegeer

forms the southern boundary of Nieuport Road, continuing along shore at the dis

tance of 2 miles from the Zuytcoote Channel, as far as Nieuport ; the soundings will

readily mark out its edge, and you may sail on until Brocrs Duyn comes in a line

with Furnes Steeple; but when Fumes appears to the eastward of Broers Duyn you

must then be careful to avoid a little detached shoal, of from 9 to 12 feet, called

the Broers Bank, bearing from Furnes N. J E. distant 5 miies ; it is separated from

the Traepegeer by a depth of only 12 and 13 feet. The N. E. part of the Traepegeer

Shoal bears N. N. E. $ N. from Furnes, distant 5J miles: having cleared this shoal,

if bound to, the eastward, you may proceed along shore at the distance of half a

mile, where, between Furnes and Westhende, you will not have less than 20 feet

water. There is no -passage between the Traepegeer and the shore for shipping, for

when Furnes bears S. J E. the channel is not the breadth of a cable's length, and

has only 7, 8, and 9 feet water.

NIEUPORT AND OSTEND BANKS.

These are the Mirkllehirk, Nieuport, Ostenrl, Stroom, and Wendune Banks.

The MIDDLEKIRK BANK is situated almost 2 miles to the eastward of the

Eastern Breedt, lying nearly N. E. and S. W. extending 6 miles, and composed of a

great number of patches of sand, on the shallowest of which are never less than

15 feet; its southern part lies north, a little easterly, from Nieuport Church, dis

tant 7\ miles ; its northern extremity bears from Nieuport N. N. E. distant 12

miles ; but its shoalesLpart of 15 feet bears from Nieuport N. J E. distant 8 miles,

and from Ostend N.W. J W. distant 8 miles : this is the only isolated bank between

the Dunkirk Banks and the entrance to the Inner Wielinge, the others are all con

nected to each other by a depth of from 17 to 26 feet ; the irregularity of soundings

always occasions a heavy sea upon the Middlekirk Bank.

The NIEUPORT BANK is 1 mile to the southward of the Middlekirk, and joined

to the Smalt Bank by a depth of from 18 to 24 feet ; it also connects itself with the

Stroom Bank, when bearing from Oslend W.N W . J W. by a depth of from 17 to 24

feet, and also to the Ostend Bunk when bearing from Ostend E. \ N. by a depth of

from 25 to 26 feet. The western part of the Nieuport Bank bears N. W. J N. from

Nieuport, and N.J E. 6J miles from Fumes; over this part are 16 feet water,

Fnrnes Steeple appearing from it a little to the eastward of Broers Duyn : between

this point and the Small Bank is a bar, in length one mile and a quarter, and

^cables' length in breadth, which joins, the Nieuport to the Small by a depth of

from 18 to 24 feet. Vessels must cross this bar to enter Nieuport Road by the

northern channel, and also in leaving it, when they are unable to get into Dun-

kirk Road.

Nieuport Bank extends from the western end E. N. E. \ E. 9J miles, its eastern

end bearing from Qstcnd N. W. distant 4J miles, and from Nieuport N. E. J N. dis

tent 8J miles ; on it are 4 fathoms at only the distance of a cable's length from

Ostend Bank ; the broadest part of Nieuport Bank may be three-quarters of a mile,

and the shoal part of the bank lies between N. N. E. \ N. and N. by W. J W. from

Nieuport, the least soundings on it being 5 feet.

OSTEND BANK is situated about 1J mile to the eastward of Middlekirk Bank ;

R 2
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its S. W. end bears from Ostend N. W. \ W. distant 6J miles, and from Nievport

N. N.E.8J miles, thence extending E. N. E. i N.6J miles; its N. E. end bears

from Ostend H. f E. distant 7 miles, and from Nieuport N. E. \ N. distant 14 miles:

The northern end of this bank is very narrow, with 3' and 4 fathoms over it, but be

tween its S. W. end and that part bearing N. N. W. J W. from Ostend, it becomes

broad, and there are several spots with only 13, 14, and 15 feet ; to the S.Westward,

as before observed, it approaches within a cable's length of the Nieuport Bank,

having 24 feet over it, and 28 feet between them ; it then stretches to the eastward,

and joins the Wendune Bank by a swashway of from 22 lo 24 feet, N. N. W. about

5 miles from Ostend. The soundings being so irregular on this bank, causes, as on

the Middlekirk, a great sea, and although not less than 13 feet has yet been dis

covered upon it, yet, very probably, there may be other patches of less water, and the

heavy sea which, when the wind is from the northward, rolls over these banks with

such violence, may cause them to shift their position, increasing and decreasing

their depths alternately.

The STROOM is a dangerous bank, stretching along the shore from Nieupnrt to

Ostend, and separates the Little from the Great Road of' Ostend, joining the banks on

the shore at the distance of i\ mile from Ostend by a depth of 15, 16, and 17 feet ;

the western part of this bank has 24 feet water, and bears from Nievport N. N.W. \'H.

distant 4J miles, and 2J miles from the beacon ; the mark for this end is Nieupnrt

Beacon and Spire in one ; this may be considered the eastern boundary of Nieuport

Road; it is half a mile distant from Nieuport Bank, and separated by a depth of 5

and 0 fathoms, and three-quarters of a mile from the bank which lines the shore ;

between these are 5 fathoms, on the edge ofthe bank 4, decreasing toward Nievport

to 3, 2, and 1 fathom: the general direction of the Stroom Bank is E. \ N. its

southern edge approaching within three-quarters of a mile of the jetty at Ostend ;

the dangerous part of the Stroom Shoal begins N. N. E. J E. 4J miles from Nieuport,

and IJ mile from the shore ; it then runs on in nearly the direction of the coast

until it bears from Ostend N. N. E. \ E. distant 1J mile from the Steeple, but only

three-quarters of a mile from the coast ; the shallowest part of the shoal lies

between N. E. and N. N. W. \ W. from Orient, over some parts having ocly

3 feet, but to the westward of this, there are 6, 8, and 9 feet, and in some

places more.

Vessels working along shore within the Stroom must be very careful, for its

southern edge is steep and dangerous, suddenly decreasing its depth, while the

soundings towards the coast are regular.

Little Ostend Road lies to the southward of the Stroom Bank ; Great Ostend Road is

between the Stroom and Ostend Banks.

The WENDUNE BANK, called by some the Witter, is situated in that space

between Ostend and Wendune ; its western end bears N. by E. 4 miles from Ostend,

and has 16 feet water over it;. thence it extends N. W. a little northerly 8J miles,

and terminates 2{ miles from Blankenberg, Blankenberg then being in one with Bruges ;

the shoal part of the Wendune Bank is very narrow, and runs parallel to the coast,

extending 2 miles, and having 9 feet water over it; its western end bears from

Ostend N. E. J N. distant 5 miles, and from Blankenberg W. N. W. J W. distant

miles ; its eastern end from Ostend N« E, \ E. 61 miles, and from Blankenberg

W. by W. i W. 5J miles.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING BETWEEN CALAIS AND

OSTEND.

VESSELS bonnd for Calais commonly take a S. S. E. course from the South

Sand Head, steering directly for the Pier Heads ; its appearance from sea has

already been described, page 117. In going into the harbour, which is somewhat

dangerous with northerly winds, keep the Mill, which stands at theeast end of the

town, on with the Eastern Jetty Head, and run in close by the Jetty. When within

the Jetties, keep to the eastward for Paradise Basin, where you will lie dry at low

water ; as the tides run strong, and there are several ships' anchors in the way, it

will be hazardous to attempt the entrance until near high water. The water at
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tkt' Jdti1 Heads rises 21 feet, and within the harbour from 15 to 18 feet, but this rise

will depend upon the winds. So soon as there are 8 or 9 feet water in the harbour,

notice is given by hoisting a flag by day, and by a light on the Jetty Head at night ;

this signal is gradually hoisted according to the progressive rising of' the water,

and kept up until the water has fallen to 9 or 8 feet on the ebb tide. A similar

regulation is observed at Dover. ,

The mariner who comes from the northward or westward with a large ship should

endeavour to make the land a little to the westward of Calais somewhere about

Cape Grisnez, or Cape Blancnez, that part being elevated, and more readily to be

distinguished ; and when proceeding towards Dunkirk, he may sail along shore

from Cape Grisnez as far as Oye, in from 10 to 16 fathoms water, by which he will

avoid the Ligne, Quenois, Riden, and Valons Banks, and leave on the larboard side

that shoal which is improperly called a continuation of the Dyck, but which should

be named the Calais Bunk ; this is stcep-to, and has 15 feet water over its shoalest

part, which bears from Calais N. E. $ N. distant 9 miles from the shore ; in working

between it and the shore, care must be taken to avoid it, and when Oye bears

S. S. E. \ E. you may stand in nearer to the land, without fearing the Valons Bank ;

proceed on that course, but not more southerly, until you are within 1f mile of the

shore, run along at that distance until you reach the red buoy on the western end

of the Snouw ; your soundings will shew your approach to the coast between Oye

and Gravelines.

If, with a ship of great draught of water, you are obliged to work into the road

between Oye and Gravelines, be careful to avoid the Orteil, or Western Dyck, over

which are only 17 feet water ; it lies 4{ miles from the coast and is steep-to, having,

close to its edge, from 13 to 15 fathoms, and between it and the shore from 9 to 15

fathoms, the ground rocky with shells ; midway of this space, when sailing to the

eastward, you will find a depth of 6J fathoms, this being the continuation of the

Breedt Bank; as you approach the entrance to the road, your soundings will change

to sand and ouse.

When desirous of passing to the westward of Calais Bank, get in the parallel of

Cape Grisnez, at the distance of about 5 miles, steer E. N. E. \ N. 24 miles, until you

are in the latitude of 51° &, Calais then bearing S. S.W. J S. and the bank south, a

little easterly, distant 4 miles ; then sail E. S. E. J S. in order to double the bank,

which having done, change your course to the southward, and pass between it and

the Outer Kuytinge.

If you have been obliged to pass to the northward and westward of Calais Bank,

or if coming from the northward, and you are not able to go to the westward of it, in

order to anchor between Cape Blancnez and Calais, you may sail between the Calais

Bank and Outer Ruytinge, keeping between N. J W. and N. N.W. J N. from Grave-

lines, in a depth of from 30 to 45 feet ; you should go to the westward of the Orteil,

in from 30 to 40 feet, steering so that Gravelines comes not to the southward of

E. S. E. \ S., nor Calais to the westward of S. S.W. \ S. the soundings will be from

13 to 16 fathoms, rocky bottom with shells : when you get to the southward of the.

Orteil, steer toward Gravelines, until you approach near the flat which encircles the

coast, then sail for the entrance of Dunkirk Road.

There is a nearer channel running between the Orteil and the Middle Dyck, bear

ing nearly N. N. E. from Gravelines, with from 26 to 27 feet ; but with the flood-tide

it will be difficult for you to clear the west end of the Breedt Bank. A frigate

coming from the northward may with safety cross the Orteil and Outer Ruytinge, if

she keep to the westward of Gravelines, and does not bring Calais to the south

ward of S.W.

All vessels desirous of entering the Dunkirk Roads from the north-westward, must

he careful to avoid the Pollaert of the Cliff Bank, which is dangerous, and lies about

N.N.W.JW. 14 miles from Dunkirk.

The port of Gravelines is only capable of accommodating very small vessels ; and

the channel to Mardick is stopped np.

DUNKIRK ROAD is bounded by the Snouw, Braeck, Hills, and Traepegeer Banks,

and the bank which lines the shore, its length being about 12 miles ; from the

buoy at the western end of the Snouw to Dunkirk is 7\ miles, the road running

E. by S. and W, by N. ; it thence continues nearly east and west 4J miles * .rtfier,

or as far as Zuytcoote Channel; its breadth from northward to southward is not more

than 4J cables length, in some places not so broad, that is, with a depth of 24 feet ;

the soundings are from 40 to 50 feet, with a bottom of mud and sand, which holds

well. This road, however, is only sheltered by the surrounding banks, which are
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always under water, and is, as has been shewn, very narrow, therefore fit only for

vessels bound to that port : but as it is the nearest shelter for vessels coming from

the British Channel, in cases of necessity, to resort to, we shall describe the track,

which may be taken in going there. The bank to the northward is steep through

out, and so is the in-shore one from Graveliues to Dunkirk, to the eastward; the

soundings will indicate your approach to them.

THE WESTERN PASSAGE is pointed out by 5 buoys. The first, or western

one, lies at the western end of the Snouw ; 2 black ones lie on the southern edge of

the same sand ; on the opposite side are two white ones, placed on the northern

edge of the in-shore sand, which here takes the name of the Polder. A vessel should

first make for the red buoy, as already directed, which lies in 29 feet water;

4J miles N. E. J N. from Gravelines Spire, and 2 miles from the Downs at Gravelines

Point, you are to leave this buoy to the larboard ; being about 2J cables' lengths to

the southward of this red buoy, and in from 8 to 9 fathoms water, Gravelines bearing

S. W., and Dunkirk E. S. E. | S., steer E. S. E., passing between the black buoy

No. 1. of the Snouw and the white buoy No. 1. of the Polder. This white buoy is so

placed to shew the boundary of the channel to the southward, and the old entrance

to Mardich; but this channel to Mardick will always be hazardous, although there

are from 28 to 30 feet in it. When you have advanced so far as to bring Gravelines

Point to bear S. S. W. i S. take great care to avoid going to the southward of tbe

2 white buoys, for by so doing you may run upon the west end of the Polder, which

has over it from 3 to 6 feet ; this end bears from Mardick N. N. W. J N. and from

Gravelines Spire E. N. E. { N. ; being half a mile distant "to the eastward of the

white buoy No. 1. When in mid-channel between these 2 buoys, if with a ship of

the line, the course should be E. by S. one mile or IJ mile, or until yoa come equi

distant between the 2 buoys ; you will then perceive the black buoy No. 2. and the

white buoy No. 2., and can steer directly between them.

A frigate which has arrived between the white and black buoys Nos. 1. can pro

ceed eastward without danger, but a ship of the line must wait until half flood.

Having advanced to between the black and white buoys, numbered 2., you will

Lave passed a sandy bar, over which are from 30 to 32 feet, between the eastern

part of the Snouw and Polder; you will then be in the road, and may anchor. There

is a black buoy, marked No. 3., two cables' lengths to the eastward of that part of

the Snouw which dries ; this will point out the dangerous part and southern edge of

the bank, shewing also the anchorage, and where a vessel may go over the Braeek

Bank in 4 and 5 feet water. In coming from the westward, the red and two black

buoys must be left to your larboard, and the two white buoys to your starboard ; and

in crossing the Brneck, with a fair wind, the buoy No. 3. must be left to the lar

board. Between the red buoy and the bank which joins the shore are from 7 to 8

fathoms water ; from thence easterly the depth increases to 10 fathoms, and de

creases again till you have passed the bar, which begins at the black buoy No. 2.

and joins the Polder about 2 cables' lengths to^the westward of the^white buoy

No. 2. W. N. W. i W. from the black buoy No. 2. is a small patch, with only

19 feet over it ; to the northward of this it is dangerous to pass, although there is a

depth of 40 feet : having crossed the bar, you will find jour soundings increase;

and when abreast of the black buoy No. 3. there are from 38 to 45 feet. The cus

tomary anchorage is between the beacons of Dunkirk and the black buoy No. 3.

fine sand and ouze, holding well ; here you can take the advantage of flood to enter

the port, and the communication to the shore is easy. To the eastward of the

jetties there is more mud, but vessels seldom anchor there, although the shelter

from the N. and N. W. winds is greater, and the ground must hold well ; but it is

adviseable for ships in strong northerly gales, when unable to get into the port, to

anchor between Dunkirk and Zuytcoote, because, in cases of emergency, it will be

less dangerous to run on shore there than to the westward. Vessels drawing 13,

14, or 15 feet, may run into the port at high water, the entrance drying at low

water spring-tide ; but those of greater draught must discharge their cargoes in

the road ; the jetties run in N. N. W. \ N. To the eastward of the jetty, the bank

which joins the shore rises gradually, so that the soundings will sufficiently point

out your approach toward it. When the wind blows from the northward or west

ward, it generally occasions a heavy sea iu Dunkirk Roads.

THE EASTERN, or ZUYTCOOTE CHANNEL lies between the Hills and

Traepegeer Banks, and is distinguished by 2 black buoys and one white ; a black

buoy being placed at the N. E. end, and another on the S. E. edge of the Hills Bank ;

the white buoy lies on the N, W, end of the Traepegeer. In sailing from Duttkirk
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Roedto Nieuport, Ostend, or Flushing, you will proceed through the Zuytcoote Chan-

mi, leaving these 2 black buoys on your larboard side, and taking care to have the

white buoy to the starboard : here your depth will be from 18 to 24 feet ; but yotr

should endeavour to pass nearer the black bnoys, on account of the small knowl of

13 feet, which has already been noticed, and which bears from the S. E. point of

Hills Bank E. N. E. J E. distant 3 cables' length ; being nearly midway between the

2 black buoys ; you yill clear this shoal, and steering toward the white buoy, will

pass to the northward, at the distance of 2 or 3 cables' length.

The Zuytcoote Channel lies in a N. E. \ N. and S. W. | Southerly direction, but

large vessels should not attempt going through without a fair wind and at high

water ; small ships drawing less than 13 feet may run through with safety, even

should the buoys be removed, by bringing Lafrenouck Steeple as much open to the

eastward of the great tower of Bergues, as that tower will be to the eastward of the

little tower ; or if the weather should be hazy and the towers cannot be seen, then

the steeple of Zuytcoote, bearing S. S. W. a little southerly, will carry you through :

at high water a frigate may pass with the above marks, only taking care not toi

bring Lafrenouck Steeple to the westward of the little tower of Bergues ; by so doing

they will avoid the shoal of 9 feet, which bears N. N. E. distant 2J miles from

Zuytcoote. Thus having passed safely through the Zuytcoote Cliannel, you will reach

the western end of Nieuport Roads, and have from 30 to 50 feet water ; but as the

Small Bank is steep-to and dangerous, and not above half a mile distant from the

black buoy, as soon as you find your soundings decrease to 40 feet, it will be proper

to steer E. N. E. | E.

Vessels drawing less than 11 feet water, when entering the Zuytcoote Channel, if

unable to distinguish the colour of the first buoy they meet with, should endeavour

to pass to the eastward of it ; for if it should be the white buoy, there will be suffi

cient water for them 4 cables' lengths to the eastward of it; but if the black buoy,

it will direct them to the middle of the channel. Strangers may always obtain a

pilot, who will conduct them to an anchorage.

NIEUPORT ROAD is bounded to the northward by the eastern part of the

Small Bank and western end of the Nieuport Bank, to the eastward by the Stroom,

and to the southward by the Traepegeer. It is 8 miles long, running E.JN,; its

breadth at the eastern part, and from thence to within 2 miles of Zuytcoote Channel,

is about 1 J mile ; in it is a depth of from 40 to 60 feet, the ground being sand and

mud, and holding well. To the northward of Zuytcoote Channel the breadth of the

road is not more than half a mile ; and, as before observed, you must be cautious

how you approach the Small Bank, close to the edge of which are 50 feet water. The

road may be said to go still more to the westward, as far as the place where the

Hills and Small Banks unite at the depth of 24 feet water ; and it would be possible

to enter Nieuport between the Small and Hills Banks, but the attempt would be highly

hazardous. The mark for the eastern part of the road is Nieuport Tower, in a line

with the beacon at the entrance of the port; here also the Stroom Bank begins: in

short Nieuport Road is completely enclosed by the banks ; and there is no passage

into it for large vessels at low water. .

The Northern Channel, or Passage out to Seaward, is between the Small and Nieuport

Banks, the Eastern Breedt and banks of Middlekirk, lying in the direction of N. E. \ E.

aad S. W. | W., being 10 miles long and one mile broad. This extends out too far

from the shore for any object on land to be visible ; and would be very difficult to

enter Nieuport Road by, without either leading mark or buoys ; it is therefore very

little frequented, unless in leaving the port, and then you must have fair weather

and a spring tide. In adopting this passage, bring Fumes on with the west side of

Broers Duyn ; keep it thus until you have crossed the bar which joins Nieuport and

the Small Banks together ; this you will find \\ mile long and 3 cables' lengths

broad, with a depth of from 18 to 24 feet. Immediately when you deepen your

water to 26 or 26 feet, make good a N. E. \ Easterly course, and run on for 12 or

13 miles, which will carry you clear to the northward of all the banks.

Between the N. E. part of the Small Bank and the S. W. part of the Nieuport

Bank, you will have from 5 to 6 fathoms ; between the Eastern Breedt and Middlekirk

Kanfe from 6 to 10 fathoms; and beyond these banks the soundings become singu

larly variable, changing suddenly, and frequently from 6 to 10 fathoms.

Vessels drawing only 12 feet water may go over the western part of the Nieuport

Bank, until Nieuport Steeple comes S. S. E. J S., but not farther to the eastward, they

may then stretch over to the northward, not regarding the Middlekirk Bank.

The North-East Passage lies between the Nieuport and Stroom Banks. This chan
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nel is 5 miles long, lies in an E. by N. direction, is about half a mile broad, and

the only communication between Nieuport and Ostend Roads. Vessels drawing

12 or 13 feet may work through, only avoiding the shoal part of the Nieuport Bank ;

but larger ships must not attempt it, until the sea is elevated some feet, and they

obtain a leading wind : bring the spire and beacon of Nieuport in one, sail on thus,

until Middlckirk comes E. S. E J S. and Furnes S. S. W. \ W., you will then be in

from 30 to 35 feet, and at the entrance to the channel, the bottom sand and mud ;

then steer E. by N. about 5 miles, and you will be in Ostend Road. In sailing thus,

you will have from 25 to 30 feet for the distance of 3 miles, and then from 18 to 24

feet ; this latter depth will be when you are crossing that part which unites the

Stroom and Nieuport Banks, Ostend then bearing W. N. W. \ W.

Merchant vessels and even frigates may sail from Nieuport to the Scheld, either

by passing through the above channel, or through Little Ostend Road, between the

Stroom Bank and the shore.

To sail from Ostend Road to Nieuport Road, by the N. E. passage, bring Ostend to

bearE. S. E. i S., Nieuport S. W. by S., and Middlekirk S. a little Easterly ; and

steer W. by S. until you bring Nieuport Spire and Beacon in one.

Eastern Channel.—To sail out of Nieuport Road by the Eastern Channel, you most

pass between the Stroom Bank and the shore, through Little Ostend Road; be careful

to avoid the shoal part of the Stroom Bank, which is steep-to, and, working along,

your soundings will point out your too near approach to the coast; when you have

got the Beacon and Steeple of Nieuport in one, Fumes bearing S. S. W. \ W. and

Middlekirk E. S. E. J E. you will have 29 feet water, and be at the entrance of the

Eastern Channel, then steer E. { N. 7 miles, and you will pass near the Jetties; but

in this passage, when Mariaherque bears S. W. you will not have 24 feet water, for

there the Stroom Bank joins the shore ; then if desirous of passing Ostend, you mast

steer out 4 cables' length from the shore.

NIEUPORT, we have already mentioned, is fit only for very small vessels, and

the mariner, who is not acquainted with the channel, ought not to attempt an en

trance ; the jetty may be approached to a quarter of a mile's distance, where there

are from 18 to 20 feet water, but on approaching the bar this depth rapidly de

creases ; his course in will be, to leave the jetty to the larboard, follow its various

windings, and if no pilot is ready to conduct him to the town, when he arrives at the

remains of an ancient boom, he must run on the sands to the westward.

ROADS OF OSTEND.—There is a Great and a Little Road, the former is

-situated between the Nieuport, Ostend, Wendune, and Stroom Banks; it lies

E. N. E. I E. and W. S. W. J W. being 7 miles long and 1 mile broad, with a

depth of from 30 to 35 feet, sand and oozy ground ; it is here, about 3 miles off

shore, large ships bound to Ostend generally anchor and wait a wind or tide to

enter the port.

' In coming from the Northward for the GREAT ROAD OF OSTEND you most,

-with a large vessel, cross the Ostend Banks. We have already noticed the extraor

dinary irregularity of the soundings to the westward, about the Middlekirk and

Breedt Banks ; it is adviseable for ships of great draught of water, when they

have made the Light, at night, to stand off and on, till day, or to anchor in 7 or 8 fa

thoms to the eastward of Ostend; the soundings will then shew the approach to the

Wendune Bank, and this Light can be seen full 3 leagues off, a distance sufficient for

them to guard against their too near approach to the banks, as well as to those,

who, bound to Ostend, are desirous of anchoring in the Great Road; but small ves

sels, drawing less than 15 feet, may safely run into the Great Road by keeping be

tween N. by W. and N. N. W. \ W. from the Lighthouse; in no part of their pro

gress will they have less than 16 feet, unless the Ostend Bank should shift its present

position, a circumstance by no means unlikely ; vessels drawing not more than

9 or 10 feet, need only keep between N. E. % N. and W. N. W. i N. from the Light

house ; if in the Great Road you are caught by a gale of wind from the southward,

immediately regain the offing ; if from between N. N. E. and the W. then run

for the Scheld; should a large vessel, at anchor in the middle of the Great Road, be

obliged to run for the Scheld, she should steer E. J N. until between Wendune and

Blankenberg, then a little northward to get into the West Deep, thus she will pass to

the southward of the Wendune Bank. It is highly prudent to guard against westerly

winds, but those from the eastward are seldom dangerous. A pilot is commonly

taken here, or at Bhmkenlerg, for the port of Ostend.

LITTLE OSTEND ROAD, as before described, lies to the southward of the

Stream Bank, and between that and the bask which lines the shore ; its ground is
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bad, particularly near the port, and vessels should not run for it in foul weather,

except when driven by necessity; but in fair weather, when coming from the

northward or from the Great Road, you must enter it from the westward, in

order to take advantage of the flood: to do this you must cross the western

end of the Stronm in 10 or 12 feet, observing to keep to the westward of the

meridian of Westheade, and if obliged to work to the westward, great care must

betaken to avoid the shoal parts of the Nieuport and Stroom Banks; vessels draw

ing more than 14 feet must beware of the flat, of 14, 15, and 16 feet, which extends

N. N. E. \ E. from Westhende Tower Sleeyile, full one mile out; this flat continues

stretching. along. toward the shore, narrowingits limits until it reaches Ostend Jetty ;

between Westluude and Raversyde are from 20 to 23 feet, somewhat nearer the shore,

but these depths continue no further than Mariakerque ; opposite Ostend are not

more than 20 feet water, and still less to the eastward, where the Stroom Banks

unite with the shore about 1J mile from the. jetty, there being only 15 or 16 feet;

sailing. beyond this, to the eastward, you find 20 and 22 feet, one mile off the shore,

keeping; on at that distance until you are between Wendune and Blankenberg ; a

frigate having reached here should turn to the northward and get into the West

Deep, or Btankenberg Flat, leading to the Weilinge. Merchant vessels, drawing

12 or 13 feet water, may come as near as 6 miles from the shore, any where between

Nieuport and Btankenberg, without danger, for. the banks of Ostend and Miildle-

kirk have sufficient water for them to pass safely over, and the Nieuport and Wen-

dime Banks will be to the southward of them.

THE PORT OF OSTEND.—Vessels intending to enter the Port of Ostend

should keep to the westward, until it makes high water, because after full sea in

this port the flood runs a long time to the eastward ; when high water on the bar in

day time, a blue flag is hoisted on the rampart to the westward of the Lighthouse,

and at night, two hours before full sea, 2 lanterns are placed there, as a signal to

vessels in the Little Road, who should then steer in the direction of these lights,

until they see the Jetty ; these lights continue burning until two hours after high

water, but they will not be seen in the offing, and consequently cannot be mistaken

for the Lighthouse; like all the ports xln this coast, there is a bar at the entrance,

which becomes almost dry at low water.

An additional light is now erected in the Downs, to the east of this port, in a

S. Eastern direction from that which already exists on the point of the jetty.

These lights, when in a line, are meant to point out the best channel for entering

the harbour, but are to be kept burning only during the period that the harbour is

practicable.

Subsequently to the preceding notice, a series of gales appear to have changed

the channels to the harbour, and a notification, dated Port of Ostend, 16th of Octo

ber, 1816, is as follows :—

The new channel formed by the late south-west gales has a direction almost north

and south by compass, and runs close to the point of the eastern jetty.

The thwart mark, coming from sea, is a large house covered with red tiles j

standing springs as just open of the eastern jetty-head.

The leading mark, the beacon, on the flat at the west side of the harbour, aback

of the western jetty, kept in the middle of the aforesaid red-tiled house.

The depths at low water, at spring-tides, are, on the bar, 3| Flemish feet, (of 11

inches English,) proceeding along inwards, 4, 4| , 5, 6, 7, within the jetty 6| by the

mark-board, but a couple of feet more by sounding.

At night, bring the light on the eastern jetty-head not more easterly than

south by cast before you bear up, then keep it a point on the larboard side until

you can make out the jetty. head ; avoid the westward as much as possible ; do not

mind the light in the Downs, nor by day the buoy, for by the late shifting of the

sands it lies too far inward.

The former channel used to run N". W. and N. W. by W. There is every hope

that, by continued scouring and a strong easterly wind, it will be restored, which in

to be wished, as the present channel, with westerly winds, is too much to leeward,

and the tidc setting easterly, as it always does at the moment for making the har

bour, there is a chance of falling to leeward of it.

The outer buoy, that used to lie amid the old channel, has been run down and

taken np : it is not yet repaired.

It must be observed, that the tide still sets to the eastward two hours after high

water in the harbour.

But it is indispensably necessary that all vessels take pilots, for, in 1818, it was
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farther noticed that recent gales had again increased the hank at the entrance of

the harhour, and therefore every commander should take a pilot, or he must pay

for the default.

Ships coming from the westward, and bound to Oslend or the Scheld, who may be

desirous of passing on the outside of the banks should, when Cape Grisnez is distant

6 miles, steer N. E. by E. \ E. 24 miles, by which they pass to the northward of

Calais Bank, and get into the latitude of 51° 9' ; Calais will then bear S. S W. J S.

anrinhe middle of Calais Bank S. a little easterly, distant 4 miles ; from thence an

E. N. E. course, for 23 miles, will bring Ihem into latitude 51° 22', and to the

northward of all the banks ; keep in this latitude until yod arrive on the meri

dian of Ostend Or perhaps from abreast of Grisnez, it will be as prudent to run

N. E. by E. \ E.'40 miles, or into the latitude of 51° 22' at once, you will then not

be drawn by the flood toward Ihe Eastern Dyck; then steerit.,; on that parallel about

30 miles, you will be in 6 or 7 fathoms, and about 8 miles from the land, Ostend

bearing S. S. W. J S. Blankenbcg S. E. \ E. ; but as you may not be certain of

your true latitude, within 2 or 3 miles, and as such an error might here, with a

large ship or man of war, prove fatal, it will be more advisable to run into latitude

51° 25', and you will find yourself opposite to Ostend, where the banks are less

dangerous ; when coming from the northward for Ostend or the Scheld, through

West Deep, run not tp the southward of 51° 22', until you have seen Ostend,

Wendune, or Blankenberg, and do not attempt making the land to the westward of

Blankenberg.
If before you reach the latititude of 51° 22' you should perceive your water

shoalen, you probably may be getting on the banks at the entrance of the Scheld, in

which case, steer westward until you obtain sight of Ostend Town or Lighthouse, the

latter, as before observed, being visible 3 leagues from the land.

FROM OSTEND TO ROTTERDAM.

Description of the Land, SfC

From Ostend to Blankenberg and the Sluys the coast is generally low, with small

sand hills, but about one mile to the eastward of Ostend there are some hummocks

more elevated than the rest, named the Spanish Sand Hills ; another hill also ap

pears conspicuous about midway between the Spanish Hills and Wendune ; Wendune

Church, with a square steeple, is nearly 7 miles to the eastward of Ostend, and be

yond Wendune 2| miles is Blankenberg ; ftomOstend to Blankenberg, and 2\ miles be

yond, the land runs nearly E. | N., it then turns a little to the southerly of east for

<5 miles, or so far as the en'rance to the Stein of Sluys. Blankenberg Church has a

square steeple, with a mill to the westward ; in making this place from seaward

you generally perceive a number of boats hauled up on the sandy beach, and the

steeples of Bruges appear conspicuous up the country. Between Blankenberg and

Sluys are several bluff topped Churches, and one with a spire steeple. Sluys is to

be distinguished by its grove of trees, and two remarkable bluff steeples ; the

channel leading to Sluys is called the Swin Sluys is 3 miles up the Sit.in, and is a for

tified place ; on the opposite side of the Swin is Cassandria, situated on the western

side of the island of Cadsand.

CADSAND is a low island, near 12 miles long, and about 5 broad, having

several churches upon it, and one, apparently near the middle of the island, with a

spire steeple; toward the western part of the island is the Town of Cadsand; the

shores of this island form the southern entrance to the river Scheld.

WALCUEREN is to the northward of Cadsand, and is a square island, above

9 miles long, and 10 miles broad. The land on the west part of this island is high,

large sand hills appearing, when viewed at a distance, in hummocks: that on the

.north side is not so high, but the whole coast is full of white sand hills. On the

west part of the island stands West Cappel, with a bluff steeple and short turret. .A

light is now exhihited on this church, which forms a conspicuous object, and may

be seen at sea from every part of the compass, or the whole arc of 220 degrees : a

little to the westward of this church is a windmill.

FLUSHING lies about S. S. E. \ S. 7 miles from West Cappel, and 3J miles from

Midtlleburg ,- this is a well fortified place, and may be known. by its lofty spiral

steeple, its prison, beacon, &c. ; here are two excellent harbours, the entrances to

.which are formed .by jetties, both dry at low water, but to the eastern one is a
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basin, in which ships of war are usually laid up ; between the island of Cadsand

and Flushing rolls Ihe Hoiult, or West Scheld, the principal branch of which runs up

to Antwerp ; the breadth of the river opposite Flushing is at least 2| miles wide.

E. N. E. | E. from West Cappel is Domburgh, with a high spire steeple, and to the

eastward of Domburgh is East Cappel, with a square steeple and small spire. Middle-

burg Steeple also is high, and may be generally seen when coming in from sea,

forming a conspicuous sea mark, although it is situated considerably inland. The

Chamber of Commerce have lately opened a channel from Middleburg to Campveer,

which lies on the eastern side of the island, through which vessels may now pass

with facility ; storehouses have been erected on its banks, fitted for the reception

of all kinds of merchandize, and foreigners arc allowed to deposit their goods, and

export them again free from all duties.

NORTH BEVELAND.—To the eastward of Walchereu lies North Beveland, being

separated by a passage, called the Ve.e.ie Gat ; which is navigable all the way to

Flushing ; but it is narrow, and much encumbered by shoals. North Beveland is

about 8 miles long and 3 miles broad, and forms the southern boundary of the

Eastern Scheld; while that of Schowen encloses it to the northward ; the river be

tween them is full 4 miles broad.

SCHOWEN lies to the north-eastward of Walcheren ; its northern and western

parts have also many sand hills on them ; some of which are long and white, and

called the Woolpacks ; others appear in hummocks. On this island there formerly

stood two lighthouses ; one on the easternmost part of the high sand hill, and the

other nearer to the shore ; they bore from each other about S. S E. and N. N. W.,

but we are informed these lights are now discontinued. Zieiickzce Church, which

stands on the southern part of this island, appears somewhat like St. Paul's in London.

Brouwershaven lies on the northern side of the island of Sclmwen, and the channel

formed between the islands of Schowen and Goeree is commonly called Brouwersluwen

Passage; the navigation is very much impeded by numerous shoals, and requires a

pilot—it leads to Willtmstad, &c.

GOEREE ISLA.ND lies to the north-eastward of Schowen, and appears, when

viewed at a distance, in hummocks ; the land at the west end is highest, and has a.

white appearance. On the northern shores of this island you will see, when you

are approaching it from the sea, a square steeple and large beacon, built with

bricks, and appearing like a spire ; and as you proceed along the shore towards

Goeree Gat, you will observe a square steeple to the southward of the beacon, called

Outdorp, and also a mill standing near Goeree Church, which serves as a mark to lead

you to Heltevott Sluys. Goeree Church now exhihits a light, which when in one with the

stone beacon, formerly did lead into Goeree Gat clear of the Hinder; but this mark is

now obsolete, and the mariner will observe two lights there, which must be brought

in a line, and is the present leading mark into the Gat. There are also 4 batteries

on the northern shore of the island, the last of which stands near the entrance to

Goeree Town. The Hinder Sand is now buoyed.

VOORN ISLAND lies to the eastward of Goeree, and also appears in small

sand hills ; the western shore forms the larboard side of the river Flackee of

Haringvliet ; the entrance to which, between Goeree and Voorn, is about 2| miles

wide, and divided into two channels by the Hinder Bank ; the northernmost is

called Qhox Deep, and is the shallower, having in some parts only 2 fathoms water;

the leading mark through it was Quax Farm, open to the southward of the Trees,

near Hellevoet Sluys ; but this passage, as well as the Hinder Sand, is now buoyed.

Hellevoet Sluys is a fortified town, with a pier, and stands on the western

shores of Voorn Island. The northern part of Voorn Island forms the entrance to

the river Maas, and leads to Rotterdam ; near the N. E. part of the island is the

Uriel, remarkable for its large square steeple l one mile and a quarter to the north

ward of the island of Voorn is the Hook of Holland, within which, inland, is Grave-

sand. The river Maas contains many sandy flats, which much impede its naviga

tion, and render a pilot always necessary.

/

DESCRIPTION OF THE BANKS, &c. FROM OSTEND TO THE

HOOK OF HOLLAND.

The HINDER is the outermost bank, lying to the eastward of those we have

already described, being directly in the way of vessels bound for the Scheld; it is a

narrow bank, lying in an E. N. E. direction, about 10 miles long, having shoal water

at both ends ; over its western shoal part arc 2| fathoms ; this lies N. E. by E. \ E.
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1G miles from fjjjp Eastern Dyck, N. J E. 18J miles from Ostend, and N. N. W. J W.

19J miles from Blankeiiherg ; its eastern part has only 9 or 10 feet over, and lies

N. % W. from Leisicegan Church, distant 22J miles, and N. W. \ W. from West

Cappel, 21J miles; this is, by some, called the Northern Hinder; between these

shoal ends are from 4 to 7 fathoms, near its N. Western edge are 14 fathoms, and

on its S. Eastern side 20 fathoms, being sleep-to ; when on it you are too distant

from the shore to perceive land, and therefore no marks can be given for tMs

danger ; there is, however, a narrow stripe of sand about 2 miles within the west

end of the Hinder, called by some the Tuilof the Dyck, over which are II, 12, and 13

fathoms, shoaling gradually to the southward and eastward, within which and the

west bank is 22 fathoms ; this may be some indication whereabout the Hinder is

situated.

THE WEST BANK runs almost in the same direction as the Hinder, but is

4 miles within it, and not less than 8 and 9 fathoms have been found upon it; it is

about half a mile wide, and its N. Eastern extremity lies nearly N. W. by W.from

West Cappel; over this part are 9 fathoms ; its western end gradually sinks into

deep water a little to the westward of the meridian of Ostend.

THE WHITE BANK runs parallel to the West Bank, at 1J mile distance, its

western part being sunk in soundings of 9 and 10 fathoms, about the same direc

tion with the West Bank, its eastern part loses itself in 8 and 9 fathoms, rough

broken ground, from whence runs a flat of 10, 11, and 12 falhoms ; the broken end

of this bank lies 14 or 15 miles N.W. by W. J W. fromWest Cappel ; the general depth

of water on the bank is 6 and 7 fathoms; but on its inner or southern side lies

THORNTON;* RIDGE, a spot of shoal water one mile in extent, over the middle

of which are only 13 feet at low water ; its east end deepens gradually to 4 and 5

fathoms, but its western side more rapidly to 3 and 5 fathoms ; it is very narrow,

and deepens to the northward to 6 and 7 fathoms regularly, but to the southward,

from 2J to 7 and 18 fathoms suddenly ; when on the Ridge, Bruges Steeples show

nearly midway between Blankenberg and Leiswegan, the latter place bearing S. J E,

and Wat Cappel E. S. E. a little southerly, each about 16 miles distant. To the

westward of Leiswegan is a hummock on the sand hills ; Bruges brought on with

this hummock, carries you close to the eastward of the Ridge ; to the eastward of

Blankenberg is a small remarkable nob of land, which brought on with Bruges

Steeple will take you clear to the westward of it, but the land is so low and so dis

tant, these marks will seldom be available from the deck of a low vessel.

THE WASCALL'S RABS are some iiregular ridges of rough ground, lying

in latitude 51° 36' N. ; the outermost or western part of them bear from West

Cappel N. W. J W. distant 13 miles, and from Ihornton's Ridge N E. by E. distant

nearly 6 miles, extending N. N. W. and S. S. E. lull 2 miles ; they begin nearly in

the stream of the White Bank, and not far from the N. E. end of the West Bank;

here the soundings are uncommonly irregular, suddenly changing from2J to 10 fa

thoms, being unlike any other soundings jiereabout; in some spots are scarce

17 feet at low tide; Weit Cappt I Steeple on wilh Middleburgh, bearing S. E. \ E.

Jeadsyou clear of their south end ; Bruges Steeples wi]\ then bejusl open to the east

of Leiswegan, bearing S. by W. J W. but this is so long a mark, it will be seen only

in very clear weather ; the rippling of the tide and the lead will however commonly

point them out with sufficient certainty.

To the northward or outside the Rabu, at the distance of about 5 leagues from

West Cappel, the ground is equally rough, though not so shoal, having uneven

ground, with from 12 to 16 and 20 fathoms.

On the east side of these Rabs is a long flat of 7 fathoms, apparently formed

against them by the accumulation of sand washed through the Gully of the Stone

Banks by the strong ebb-tides : West Cappel Church brought S. E. \ S. will lead

clear to the eastward,(find between them and the Stone Banks.

THE RIDGE appears to be a continuation of the Stone Banks; its western end

begins S. S. W. i W. 4 miles from Thornton's Ridge ; Blankenberg then bearing S. J E.

distant 10J miles, and runs thence E. N. E. J E. bending a little curvilinearly to

wards the north near 1 1 miles ; its breadth no where being more than half a mile ;

over its western part is 5 fathoms water, deepening to 7, 8, 9, and 10 fathoms as it

runs toward the east, and losing itself in the rough ground between it and the Stone

Banks; on each side of the Ridge is deep water.

THE SMALL BANK lies within the Ridge, from the western end of which it is

distant 2 miles ; its eastern end bears from West Cappel VV. by N. distant 13 miles,

aod from Blankenberg N. N. E. J N., 10 miles ; it lhencc extends VV. S. W. \ W. .
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4 or 5 miles ; it is narrow, and has 5. 6, and 7 fathoms over it ; the soundings to

ward the Small Sank are regular, and with the lead going will prove an excellent

warning, when standing in hy night or thick weather; it should not however bo

crossed, when you are doubtful of your situation, lest the tide should have carried

you farlher eastward, and instead of the Smalt Bank you should find yourself on

the Runt, or the Leiswegan Bank.

THE L I CISWEGAN BANK lies within the Small Bank, and is a part of an ex

tensive shoal, commonly known by the name of the Raen ; it is nearly 3 miles

long and one mile broad, having from'13 to 15 feet water over it ; the western end

of this shoal lies N. E. by N. from Blankenberg distant 7 miles and a quarter; and

from Ostend E. N. E. J N. distant 15 miles. Its eastern part lies N E. from Blanken

berg distant 9 miles, where it is divided from the linen by a swashway of 18 and 22

feet water; the direct course through this passage is with the steeple of Cassandria

S. S. E. J S.: this will lead you into the Weilinge Channel; but it should never be

attempted without a thorough knowledge of your situation, or the assistance of a

pilot.

The Raen is an extensive and dangerous bank, on which are several patches of

very shallow water ; its eastern part forms the boundary of the Deut lno Channel; its

southern part, the northern limit of the Wielinge Channel ; its western side is divided

from the Eeiswegan Bank by the swashway already mentioned, and its northern

extremity is pointed out by a red buoy ; the length of the Raen N. and S. being

about 6 miles. Upon this bank are from 3 fathoms to 5 feet, at low water, with

regular soundings asyou approach it from the northward, gradually shoaling to the

edge of the sand ; the lead will therefore always prove a sure indication of your

approximation.

THE INNER BANK is a long narrow shoal, extending from the meridian of

Blankenberg in a,E.J S. direction, nearly so far as the Elboeg ; on it are several

patches of dangerous and shallow water, with 2 fathoms between them ; this bank

lies to the southward of the Leisicegan and Raen, and forms the Wielinge Passage

into the Hondt of West Scheld; this passage is about J of a mile wide, and has from

4 to C fathoms within it : towards the Elboog, it becomes narrower and somewhat

more intricate, shallowing to.3{ fathoms.

THE ELBOOG is a narrow sand, drying at low water, its southern end lies

N. W. by W. from the pier of Flushingr distant 1\ miles ; from this flat it extends

to the N. Westward rather more than 2 miles, from thence a bank of shallow water,

passable only by. small vessels, connects it to the Raen ; the eastern part of the

Elboog forms the western boundary to the Deurloo Channel, and its western edge

limits the larboard side of the Wielinge.

THE PAERDE MARCKT is a long narrow shoal of from 17 to 3 feet; sepa

rated at its western end from the Wendune Bank by a passage about a mile broad,

in which are 16 and 19 feet ; it begins 2J miles to the northward of Blankenberg,

and continues so far as the entrance to Sluys, where it joins a small and dangerous

knowl of only 3 feet water. The Paerde Alarckt is of an irregular width, from one

mile to a quarter of a mile ; from its western end to abreast of Cnoke, it has 17 to 12

feet water over it; opposite Cnoke it shoalens to (5 feet, and further east, as before

observed, to only 3 feet. To the northward of this part is a small knowl of 12 feet,

while between them is^i passage with 5, 6, and 7 fathoms.

Between the Fuerde Marckt and the Inner Bank, is an excellent channel, called

the French Pass, leading to the Scheld; it is in most parts 2 miles wide, and has

regular soundings of 4, 5, 6, and 7 fathoms in it, the Paerde Marckt gradually

shoalens as you near it, and on the edge of the Inner Bank are 5, 4, and 3{ fathoms ;

Flushing Cathedral bearing E. by S. will lead clear through it from abreast of the

Wendune Bank to the Sluys.

SLUIZE AND CADSAND BANK.—Directly N. N. E. of Cassandria, distant

from the shore 1J of a mile, and in the middle of this part of the French Pass is the

Sluize Bank, of 2 and 3 fathoms water; it is small and has 5 and 6 fathoms round it,

with a passage on either side. Further on, and nearer to the shore, lies the Cad-

sand Bank ; this is a narrow shoal about 2 miles long, in the middle part of which

are only 2 fathoms, near its edge are 3 and 4 fathoms, and to the northward of it,

near the edge of the Inner Bank, is a knowl of 2J fathoms : this is a small spot, and

has a passage between it and the Inner Bank Of 4f, 3J, and 3 fathoms ; between this

knowl and the Sluize Bank are 5, 6, and 7 fathoms, and between it and the Cadsand

Bank, a similar depth of water ; between the Cadsand Bank and the shore, the water

•s su'U deeper, but the channel is not above { a mile wide. The whole of this part,
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from the Wendanc Bank to the Swin of the Sluyi, is generally known by the name of

the Blankenberg Flats.

From Ostend to the Swin, a shallow sand runs along the shore, having a channel

of 3, 4, and 5 fathoms all the way ; this channel is commonly used by the coasting

vessels.

THE RASSEN is a large sand bank, which lies to north-eastward of the Raen, and

stretches along in the direction of the western shore of Walcheren ; its western part

forms the larboard or eastern side of the Deurloo Channel, which, in times of peace

is commonly buoyed ; the Rassen has many patches of very shoal water upon it,

between which are swashways or passages for small vessels drawing little water ;

but upon some parts of them the sea breaks. It shoalens gradually, and may be ap

proached by the lead boih on the north and west sides. The south side is more

steep; its western edge is hard sand. The southern point of the Rassen lies

N. W. | N. from the beacon of Flushing, distant four miles ; it thence extends

N. N. AV. nearly 8 miles, becoming at its northern part full 4 miles broad : at its

north-eastern extremity in 2| fathoms water, West Cappel Church bears S. S. E.

distant 4 miles.

THE SOUTELAND BANKS are two narrow ridges, which stretch off the

S. E. part of the Raen, and run parallel to the shore, from which they are three

quarters of a mile distant.

Between the Rassen and the shore, lies the Souteland Passage, beginning nearly

2 miles to the southward of Souteland, and running parallel to the land, stretching

along to abreast of West Cappel ; it-then takes a N. by E. direction, becomes wider,

and runs into Walcheren Roads; the channel being between the Raen and Domburg

Bank. The inner edge of the Souteland Flat almost dries at low water, and towards

the S. W., or Geer, are from 2 to 3 fathoms.

THE DEURLOO CHANNEL is bounded by the Raen to the south-westward,

and the Rassen to the north-eastward, and in time of peace, is regularly buoyed ;

but during war the buoys are generally taken up. Three outer buoys lie trans

versely at the entrance, in the line of N. E. by E. and S. W, by W., distant about

a mile from each other. Of these buoys, that on the N. E. side is white, and lies

in 6 fathoms; that on the S. W. side red, and lies in 4\ fathoms, off the Raen; and

the middle or Fairway Buoy is black, with No. 7. on its end, and lies in 4\ fathoms

at low water, with the steeple of Heyste in Flanders, about a ship's length open to

the eastward of Bmges Steeples, and West Cappel Church bearing E. S. E. i S. dis

tant 8 miles. From the Fairway Buoy six others were placed to the eastward, in

mid-channel, so that vessels might sail on either side of them : ali these were blacky

and regularly numbered from 7 to 1.

These were the situations of the buoys before the last war ; during the war other

buoys were placed and these removed ; but we presume they are now re-instated.

Should that not be the case, we here describe those laid down during the war, as

follow : A fairway red buoy at the entrance, 5 black ones on the edge of the Rassen

and Geer, a red buoy on the east end of the Geer, and 6 white buoys on the edges

of the Raen and Elboog. Toward the Rassen, the soundings are hard sand ; toward

the Raen, the ground is softer, but both sides are steep-to.

THE DOMBURG BANK lies to the eastward of the Souteland Passage; its

southern part lies N. N. W. from Domburg Church, from which it is distant l\ mile,

leaving a channel between it and the shore of 3 and 3J fathoms ; it' runs out in the

above direction 2 miles, and has 2J fathoms upon it ; to the N. Westward of the

Domburg Bank is a small knowl of 2\ fathoms, lying with Domburg and Middlebmg

Churches in one ; there is also a dangerous spot to the westward of the Domburg

Bank, with only 1| fathom water over it; this lies with Domburg Church S. E.| S.

distant 2| miles: this is a small knowl, having round it 3, Si, and 4 fathoms.

ROMPEL.—To the eastward of the Domburg Sand about 1| mile, and connected

with i.t by a spit of 2 fathoms, lies a narrow sand, in ihe same direction with the

land, of only 6 and 9 feet ; it is called the Rumpel, is very narrow, I| mile long, and

has a passage between it and the shore of 4 and 5 fathoms ; but this passage

becomes shallow as you get within it, and apparently terminates for shipping,

when you get East Cappel Church in one with Middleburg.

To the northward of the Rompel is the southern entrance to the Fast Scheld,

called the Room Pot; this channel is bounded on the west side by the. Domburg

Bank, on the southward by the Rompel, and on the north-eastward by the Banjaard.

THE BANJAARD is a great flat lying off the mouth of the East Scheld, and to

the westward of the west point of the lsiand of Schowen. Parts dry at low water,
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bnt Ihere are several swashvvays through it, as well as a channel of 3 and 3|

fathoms between it and Schowen. The Banjaard is also separated, nearly in the

middle, by a channel called the Middle Gut, within which runs the passage to the

southward of West Schowen. and to the northward of Neeltje Jans and Rug Plaat.

The south. western pact of the Bnnjaard is a triangular sand, 4'- miles in length, the

western point of which stretches towards the Room 1'ot, and has upon it 9 feet

water ; the Northern Prong extends to the Middle. Gat, and has 6 feet over its ex

tremity, while that part of the Sand which lines the side of the West Got, becomes

dry at low water, and is called the North Sand. The north eastern part of the

Banjaard is about a mile distant from the North Sand, and extends 4| miles E.N.E.

or so lar as the entrance to Brouwershaven, and runs out to seaward full 6 miles;

od the southern part of the Northern Banjaard is a large patch called Zee Hand Plaat,

which dries at low water; this forms the north eastern boundary of the Middle Gat;

the Zee Hand Plaat is full one mile and three quarters broad, and 4| miles long ; to

the eastward is a narrow crooked part of a bank, called the Krabbe Plaat, which also

dries, and has a channel between, of 5, 6, and 7 fathoms, but as you advance to

the northward this passage becomes shallow, and too intricate for navigation; the

New Sand is also a part of the Banjaard. and lies at its northern extremity ; there

are several other parts of this bank which dry, and the whole abounds with shallows

and dangers. The passage between it and the Schouen Shore, is narrow, a

hazardous, and fit only for small vessels who are well acquainted with it.

THE OOSTER, or East Bank. The western point of this hank lies to the E.N.

Eastward of the northern part of the Banjaard, from which it is distant 1J mile,

with fathoms upon its outer end; this lies N. W. by W. from Reniste Church,

distant 6J miles, and N. N. W. 1 N. from West Schowen, distant 6} miles ; it thence

extends somewhat in a circular direction, towards the Island of Goeree, becoming

broader and shallower as it approaches the Springer, a dry sand, which it joins.

Three miles to the eastward of the outer end of the bank is a swashway of 4, 6, 9,

and 12 feet water across the bank, and leading into Browershaven Pass.

The Springer encircles the west end of the Goeree Island, and forms the boundary

of a channel or swashway, which runs between it and the Ooster. This channel is

half a mile wide, and called the Kivitsen, used only by small vessels on account of

its shallow water, there being in some places only 8 and 9 feet.

Between the Banjaard and Ooster is the main channel to Browershaven, at the entrance

to which are 7, 6, &\, and 5 fathoms water ; the passage is about a mile broad, and

the course in E.SJ.E. ; on the larboard side are numerous shoals, and the intricacies

of the navigation always will require a pilot.

THE HINDER is a long bank lying to the northward of the island of Goeree,

and dividing the channel to Hellevoet Sluys into two parts, that to the southward

being called Goeree Gat, that to tho northward Quax Deep ; at the entrance to the

former is a bar which runs quite across from the sand to the island, over which' are

14 or 15 feet water ; but inside the water becomes much deeper ; the water shoals

gradually toward the Hinder ; the direction of the Hinder is about E. by S. its length

8 miles, its breadth increasing to the eastward toward Voorn Island; its western

point bears from the W. point of G oeree about N.N.E. distant 2J miles, and its

eastern part approaches within J of a mile of Voorn. The inner side of the Hindtr is

hnpyed, but the former mark of Goeree Light and Beacon in one, no longewserves to

lead safely into the channel, two lights are therefore shewn, which you must brin».in

one, being the present leading mark into the Gat.

THE QUAX DEEP is generally frequented by small vessels ; it runs. in be

tween the West Poel, a sand which stretches out N.W. § W. above two miles from

the N.W. part of Voorn Island, in this channel are 2 fathoms. The Quax Deep is

now buoyed, which will guide the mariner through it in safety. On the West Pod

are from 2 fathoms to 2 feet, it regularly becoming shallow as it nears the island

Turn; the northern edge of the West Poel runs along E. J S., and forms the

southern limits of the entrance to the Maas River ; its northern entrance, or Hook

ofHvlland, is a/mile and quarter from the oppositejand ; the Hondt Plaat is a bar

which. runs across the entrance, part of which dries at low water ; the river is

narrow and intricate,- and not to be ventured into without a pilot ; there are se

veral buoys which mark out the passage, the situations of which are frequently

changed, as the bar shifts ; there now is the wreck of a ship there, which occa

sionally may serve as a beacon.

These comprehend all the inner shoals or banks, which are distributed between

the Scheld and the Maas. We now proceed to notice the outer or north-east banks ;

these are, the North Bree, the Schar, the South Bree, the Middle, and the Stone Banks.

 

.
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THE NORTH BREE is a narrow bank of 9 and 10 fathoms water, lying: in a

N. E. by E. and S. W. by W. direction, about 6 miles ; its N. E. end lies N. by W.

from West Cappel, distant 20 miles; its S. W. extremity directly north from Vest

Cappel, distant 16| miles; the depths of water upon this bank are 9 and 10 fathoms;

there are 16, 17, and 18 fathoms on each side of it.

THE SCHARis a bank, apparently a kind of continuation of the North Brte,

and lying in a direction between that and the North Hinder, but its extent has not

been ascertained ; at that part of it which lies N. N. W..fiom West Cappel, distant

17 miles, there are 11 fathoms over it, just within that are 13 fathoms, and a little

way to the northward arc 15 fathoms, deepening as you get further to the north

ward to 22 and 23 fathoms.

THE SOUTH BREE, .by sonic called the Outer Stnne Bank, is 3| miles to the

- south-eastward of the Schar, and is a narrow bank of 6 and 8 fathoms water, run

ning in a N. N. E. and S. S. W. direction, its length being about 5 miles ; the mid

dle of it, in 6 fathoms water, lies N. by W. from West Cappel, distant 13 miles;

from this, in a north westerly direction, toward the Schar, will be found, 8, 10, 12,

14. 16, 15, and 13 fathoms.

THE MIDDLE BANK is also a narrow ridge, whose western extremity bears

directly north from West Cappel distant 11 miles, it thence extends in a circulai

form to the north eastward about 11 miles, and has 7 and 8 fathoms over it; near

it3 edges are 12, 13, 15, and 16 fathoms, 2| miles inside the Bree Bauk, and nearly

midway between the Bree and North Stone Banks.

THE STONE BANKS' are two ridges, divided into the North and South Stow

Banks, lying nearly in the direction of E. by N. and W. by S. ; the northern extre

mity of the North Stone lies with Middlcburg-steeple just open to the eastward of

East Cappel, distant from the latter 8| miles, bearing S. | E. and West CappelChirel

S. S. W. distant 9| miles ; the southern end bears from East Cappel N. N. W. \ W.

distant 8| miles, and from West Cappel N. | E. distant 8 miles ; this bank is no

where above half a mile wide, its length being about 2J miles. About one mile

from its southern point is a shallow part of not more than 12 or 14 feet, it then

deepens again to three fathoms ; the northern end of the South Stnne Bank is distant2|

miles from the southern end of the' North Stone Bank ; between them are from 4 to 7

fathoms, through which the largest ships may pass, the leading mark being Middk-

burg and Dotnburg in one bearing S,S E. J E., or Middleburg tall round steeple on

with the first black hillock to the northward of Domburg, bearing S. S. E. ; or Eest

Cappel S. S. E. J E. ; or West Cappel directly south.

The South Stone Bank is a very narrow semicircular ridge, 1J mile long, its

northern end lies N. N. W. J N. from West Cappel, distant 7| miles, and its southera

end N. N. W. \ W. distant 8J miles ; over this bank are 3J and 4 fathoms. The

windmill which stands to the westward of West Cappel, just touching. the eastefn

part of the sand hill, which forms the west face of the island of Walclieren, then ap

pearing in one, bearing S. S. E. \ E. will carry you clear to the southward of this

shoal in 7 fathoms water. '

Walcheren Road is formed by the Stone Banks to the northward, and the Ram and

Domburg Banks to the southward ; it is also called the Stone Deeps, and has good

anchorage, with a bottom of sand and mud, in from 8 to 12 fathoms.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING FROM OSTEND TO THE RIVERS

SCHELD, MAAS, &c.

a

OSTEND TO SLUYS.—In proceeding from Ostend for the Swin of Sluys, keep

along shore, within the Wendune Sand, in 3, 4, or 3| fathoms, and when you find

yourself to the eastward of Blankenberg, you may keep more in shore, and proceed

near it, in 3, 4, or 5 fathoms, until you come to the buoy of the Predermarckt which,

in going into the Swin, must be left on the larboard side. Between Ostend and

SluiIs there is but one spire-steeple, which stands near the latter place, with i

square steeple betwixt them ; when the spire steeple comes between two sand hills,

and the square steeple on with a large sand bill, which lies to the eastward of the

others, with a windmill standing between, you will be abreast of the buoy on the

Predermarckt ; the town of Sluys bears from the buoy S. by E. ; from the buoy J"u

must steer right in for the bluff part of Cadiand, your course in being nearly S.B.

i
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and Ihen along shore to the southward: from Ihe buoy to the town of Sluys are

nearly 8$ miles.

FRENCH PASS.—If desirous iof going through the French Pass; steer from

Ostend E. N. E. or E. by N. 9 or 10 miles, you will then have deepened your water

to i\ and 5 fathoms ; bring Leiswegan Church S. | E. distant 5 miles; and when the

steeples at Flushing come E. by S. \ East, sail on that course for 10 miles, or

until Cassandria Steeple bears nearly South ; beware of the Sluise and Cadsand Banks,

going on either side, as most convenient, and having passed them, steer right on for

Flushing. The beacon at Flushing brought E. \ S. leads between the Sluise and

Cadsand Hanks.

WIELINGE CHANNEL TO FLUSHING*—If coming from Ostend Bond, and

you are to the northward of the Wetiduue Banks, BlanJienburg Church bearing S. E.

and Ostend S. S W. \ S. distant 7\ miles, steer E. | S. l this will carry you into the

Weilinge Channel, and to the northward of the Inner Bank ; in this passage there is

good depth of water ; but it requires great skill and care to navigate, on account of

its narrowness and want of buoys to direct you ; having sailed on the above course,

until the steeple of Cassaailria comes S. W. by S. and the beacon at Flushing bears

E. S. E. \ S. distant nearly 6 miles, you will be in 5 fathoms water, and can pro

ceed to the southward of the Elboog for the anchorage at Flushing.

THE DEURLOO CHANNEL' TO FLUSHING.—Vessels coming from sea

for the Deurloo Cliaiuiel or the Eastern Svheld, commonly proceed between the

Thornton's Ridge and Waseall's Robs, or between the Waseall's Robs and the Stone

Banks : to sail between the Thornton's Ridge and Waseall's Robs, you should bring

West Cappel Church S. E. | E. ; this will carry you clear to the northward of the

North Binder, and to the southward of the Robs ; having passed the latter, turn

more to the southward and you will reach the entrance buoys of the Deurloo. To

sail into the north-eastward ofthe Waseall's Rabs, bring West Cappel to bear S. E. i S.

this will carry you to the westward of the South Stone Bank; and when Heyste Church

comes on with Bruges, steer in that direction for the entrance buoys: but should

you be desirous of making to the westward of the Binder, after passing to the'

south-westward of it, and giving it a berth of 3 miles, your course should be E. by S.

until you arrive at the black or middle buoy ; in this track you will cross the Tail

ofthe Dyck, the West and White Banks, and pass to the southward of the Thornton's

Ridge: and so soon as you perceive the island of Walclieren, bring West Cappel a.

sail's breadth open to the northward of the high sand hills, bearing S.E. by E.J E. ;

proceed in that direction until Beyste and Bruges Steeples come in one; you will

then be near the entrance buoys : having reached the black buoy, a S. E. by S.

course will carry you between the Roen and Rassen Banks, the buoys will then be

your best guide. If the buoys, which were laid down on each side during the war,

should continue, they will sufficiently mark out the course you are to pursue, which

should be about mid-channel ; but if these should be removed, proceed as before

directed, toward West Cappel, until the steeples of Bruges appear 4-5ths of the dis

tance from Leiswegan towards Beyste ; then, making proper allowance for the tide,

steer S. by E. i E. until the S. E. mill at Flushing comes on with the small steeple,

which is to the southward of the large steeple, and bears S. E. J E. ; keep itin this

direction, which will lead .abreast of Dishoeks Signal Post, then steer direct for

Flushing, taking care to avoid the western end of the Calot, where a buoy is placed,

about half a mile to the southward of the jetties.

In tvorking in, you should tack on the north side of the channel, when the above mill

becomes twice its apparent breadth open to the southward of the great steeple, and

on the south side, when the mill appears midway between the small steeple above

mentioned, and another small steeple to the southward of it, (these steeples being

but little above the tops of the houses;) it will then be on with a white mark in the

wall of the town.

Ifcomingfrom the southward for the Deurloo Channel, and tho weather be clear, you

may run along the Raen in 6, 7, and 8 fathoms, keeping Bruges Steeple full two-thirds

from Heyste towards Leisivegan, until West Cappel Church appears a sail's breadth

epen t6 the northward of the high sand hills, bearing nearly S. E. by E. J E. then

steer towards it in that direction, and proceed to the anchorage. There is a buoy

on each end of the Calot Bank.

Ifdesirous ofgoing up tine Scheld, you must procure a pilotfor that River.

SOUTELAND PASS.—To sail for Flushing through the Souteland Channel, you

may steer with West Cappel S. E. \ E. or with West Cappel Mill and sand hills touch

ing, this, will lead clear to the westward of the South Stone Bank ; and having passed
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this Bank, steer S. B. or S. R. by E. this wijl lead to the northward of the Rassen ;

bring the Mill to bear nearly south, and sail directly for it ; you will thus pass be

tween the Rassen and Domhvrg Sands, and be in the best water; you must then

steer along shore, within 2 cables' lengths of it ; the water is steep, and the north

side of the Rassen is flat ; continue to steer along the shore, to avoid Sauteland Banks

and the Geer. These begin near the mill, and run along parallel to the land almost

so far asDisltocks Signal; when you have advanced thus far, and are to the east

ward of the Geer, you may ruu on near shore to ihe southward for Flushing Roatt.

THE LAND DEEP is a narrow channel formed between the Domburg SandanA

the shore, through which small vessels frequently pass to and from the Veer Gat; it

is very narrow in some places, anoVf^ns between the Rumpel and the land.

THE VEER GAT.—"Vessels coming from sea and bound for Campveer, should

pass between the Stone Banks; this will be easily done by bringing Middltburgh and

Domburg Steeples in one, and there being no regular marks or soundings, by which

you may know when you are approaching between these banks, Mr. Thomas has

suggested the following method :,—With the above marks in one, and in a fair

berth outside, the angle between the above and Wert Cappel Clwrch will be 18° 12",

when in the centre, between angle 20° 15', and inside angle 22° 27*, ;hen haul to

the S. E. about half or three-quarters of a mile, and anchor in 10 or 12 fathoms,

good holding ground.

In proceeding from the above anchorage for the Room Pat, steer to the S.E. until

Middleburg Spire draws near to the west end of a long wood ; or do not come into

less water toward the Domburg Bank than 6 or 7 fathoms, until they are in one; they

will then bear between S. by E. and S. S. E. ; steer in that direction until Witt

Cappel Church comes in a line with a high round sand hill, next south of the large

flat one, with these marks, the outer or north buoy of the Domburg lies in 5 fathoms

water. East Cappd Church will then bear S. E. by S. nearly, and will be on with a

round clump of trees near the sea shore ; next eastw ard of the east end of the long

- wood, nearly in this direction were the middle and inner buoys of the Domburg Sand :

in proceeding toward East Cappel with the above marks, the deepest water will be

found, and Middleburg Spire will gradually draw nearer to the east end of the wood ;

but when West Cappel comes within three times its own height of the sand hills west

of Domburg, you should baul to the eastward to avoid the Rompel, a dangerons

shoal ; to avoid this shoal, you must not come within three-quarters of a mile of

the shore, as it lays about half a mile from the water mark, and has 5, 4J, 4, and 2

fathoms between it and the shore ; therefore when you get opposite to East Cappel,

haul to the eastward ; and when Middleburg Spire comes to the eastward of East

Cappel you will be clear of it, and may keep on at half or three-quarters of a mile

distance from the shore ; at low water you may run along near to the beach, but

when the water is high it becomes flat and shallow. In running up between this

and the opposite shore, which is also steep-to, and drawing near to the Veer Gat,

you should give the first point a berth, more particularly with the flood tide, for

this sets strong on the point towards the Gatway, and with the ebb causes an

eddy ; the point is also flat to some distance. But to avoid every kind of danger,

observe the highest and most projecting sand hill, appearing like a point outside of

those to the eastward or near East Cappel ; keep it well open with the latter, when

you get opposite to the Veer Gat, and when Middleburg Spire comes on with the sand

hills near Sconce Point, then it will be necessary to keep a small part of the said

high hill in sight, in order to clear the upper end of the Lockel Bank, and when the

spire comes near the east end of the hills, at Sconce Point, it should be nearly shut

in ; the mark for the buoy on this end of the Lockel, is the spire, on with the highest

part of the easternmost sand hill ; and when the spire comes open to the eastward

of them, you will be above the Lockel, and may stand over toward the Tulvat by the

lead ; it being regular, when above the Lockel, all the way up. From hence you

may proceed up the Scheld, to abreast of Wisseherke Point ; the starboard shore is all

steep-to, at low water, but should not be approached too near as the water rises,

because the tide flows over a flat, which is shallow ; but the larboard side has re

gular soundings, and ships may anchor any where, opposite to this point, in from

6 to 10, 12 and I t fathoms, but the ground is generally loose sand,' and not good

< for holding.
The long-mark for the Veer Gat is the old Church of Campveer, which has a flat

tower, just open of Sconce Point ; the thwart mark is Middleburg Steeple on with

Sconce Point. The three buoys in the Veer Gat lie in the middle of the channel, but

the best passage is between them and the island ; between the first and second 
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tuoys arc 2 and 2\ fathoms ; between the second and third buoys, 4, 5, and 6 fa

thoms, and between the third buoy and the heads, 0 and 7 fathoms.

The Scotsman is a sand bank lying between the Onrust and the island, with two

black buoys upon it ; the leading mark hetween the Onrust and the Scotsman is, the

prisoner's steeple or the mill, on with the tower on the pier head ; the long-mark

for the north end of the Scotsman is East Cappel Steeple on with the third jelty from

Sconce Point, and the thwart mark is Middleburg Steeple on with the farm house which

stands below the town. There is a black buoy on each end of this sand, which must

lie left on the starboard side ; when you have passed the second buoy, you may

steer for Campveer, and anchor off the town in 8, 6, or 5 fathoms ; the leading marks,

after you bave passed the two black buoys which lie on the bar, are the two steeples

which belong to the fortification, on with each other, or keep the southernmost one,

which has a round top, a li itle open to the eastward of the other, which has a square

one ; either of these marks will lead you clear of the south east end of the Scotsman,

and up to Campveer.

In order to direct ships up to Sconce Point in the night-time, there is commonly a

light placed below the Point, with a blind fixed before it in such a manner as to pre

vent your seeing it when you are in the proper channel ; if you have a turning wind,

you must observe, that, as soon as the light appears, when you are standing either

way, you must tack ; at the upper buoy, the channel is very narrow, and only

12 feet in it.

We have already stated, (page 135,) that the Banjaard Sand is divided, having a

channel passing through its middle part, called the Middle Gat, and leading to the

northward of the Neeltje Jans and Rug" Plaat, towards Zierikzee; tout as these sands

frequently shift, and the channel is constantly varying, and as there is no known

leading mark to direct its navigation, we forbear giving any further description ;

there is also a narrow passage which runs along the western shore of Schouwen, fre .

quented by the natives, but totally unfit foV strangers to venture through ; indeed

the whole of these passages into the Scheldt require a pilot, without the assistance

of whom thay should not be attempted.

BROUWERSHAVEN.—There are two passages into Brouwershaven ; the prin

cipal, and that which is most commonly frequented, runs in between the New Sand

ofthe Banjaard and the Ooster Bank ; the passage is more than a mile wide, and

Reniste Steeple brought to bear E. S. E. i S. will lead fairly in; and after you have

entered yon should steer a little more easterly, and proceed along the shore, keep-

ing it about half a mile distant, on account of shoal water which lies off Reniste;

the depth of water here is 4, 5, and 6 fathoms ; but you must be careful not to run

too far from the land, for the channel' here is narrow, and some shallow and dan

gerous banks lie off the larboard side of this part of the passage ; keep therefore

from half to one mile' distant from the Reniste Land; and when you have well

passed Reniste, draw nearer to the shore, and follow it up to Brouwershaven. This

channel is commonly buoyed, and will be a safer and better guide than any direc

tions that can be given. Pilots also are in constant attendance, whose assistance

will always be found necessary, on account of the frequent shifting of the sands.

HELLEVOET SLUYS has two entrances, the southern one running along the

side. of the Island of Goeree, and thence named Goeree Gut, the northern one between

the Hinder Sand and the West Poel of Voorn, and called Quax Deep.

GOEREE GAT.—Vessels coming from the westward or northward for Hellevoet

SluiIs, may endeavour to bring the square steeple of the Briel E. J S. or the steeple

of Goeree Church S. E. by E. ; either of these will carry them up to the bar.

The bar of Goeree Gat stretches right across the entrance, from the island to the

Binder, over which at Jow water are only 14 and 15 feet, the water being deeper

near the island than the Hinder, where it shoals gradually ; Zierikzee Church on with

the west part of Goeree Island, is the mark for the western part of the bar, and

when Reniste Church comes on with the west part of the above island, you will be

within it.

To sail in, you must not bring Goeree Chm-ch on with the beacon, as formerly, for

the Hinder Sand has changed its position, and an additional light is now exhihited ;

you will therefore bring these lights in one, which will lead clear in ; the edge of

the Hinder is also buoyed, which will be a safe and good direction, until you are

abreast of Goeree, you will then steer about S. E | E. for the anchorage at Hellevoet

Sluys, or when over the bar, and your depth of water encreasing to 3, 4, 6, and 7

fathoms, run along shore about E. S. E. | E. and take care to avoid a spit which

.stretches from the shore, called Slim Hook ; from thence to Hellevoet Sluys the course

T2
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is S. E. 4 E. about 4 miles ; in this passage yon must observe, with flood tide, to

keep the mill a sail's breadth open to the northward of Goeree Steeple; in taming-

over the bar, you may stand to the northward till Outdtrjn Church just touches the

beacon, and to the southward until you have brought Goeree Steeple about half a

cable's length open to the southward of the beacon, or until Goeree Steeple comes

on with the farm house which stands to the southward of the beacon. There is

anchorage off Goeree Town with from 4 to 6 fathoms water.

QUAX DEEP.—This channel is shoal, and frequented by small vessels from

Hellevoet Stuys lo the Maas; the passage is buoyed, and the leading mark through,

is the clump of trees which stands to the northward of Hellevoet Heath, jnstopen to

the northward of Quax Farm; in running through, as soon as you draw near the

land, steer along the shore until you reach Hellevoet Sluys, where you may anchor

in 4J, 6, or 6 fathoms, muddv ground.

THE ENTRANCE TO THE RIVER MAAS, which leads to Rotterdam, lies

in latitude 51° 55' N. and has a bar across ; running from the West Poelot Vuorn to

the Hook of Holland, there are several buoys placed to mark its channel, the outer

most of which lies in 3 fathoms, with Goeree Steeple S. W. J W., the Uriel Steeple

S. E. by E , Gravesand Steeple E. N. E. J E., and the northern end of the North Stone

Bank E. J N. distant 24J miles.

Vessels bound vp the Haas, must take a pilot.

The Times of High Water, qnd the Rise of the Tides, at the Full and

Change of the Moon, are as follow :

\f Calais it is high water at 30 minutes after 11 o'clock, spring-tides rise

18 feet, neaps 12; at Gravelines at three-quarters after 11; at Dunkirk at three-

quarters after 11, spring-tides rise from 16 to 19J feet, neaps from 14 to 15 feet; at

Nieuporl at one-quarter after 12, spring-tides rise from 14 to 17 feet, neaps 10 to 14

feet ; at Ostend at 20 minutes after 12, spring-tides rise from 14 to 16 feet, neaps

13 to 15 feet j at Flushing at one o'clock, spring-tides rise from 13 to 15 feet, neaps

from 12 to 12J ; at Temeuse at a quarter after 2 ; at Batliz at a quarter alter 3 o'clock,

spring-tides rise from 13 to 14 feet, neaps from 11 to 12J feet; at Antwerp at

25 minutes after 4 o'clock, spring-tides from 13 to 14 feet, neaps 11 to 12 feet ; at

Campveer at half after one, spring-tides rise from 17 to 18 feet, neaps from 11 to 12

feet ; at Brouwershaven at half after two, spring-tides rise 16 feet, neaps 11 feet ; at

Hellevoet Sluys at 40 minutes after two, spring-tides rise 15 feet, neaps 9 feet ; at

the Briel at three o'clock, spring-tides rise 13 and 14 feet, neaps 8 feet.

Remarks on the Tidesfrom Calais to the Maas.

The rise of the tides on the coast of Flanders is very irregular, and much

dependant upon the moon's age, and the strength and direction of gales of wind ;

thus with easterly winds they will rise and fall 3 or 4 feet more than with westerly

winds; in general they will at the end of 3 hours flood have risen one-third ; that

is, if the tide commonly rises 13 feet at high water; at half flood it will only have

risen 4 feet above the low water mark ; between the third and fifth hour the rise be

comes very considerable, and from the sixth hour it gradually diminishes.

The ebb tide falls half its quantity between 3 and 3J hours after high water ; it

then falls gradually to the fift^ hour, and during the last hour of ebb its decrease

will scarcely be perceptible. , ,

With spring-tides the stream runs from 3J to 4J knots an honr, and with neaps

from 2 to 3 knots ; the general direction of the stream is east and west, the first of

the flood inclining toward the shore, and the first of the ebb towards the offing. .

At the entrance of the Scheld the current runs in the direction of the various

channels, except where there is deep water over the banks. Both flood and ebb

will continue running in the offing full 2 or 3 hours after it is high or low water on

the shore, a circumstance, which, in crossing the banks, should be particularly at

tended to ; therefore the time of high water must be calculated without attending

to the current, or you may mistake for the time of high water, the period when it

has fallen 4, 5, or 6 feet on the banks.

At the East Gat of West Cappel the first of the flood sets to the southward,

and the middle and after parts right inwards, through the East Gat; the first ofthe
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ebb sets very strongly to the northward, and the middle and after pnrts set right out

through tho east entrance. When the flood begins to run at sea, it is the first of

the ebb in the East Gat ; and when the ebb begins to run at sea, it is the first of the

flood in the east entrance. At the outer buoys of the Deurlon Channel the first of

the flood sets strongly to the southward, the middle part S. E., and the latter part

right in through the channel ; the ebb sets in contrary directions.

At Browershaven Entrance, and off Goeree Gat the stream continues to run in the

offing until half-past four; soon after the flood has begun to run without the Gat,

it begins to run in to the same.

Beforethe Banks of Schouwen nnd Goeree the tide turns about with the sun. The

afier flood sets into the channels, and then bends to the southward till the running

of the ebb. But the ebb runs right out to sea, and the first flood sets a short time

to the northward.

By attending to the current, when off the coast of Holland, in calm weather and

out of sight of land, it may easily be perceived, whether you are to the northward or

southward of the Maas ; for to the northward of the Maas the stream of flood turns

about with the sun, but to the southward against the sun, till the last quarter tide,

and then sets in towards the land.

SECTION XIV.

FROM THE MAAS TO THE TEXEL.

Description of the Coast.—From the Hook of Holland to the Texcl the land is level

and low, but abounding every where with small white sand hills, and the coast is

so clear, that you may run along it all the way in 5 or 4 fathoms ; the land con

tiguous to the coast is distinguished by the following towers, churches, lights, and

beacons. \

Gravesande lies about N. E. from the Hook of Holland, and formerly had a high

spiral steeple, which is now pulled down ; near Gravesande is Hogewoerd, Monster,

and Ter Heide; 4 miles to the N. Eastward of Gravesande you will see, about 1J

mile inland, the square steeple of Loosduynen, having a small turret upon it, and

near the shore a white sand hill, rather more elevated than the others ; almost 4

miles from the Loosduynen, but near the shore, is Seheveningen, a small town with

one church and a little spire steeple, the land about it appearing in little hummocks ;

this place may readily be known by the steeples of the Hague, which are situated

'2\ miles in land, one of them is large and square, with a spire on its top ; 7J miles

beyond ScJteveningen is Katwyk-aan-Zee, lying on the edge of the shore, distinguished

by one large church, with a small spire steeple ; a little to the southward is a fire-

beacon, appearing at sea like a steeple; between Sclieveningen and Kattcyk, the

steeples of Wasfenaar, Valkenburg, and Katwyk Biimen will be seen ; a little to the

northward of Katwyk-aan-Zee is the entrance of the canal which runs to Lei/den;

nearly 3 miles beyond Katwyk is Noordwyk-aan-Zee, having a square steeple and

small spire ; just to the southward of Noordwyk is a fire-beacon ; about a mile in

land is Noordwyk Binnen, having a church with a square steeple and a beacon

upon it, there is also a small tewer apparently standing on the middle of the

church; 2f miles to the N. Eastward is Noordwykerout, situated mile inland;

there is also a small place further northward, but nearer the coast, called Lange-

velder Kapel; Zandvoort is about 8f miles from Noordwyk, and has a tall spire

steeple and fire-beacon near it ; when you are opposite this place you will see a

large house with a barn close to it, and to the southward a hummock, appearing

somewhat like a beacon ; sand hills continue all along the shore. About 8 miles

beyond Zandvoort is Wyck-aan-Zee, having a church with a square steeple, and a

sand hill close by the shore, which appears higher than any of the other land there

about. When the steeple and this sand-hill are in a line with each other, the for

mer seems to stand on the latter like a lighthouse; the land here appears double,

with white sand hills somewhat higher than the land to the southward ; it is distin

guishable when coming in from the sea, by Haarlem Church, which stands at
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distance inland, with a spire steeple in the middle of it ; also by Beverwyck, which

stands 6 miles to the northward of Haarlem, with a spire steeple, high and some

what bluff.

Seven miles and f from Wyek-ann-Zee is Eginond-ann Zee, the land between bend

ing in a little circularly ; Wych-ann Zee has a bluff square steeple an;i two fire-

beacons or lighthouses by it : the adjacent land is low, with some scattered sand

hills ; inland you will perceive the three churches of Egmond Biimen, Egmond-op-

<k-Uoef, and Hyloo, one of these being large ; 4| miles inland, stands the city of

A Ikmaar.

About 2 leagues to the northward of Egmondann Zee, is Camperdown, or Schoorl-

dmen, the highest land on the Dutch coast, it being a large sand-down, in latitude

62° 44' which at a distance appears in hummocks, and may he seen in clear weather

when in 14 fathoms water, at the distance of 20 miles.

The churches of Schrool, Groet, and Kamp lie adjacent, and to- the northward, 9

miles from Egmond, is the town of Petten, whose church exhibits the appearance of

a barn, when viewed from either the southward or northward, but when abreast of

it, the steeple is pointed, and seems to be built in the middle of the church : Petten

appears in hummocks, and has several mills about it. Close to the town is a sand

hill, upon which you will see a large building like a light-house; 3J miles to the

northward of Petten is a knoll with a buoy upon it, lying near the shore, and called

the Polder; it has 2 fathoms on it ; 4 leagues to the northward of Petten is Kyckduyn,

which is a high white sand hill, near it is a fort and light-house ; the land between

Petten and Kyckduyn is composed of small sand hills, appearing at a distance like

detached hummocks ; inland is the church of Calandsoog.

About 1 mile beyond Kyckduynis a point of land, upon which stands a small

battery, from thence the coast turns directly eastward to the Helder; between this

battery and the town stands a large fortress.

The Texel Islandlie.s to the northward of the Helder, its southern part being dis

tant 3 miles; it has a low appearance, and like the coast we have described,

abounds with sand hillocks : on it are 4 churches, three of these have steeples, the

fourth is without one, and roofed with blue slates. The Texel Island is about 11

miles long, its 'southern part 4\ miles broad, but towards its northern extremity it

becomes narrower ; between the Helder and this island is the great and much-

frequented channel leading to the Zuyder Zee ; before its entrance lie the extensive

and dangerous sands called the Haaks, which divide it into several channels, of

these the southern ones are the most frequented, and the only ones fit for large

ships.

The. southern entrance to the Texel bears from Orfordness E. \ N. distant 42

leagues, from Yarmouth E. by S. 36 leagues, from the Hunger S E. | E. distant 54

leagues; from Flamborough Head S. E. { S. nearly 60 leagues, and from the Hook of

Holland N. E. I N. 22 leagues.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE MAAS TO THE TEXEL.

In sailing from the southward for the Texel, you may keep along shore in 4, 5, 6,

and 8 fathoms, or deeper water, regulated by your distance from the land ; there is

no danger in your way until you reach the Polder, which lies so near the shore that

it may easily be avoided : a N. E. course will bring you to the entrance of the

Helder; but vessels coming from seaward or the English shore, should endea

vour to fall in with the Camperdown Hilts, which, as before observed, is the highest

part of the whole coast, and strangers should be particularly careful not to mistake

Kyckduyn for Camperdown, lest they should fall in with the Haak Banks before they

are aware of them, for these are steep to and dangerous ; having therefore made

sure of Camperdown, you may safely stand in toward the land, and run on in,7, 6,

and 5 fathoms, only steering clear on the outside of the Polder, which is situated

between Petten and Calandsoog, and as you approach Kycjkduyn you will see 2 small

beacons which are erected on the sand-downs, these brought in one serve as a

leading mark to the outer buoy; or, if by night, keep the light at Kyckduyn about

N. E. and it will run you in, mid-channel, between the buoy and the shore.

In approaching the Haaks from the westward, great care is requisite to avoid

coming too near them, for they are steep to, shifting suddenly from deep to shallow

water, and many vessels have been wrecked for want of proper precaution ; it is

therefore adviseable not to get into less than 11 or 12 fathoms water, and when
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in that depth, (o endeavour to round the i^ands either to the northward or south

ward.

The Haalts are very dangerous sands, composed of many patches, which are fre

quently shifting, and have several channels between them : the southern channels

now in use are the Schulpe Gat or Inner Channel, and Land Deep.

DIRECTIONS FOR SAILING INTO THE TEXEL

THE SCHULPE, or SOUTH GAT lies along the shore ; its entrance opposite

the outer buoy being not less than 1f mile wide, but becomes very narrow as it

approaches the Heldcr, where it takes the name of the Drempel; the larboard side

of this channel is pointed out by 6 black buoys, all lying on the inner edge of the

South Haaks; the outer buoy lies in 2{ fathoms, with the Vuur Plaat, or look-out of

Kyckduyn, N. E. by E. 3f miles; the second buoy bears from the first N. E. % X.

J of a mile ; the third from the second N. E. J N. a little more than that distance ;

the fourth from the third X. E $ E. I mile; the- fifth from the fourth N..E. by E. JE.

J of a mile; and the sixth from the fifth E. X. E. at nearly § of a mile; there k

also a white buoy at Ouster Hooft, which lies E. by N. distant J of a mile from the

sixth black buoy ; these buoys will direct you through the Schulpe Gat; but sup

posing them to be removed from their stations, the mariner must take good

care to round to the southward of the Haaks, bringing the south point of the

Saiul Dyck* about E. S. E. and when the Klyne Kaap, or Lower Beacon, appears at

the foot of the Kyckduyn Light, or about a handspike's length open to the north

ward of the light, you will then1 be near enough to the shore, and may sail with

this mark on past the outer buoy ; but if you are from the northward, you must

take care to avoid the southern end of that part of the Haaks called the Middle

Bug, which you will readily effect, by getting the houses of Groete Keel south of

Not, to the southward of Keeter Flahtc, keeping this mark on until you are

near enough to the shore to clear the South Hanks ; the southern part of the Haaks

Is very flat, with from 19 to 27 feet over it : having cleared the southern point of the

Haaks, steer N. N. E. until the steeple of Huysduinen appears to the northward of

Kyckduyn, then X. E. by N., taking care to double the point at Kyckduyn, at \ a

cable's length's distance, by which you will avoid the Zwemmer ; then steer about

E. X. E. toward the Drempel, keeping mid-channel, and clear of the 2 stony points

as well as of the sand, which you will do by bringing the Horntje open of the

stones .it the battery point.

At the point of Ouster Hooft lies a white buoy, which you leave on your starboard

side. The passage of the Drempel has 4 fathoms water in it ; it is bounded on the

eastern side by the inshore sand, and to the westward by the Droge Bol, over which

are from 16 to 20 feet water. To the westward of that, and between the Droge

Bol and Zwemmer, is a passage with from 21 to 26 feet; the mark through it is the

eastern part of the Schouten Kaap, or Beacon, eastern part, just touching the western

part of the Kfeine Kaap, or Lower Beacon. In the Drempel the bottom is shells,

which in the deepest places appear of a smaller size.

THE LAND DEEP, or South West Gat, divides the Southern Haaks into two

parts, and is somewhat circuitous. The eastern part of the bank is named the

South Haak, the outer or western part the Middle Rug ; the passage between is from

-J to J of a mile wide, and was formerly much frequented by large ships, but the

Schulpe Gat is now preferred. This channel was pointed out by the following

buoys, but we have reason to believe they are now removed : 3 black buoys to be

left to ^he larboard, the white buoy of the fairway to the starboard, the white buoy

on the south ead of the middle on the starboard side, and the fourth and fifth black

buoys on the Haaks on the larboard side ; then the white buoy on the west side of

the middle on the starboard ; the sixth black buoy on the Haaks on the larboard

side, and the white buoy on the north side of tho middle on the starboard side :

from abreast of the first black buoy to the third black buoy the course being about

N. E. by N., then north, N. E., and E. by S. to the road.

To proceed through this channel, should the buoys be gone, you will, as in ap

proaching the Schulpe Gat, get the Sand Dyck to bear E. S. E., bringing the Westen '

on the Texel in one with Jan Stines Not, steering N. by E. Easterly, by which you

will get the Westen round till it appears behind the Lootsman's Duyn ; still procecd-

* The Bollen of the Sand Dyck is high, and from the sea very conspicuous.

i
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ing till the mill and steeple of Huysduinen come in one, then sail E.N.E. till the mill

appears between the steeple and the Kleine Kaap, when you may safely enter for

the road.

DUINKER'S GAT.—There is a channel which separates the North from the

South Haaks, called Duinker's Cat ; it is narrow, known and used only by the native

fishermen, yet there appears not to be less water in it than 3| fathoms, which is

near the middle of the passage. In order to enter the Duinkers Gat with a flood

tide, you should bring the steeple of the Hoorn Church to the westward of Jonge

l'ieters Duyn, first steering to the eastward, that you may not be driven by the

northerly flood, below the channel ; then so as to get Huysduinen Mills next to the

steeple, until the Hoorn Church is past, so far that it shews itself to the northward

of Heuveltje, but take care that it does not come to the southward ; then steer

E. by N. and E. N. E., bringing the Hoorn again slowly toward, and lastly in a

direct line with the Htuveltje, so as to appear on with the middle of it; keep it

thus until Huisduynen Mill comes just between the Kleine Kaap and the steeple,

then' steer E. by S. and E. S. E. passing Huysduinen Mill until it appears twice as

near to the Kleine Kaap as to the Huysduinen Steeple; proceed thus till the Westen

shews itself in the Henveltjee north of Lootsman's Duyn, when you may safely enter

without running foul of the Middle Rug ; keep the Huysduinen Marks on until the

Steeple of the Helder appears over the battery.

The south side of the Duinker's Gat is quite clear, but the northern side has

many projecting points. The channel is narrowest where Huysduinen Mill comes

opposite to the steeple, until the Shouten Kaap comes abreast and to the north

ward of the lighthouse, where it begins to widen. By bringing a very conspicuous

house at the New Deep to the northward of the town of Helder, you will go quite

clear of the southerly part of the Northern Haak.

To the northward of Duinker's Gat is a swashway of 2 and 2| fathoms, used also

by small vessels and fishermen ; the leading mark through it is the Steeple of the

the Hoorn on with the Huiveltje, atid to the northward of Lootsman's Duyn. The

northern part of the Nortliern Haak is called the Ezels, and has from 3 to 8 feet

water over it:*

THE NORTH, or NEW GAT, is a narrow channel running along parallel to

the Texel Island, bounded on the eastern side by the sandy flat called the Horse, and

ki the westward by the Ezels and North Haak ; it is tuoyed on the Haak side, from

its entrance to its southern part, with 8 buoys; there is also an outer buoy, which

at present lies with the following marks ; the Hoorn Church, full | a mile open to

the northward of the Kaap ; the Helder Mill, seen a little over the Downs ; and the

Schouten Kaap, a little open to the eastward of the Kleine Kaap ; but as these buoys

are frequently removed, in consequence of the shifting of the channel, to give a

further description of them will be useless.

If desirous of going through the New, or North Gat, you should wait the coming

up of the tide ; then get the Steeple of the Hoorn Church a considerable way to the

northward of the Texel Kaap, the former bearing S. E. by S. ; and if the buoy

should be removed from its present situation, you will readily pass to the north

ward of the Ezels, or northernmost part of the Haak ; in this direction sail on

towards the land, until you bring the Schouten Kaap nearly on with the Kleine Kaap,

or until the Helder Mill disappears behind the Downs of the Texel; then steer

S. S. W. keeping a little westerly, and not letting the Schouten Kaap come on with

the Kleine Kaap ; steer round to the westward, so that the Kaap shall appear 2

beams' lengths from the Huysduinen Steeple, you will then have advanced so far

that the Texel Kaap begins to draw nearer to the east ; but before the steeple

comes in a line with the Kaap, the course must be directed S. | E. keeping the Huys

duinen Marks on until de Western appears just to the northward of Lootsman's Duyn;

then steer S. E. i E. until Huysduinen Mill comes opposite the flag-beam of the

battery, altering your course to S. E. by E. by which you will have the deepest

water; take care not to bring the Westen to the eastward of Hoorn, or the second

Duikdalf of the Stone Point in the New Deep beyond the Seaweed Head; by these

marks you may run along the Horse and over the Laan, never having less than 16

feet water. The Laan is a long narrow bank, which runs across the channel from

the Horse toward the Northern. Haak. The passage nearest the Horse is nearly § of

a mile wide, with 16 and 18 feet water ; the bottom is composed of sand and

shells, of larger quality than those found in the Drempel,- but in a less quantity.

The Laan is above one mile in length, and has from 5 to 10 feet over it ; near its

western end are 11, 15, and 20 feet; in the North Channel are from 4 to 6 fathoms;
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in the Helder Road are 30 and 40 fathoms and upwards ; the channel between the

Texel and the Helder is nearly a mile broad.

The Horse is a long sandy beach, which lines the W. and S. W. part of the

Texel, and forms one side of the New Deep ; at its south-east end it bends inward

to a kind of shallow bay of clay and mud, where boats and sloops may run in, on

the N. Eastern side of which is a good landing place. About 2 miles from the

Helder Point is the New Deep. The course from Helder Road up the Texel Stroom

is E. N. E. J E . ; and vessels frequently run to the anchorage at the eastward of

Schans.

With the wind strong to the VV. or W. N.W. there is always a heavy and broken

sea in the Texel Road ; and as the ground is exceedingly bad to hold an anchor, it

is better to come to in deep water before you get upon the bank, in 10 or 12 fa

thoms, as here the ground is better, and you have to drag up the bank ; but if you

come to on the height of the ground, which is loose, you will drive off again into

deep water, and on shore upon the sand, before it is possible to bring up, even with

four anchors a- head, the ground being nothing but soft mud.

Large ships cannot leave the Texel by the Schulpe Gat, unless the wind blows

from between the N. and E. by S. ; but as' it will always be found requisite to ob

tain a pilot, a further description will be unnecessary.

Itis High Water, full and change, at the- Schulpe Gat and in the Texel Road at

8 o'clock ; in the Land Deep, 8J ; Dninkers Gat, 8j ; Koopvaaerders Road, 9 ; Oude

Schild, 9j; iVestereind, 10; North Deep, 8; to the northward of the Haahs, 9

TIDES.—The tides in the Texel usually rise four feet; flood-tides generally run

in the Schulpe Gat N. N. E , or inclined more to N. E. ; in the Land Deep they run

first N. E. along the South Haaks as far as the Bree Wyd, and from the Bree Wyd

to the Helder East, through the Texel Stroom N.E., through the Duinkers Gat, and

as far as the eastern end of the Middle Rug N.N. E., where it joins the Lund Deep

in the Bree Wyd, and, as before observed, takes an east direction. In the North

Gat the flood comes up 3 hours later than in the Schulpe Gat, following the channel

between the banks, till having passed the Loan, it joins the general- stream, and

runs up eastward to the Iloorntje ; this tide then turns N. N. E. and follows the

course of the roads, while the flood at the New Deep turns to the south-eastward,

through the Weiringer Balg. The ebb is commonly in the opposite direction to the

flood, and runs with great force upon the Helder, although the Hood still runs out

of the North Gat, and is iu direct opposition to it. The course of the currents,

and the different directions they take from the beginning to the end of the flood

and ebb-tides, require the greatest attention, and cannot be attained without much

practical knowledge ; in general the stream of tide follows the course of the banks,

and is both strongest and longest where the water is deepest. At the Drempel the

water never stands still, the flood and ebb succeeding each other immediately

without intermission. These are all the general rules which can be given for the

tides here, as the prevailing winds and other local causes continue to influence

their influx and reflux ; and can be no way ascertained without absolute

practice.

In the offing, a little before half-flood, the stream sets directly into the Texel, and

from about half-ebb to half-floodit sets directly out ; but the first of the flood, with

the latter part of the ebb, sets nearly N. N. E. over the banks and out of the North

Gat, and the latter part of the flood, with the first part of the ebb, sets nearly

S. S. E. over the South Bank, till nearly half-ebb.

Along the coast of Holland, with the wind to the southward of west, there is no

assistance from the ebb, in turning towards the Maas or beating to windward, be

cause, with such winds, there is no ebb running by the shore.

FROM THE TEXEL TO THE SCAW.

Description of the Land,

The land to the northward of the Texel is low, and fronted by numerous smal

islands, which in clear weather are visible 4 or 5 leagues off at sea. Betwee

these and the main are various passages and channels leading to the differen

towns situated upon the coast, and within this space are the large rivers of th

Em, Jade, Wear, Elbe, and Eider ; the last communicating by the Canal of Rend:
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burgh with the Baltic or East Sea. Numerous sand banks also surround the shores,

some of which' are particularly dangerous, and will be described hereafter. The

islands which lie between the Texel and Winter, are Vtieland, Schelling, Amelatut,

Schiermonik Oog, Rottum, Borkum, Juist, Nordcney, Ballrum, Langer Oog, Spiker Oog,

and Wronger Oog.

FROM THE TEXEL TO THE ELBE AND WESER.

VLIELAND is a long narrow Island running somewhat circularly N. E. by N.

about 5 miles, then turning nearly E. by N. nearly 15 miles more, its length being

almost 10 miles, on which are several beacons and a lighthouse, chiefly intended

to direct vessels into the Vlie Stream.

There is a small and narrow passage close to the north end of the Texel Island,

running between it and Vtieland, but by no means calculated for shipping, having

only 3, 4, and 5 feet water in it

THE VLIE is a broad channel, formed between Vtieland and the Isle of Schelling;

it is encumbered with several dangerous sand banks at its entrance, which divide it

into 4 distinct channels, two being to the westward, and two toward the north

east.

HOLLEPOORT.—The principal entrance on the western side, is the Hollepoort;

this runs in between the sand which surrounds the Vtieland, and the Lutine Bank,

so called from the wreck of the Lutine Frigate upon it ; this channel is well buoyed,

having 4 white buoys on the starboard side, and five black ones on the larboard

side ; in advancing from the western entrance of the Texel to the Vlie, your course

will be E. by N. about 28 miles ; as you near it, your soundings will gradually di

minish from 15 to 11, 10, and 8 fathoms; steer in between the outer white and

black buoys, and proceed on, keeping as nearly in the middle of the channel as

possible; your soundings will be 3J, 4, and t> fathoms ; the latter depth being

abreast of the two last buoys, you will then have the Vlie Stream open ; or let your

Courses be N. E. by E. and E.N.E. keeping along in from 8 to 9 fathoms water, until

you get the mill between the 2 beacons on Vtieland, or Brandaris Tower and Light

house between the 2 beacons on Schelling Island, when you will be abreast of the

outermost black buoy of the Hollepoort; this buoy lies with the western beacon on

with the west end of the White Sand Down on Vtieland. Haying gained the above

situation, proceed between the buoys, as before directed, and observe that the flood

drives directly toward the Schelling Island, and ebb the contrary.

The Lutine Bank is the westernmost of the shoals, nearly of a triangular shape,

and has 2 of the black buoys placed upon its southern edge ; there is a channel

between it and the sand to the eastward, which latter is a very extensive shoal,

and by some called the North Ground; this ohannel has from 3 to 2 fathoms within

it, and the Mill and Beaton on Vlitland in one will lead clearly through it, although

this passage is not buoyed.

The North Sand forms on its southern part, the boundary of the Hollepoort, which

has 3 black buoys upon it, as already noticed ; it stretches thence in a circular di

rection to the north-eastward, and has a red buoy upon its N. E. point ; the mark

for which is the Tower on Schelling Island S. by E.

THE RUSSIAN GAT.—This is the chief entrance tothe Vlie, on the N.E. side;

this channel is bounded to the westward by the North Sand, and to the S. Eastward

by the Schelling Middle, both of which become dry at low water ; it is buoyed on both

sides, 3 whitebuoys lying on the edge of the NorthSand,and 4 b\&ckoaesoathe Middle;

there are also two beacons on this sand ; the mark for the inner white buoy of the

North Sand is the Tower and Beacon on Schelling in one ; within this channel are 9,

10, and 12 fathoms water; the Mill on Vtieland about two-thirds between the

Beacons on the Vlie, will lead right iu j your course then must be between the buoys ;

having passed these buoys, and leaving the beacons on your larboard side, you

will perceive the stream to divide, the main channel running southward toward

the Zuyder Sea, while the other, bending eastward, forms the Schelling Passage ;

these channels are divided by the long point of a sand which dries at half tide, on

the extremity of which is a black buoy, serving to distinguish the' separation of

the two streams ; two other black buoys lie on the western edge of this bank,

marking oat the Vlie Channel ; here, midway between these black buoys and the

Ktrth Sand you will have 8, 9, 10, and U fathoms ; opposite to the northern buoy
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of this sand, is 4\ fathoms, and near the Middle Sand 7 fathoms ; the Schelling

Passage winds in S. E. and Hast, it being sufficiently pointed out by the two white

bupys on the starboard side, and seme black buoys which lie on the Horse Sand,

and must be left on the larboard ; in this channel are 8, 7,' 6, 5, and 4| fathoms,

and vessels commonly anchor abreast of the western end of Schetling, where stand

two beacons ; spring tides rise 8 feet, neaps 6| feet.

Besides the above passages into the Vlie, there is another to the eastward ; this

runs in very near the west part of Schelling, and between the Hone and Middle,

the channel is narrow but well buoyed, having 5 white buoys on the edge of the

Midille, and 5 black ones on the Horse; there are also 3 other black buoys on the

S. Western end of the Horse, which direct you into the Schelling Channel; these

white buoys must be left on your starboard side, and the black ones on youri

larboard side.

TER SCHELLING is 12 miles long, and 2\ broad, running in an E. \ S. and

W. \ Northerly direction, it is surrounded by a sand bank of shallow water ; on

its western end are four beacons, Brandaris Tower and Lighthouse, and near it the

Church of -West Schelling.

Toward the middle of the island is Midland Church, and further east, the Church

of Hoorn ; 8 miles to the eastward of the east end of Schelling, is the Island of Ame

land, and between them a channel, called the Amelander Gat ; it is much encumbered

with sands, the outermost of which is called the Bron Reef; its inner side is

buoyed ; there are other passages for small vessels, but only known to the pilots

and fishermen.

AMELANDER GAT.—Vessels from the westward will keep in 7 and 8 fathoms

water taking care not to bring the Church of Hoom to the westward of S. W. by W.

distant 6 or 7 miles, for then they will be near the outermost buoy in 8 fathoms.

The coarse from this buoy is E. by S. and E S.E. so far as the Tobacco Plaat

shoal, from whence you are to pass two buoys on the starboard side, steering

S. E. by S. as far as the road, where you anchor in 6 or 7 fathoms water. The best

anchoring ground is when the west end of Ameland bears N. W.

But if bound from the Elbe to this entrance, you should sail along the shore in

12 fathoms water, until you have passed the Borknm Reef, from whence you will

proceed in 8 or 9 fathoms, till having reached the west end of Der Schelling ;

bring that to bear S. by W. and then steer towards the shore in 4 or 5 fathoms

water; when the steeple on the east end of Der Schelling is brought to bear

S. W. by S. and the steeple of Ameland appears in the valley, then yon are

come to the outermost buoy of Ameland entrance ; this buoy lies in 8 fathoms

water.

AMELAND ISLAND is about 11 miles long and very narrow ; it lies in nearly

a similar direction to Der Schelling, has two beacons on its western end, and a

beacon on its northern shore ; on it are the Churches of Hollum, Slot, BaUum, and

Ness; like the other islands it is low and surrounded with/ a sand, which to the

eastward projects a great way out; 6| miles from its eastern point is the Island of

Scluermonnikoog ; having good channels between, called Sehiermonnik Gats, leading

to the Wadt or Wadden. Sehiermonnik Gat is divided at its entrence by a sand

bank, about two miles long and one mile broad ; the channel between this sand

and Ameland is called the N. W. Gat, that between the eastern end of the sand

and Schiermonnikoog is called the N E. Gat. To sail through the N.W. Gat, which

has from 1\ to 5 fathoms in it, bring the 2 beacons on the west end of Shiermomik

Island in one, bearing S. E. nearly; this will . bring you to a red buoy which lies

with Bollum Church bearing S. W. | S. and Slot W. S. W. J S. from whence keeping

the beacons in the above direction, and steering on, you will pass between the

Ameland Flat, and the outer sand, gradually lessening your water from 5 to 2| fa

thoms, you will then be at the entrance, and will deepen your water again as you.

approach toward Schiermonnikoog to 4, 6, and 6 fathoms, in which latter depth yon

will bring the two beacons, erected on a sand to the .southward, in one, when the

ehannel will be quite open ; this mark also leads to the buoy of the N. E. Gat.

The N.E. Gat has but 7-feet in it, and is fit only for small vessels ; but neither the

ylie, Amelander Gat, nor the Sehiermonnik passage should be attempted without a

Pilot.

SCHIIiRMONNlK ISLAND is about 4 miles long, and is low and narrow.

ROTTUM.—E. i S. 9 miles from Sehiermimnikoog, lies the island of Rottum, on

the starboard side of t*i entrance to the Western Ems ; between is the sandy flat

U2
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of Bosch, and several small channels through running into the Wadt, and toward

Dokkum, Groningen, &c.

THE EMS.—-There are three entrances to the River Ems ; the Western Ems, the

Eastern Ems, and the Homme Gat, these two latter being only separated at the be

ginning by the Juist Reef.

The Western Ems has on its starboard side the Island of Rottum, Hubert Plant,

and other adjacent sands, and on its larboard side, the Borkum Reef and Island,

the Ranzel, &c.

, Rottum is a small island 3 miles in length, and \\ mile broad ; on it are two

beacons and a bouse. Borkum is i\ miles in length, lying E. J S. and W. \ N.

and about 2$ miles broad, being nearly divided midway into two parts ; it now has

twob eacons, a lighthouse, and a church upon it ; this light is illuminated with lamps,

being 150 feet above the surface of the sea: from Borkum runs an extensive reef

full 11 miles to the N. Westward, and this sand properly divides the entrances of

the Western from the Eastern Ems. Hubert's Plaat is a shifting sand, which must be

left on the starboard side ; Rvyt Sand lies a little beyond Hubert's Plaat, and ex

tends westward toward the Wadt The Ranzel is a large bank to the south-east

ward of Borkum, forming the north eastern boundary of the Western Ems, as well

as part of the western and southern limits of the Eastern Ems; the channels are

buoyed on both sides, the Eastern Ems is bounded on the starboard by the Borkum

Reef, Brower's Plaat, and Ranzels, and on the larboard by the Juist, Memmert,

Koper, Homborg, and Schuite Sands, and is also buoyed throughout ; the Homtne

Gat, as before observed, is only divided from the Eastern Ems by the Juist Reef.

THE WESTERN EMS,—Vessels bound from the westward to the Western

Ems, should not approach nearer to the Sekill Grounds, or banks to the westward

of the Western Ems Channel than 6 or 7 fathoms, by which they will avoid getting

to the southward of the outer buoy.

If in thick or rough weather, or by accident, you should overshoot the entrance,

steer E. N. E. and you will find a hole of 13 or 14 fathoms water ; having disco

vered this, steer into less water, and go over the Borkum Reef in 9 or 10 fathoms,

until the great beacon and light appear a handspike's length to the eastward of

the steeple; you will there find the first black buoy in 7 fathoms water.

The leading mark to the buoy is the 2 beacons and a house on the island of Rot

tum; bring these objects to the S. S. E. and the southernmost or large beacon will

be midway between the house to the westward and the small beacon to the east

ward ; and when the little or southernmost beacon of Borkum comes on with the

steeple, they will bear S. E. by E. J E. ; this is the mark for the outer buoy. If

upward bound, leave this buoy on the starboard side, as also all the other black

buoys in the channel, and the white buoys on the larboard side.

From the outer black buoy steer S. E. by E. I E. keeping the above mark on,

and it will carry you to a white buoy upon the flat, called Geldrak's Plaat, on the

larboard side; opposite this buoy is the shoalest part of the Ems, but not less

than 3J fathoms at low water ; by continuing on the same course, with the beacon

and steeple in one, you will go safely, only observing not to get to the southward

of the shoal, called Hubert's Plaat, which has a black buoy upon it, and should be

left on the starboard side.

To the southward of Hubert's Plaat there is nfore water than in the fair way

to the Ems, but no passage through, for which reason keep nearer to Borkum.

Reef.

When arrived at the white buoy on Geldwik's Plaat, the beacons on Rottum

will appear on with each other ; by these marks aad bearings vessels may safely

sail into the Western Ems, to 5, 6, and 7 fathoms ; then, by steering a little

more southerly, until the small beacon upon Borkum comes open to the north

ward of the steeple, they will avoid getting too near the Isle of Borkum and the

reef ; for in this part it is steep to, and they should not go into less than 10 fa

thoms.

From the hight of Borknm steer south, until the white buoy on the larboard

side, upon the Nieuve Steert comes in sight ; be careful not to get to the eastward

of this buoy, as the tide of flood sets strongly upon the sand ; go no farther to the

eastward than by these marks : viz. keep die great beacon and light-house just

open to the westward of the steeple upon Borkum, but if the weather be thick or

hazy, so that the marks cannot be seen, you, may keep the south side on board,

by the lead, in 6 or 7 fathoms water. *



 

THE RIVER EMS, &c.

There is another white buoy upon the S. E. end of the Nieure Steert, after1

passing which, you may sail along the eastern side in 6, 5, or 4 fathoms to the

Ems Horn, upon which is a black buoy; be careful to avoid this sand, as it is

.steep to, and has eight fathoms close to it to the eastward. Approach no nearer

than 5 fathoms ; here the Eastern and Western Ems join, and make this part very

dangerous, so that in case a vessel was to get on shore here, it is most probable

she would be lost.

The EASTERN EMS.—In making for the Eastern Ems, bring the great beacon

upon Borkum, a handspike's length to the eastward of the steeple, keep them thus

until in 8 or 7 fathoms, where you will find the outer black buoy upon Borkum Reef,

the steeple and beacon bearing S. S. E. from you ; then sail inS. E byE. and you

will find two black buoys on the starboard side, and one white buoy on the larboard

side, which is the outer buoy upon Juist Reef, the lighthouse being then one-third

of the apparent distance between the great beacon and steeple, bearing S. J E.;

here you will be in 4 fathoms ; when farther in, steer S. E. J E. (as the first of the

flood sets off from the Borkum Reef,) and continue this course until the two beacons

upon the eastern part of Borkum are abreasl of the 5th black and 3d white buoy;

then sail a point more to the southward, to the Koning Ton or King's Buoy, which

is the tenth black buoy, where there is a roadstead for large ships of 10 and 1 1

fathoms. "

From the King's Buoy steer S. by E. to the Kaap Ton or Beacon Buoy, where there

is shoaler water, and the entrance into the Wester Bulg ; the best road is in 6, 7, or

8 fathoms.

Above the 7th black buoy the tide of flood sets strongly upon the Ranzel, as high

as the King's Buoy, and the tide of ebb upon the sixth black buoy, which lies upon

the Brouwer's Plaat.

From the Kaap Buoy, through the Wester Balg, the course to the Ems Horn is

S. W. by S. A good mark to run in by is, the high spire steeple of Holwryde upon

the Groningen shore, by the Wood of Watrum ; this will answer when the buoys are

taken away. With the steeple on the west side, just touching the wood, you will

pass through the Wester Balg to the Ems Horn, and in going up will find a black

buoy and some brush beacons on the Ransel, on the starboard side ; and two white

buoys on the larboard side, which lie near the Schuite Sand ; here the eastern side

is flat, und vessels may sail near its edge in 4, 3, and 2 fathoms.

The HOMME GAT.—For the Homme Gat, bring the beacons on the east end of

Borkum on with each other, bearing S. by W. J W., and the steeple upon Borkum

on with the west side of Kat Duyn, which is a round rugged down, bearing

S. W. by S.; with these marks the outer buoy, which is red, lies in 6 fathoms.

Continue to keep the two beacons in one, allowing for wind and tide, the flood

setting over this Gat to the S. E. ; sailing thus you will not find less than 15 feet at

low water, but this depth continues only to a small distance; as thence there are

from 5 to 7 fathoms throughout into the Eastern Ems.

Upon sailing into this Gat, you will find on the larboard side a white buoy, with

a flag upon it, and upon the starboard side a swinging beacon, with an osier-

basket for its head ; from this beacon you may steer S. with the beacon open to the

southward ; but observe, that as the Memmert Sand on the eastern side is steep to,

to approach no nearer to it than 9 or 10 fathoms ; you will now have entered into

the channel of the Eastern Ems, and may proceed on a S. Easterly course to the

King's Buoy, as before directed.

Vessels from the eastward, upon entering the Homme Gat, must not approach

nearer to Juist than 10 fathoms, for in that depth they may with safety sail to the

outer buoy of the Homme Gat.

If passing this Gat for the Eastern Ems, sail along Juist Reef in 5, 6, or 7 fathoms,

until the steeple bears S. by W. ; you may then pass over the Reef in 3 or3J fathoms,

uneven ground, and when you fall off to 5, 6, or 7 fathoms, may shape a course up

the Eastern Ems, as above directed.

EMDEN.—A vessel having entered by either of these passages and advanced

beyond the Ems Horn, should not go into less water upon the western side than

9 fathoms, nor to the eastward into less than 6 or 5 fathoms. Whin the windmill

to the southward of Delfzyl comes open of Delfylz, keep it so, and it will lead you

clear of the Paap or Hound Sand, upon which, on the larboard side, is a white buoy ;

having passed this buoy, you may keep in 5 fathoms, until you open the haven of

Delfzyl, then stand over toward the eastern shore, in 6, 7, or 5 fathoms ; in the

mid-channel there are 8, 9, and 10 fathoms, soft sticking ground. Now keep over
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E. S. E. to the point on the East Friesland' side, called Batweer Knok, upon which ia

a single house ; from the point a break-water jetty runs out with a swinging bea

con, altogether about 3 cables' length from shore.

Steering hence along the East Friesland side, in 4 and 5 fathoms, will carry you

up to the road before Emden, whence any ship may at high water sail up to the

city, where vessels, drawing 12 feet water, may conveniently lie along near the

houses, &c. The above instructions are to be used only in cases of necessity, for

it will always be adviseable to take a pilot for the Ems ; the buoys are also removed

during the winter, and the tides commonly run in with great velocity.

There is a remarkable flat of soundings to the northward of Borkum Reef, which

stretches out full 7 leagues, and has 1$ and 2 fathoms less water over it than in the

surrounding sea, the bottom being composed of coarse sand, yellowish red stones,

and shells of a dark eolour, between red and yellow ; vessels bound to Heligoland

will do well to gain the above spot, by which they may ascertain their distance,

which, from Heligoland, is 19 leagues.

To the eastward of the Ems, lie the islands Juist, Norderney, Baltrum, Langer Oog,

Spiker Oog, and Wronger Oog, all low sandy islands fronting the main, having

channels both between each other and the shore; these channels open a line of

communication all the way from the Texel to the Ems, and from the Ems to the

Jahde and Weser ; but are only navigable by small craft, and known exclusively by

the natives.

Wronger Oog is distant from Borkum about 44 miles, it is a small narrow island,

lying near the entrance of the rivers Jahde and Weser, having a sandy shore so low,

that the tide frequently overflows it ; upon it is a church and a lighthouse, which

burns during the winter only ; this light is distant from Heligoland nearly 8 leagues,

from which it bears S. S. W. a little Westerly.

HELIGOLAND is a small island, flat, but elevated, lying directly in front ofthe

rivers Jahde, Weser, and Elbe ; it may be seen in clear weather 6 or 7 leagues, and

has a good lighthouse upon it, 250 feet above the level of the sea, which is lighted

constantly throughout the year ; this is the object vessels generally make, when

bound for the Elbe or Weser, and here pilots are to be found for both rivers. To

the eastward of Heligoland is a small sandy island. Both these islands are sur

rounded with dangerous reefs, running chiefly to the northward.; S. Eastward of

Heligoland is the Klip, or Steen Rock, upon which a buoy is placed, but as this buoy

may, in stormy weather, be driven from its position, it will be advisable to attend

to the marks for it, which are the two beacons on Sandy Island in one, or the light

house and a wooden beacon on Heligoland in one ; and off the south end of the

island is a remarkable sharp broken point of land, called the Monk. Heligoland

Lighthouse is in latitude 54° 11' 34" N., and longitude 7° 53' 13" E. from Greenwich ;

it bears from Yarmouth E. 79 leagues, from the Spurn Head E. by S. § S. 91 leagues,

from May Island, in the Firth of Forth, S. E | E. 126 leagues, and from the Texel

E. 4 N.43J leagues.

The RIVER JAHDE runs in between Wronger Oog and the Mellum Sand: it is

buoyed throughout l the sands which line the shore forming its western boundary,

while the extensive shoals of the Hohe Weg are to the eastward, and divide it from

the Weser ; these sands have many swashways or channels through them, which

can be passed by boats, but none for shipping; the course of the Jahde is about

S. by W. and the passage is nearly 2 miles wide, but becomes narrower as you

advance. "

The RIVER WESER is formed by the Mellum and Hohe Weg to the westward,

and the Tegeler's Plaat, and numerous other sands to, the eastward.

It is regularly buoyed in the following manner :—

The 1st, or outer buoy, lies in 10| fathoms, and is black, with a gilt key upon it,

and therefore called the Schlussel or Key Buoy.

The 2d back buoy, marked with an A, has a small spar with a gilt spear on it.

The 3d black buoy is marked B.

The 4th black buoy, C, and has a gilt cross on it, at which the tower of Wronger

Oog will bear from you W. J S. The course from the 1st to the 4th black buoy is

E. by S. \ S.

The 5th black buoy is marked D; the 6th black buoy, E. ; and the 7th black buoy is

called the Mellum, marked with an F ; it has a small spar with a flag on it, at which

Wronger Oog will bear from W. N. W. J W. In 1818, a floating light vessel was

placed between the Tegeler's Plaat and the Mellum, in the fair way of the channel ;

this vessel is moored to a chain, below the buoy, in 8 fathoms water, at the making
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of the flood tide, and is, on no account, to quit its station, unless forced so to do by

the ice. The light vessel has two masts, a large and a small one ; during the day,

a white flag, with a red cross upon it, is kept flying at the top of the main mast,

and this at night is replaced by 7 lantern lights placed round the mast, 28 feet

higher than the deck, which will be visible in clear weather full three miles. The

bearings from the light vessel are Heligoland N. J W. ; Wronger Oog Tower W. | N.;

Minsen Church S. W. by W. ; and the Bremen Beacon S by E. A ship bringing the

light to bear S. by W. should steer directly towards it, to enter the North Weser.

The 8th black buoy, G ; the 9th black buoy, H ; and the 10th black buoy, I.

The Uth black buoy, K, and lies a little below the beacon in Schmidts Steert.

The 12th black buoy, L, and lies before Bollenziel, then the beacon on Schmidts

Steert will bear N. W. from you. From this buoy to the 13th, which is marked with

an M, called the Hallerk Buoy, and the 14th marked with an N, which lies before

the highway, the course is S. J E.

The 15th black buoy is marked O, called the Bogt Buoy.

The 16th black buoy is marked P, it is called the Black Buoy, and lies before the

oint of the Solthorn. On this is a spar with a flag ; the church of Langwarden will

ear S. S. W., from you distant 4 miles. From the buoy, which lies before the

highway, marked N, to the Solthorn Buoy, marked P, the course is S. E. by S.

The 17th black buoy is marked Q ; the 18th black buoy, R ; and the 19th black

buoy is marked with an S.

The 20th black buoy is marked with a T, the 21st U, the 22d V, the 23d W, the

24th X, the 25th Y, and the 26th Z —The above are all black buoys, and to be left

on your starboard side.

The white buoys lie to the larboard, and instead of Letters have numbers painted

upon them.

No. 1 is the first in the Weser, and bears N. E. i E. from Wronger Oog, distant 7

miles, and E. N. E. distant 2 miles from the first black buoy.

No. 2 lies abreast of the 5th and 6th black buoy.

No. 3 lies abreast of the 8th black buoy. '

Nos. 4, 6, and 6 lie.near the edge of Tegeler's Plaat.

No. 7 lies off the S. W. point of Scharte Ground, and is called the Kreuz or Cross

Buoy.

No. 8 lies at the entrance of the Middle Sand, between which and No. 7, is the

entrance to the North Weser, or Wurster Way.

No. 9 lies nearly opposite to the black buoy, marked S, distant half a mile.

No. 10 lies about E. 1-6th of a mile from the black buoy, marked' U.

No. 11 lies l-3d of a mile from the black buoy, V.

No. 12 lies about S. S. W. a quarter of a mile from the black buoy W ; and

No. 13 is placed near the point of the I<ang Luten Sand, l-6th of a mile from the

black buoy, Z, the passage here not exceeding that width ; from hence the channel

turns East towards Blexten, and from Blexten to Bremen is about 38 miles, allowing

for the winding of the river.

The RIVER ELBE is to the eastward of the Weser, the outer black buoy of the

Weser bearing from the red buoy of the Elbe E. \ N. 17 miles ; and the red buoy of

the Elbe bearing from Heligoland E. S. E. \ E. distant nearly 20 miles; the channel

towards Cuxhaven is bounded by the Scharhom Sands and Newwork Island to the

southward, and by the Vogel Sands and North Grounds to the northward, forming a.

passage in some places scarce a mile wide ; from Cuxhaven the river runs east to

ward Gluchstadt, S. Easterly to Stade, and then easterly again toward Hamburgh;

from the red buoy to Cuxhaven being 16 miles, from Cuxhaven to Gluchstadt 28 miles,

from Gluchstadt to Stade 9 miles, and from Stade to Hamburgh 18 miles ; the channel

throughout is buoyed with black and white buoys : the black buoys are to be left

in passing on your starboard side, and the white on your larboard side. On the

Newwork Island are 2 lighthouses and 2 beacons ; and on the Scharhorn is another

beacon ; besides these, are other buildings on the Newwork, but only the above bea

cons and lighthouses can be seen at sea.

The red-or outer buoy of the Elbe, is marked A, and lies with the Scharhorn Beacon

and Newwork Tower in one.

The Kettle Buoy is marked B, and lies in 9 fathoms water, so that you may see

the Western House midway between the lighthouse and barn, Scharhorn Beacon bear

ing1 S. by W. and Newwork Lights in one bearing S. E. by S. J S.

The Schar Buoy is marked C, and lies in 6 fathoms, Newwork Light bearing

S. by E. \ E. the tower being in one with the northern beacon.
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The 4th black buoy is marked C C ; the Western House will here appear to the

eastward of the tower.

The 5th is marked C D, the Little House being a ship's length to.the westward of

the great beacon.

The 6th, or Black Lee Buoy, is marked D ; the Middle House here appears almost

separated from the barn.

The 7th, or Flugel Buoy, ties S. E. J E. from the Lee Buoy, and is marked No. i.

These are all to be left on the starboard side in entering. On the larboard, or op

posite side, are 6 white buoys, lying on the edge of the VogelSand, and distinguished

as follows :—

A. The first, or outer buoy, in 7 fathoms ; the Newicork Light lies in a direct

line with the great beacon, so that the light which, bears S. by E. \ E. is hid by the

beacon.

B. At this second buoy the Western House is seen a little to the westward of

Newwork Tower.

R. C is the third buoy, from whence the Little House is seen about a ship's length

to the westward of the great beacon.

C. C. is the fourth buoy, from which you will discover the Little House to the

eastward, separated from the lighthouse.

C, is the fifth buoy ; the mark is the Middle House to the eastward of the barn.

C. D. is the sixth, and called the Lee Buoy ; it is white, and from it the Middle

House appears a ship's length distance to the westward of the tower.

Between the two Lee Buoys the depth of water on the south side is from 4 to 6

fathoms ; in the middle from 7 to 9 fathoms, and on the north side from 5 to 7

fathonrs.

From the first white buoy on Vogel Sand to the white lee-buoy, your course is

S. E. by S., and from the lee-buoy to the first buoy in the sea-channel, S. E.

In the channel are seven black and six white buoys ; they are all numbered, the

black buoys .having the following marks :— . I

From No. 1. The Eastern House appears to the eastward of the barn.

No. 2. The Little House is to the eastward of the Middle House.

No. 3. The Little House is between the west point of the Ditch and the

Eastern House.

No. 4. Klapmuz Beacon appears to the westward of the tower.

No. 5. The Little House is between Klapmuz Beacon and the tower.

No. 6. Klapmuz Beacon is a handspike's length to the eastward of the

Great House.

No. 7. Klapmuz Beacon is to the westward of the Western House, and the

Governor's House at Ritzbuttel, in a direct line with a mill at Dose.

There are 4 additional buoys which lead up to Cuxhaven: the 1st of these lies

S. E. \ E. 1% mile from the black buoy No. 7, near the N. E. side of the Steil Sand;

the 2d buoy is 1$ mile to the S. E. \ Southward of the first, and is placed on the

eastern Elbow of the Steil; the 3d lies S. by E. distant three-quarters of a mile

from the second ; the 4th is one mile S. J W. from the 3d ; and from hence to Cux

haven Beacon is about three-quarters of a mile S. g W. These are all black buoys,

and must be left to the starboard.

The six white buoys are also numbered, and their marks are as follow :

No. 1. Lies S. E. three-quarters of a mile from the White Lee Buoy; from it you

will see the Eastern House to the eastward of the tower.

No. 2. Lies S. E. \ E. from No. 1, distant If of a mile.

No. 3. The Little House between Klapmuz Beacon and the tower, and the Gover

nor's House at Ritzbuttel to the westward of the mill at Dose.

No. 4. Lies S. E. \ E. one-sixth of a mile from No. 3, and E. N. E. three-

quarters of a mile from the black buoy No. 7.

No. 5. Lies oil' the western part of the North Ground, bearing S. E. distant 3 miles

from No. 4, and N. E. \ E. three-quarters of a mile from the blsck buoy on the

elbow of the Steil Sand, this being the narrowest part of the channel.

No. 6. Lies S. by E. J E. 2 miles from No. 5, and N. E. IJ mile from Cuxhaven

Beacon.

The continuation of the North Grounds is all along pointed oat by white

buoys, and the edge of the banks on the starboard side by white buoys also all the

way to Hamburgh.

The Admiralty Hoy, having pilots on board, is constantly stationed at the mouth

of the Elbe, not only in fair weather, but also in the strongest gales, except when
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prevented by ice ; in which case a boat is stationed there, with the Admiralty

colours, to render assistance to ships and vessels. A pilot must be obtained here ; if

a wrong course be taken, it is denoted by firing a gun and shewing a flag. The

vessel may be known by the broad red vane at the mast head, and in clear weather

will be visible between Heligoland and the Elbe to a considerable distance/ Should

bad weather prevent the Hoy lying at the red buoy, it will be found just within the

channel to the eastward of the Vogel, or sometimes, in winter, at Cuxhaven ; and

then a fishing boat, with the Admiralty colours, is always sent out to meet the ships

entering the river.

SAILING DIRECTIONS TO THE JAHDE, WESER, AND ELBE.

Ships coming from the westward, and passing the Texel at the distance of 4 or 5

leagues, will have from 14 to 18 fathoms, sandy ground ; and steering E. { N. may

proceed toward Heligoland, in 15, 16, or 17 fathoms, until they have passed Borkum

Reef. This reef may be known by the soundings off it, which, as before observed1,

are coarse sand, with small red stones, and shells of a dark red or yellowish colour.

There will be found here abont one fathom and a half less water than on either side

of this fiat. The soundings extend about 9 or 10 leagues toward the North and

N. N. E , at the mean distance of 19 leagues from Heligoland. They are very re

markable, there being no other such on any other part of the coast ; hence every

one ought to obtain them, in order to ascertain their distance from Heligoland when

sailing for the Elbe.

In hazy weather, or with northerly winds, vessels may keep farther from shore

than above mentioned ; and if, in this case, it be supposed that the vessel is within

7 or 8 leagues of the island, when in 17 or 18 fathoms, with soft muddy ground, it

is recommended not to steer for it, as the reckoning may be deceptive ; and it is

likewise to be observed that, 6 or 7 leagues to the northward of the island, there

are soundings nearly similar to those off the shore to the southward, and also soft

ground in the parallel of it. It is therefore particularly requisite that navigators

should be certain of having the soundings from the coast, or a good observation

from the island ; for the commanders of several vessels, neglecting this precaution,

have supposed themselves to bo off the coast in 18 or 19 fathoms; and, Having

steered to the S. S. E., have gained 14 or 15 fathoms, with coarse sand and smaft

stones; but, with these soundings, have found themselves several leagues to the

northward of the island. A proper allowance should therefore always be made for

the operation of the tide, which otherwise will drive you considerably to the east

ward of your reckoning.

Vessels bound for either the Jahde, Weser, or the Elbe, commonly make for Heli

goland, its lighthouse being a good and permanent mark, burning all the year

round ; and if necessity requires, they may anchor between it and the small sandy

island. The riding on the east side of the Downs is good, with from 7 to 10

fathoms.

To the southward of the island, and near the shore, lies a rock called the Steen,

or Slone, which dries at low water, having a black buoy close to its east side, with

the following marks : viz. The lighthouse in one with the beacon on Heligoland,

and the two beacons on Sandy Isle on with eacli other. ' ; -

In order to avoid the Steen, in proceeding for the haven from the south-westward,

care should be taken to keep the beacons on Sandy Isle open of each other,' until the

lighthouse comes open to the eastward of the beacon on Heligoland ; you may then

proceed for the haven, and anchor in 3 or 4 fathoms water.

When coming from the eastward, the lighthouse should not be brought on with

the beacon on Heligoland. So soon as the northernmost beacon on Sandy Isle comes

open to the westward of the southernmost one, you will be within the Steen, and

Way proceed for the haven.

In sailing along shore from the westward for either the Jahde or Weser, an E. by S.

course, making due allowance for the tide, will take you to the Sehlussel, or outer

buoy of the Weser, from whence a S. S. E. f E. course will carry you to the outer

buoy of the Jahde, distant 5 miles ; this lies in 2$ fathoms water. Two miles further

on the same bearing lies the red buoy placed at the extremity of the Braeck Sands;

nearly opposite to this is a black buoy placed on the edge of the Schmidts Steert.

There is also a buoy on the inside of the Mellum Sand, serving to mark oat the
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boundary of (he channel ; but as these buoys are frequently shifted, and the sands

VP the Jahtte often change their position, it will always be necessary to obtain « pilot.

We have already noticed the lighthouse on Wronger Oog, which lies to the west

ward ; but as this light cannot be so well depended upon, nor is so conspicuous as

that of Heligoland, it is most common to run for the latter. There are no channels

or, harbours for ships between the Ems and Wronger Oog; the different channels

between the islands being only fit for small craft.

THE RIVER WESER.—Vessels from the Ems should run along shore, in the

depth of 12 or 11 fathoms, until they descry the tower on Wronger Oog, when they

may stretch along from that island in the depth of 14 or 15 fathoms across the en

trance of the Jahde, till they come to the entrance of the Weser ; then haul in to the

southward, till they shoalen their water to 12 fathoms, and Wronger Oog Steeple is

bearing S. W. ; on which bearing, at the distance of 5 miles, lies the first black

buoy, in 10$ fathoms at low water, and has a gilt key on it, from which it is called

Scklussel, or Key Buoy.

But as it is customary to make Heligoland in running for the Weser, observe to

keep a good look out for the buoys ; and great attention should be paid to your

course in steering from Heligoland, either to the Weser or Elbe, as the tide is nearly

on your broadside, both flood and ebb ; and you may have occasion to steer one

and an half or two points on either side of the direct course, to hit the buoys.

If bound from Heligoland to the Weser with a northerly wind, steer to the south

ward until Wronger Oog comes in sight ; then bringing the lighthouse a handspike's

length to the eastward of the tower, or bring the island to bear S. W. \ W. tut no

farther west, before you enter the river ; with that mark you will run close to-the

white buoy. ,

Should it happen, when between Heligoland and Wronger Oog, that the weather

becomes thick and hazy, so that land cannot be seen, steer no nearer to the coast

than in 13 fathoms, clayey ground. Here, with a flood tide and fair weather, yon

may anchor ; but with the ebb keep under sail : here the flood will drive to the

southward, and the ebb to the contrary.

Having made the Schlussel, or Key Buoy, you should steer E. S. E. J E. 1J mile

to the second black buoy, remembering to leave all the black buoys to the starboard

and the white buoys to the larboard.

The black buoys are distinguished by letters marked with white paint, and the

white buoys numbered in like manner with black paint. Vessels may run up to

either of them, so as to see the marks and numbers.

From the 2d to the 3d buoy the course is S. E.by E. H mile ; from the 3d to the

4th buoy S.E. If mile ; and from the first or outermost white buoy to the 4th black,

the course is S. S. E. j E. : here, from the 1st to the 4th buoy, the flood sets strongly

into the Jahde, and the ebb contrary. From hence you will proceed regularly mid-

channel between the white and blackbuoys ; and having arrived at the black buoy,

marked Z, proceed along shore about S.E. J S. 5$ miles to Blexen, where you must

employ a pilot, if you have not already obtained one, to take you to Bremen.

THE RIVER ELBE.—From Heligoland the red buoy at the entrance of the

Elbe bears E. S. E. i E. distant 20 miles, but with a flood and southerly winds the

course is S. S. E., and with an ebb and north-easterly winds S. E. In running in

the fair-way for the red buoy, you will have 20, 17, 15, 14, 13, and 12 fathoms, soft

clay ground of blueish colour, and at the red buoy in 10 fathoms, you will gene

rally find fine yellow sand ; but if in the course from Heligoland to the Elbe, you

happen to find a hard sandy bottom of reddish colour, yon may be sure you are to

the northward out of the fair way.

Great part of the vessels coming from the westward, and not unacquainted with

the Wefer and Elbe, 4o not sail to Heligoland, particularly with southerly winds. In

this ease being arrived between Wronger Oog and Heligoland and having the one or

the other of these islands jn sight, they steer with an easterly course directly for

the Elbe.

The islands Wronger Oog and Heligoland bear N. N. E. and S. S. W. from each

other, distant nearly 8 leagues. When midway between these islands, the direct

course for the red buoy is E. S. E. distance 5 leagues; but allowance must be

made for the wipd and .tide, the course with flood being S. E. by E and with ebb

E. by S- somewhat more southerly or easterly according to the wind."' In so steer

ing you will have 17, 15, 14, J3, and 12 fathoms, with soft blueish ground as before.

When standing towards the S. shore, and conijng into 10 fathoms or less, the

bottom is bard fine white sand. But the sandy shore between the rivers Jahde,
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Wiser, and Elbe, is very dangerous, because it is steep-to, from 10 to 0 and 7 fa

thoms, and then dry.

Ifit should be dark or Mck weather, you must be careful not to approach nearer

than 13 fathoms, and then if it be flood tide, come to an anchor ; with an ebb, yon

may perhaps keep under weigh until day-light, or until the weather becomes clearer.

Great attention to the winds and tides is necessary, observing that the flood sets

northward and eastward, and the ebb west and southward ; and when near the en

trance of the Jalule and Weser in 12 fathoms, the flood sets into these rivers ; but

the ebb sets always to seaward. These currents are also stronger the nearer yon

are to these rivers, or to the passages between the sands.

It being a rule, that vessels should run into the Elbe with the tide, and always in

the day time, observe to regulate your approach to the river accordingly.

«The mouth of the river, or rather the entire channel, from the entrance of tho

Elbe to Cuxlmven, being bounded on the S. side by Schaarhom, Newivork, and Steil-

ttnd, and on the N. side by the northern grounds, Vogel Sand and its tail (the Steert.)

which sands, being for the greatest part overflowed by the tide, are then undis-

tinguishable, it has therefore been necessary to point out the fair way by booya

pjaced on each side of the channel ; the black on the S. and the white on the N.

side, which will be sufficient to shew the fair way when you have once entered.

These buoys, however, of which the outermost black and white determine the en

trance of the channel (the red buoy being farther out), cannot be seen at great dis

tances in stormy weather, nor readily when near, and not at all in the night.

Moreover, these cask buoys, are taken away in the winter season, to prevent their

being destroyed or driven away by the ice, and spar buoys still less visible, put in

their places. The depth and quality of the ground, the currents and breakers along

the edges of sands, are all too general and misleading, as you may thereby as well

eater in the deep at the north of Vogel Sand, called the Falselie Tief, or southerly in

the Westerill, as into the true channel of the Elbe. To prevent which, high towers

and beacons have been built on the island of Newwork, by which the entrance of

the Elbe will be known both by night and day, provided the weather will permit a

clear sight of distant objects.

The marks whereby the entrance of the Elbe is to be found in the day-time, are

the Schaarliom Beacon in a line with the great tower or lighthouse, bearing S.E. by S.

This leads to the red buoy, which lies nearly 4 miles N. W. by N. from the Schaar

hom Beacon. The small tower, which is also a lighthouse, and north beacon, will

then appear open to the left of the great tower. If from sea you perceive the two

towers or lighthouses between the two beacons, then you are directly before the en

trance of the Elbe. But as it often happens that these buildings are too distant,

and not early enough distinguished ; the best guide for the entrance is the vessel

for signals and pilots which is stationed at the mouth of the river, to the northward

of tbe red buoy, in 11 fathoms water, and there moored with iron chains, not to leave

her station in any stormy weather whatsoever, except when forced by the ice in the

winter season. This vessel most commonly leaves her station only in the months

of January and February, but may be forced by the ice to leave sooner and re-

tarn later { as on the contrary, she may sometimes, though seldom, happen to keep

that station uninterrupted all the winter season. By being at the onter part of the

entrance, and nearly 3 leagues to seaward from Newwork, she will easily be dis

covered by the approaching vessels, and distinguished by having two masts with

broad red vanes on them, and a red flag with an anchor and Hamburgh weapon out.

By night she will exhihit a lanthorn light 20 feet above deck ; and in a fog or hazy

weather, when commonly no wind blows, she will, in every quarter of an honoring;

a bell during one minute ; or if vessels coming in and being already in sight,

should by rain or snow disappear again, the pilot vessel will fire guns from time

to time.

To tail into the Elbe by day—Having discovered the aforesaid vessel outside the

red buoy, bring her to bear S. E. from you, and steer up to her ; having passed

her to leeward, bring to, until they accommodate you with a pilot.

But if no pilot should be on board the pilot vessel, or, if it should be impossible

to get one on board on account of stormy weather and heavy sea, in this case, the

buoys will be difficult to discover; then the pilot vessel will make a signal, hy hois

ting her colours in a waft. At the appearanoe of this signal you must not expect a

pilot ; and if impossible to anchor, sail in by the courses and marks which follow :

Pass the pilot vessel on either side and bring her to bear N.W. then steer S.E.by E.

about 4{ miles, until you bring the great tower and north beacon in one, or tbe 1c
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lighthouse to the westward, and clear of the great lighthouse; you will then be

upon the marks for the Schaar Buoy, and may steer S. E. by S. or S. E. { S. towards

the Flugel Buoy, attention mustbe paid to the set of the tide : in the beginning, the

flood sets north-easterly against the tail of Vogel Sand; towards half-flood, the tide

sets directly in the channel, until up abreast of the Hunds Ballje, where the current

into this gat may attract the vessel somewhat southerly. Now and then a buoy

may also be observed upon the pitch of the rolling waves, when carefully attended

to; and sometimes ths fair way may be distinguished by the breaking of the sea

against the edges of the banks. With S. and S. W. winds, the breaking of the

seas at Schaarhoru are short and irregular, like the surface of boiling water ; when,

on the contrary, the breakers of Vogel Sand are long, the fair way between these

banks being smooth. During hard gales from N. by W. the breaking seas are

general. Above all, care must be taken of the soundings; if, for instance, th»

water shallows, in standing southerly from the pilot vessel, you may possibly be

out of the fairway behind the Sandrifi; then bear away, or if that should be impos

sible, bear up S. E. until the small house and the easterly hill of the bank appear

in one ; then standing toward the south shore, you will fall in again with the fair

way. These sands change, however, from time to time. If, therefore, a pilot is to

be got at the vessel, it will be better; if not, you must endeavour to keep the fair

way between the buoys. There will be no difficulty in so doing, if the weather is

favourable enough for seeing them, since you only observe in going up the channel,,

that the black buoys are to be left on the starboard, and the white on the larboard

side.

But if the signal, or pilot vessel, should not be on her post, outside the entrance,

on account of the ice, or accident, and at the same time, all the cask buoys and

spars, or ice buoys, should be driven away by the ice, and you are, nevertheless,

resolved on going in ; then observe in this case, the wind must necessarily be to the

southward and westward, it being impossible, on account of the ice, with easterly

and northerly winds to get to CuxAaven.

Being in about 12 fathoms water, and seeing the sea-marks on Newwork distinctly,

with favourable wind, bring Schaarlwm Beacon to bear S. S. E. from you, and to the

westward of Newwork, the north beacon to the eastward of both towers, the great

tower between these beacons, but nearest to the north beacon', you may then proceed

by, the directions before given, steering first S. E. by S. J E. and afterwards more

southerly toward the flugel Buoy, where, or perhaps sooner, a boat with pilots front

Vuxhuven will meet you; as the pilots in time of ice, with south-westerly winds,

sail daily out and in, for the assistance of vessels going in.

"When the great tower on Newwork appears about midway between the north

beacon and Schaarhorn Beacon, you will, standing in with these marks, pass the red

buoy on the east side, near enough to see it; or, if you should happen to see the

houses at Newwork before you see the redbuoy, bring the small house which ap

pears to the right of the light towers, in the middle between the two beacons, and

by sailing in on these marks, you will be sure to enter between the first black buoy

and the first white buoy ; and as you advance toward the south shore, you will see

the black buoys, or the ice buoys. In the mean time use your lead and the land

marks, and trust not too much to the buoys, which sometimes are driven out of

their places.

Supposing no mark or land should be seen, except Schaarhorn Beacon, then bring this

beacon to bear S. S. E. and in that direction stand towards it into 9 fathoms ; at

this depth edge off, steering East or E. S. E., and having deepened your water to

11 Or 12fsthoms, luff to again, and in this manner you may proceed along Schaarhorn

Sand, until near enough to discern the towers and houses of Newwork. When en

tering the Elbe in this manner, the lead should always be going, because the sand

of Schaarhorn is all along shore very steep ; for the same reason, this way is only

advisable in the supposed case of the wind being south-westerly. With northerly

and easterly winds, the side against Vogel Sand is preferable, although you should

lose by itthe sight of Schaarhorn Beacon. Having the chart at hand, which shews the

depth of the channel and the position of the sands, you may easily see the best

course to be taken by the circumstances of wind and tides, from a present known

place to any other higher up the channel.

Generally, it may be observed, that the course from the entranoe of the river to

Cuxhaven changes four or five times : for instance, from the red buoy until upon the

marks of the Schaar Buoy, the course is E. S. E. 3 miles ; from that to the Flugel

Buoy1, which is black, with an iron Vane on it, the course is S. E. by S. '3{ miles;
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from the Fhigel Buoy to the Boschen Buoy, S.E. by E. a miles; from the latter

bnoy, S. E. 1J mile ; and lastly, sooth, 3 miles to Cttxhaven, allowing one point to

the westward or eastward, according to thetide being flood or ebb ; for the said

courses are the bearings of the channel, the coarse to be steered being always de

termined by the wind and tides.

The following are the marks upon which the said buoys, where the course changes,

are laid; viz. The marks for the red buoy, in 10 fathoms water, are Schaarhorn

Beacon and the great tower, or lighthouse, in one, bearing S.E. by S. The Schaar

Buoy, in 8 fathoms ; th; north beacon and great tower on with each other. The

Flugel Buoy, with vane, in 6J fathoms ; the easternmost house and great tower in

one. The Bosch Buoy, the lighthouse at Cuxhaven, between the corner of the bank

and the farm-house, and the hill of Sahlenburg to the westward, close on with the

village of Dithner. The outermost black bnoy lies in 9 fathoms, with the Schaarhorn

Beacon bearing S. S. E. and the north beacon between the middle and westernmost

houses, but three times nearer to the former. The outermost white buoy lies at

the tail of the Vogtl Sand in 6 fathoms, with both lighthouses in one, bearing

S. by E. i E.

To tail into tke Elbe at night.—Although it is generally admitted that vessels

ought to sail in only in the day-time, and at night should not even approach the

entrance nearer than two or three leagues, outside the red buoy, in 13 or 14 fa

thoms, yet different circumstances may admit of exceptions to this rale : for in

stance, if a ship wants anchors and cables, or if forced by hard stormy weather to

ran in, or having a dangerous leak, &c. ; or, suppose it to happen after a warm

summer's day, when, by the rising of vapours, the air becomes hazy near the

horizon, and prevents a distinct sight of the sea-marks, then the commonly follow

ing fresh and clear night gives a good sight of the lights of Neunvork, by which a

ship may sail in with more safety perhaps than at the high noonday, when the ho

rizon is so obscured by haze.

Being therefore determined, either by necessity or choice, to sail in at night,

and having arrived in a situation to have both lights in one, bearing S. by E. J E.

this being the mark for crossing the tail of the Vogel Sand in 5 fathoms, then you

lnay. by the season of the year, either be sure Of the signal and pilot vessel being

at her assigned station, and in this case, steering S. by E. you will, at the distance

of about half a league, more or less, see her lantern light, and steering towards

her, receive a pilot ; or, if you dare not trust the presence of the light-vessel, by

reason of frost, then, having both lights on Newwork, as before, bearing S. by E. j E,

and being in the depth of 11 or 12 fathoms, steer S. E. by S. \ E. past the Schaat

Buoy, until the high light bears S. S.W. you will then be near the Flugel Buoy, and

in a tolerable good roadstead ; anchor there until daylight, when the buoys and

marks will be seen, and the pilot-boat from Cuxkaven will meet you ; but if this

should not be the case, and the pilot-boat does not appear at its station at the

entrance of the river, then the buoys will be your proper guide.

But if, for want of anchors and cables, you would proceed in the night to Cux-

haven, keep your lead constantly going, and observe the lights of Cuxhaven and

Neunvork. The soundings towards the Vogel Sand are so regular that you may

trust to them, and keep in 5 or 6 fathoms. With the high light of Newwork bear

ing W.,by N. and thatof Cuxlumen S. S.E yon will be abreast of the buoy l£,

called the Botch Buoy ; from thence upward the channel grows wider and deeper,

and by the courses S. E., S. S. E., and lastly, South, you can hardly mistake falling

in with the harbour, it being lighted by the contiguous lighthouse.

If the winds should be tpo scant for sailing in with the lights of Newworh on

with each Other, bearing S. by E.J E you may, at the appearance of the high light,

at the distance of about 3 or 4 leagues from Newwork, steer one point more

«asterly, or, S. S.E JE Having brought the light to bear on that point of the

compass, the high light will appear to the westward of the low light, about a hand

spike's length ; keep the lights in that position when proceeding towards them,

which will be done either by the ship making leeway, or by bearing gradually a

little to the eastward as you approach them. In this manner you will pass the

tail of the Vogel Sand in 8 or £> fathoms water, and find, when in mid-channel and

near Schaarhorn, 10, 12, to 13 fathoms ; then edge off, and steer E. S. E. until the

low Hght comes open to the westward of the high light about half a hand-

Spike's length, when you will be on the marks of the Schaar Buoy, and may run up

s- E. by S. i E. to the flugel Buoy, as before direoted.

This last method of entering the Elbe, by keeping the lights a handspike's lei
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<jn of each other, is only adviseable with southerly winds, when you may ap

proach the Schaarhorn without danger, and take soundings there ; it is also, only

in the case of a scant wind, when it if required. But with the wind large, the

first method of sailing in by keeping the lights close on with each other, is prefer

able, giving a more accurate mark of the course, and, at the same time, more dif

ference of the soundings at the Vogel Sand and in the channel ; consequently more

certainty of the ship's way and place. Be careful not to sail higher over the Vogel

Sand than here described, nor to bring the low light to the westward of the high,

before you are sure of being in the channel, in about 9 or 10 fathoms water. The

lights may sometimes dazzle the eye, and appear in one, though different in height

and position; therefore they should be observed with a telescope.

The high light is elevated 128 feet above the surface of the sea, the lower one

64 feet ; and they are 2100 feet distant from each other. The high light may be

seen at the distance of 6 leagues by an eye 16 feet above the sea'; therefore Heli

goland Light and that may both be seen about the same time.

Ships having the misfortune to run aground on the Vogel Sand in stormy weather,

with W. and N.W. winds, are generally lost with lives and cargo ; whereas under

the like unhappy circumstances at Schaarlwrn Sand, the men retiring to the beacon

are usually saved, and also some part of the cargo preserved. In all cases there

is good anchoring ground every where, seaward, before the Elbe ; and many a

vessel, but scantily provided with anchors and cables, has been saved in a heavy

N. W. gale, by cutting away the masts and riding out the storm, when others sail

ing in at the same time were unfortunately lost.

The best time for going into the Elbe, wind and weather favourable, is about 1J

or 2 hours after low water, when the tide begins to set right in ; but in bad and

stormy weather with westerly winds, it may be preferable to run in, one hour after

high water, since, by the extraordinary rise of the tide, caused by the strong sea

winds, the vessel may pass over many sands and shoals without touching, which

would be nearly dry at low water ; besides, if unluckily running ground, she will

not be exposed for a long time to the violent shocks upon the ground by the high

seas and breakers. As to the clearness of the sight of the sea marks qn Neuncork,

the most suitable time for entering the Elbe in the summer season, is either early

in the morning or in the afternoon, to avoid the beamy light which reflects from the

air and water, and dazzles the eyes. .

At Cuxhaven there is, in case of need, a harbour for ships to winter in, when the

ice will not permit them to go higher. Ships coming from the Straits must be first

cleared here ; and such as have lost their anchors or cables, or are in any distress,

by firing a gun, or hoisting their colours in a waft, will be immediately supplied,

by order of the Admiralty, with whatever they stand in need of. The pilot vessel

sails from this port when not prevented by the ice. When this cannot go oat, a

small fishing boat is kept to meet the ships coming into the Elbe. The best harbour

to save ships from the ice is Gluckstadt.

Times of HIGH WATER at the Full and Change of the Moon.

At Borkum, at 30 minutes after 1 1 ; at Wronger Oog, at 12 ; at Heligoland, at 11 ;

at the Red Buoy of the Elbe, at 12 ; at Cuxhaven, at 1 ; at the Key Buoy of the

Weser, at 12; at Blexen, at 30 minutes past 1.

TIDES.—The stream of flood from the Texel toward the Elbe and Weser sets

easterly ; off Borkum Reef E. a little north, at Wranger Oog E. by S., at Heligoland

E. S. E , at the entrance of the Elbe S E. by S., at Cuxhaven S. S. E., and at the

key buoy of the Weser S. E. by S. The flood runs six hours, and the ebb six hours

and 25 minutes. The current is never quite at a stand, it only changes its direc

tion and force. The ebb, at the red buoy, sets at first S.W., then W. and N. W.,

and at last northerly ; and in like manner the flood runs gradually north-easterly,

E., and then S. E„ directly into the channel.

At Cuxhaven the ebb begins one hour later than at the red buoy, continues 6 hours

and 45 minutes, and is then followed by the flood during 5 hours and 40 minutes.

In the road the current does not cease entirely ; the flood continues running in i

or four-fifths of an hour, after the water's falling on the south shore. Between

Cuxhaven and the mouth of the river the velocity of the current is greater than

outward at sea; in the channel, mid-tide ebb, when strongest, runs about 3 to 4

miles an hour, and with flood 2 to 3 miles an hour, according to the moon's age.

On full and change days, the perpendicular rise of the tide is 11 feet, and on

quarter days &i feet,
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HELIGOLAND TO THE RIVERS EYDER, HEVER, WARDA, AND

THE SCAW.

THE RIVER EYDER lies to the north-eastward of the Elbe, and, like that

river, is buoyed on both sides of the channel ; but the sands so frequently shift

their positions, that it will not be prudent to enter without a pilot. The outer

black buoy of the Eyder lies E. S. E J E. from the Heligoland Lighthouse, distant

25 miles; E. N. E. j N. from the red buoy of the Elbe, distant 16 miles; and

E. N. E J E. from the Schlutsel or outer buoy of the Weser, distant 32 miles. -

To enter the Eyder you should bring the Heligoland Island to bear W. N.W $ W.

and-steer E. S. E, making allowance for the tide, till the high pointed steeple of

St. Peter's, on the north side of the Eyder, bears E N. E. Near this steeple stand

two beacons ; and these beacons, on with each other, are the marks to the first

black buoy, lying in 4J fathoms at low water. Keeping this buoy on your star

board side, you should proceed E.S. E. and S. E. toward the first white and the

fourth black buoy, leaving the latter on your starboard, and the white buoys on

your larboard side ; from this fourth black buoy unto the second white buoy your

coarse should be S. E. by E. About the fifth black buoy you meet a tittle brown

cask buoy, with a flag, being as large as a ship's buoy, lying in two fathoms at low

water, which you must leave on the larboard ; here a little flat or shoal extends

across the channel, of which you must be very cautious. From this last mentioned

buoy to the sixth black and the third white buoys, the course is E. N. E. and -

N. E., then N. N. E. to the seventh black and the fourth and fifth white baoys, you

then come to a beacon standing upon the sand on the north side. Keeping this

beacon on the larboard side, you steer N. E. towards the green shore or wall, along

the beacons. This reach runs circuitously, easterly and southerly. Sailing along the

shore to the corner, you come to the beacons standing upon the sand on the south

shore on the starboard side. A white buoy, stretching from this corner, must be

left on the larboard ; from thence the course is N.E. and somewhat more E. till you

get into the hight, you will then be near a church, and will find 6 or 7 beacons on

the north shore, which must be all kept on the larboard band. This hight runs

runs E. and S. E. To the last beacon there is fixed an arm, serving to shew that

you must steer southward for the beacons, which stand on the south shore upon

the sand. This is the worst reach in the whole river ; but when you come to the

last mentioned beacon with the arm, steer southerly towards the beacons upon the

south shore, which must be left on the starboard side; be extremely careful not to

come too near these beacons. You will find there a white buoy, which must be

left on the larboard side, it lies on the point of a steep reef that extends from the

north shore. Upon this reef stand 2 or 3 beacons, to be left on the larboard side,

roceed along the beacons on the south shore. Having passed the last white

uoy, the course is S E and E , which will bring you before the city of Tonmngen,

where you may anchor. At low water the beacons are dry, and at high water you,

must not approach them too near, but pass at the distance of some snips' lengths,

and often use the lead : observe always to keep the black buoys on the starboard,

and the white buoys on the larboard side. Riding at the first black buoy, you may

see, when the weather is clear, Heligoland Island W. N. W. J W.

Bearings of Ike Black Buoys on the Starboard Hand, in sailing for Tonningen.

The First to the third buoy. South-east ; third to the fourth, S. E. by E. ; fourth

to the sixth and seventh, E. N.E.; seventh to the eighth, JS. by S. ; eighth to the

ninth, E S. E. ; ninth to the tenth, S E. ; tenth to the eleventh, N. E.

CANAL.—For the purpose of facilitating the communication between the North

Sea and Baltic, a Canal is cut across the Duchy of Holstein, from the river Eyder,

which passes by Rendsburgh, to about 3 miles north of Kiel, at the mouth of the

river Lerweusawe. The Eyder is navigable more than 6 miles above Rendsburg,

and the distance from the western sluice of the canal at Rendsburg to its com

mencement near Kiel, is 20J English miles.

The perpendicular fall of the canal towards the Baltic, is 25 feet 6 inches, that

towards the North Sen, 23 feet, and vessels passing through are raised or let down

means of six sluices. The breadth of the cut is 100 feet at the top, and 64 at
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, bottom ; the sluices are 27 feet broad, and 100 feet long, and the lowest dcplh

jf water is 10 feet; merchant vessels of 120 tons may therefore navigate the

canal ; the distance from Tonningen to where the canal joins the Baltic is 66 miles.

This Canal was intended to facilitate the commercial interconr.se between the

North Sea and the Baltic, but the numerous shoals of shifting sand found between

Rendsburgh and Tonningen, very much impede its expected success, and most

vessels are inclined to prefer the old navigation round the Scaie i.ito the Caltegat,

with all its difficulties and dangers.

THE RIVER HEVER lies to the northward of. the Eyder, its outermost red

buoy bearing from the outermost black buoy of the Eyder N. N. E. distance nearly

10 miles; but there are so many inlets and openings to go into along this coast,

and the sand hills on the different islands are so much alike in appearance, that no

description is sufficient to guide a stranger ; when therefore a ship is entangled

andj unable to clear the coast, you must trust to the Chart, wherein the several

channels and sands are faithfully expressed. On seeing the breaks on these sands

you may form a good idea of their similarity, and knowing their situation, mast

steer in accordingly, anchoring as soon as you think your ship can ride ; but if

you have got any sand without you, before you have touched the ground, or

being leaky, you must push on for smooth water. .

We have already stated, that for all these places between the Heyder and Hom Point, «

pilot is indispensably necessary.

AMRON BEACON.*—For the safety of vessels which are bound for the har

bours or rivers in the neighbourhood of Heligoland, and may be carried by accident

or otherwise to the northward of that island, a beacon has been erected on the

sand bank which lies four miles to the south of Amron, and to the west of the Isle

of Pillworm, and which in ordinary floods rises 5 feet above the surface' of the

water ; the height of this beacon is 60 feet. It may be seen at the distance of 12

miles, appearng at first like a sloop with a top-sail set. From the light on Heligo

land, the beacon bears N.E. by E. one third E. distant 25 miles.

The advantages to be derived from this beacon are as follow :— 1st. It serves to

point out the sand banks in that part. So soon as it can be distinctly seen from

the deck, the vessel must not approach nearer ; for then the soundings will be

from 6 to 5 fathoms, and the distance 8 miles. 2d. The beacon serves also as an

excellent mark for enabling vessels to regulate their course. When it is seen at

the distance of about 8 miles, and bearing nearly E. by compass, it gives the fol

lowing magnetic courses and distances, regard being always had to the state and

direction of the tide.

• To the Island of Heligoland, S. W. 18 miles; outermost red buoy of the Elbe,

S. { W. 30 miles ; outermost black buoy of the Eyder, S. S. E. 20 miles ; outer

most red buoy of the Hever, S. E. by S. 12 miles ; outermost black buoy of the

Schmal Deep, S. E. \ E. 4| miles ; Lister Deep, N. E. \ E. 18 miles.

3. The beacon farther serves as a principal mark for directing the navigation to

these deeps and rivers.

TO MAKE THE SCHMAL DEEP.—The beacon must be brought to bear

N. E. } E. from the vessel, and this course must be kept till Within 4 miles of the

beacon, where the Pillworm OldTower, bearing E. by S., the outermost black buoy

of the Schmal Deep will be found in 4| fathoms. In clear weather the beacon may

be brought within an eighth of the compass to the east of the outermost corner of

Amron, and the Pillworm Old Tower between North and South Oog, (or Oye,j but

nearer to the first, in the proportion of one to two.

TO MAKE THE HEVER.—Let the beacon be brought 8 miles to 1'ie east,

then let the above mentioned course, S. E. by S. be kept till the North Hofi (or

Head,) that is, the N . W. of the land of Eydtrsted, is seen E. S. E. or till the church

and steeple of Wester Hever come clear of the Sand Downs ; then the beacon,

which can be distinctly seen, bearing north by comp'ass, the outermost red buoy

of the Hever will be discovered.

TO MAKE THE EYDER.—Let the beacon be brought 8 miles to the E. and

let the course be S. S. E. till the beacon disappears to the north. The Sand Down

of Eydersted will then be discovered, and the course must be continued so long

to the southward, in from 4 to S§ fathoms, till the 2 beacons on Sud Hofi, or

* The description of this beacon is here given from the original notice, as published by au

thority in Denmark. Bat it is to be observed, that it does not correspond, in several parti

culars with our charts. • ; , ...„ . ;.. "
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« at St. Peter, appear in a straight line bearing E. N. E. when the outermost buoy

will be seen.

LISTER DEEP.—In the same manner the beacon is of advantage for making

the Lister Deep ; for so soon as it disappears to the south, the Island of Sylt will be

discovered; and when the middle of the island, railed Roth Cliff, appears in the east,

the course may be directed northward, very near the coast, till the pdiht of it is

reached, then, hauling to the east and south-east, good anchorage may be found

behind the Leist.

Directly opposite to Amron Island, and at about the distance of 10 or 11 miles,

lies a bank of 5 and 6 fathoms water, stretching N. N. E and S. S. W. 5 miles, it

is commonly called Amron Bank ; its outer edge is steep to, with 10 and 11 fathoms

close to it, and within it are 8 fathoms, the depth decreasing gradually toward the

shore. There is also a similar sand, but more irregularly shaped, lying to the

northward of the entrance to the Lister; but as there never is less than 5 fathoms

water over it, there can be no danger to shipping.

WARDA.—The harbour of Warda lies to the S. E. of the Horn Point; it has

upon the bar not less than 18 feet at high water. There are 2 buoys at the en

trance, the first black, the second white ; the former is to be left on the starboard

and the latter on the larboard side. The harbour may be known by a small white

steeple on the north side, and the great steeple to the southward ofit ; but strangers

should not venture in without a pilot.

THE HORN is a sandy steep point of moderate height, bearing from Heligoland

N.N. E. J E. distant 271 leagues. From this point extensive reefs and shoals stretch

out to the westward nearly 3 miles, and are formed of long ribs or hard shallow

ridges of sand, with spots of deep water between them ; being detached from the

Horn Reef about 2 miles, with 2 channels of 4, 5, and 6 fathoms between ; but these

passages are encumbered with several small knowls, and the mariner who ventures

through them, must be very cautious, and keep the lead continually going ; they

will be further described hereafter.

The Horn Reefs are very dangerous, and numerous vessels have been wrecked

upon them ; but their extent have been lately examined, and it appears there is

good anchorage within them, even with on-shore winds. The land to the south

ward of Horn Point has a flat appearance ; in coming in from the southward of

these sands, endeavour to bring the great steeple of Warda to bear E. ; you wifl

perceive the breakers on the sands, especially should the^e be any swell of the

sea, by these you will steer and haul up inside of them, at about 3 or 4 miles from

the land, Horn Point then bearing S. S. E. ; outside of (his you cannot see the land;

you may work within the sands, standing in to 4 and off to 8 fathoms, anchoring on

ail sides of them, as most convenient ; but if you get to the northward of these

sands and are unable to clear them, you will not find the shelter so good there as

to the southward, you had therefore better anchor before you see the land ; the

outer point of the sands is shoaler than farther in, being a long flat of 6 and 7 fa

thoms ; but from Warda to Horn Point the riding will be found good, about 3 miles

from land.

Should a ship get among these sands, not understanding on which side of them

her situation is, and being unable to return the way she came in, she will meet with

some places of 8 and 9 fathoms, where she should immediately anchor ; for should

she, in endeavouring to extricate herself, be obliged to drive from sand to sand,

it will seldom fail terminating in a wreck. The above are from the observations of

an officer of the British Navy, and are confirmed by a late Danish survey, by which

it appears that the Horn Reef Sands extend from Horn Point W. N. W.f N. full 27

miles, terminating in a point of 3 fathoms, within which various shoal banks

stretch S. E. by S. 24 miles ; between their eastern end and the shore are 2 chan

nels of 4,5, and 6 fathoms water; the outer one is called the Wetser Stuge, the

inner one is called the Rinkiobing Deep ; this latter passage is bounded to the

eastward by the in-shore sands, and to the westward by a bank about 4 miles

Jong; the channel has frdm 3$ to 6 fathoms water in it, and vessels may ride there,

Having- Horn Point bearing E. S. E. \ B. distant 3 miles; the outer passage is

broader, and formed by the above banks and the Horn Reefs; in this are from 4 to

?2 fathoms, bat there are 2 Small knowls at the southern entrance of these channels,

called the Knob and Cancer, which must be guarded against ; between these shoals

are 4 fathoms, between the Cancer and the sand which stretches from Horn Point,

10 fathoms, and between the Knob and the Ujevm Bank 4' fathoms.

From Horn Point the shore extends N. E. by N. 17 miles to the entrance or
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Akiobing Fiord, whose channel is pointed out by 2 beacons ; a narrow isthmus,

o-alled Numet Land, separates the Fiord, which is very extensive, from the sea.

The land thence stretches N. N. E. 45 miles, to Round Head, Bouenbergen, and

thence bends more to the eastward towards Holmen, commonly called the Holmes ;

from Holmen its direction is E. by S. to Bolbierg, and thence it forms a kind of

circular bay toward Robsnout; Robsnout bears E. { N. 46 miles from Holmen;

from Robsnout to Hartshalls the coast runs E. N. E. i N. 91 miles, and then turns

more eastward to the Scaw ; the distance from Hartshalls to the Scaw being 23

miles. The coast from Horn Point to the Scaw is generally low, and not to be S3en

above 4 or 5 leagues off; but the following places will be visible at a greater dis

tance: viz. a round hill to the northward of Horn Point, a white sand hill to the

northward of Rinkiobing, the high steeple cliffs of Bovenbergen, the Holmes or

Holmen, Robsnout, and Hartshalls ; Robsnout is a high bluff round hill, with a church

at the top, and may be seen 6 or 7 leagues ; Holmen makes like islands, and

Hartshalls is a long smooth hill, low in the centre and steep at the east end ; in the

hight, between Robsnout and Hartshalls, is a remarkable church with a square

steeple. The Scaw Point is very low, with a lighthouse upon it, which is lighted

throughout the year ; from off its point a rocky reef extends 2J miles ; its north

east extremity lies with the church and light in one, bearing W. by S. ; the north

side of the reef is steep to.

Four miles off the-land, about Holmen, is a sandy ridge of 11, 12, and 13 fa

thoms, while close inside its edge are 19 and 20 fathoms, and between it and the

shore 17, 16, 14, 7, and 6 fathoms, decreasing as you get nearer to the land ; nearly

N. E from Holmen, distant 5 miles, is a dangerous rocky spot of 2 fathoms, called

the Stone Bank, and within it, somewhat nearer to the shore, is another shallow

hank or knowl ; both these have deep water round them, great care therefore must

be taken to give the Holmen a wide berth in passing. Off Bolbierg western point

also is a rocky reef stretching to the northward ; N. E. from the same point, distant

8J miles, and E. by N, from Holmen Point, distant 17 miles, is a rock under water,

called the Vester Yder Hug, with deep water, having 9 and 11 fathoms, close to it.

E. N. E. J E. 20$ miles from Holmen west point, and W. S. W. J W. 12 miles from

Robsnout, lies the Lokken Rock, -with 13 fathoms close to its inner side; W. N.W.J N.

2 leagues from Robsnout, is the Bakken, another rock of a similar description ;

E. N. E. \ E. 3 miles from which is a rocky patch, called the Red Ground; and

W. N. W. 2 leagues from Hartshalls is another spot of red ground; S. W. J W.

from this latter is a similar spot, distant 2 miles ; there are also some rocks under

water about Hartshalls, with 10 and 12 fathoms close to them : these latter are

very dangerous, and many vessels have been lost upon them. There are also 2

banks nearly parallel to, and about 5 miles from the shore, upon which are from

5 to 10 fathoms; between them and the shore are from 12 to 17 fathoms, and out

side of them very deep water.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM HELIGOLAND TO THE SCAW.

"Vessels bound from Heligoland to the Scaw should take aN.JE. course full 30

leagues, by which they will be carried to the westward of all the dangerous sands

about Horn Point, in from 12 to 20 fathoms water, all sandy ground ; having passed

these reefs, they may proceed N. E. 20 leagues, or to abreast of Bovenbergen;

continuing the same course 14 leagues further, they will pass to the northward of

Holmen: the depth decreases toward the shores of Jutland, but without any danger;

when Holmen comes S. E. by S. steer E. by N. 20 leagues, and keep at least 10

miles from the land, for within this track are several rocks under water, with deep

water all round them; the situation of these have already been accurately de

scribed ; give these a good berth, and when Hartshall Church bears S. S. E. from

you, an E. by S. course will take you clear to the Scaw.

When the Holmen bears S. \ E. distant 10 or 12 miles, it has the appearance of

several detached islands, with a church to the S. Westward, the surrounding land

being too low to be seen. That extensive bank improperly called the Jutland Reef,

runs along shore all the way to the Scaw ; the depths over this part of it are various

and irregular ; abreast of the Naze of Norway its boundary appears to be in lati

tude about 57° 16', opposite to the Holmens it advances to the N. Eastward, and

abreast of the Scaw it reaches nearly to 58° ; this will best be understood by a

reference to the chart.
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As you advance yon will readily discover the Scan- Light, and if bound into the

Cattegat, can readily give that a sufficient berth in rounding it, on account of the

reefs which run off it ; the lighthouse is 67 feet high, and now is lighted with lamps ;

the church is also a conspicuous object, and when the weather is clear, they will be

visible 3 and 4 leagues ; if desirous of anchoring on the south side of the Scaw, you

may bring-to, with the lighthouse bearing N. by W. in 8 or 9 fathoms, and here

with westerly winds you will ride in safety. Pilots are always to be obtained from

the Scan- to take you up the Cattegat. '

It is HIGH WATER, full and change, at the mouth of the Eyder at 12 o'clock ;

at Horn Point at 12 ; and at Rinkiobing Fiord at 20 minutes after 1 1 .

TIDES.—The tide rises at Heligoland about 9 feet ; at Bovenkergen there is very

little rise or fall, the water generally being governed by the prevailing wind ; be

tween the Horn Point and the Elbe and Weser there is commonly an indraught to the

S. Eastward; to the northward of Horn Reef, about Holmen, the current with

westerly winds will run at the rate of 2 miles an hour, and with strong S. S. W.

gales it increases its rapidity to 3 miles, a circumstance which should be particu

larly attended to, especially in dark weather.

SECTION XIV.

THE COAST OF NORWAY,

FROM THE NAZE TO CHRISTIANIA.

Description of the Land.

THE whole coast of Norway is very irregular and mountainous ; the points of

land which extend considerably into the sea, form innumerable bays, many of

which arc wide and deep ; and the numerous islands and rocks which lie along

the coast, make many of those bays excellent harbours. Although those very

islands and rocks which make the harbour safe and commodious to lie in, render

them difficult of access, that difficulty is, in a great measure, obviated by the

certainty of getting good pilots, who frequently come off when the sea is so high,

that they are obliged to sling themselves in a rope, and be taken into the ship over

the quarter.

Vessels making any partof this coast, should give their signal for a pilot in time,

by firing a gun, and placing their national flag at the top.

LINDERSNAES, or the Naze, is a reddish bluff head-land, and well known,

being the most southerly cape of Norway. It has for many years been distin

guished by lights at night ; and there is now a light tower upon it, which is

always kept white, so as to be serviceable both by day and night. Over it, a

little inland, is the high land of Spangereid, generally covered with snow in the

spring, and which, in clear weather, may be seen at the distance of 12 leagues

from the coast.

Upon the island called Mark-Oe,, to the westward of the Naze, there is also a

light by night, but no tower. This light is erected upon the rock ; and the island,

though of small extent, is so high, that the light is considerably higher than that

upon the -.Naze, and in coming from the westward, will be seen much sooner. The

light upon Mark-Oe is about 450, and that of the Naze about 340 English feet

above the level of the sea.

- About S. E. by E. distant 8 miles from Mark-Oe, and b\ miles from the Naze,

is a very dangerous rock, called the Gieslingene, or Swine Rock, upon which many

vessels have been wrecked ; there is a good passage between it and Udcar Islands,

which lie to the north-eastward.

MANDAL.—Four leagues E. S. E. from the Naze lies the entrance of Manne

Ford, the haven of the trading town called Mandal. ,

HBIiLIS-OE.—At the distance of 9 leagues to the eastward of the entrance of

Mandal, and 4 miles westward of the island called Flekker-Oe, lies the island called

HeUis-Oe.

FLEKKER-OE HAVEN.—The west gat of the haven of Flekker-Oe lies 3J

miles to the eastward of Hellis-Oe. This harbour is well known.
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CHRISTIANSAND.—Christiansand is one of the chief cities of Verwty, and

much frequented by shipping, which may here be repaired, and mariners may

obtain, in case of accident, ail assistance that can be required. Numerous har

bours lie along the coast to the eastward of Chrisliausand, with the towns of Lille-

land, Grimstad, Arendal, Twedelstrand, Outer Rilsoer, Krageroe, Sheen, and Laurvig,

&c. to the eastward of which is Christiania iioid; here, at the western side of its

entrance, is the small Island of Fairder, on which stands a lighthouse, and further

on is the Fugelhuk Reck, where a revolving light has lately been erected, to guide

vessels to Dram and Christiania.

SAILING DIRECTIONS FROM THE NAZE TO CHRISTIANIA.

When you are steering towards the Naze from the southward, you must, after

crossing the Dogger Bank, be cautious, and sound in time for the Jutland Reef;

especially with southerly and S. W. winds, for then the current sets strongly to the

northward. Between the north end of the bank and the reef, you will have from

30 to 38 fathoms water : the depth on the reef will be less, but, after crossing it,

you will immediately have deeper water again.

Having crossed the Jutland Reef, and approached to within a few leagues of the

land ; if by night, and clear weather, you will discover both the Naze and Mark-Oe

lights at once. Should you happen to be running in between them, do not bring

the light on the Naze more southerly than S. E. by E. in order to avoid the Bispeti

Rock, and some ridges within it. But should you come in to the eastward of the

Naze, approach no nearer to the land, than to bring both lights in one, in order to

keep clear of the rocky islet called Gieslingene, which bears S. E. by E. about 5J

miles from the Naze, having, as before observed, a passage between it and the

Udvar Islands.

Coming from the westward with a strong gale of westerly wind , by day, and

being desirous to put into one of the havens on the east side of the Naze, the best

.way will be to pass near the point, and when round it, steer to the N. E. for the

passage, when pilots will most likely come out ; but should that be impossible,

haul off, and pass to the westward of the Gieslingene, which is always visible above

water, and on which the sea constantly breaks.

MANDAL.—In proceeding for this place, you will endeavour to obtain a sight

of the Naze, and proceed in such a manner as to avoid the Gieslingene. The

entrance of Mandal is known by two hills upon the coast on the east side, called

the Cow and Calf. When you have advanced so far to the eastward as to open

these hills clear of Hille-Oe, which is high and pointed ; or still farther, until

you are directly off Manne Fiord, when the two hills appear in a line, or become

hidden by the eastern land, you will be able to determine where you are, and may

haul somewhat nearer in to the east of Hille-Oe, where you will have a good

mark in the yellow sand, which is on the west side of Mandal, and which may be

seen very plainly at some distance from sea. Here a pilot may be obtained for

Christiania.

HELLIS-OE is a small island, and distinguished by two towers, which serve

as a mark for this part of the coast, there being no other remarkable objects

hereabout, the land stretching evenly along. These towers are painted white,

.with a high bar upon each, so that, in clear weather, tlvey may be seen at the

distance of 3 or 4 leagues ; and, though they stand near each other, yet they will

never appear as one, unless you be qui.e in amongst the rocks, which hereabout

lie a full league from the shore ; so that they afford a mark particularly useful,

that cannot be mistaken. By a bearing of this mark the mariner will be

enabled to ascertain his situation, and determine where best to stand i« for the

land. Within Hellis-Oe is one of the best havens on the coast for ships of all

sizes to stop in.

FIiEKKER-OE HAVEN.—The entrance is divided by the island FlekkerOe

into the East and West Gats ; the latter of which lies 3| miles to the eastward of

Hellis-Oe. Upon a small island in the bay is the fortress or castle, which is very

remarkable when before the entry, and not hidden by Flekker-Oe. This harbour is

capable of containing a number of ships, which are made fast by rings on -the

shore. The depth is from 14 to 18 fathoms ; but, far off, the bottom is in several

places rocky; and, in some places, apparently clean, the eablss iwtlt frequently be
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found damaged. Ships of war, and other heavy ships, most lie south of the

castle, where there is some sea, when the wind blows directly in through th»

Opening. As there are two entrances, ships may sail from this place with winds

from W. S. W. ronudjto North and E. S. E.

CHRISTIA.NSANI).—There are several good marks for standing m toward*

the entrance of Christiansand, particularly the two hills called the Turned up Boat

and the Baksteenen. In coming along from the west, or south-west, towards the

land, the white towers of Hellis-Oe will be a good direction. When you are off

Flekker-Oe, and at some distance to the eastward, towards or beyond Randoerne-,

the opening will be seen that is formed by Torrisdal's River, and which passes on

the east side of Christiansand, appearing like a valley amongst high hills, of which

those on the cast side are steep. The small hillock seen upon the mountain is that

called the Turned-vp Boat, or Omvente Band.

Four miles to the west of the city will be seen the Baksteenen, resembling the

crown of a hat, being steep on the S. W. side. When coming near the mouth of

the entrance, you will see the city with the bay, but you must then be somewhat

towards the east side, or it will be hidden by Odder-Oe, which is high.

The marks above mentioned will obviate all difficulty in sailing up to Christian-

sand, or to the East Gat or passage of Fleltker-Oe ; and, if the weather be not unf-

commonly tempestuous, you will readily obtain a pilot.

The most southerly ridge, without Randoerne, may be approached within some

cables' length, and all else the sea breaks upon. Randoerne is, in comparison with

the other land, low and even.

At Christiansand are two harbours, but the western one is the most frequented,

the passage being between Dybingsholm and Odder-Oe. You may leave it with all

winds to the northward between W. by S. and E. by S. and, in calm weather, when

the wind is somewhat unsteady, you may warp out, by means of the rings fixed for

that purpose.

•In the eastern haven, which is at the south side of the city, or east of Odder-Oe,

ships may lie very well, especially those bound to the west, as they can conveniently

come from it with a southerly wind, to the east and S. E.

On the east side of Odder-Oe, there is a safe and good harbour, callet Hullet,

which is now fitted up for a quarantine haven, wherein all ships from infected places

are compelled to come in, before they touch at other harbours.

In the mouth of Topdalsfiord there is a very good and spacious stopping-place,

called Wigehaven, which is much frequented by ships opposed by adverse winds,

particularly those bound to the west. You can enter with winds from the N.W. to

E- S. E. The depth is various, from 20 to 4 fathoms-.

It is observable, that, although Norway lies so far to the north, and under a cli

mate where the winter is severe and long, the Havens, from Christiansand westward,

very seldom freeze up; and the out-havens never ; but ships, at such a time,

coming under the coast, may always find places of safety: neither is drift ice much

known ; for it can only happen in hard winters, that the ice out of the Cattegat, and

from the more eastern coasts of Norway, can drive against the land about Christian

sand, and somewhat more to the west, and then it happens only in the latter end of

the winter, in the months of February and March; but, westward of the Naze, an

instance of the ice having been a hindrance to coming into any of the harbours

that lie nearest to the sea has scarcely ever been known.

Oa the coast of Norway, above described, there is, apparently, no rise of tides

but allowance must be made for a current which commonly sets to the west and

N. W-, but which fluctuates according to the season.

HOMBORG-SUND.—At the distance of 7 leagues, north-eastward from Fleh-

ker-Oe lies Homborgoe, or Homborg Island, between which and the main is a passage

called Homborg-Sund, where there are several good anchoring places, both on the

island and main side. This place may be approached with safety, and will bo

found by the bearings of Grimstad, Sadlen, and Homborgsundsfatd. The passage in is

to the north-east of the island, and in order to avoid a ridge of rocks, which ex

tend half a mile N. E. from the end of the island, keep well over towards the main

before you haul to the south-westward.

BIOR-OE lies about 2 miles north-eastward from Homborgoe, Small ships

bound to the eastward, in the summer season, may stop within this island : the

entrance is on its S. W. side, and the harbour has from 2 to 4 fathoms water, on

sand and grass bottom, with a ring for mooring by. With westerly winds as fa>-

to the southward as S. S. W. you may sail out from it to seaward.
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GROS FIORD, or GRIMSTAD HARBOUR, lies about 3 miles farther north

eastward. Here are several stopping places, and several entrances to it ; but large

ships can go in one way only ; namely, from the southward, and then only in mo

derate weather, with fair wind ; because there are several ledges of rocks and shoals.

The other passages are also intricate and dangerous. The harbour, however, is

good, and has 11 or 12 fathoms water, clay bottom, but it can be left with northerly

winds only.

ARENDAL HARBOUR is capacious, and capable of containing the largest

ships; the entrance is 14 miles to the north-cast of Homborg-Oe, and lies with the

high land called Grimstad Sadlen bearing about W. JN. and Homborgsundfald

N. W. by N. The church on Trom-Oe is another mark by which it may be known;

this appears white with a black roof, and is very conspicuous under the high

double land. Arendal is one of the most considerable trading towns in Norvay,

and has three wharfs, where ships ean be repaired. Large ships anchor in from

18 to 24 fathoms water, and moor fore and aft by means of rings: small ships lie

in the pool and at the different lading places, according to circumstances. Mard-

Oe is an island lying directly off the southern entrance of the harbour of Arendal,

and has within it several anchorages. Off the north side of it is an islet called

Skudholm, between which and McerdOe is the anchorage called Mard Oe Harbour,

where there are 12 fathoms water, upon a sandy bottom, shoaling towards the

island and deepening to the northward. For this reason ships do not ride quite

tso well here with southerly as with other winds, although the island affords them

shelter, and is well provided with mooring rings. With N. W. gales there are

frequently sudden gusts of wind from the main land. Notwithstanding these dis

advantages, this place is much resorted to as a stopping harbour. As there is a

channel on each side of the entrance of Arendal Harbour, vessels may get away

from it with all those winds with which they can clear the coast. It, however,

sometimes happens that the wind is quite different within the entrance, between

the high land, than without at sea. Heavy ships can get out of the western pas

sage only, and with the winds between N- N.W. and E.S. E. Between Mtrd-Oc

and the island to the northward, called Jes-Oe, there is only a sufficient depth for

ships of 11 to 12 feet draught, and between Jes-Oe and the southernmost point of

Trom-Oe, there are only 7 or 8 feet water.

OSTER RIISOERis a populous place of active trade, and has a capacious and

very good harbour, with various depths of water, from 4 to 24 fathoms, to which

there are several passages, between the outer ledges and islets. It lies about 7{

leagues to the north-eastward of Mard-Oe, and may be known by a white-washed

spot "upon a hill close to Osier Riisoer, which is thus preserved as a mark. From

Otter Riisoer vessels may proceed to sea on both sides, and with all winds by which

the land may be cleared. There are several places in the passage up wherein

shipping may stop, but the channels are too intricate for a stranger to attempt

without a pilot.

From Oster Riisoer to Fcerder Island the bearing and distance are E. \ N. 16

leagues. Between are seteral good harbours ; namely, Krager-Oe, Lang Oestmd,

Porsgrund, Laurvig, and Sonde Fiord; Krager-Oe and I'vrsgrund are loading ports.

Fcerder Island is remarkably high and conical, and lies near the range of islands

on the coast, at the entrance of the great Sound of Christiania. It has a light-house

on it, in which the light is surrounded with windows, 224 feet above the level of

the sea. When you get to Fcerder Island, you will lake a pilot, if you have not

previously got one, who will conduct you to Frederickshall, Christiania, Dram, or

any other adjacent port. But there is now a lighthouse erected upon the Fuglehuk

Rocks, which exhihits a revolving light eclipsed every half minute, to distinguish it

from larder Island Light ; these Fuglehuk Rocks lie about N. E. J N. from Farder

Island, distant 7 miles; in case the wind and sea should be so high, that a vessel

cannot beat up for the coast, which will be very difficult, as the current sets on the

shore with heavy gales ; and having no pilot on board, she may with safety run in

for Fosrder Light, and from thence steer for the Fuglehuk Light, where in tolerably

smooth water she can keep cruising in sight of the light until morning ; she can

always keep her position, as the current from the Dram and Christiania will be

under her lee side ; or should a pilot be on board, he can from thence readily run

her at any time to a good anchorage. As the depth of water in Christiania and

Dram is generally from 80 to 100 fathoms, there are few anchoring places in either |

of them ; upon the coast there are not any. , ]

There is no perceptible rise of tide about this part of the coast from the Naze to
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Farder Island; and the current which constantly sets along shore to the westward,

does not reach so far out from Fcerder to Jomfruland as it does from Jomfruland to

the IVaze, yet 2 or 3 leagues from the coast it is extraordinary ever to find it setting

eastward; and if occasionally it should be perceived to do so, it never continues

above a day.

FROM THE NAZE TO BERGEN, &c. '

From the Naze to Listerland the course is N. W. several good harbours running

in between ; the principal of these runs to Fakrsund. Listerland Point is a low

sandy point, lying far off from the high land within it ; off it are some round stones,

called Lister Steene, which are very dangerous, as the high land all along the shore

puts it quite out of sight until you are close upon it; and indeed a ship might run

on it in the night before she could perceive it. It lies 6 leagues north-westward

from the Naze.

About 9 leagues north-westward from Lister Steene is the harbour of Eggersund,

to which there are two entrances, the southern one running in between the east side

ofEgger-Oe and the main, the northern channel passing to the northward of Egger-

Oe. Between Listerland and Egger-Oe is a bank of from 16 to 50 fathoms, running

along in the direction of the land 1 1 or 12 miles, and being at the distance of more

than a league from the shore. Eight or nine miles beyond Egger-Oe is the harbour

of Sirevaag, which is also very good. In proceeding for this harbour, you steer

towards the sandy bay on the south or starboard side of the entrance, till being

close to the shore, you have the port open ; then sailing in for the north or larboard

shore, you run along by it to the southward, to avoid a rock with only 12 feet

water upon it, lying off the point on the west side. When you have got

to the southward of the west point, you may anchor in 7 or 8 fathoms, and lie

land-locked with all winds ; and may moor with a cable or hawser to the west

shore.

N. by W. I W., 10 miles from Egger-Oe, is the land of Jedderen, which from

thence runs north 14 miles to Jedderen* Point and Beef," then bends N. E. by N. to

extensive bays formed by the various islands which are situated between Jedderen

and Carm-Oe. On one of these, named Huiddings-Oe, a lighthouse is erected, in

tended to guide the mariner into Carm Sound.

Carm Sound is situated between Carm-Oe and the main ; through which there is

a passage along shore into Bommel Fiord, and thence between the islands to

Bergen. Carm-Oe lies in a N.N. E. and S. S. W. direction, being 16 miles in

length, and about 4J miles- broad at the southern end, but narrowing as it ad

vances to the northward. At its S E. point, called Skudesnest, is a lighthouse,

which points out the western entrance to Carm Sound. N. N. W., 13 miles from

the south-west end of Carm-Oe, is the round island of Udsire, with some rocks lying

off the south-westward, and a shoal of from 20 to 30 feet to the northward. Off

the north-west end of Carm-Oe are several small islands, on one of which, called

Fcee-Oe, is a light to guide the mariner through Quul-Oe Fiord.

Mariners who wish to enter Curm Sound may, with due attention, distinguish the

lights of Skudesnest, and that of''the Itie of Huidding. The latter, which .is sus

pended between two poles, gives a blaze light, but the lantern light on Skudesnest,

gives a clear and steady light ; and besides, this light cannot be seen by those

coming from the westward, unless so much to the southward, that the cliff of Gioe-

tongen does not interrupt the view of it, or that you have it bearing N. E. by E. ;

and in this point of the compass the navigation is clear ; such, therefore, who

having gained sight of one light, and are in doubt which it is, should steer a little

easterly, the doubt will then be removed ; for if it be Shudesness Light that appears,

the blaze of Huidding Isles will shortly be seen, unless in hazy weather or snow

storm. "If, by steering eastward, another light soon appears, it must be that on

the Huidding Isles ; and a course may thence be set, by soundings, in order to take

view of the other, since, if the light on Skudesnest be hidden by the high land, and

a light appears more to the eastward than due N. E. by E., it must be that on the

Huidding Isles. Having ascertained this, a vessel may keep under Skudesness with

safety, and seamen may know to a certainty by the light where the hight is, and

accordingly run in under the land, and so into Carm Sound, When approaching

the Smorstakken, they may expect to see all the three lights; and again,
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the light of Skudesnest is hidden by the high land, then the two others, particularly

that close to Hoyvarden, will prove sufficient to direct to a good anchorage in the

harbour.

To persons unacquainted, who choose to run into Carm Sound without a pilot, or

from other obstacles, the lights of Huidding and Skudesness are very useful, parti

cularly to those who may be obliged to cruise there during the night ; in that case,

it is absolutely necessary to be particularly attentive that the current does not

drive the vessel on either side, for it sometimes is very strong.

BERGEN.—Innumerable are the sands and channels leading to Bergen and its

adjacent anchorages, which baffle description, and render a pilot indispensably

necessary. It will be labour' in vain to trace them with minute accuracy ; we shall,

therefore, content ourselves with remarking the channels most commonly navi

gated. Vessels proceeding through the Carm Sound, will pass between the Skudes

ness and the Huiddings Lighthouses ; and steering to the northward, between Carm-

Oe and Luden, they will perceive Hoyvarden Lighthouse, which is built upon a point

of land, at the larboard side, on the island of Carm. This channel is narrow, and

brings you out through Houge Sound, to the northward of Carm-Oe, where, proceed

ing along shore at a convenient distance, and in deep water, you enfer what is

called the Leedt, or channel of Bergen ; the surrounding land is all high. About

10 miles to the northward of the northern end of Carm-Oe is the southern extremity

of Bommel-Oe, commonly called Bommelhuk. The channel between this and the

main is 2 miles wide, and distinguished by the name of the Bommel Fiord; the

passage in is about N. E. as far as Moster-Oe, you then turn more easterly until

you get abreast of Mosterhaven, when taking a course due north, you enter Stok

Sound; from thence, by various channels between the islands, you pass into Selb-

Oe Fiord. If you are passing on the outside or to the westward of Bommel-Oe, it

-will always be advisable to keep 4 or 5 miles off the land at least, on account of

the numerous rocks and shoals which are scattered about all this coast. Near the

middle of Bommel-Oe is the Siggen, a remarkable hill, which, in coming from the

westward for Bergen, is frequently the first land you will perceive ; therefore,

when making the land, it will be advisable to bring this hill about S. E. or

S. E. by S., keeping rather to the southward on account of the northerly tide, until

you obtain a good breeze to carry you to the northward, where you may stand in

for the laud, about SelbOe, or Kors Fiord.

SeUr-Oe Fiord is 26 miles to the northward of Bommel Fiord, being at its entrance

4J miles wide, running in E. by S. : on' your starboard side, as you enter, is the

Akkboen Shoal, with 4 fathoms or less water over it : it lies in the fairway, and may

be passed on either side.

Kors Fiord is 1 1 miles to the northward of Selb-Oe Fiord, and has from 200 to 300

fathoms water within it ; the passage in is between the Kalv-Oe and Marsleen, or

between the Marsteen and the Texten-Oe. W. N. W. J W., nearly one mile from

Marsleen, is a roek under water, called Marsteenboen. There are various good an

chorages between the islands which line the coast, in from 15 to 50 fathoms water,

particularly at Kalv-Oe, and the S. E. part of Great Sartor. The pilots commonly

take you into small kinds of coves or harbours, where they fasten the vessels to

the rocks. Sartar-Oe is a large island running in a N. J Westerly direction from

Kors Fiord full 17 miles; on its outer or western side are innumerable islands

and rocks, forming passages and harbours for shipping, with deep water all

round ; but' many of them are of too intricate a nature for strangers to

attempts Within or to the eastward of Sartor-Oe, are the customary channels to

Bergen, which are various, as they pass between the islands Leer, Tos, Bior, and

Little Sartar ; having arrived as far as the N. E. part of this latter island, the

channel opens to the eastward and runs up to Bergen. Bergen is a large city and

place of great trade; its castle lies in latitude 60° 24' N. and longitude

BP 20* E. from Greenwich.

We have here described the entrances to Bergen from the southward. To the

northward of Sartar-Oe are various other passages, which run into the Gielie Fiord,

too numerous to notice ; suffice it to say, that deep waters surrounds almost every

island, and there are channels between them all, but the great northern passages

are through Feye Oosm and the Feye Fiord ; the former is situated in latitude

60" 441, and runs in between Flissa and Feye-Oe, being IJ mile wide, and clear of

danger, if we except the Klevesh Rock, which lies on the southern side of its en

trance, and must have a berth. ' "

ThaFeye Fiord ia about 7 miles to the northward, and is a wide extensire chan
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channel, whose entrance is to the northward of Holmengraa. Having entered this

channel, and passed to the eastward of Holmengraa, your course will be south, a

little inclined to the west, until you reach the Gielle Fiord ; whence passing to the

eastward of Great Sartor-Oe, and north-eastward of Little Sartor-Oe, you will get

into the direct channel to Bergen.

There is indeed another passage to the eastward of Ask-Oe, throngh Herl-Oe

Fiord, called the North Leede, which leads direct to the anchorage at Bergen; this

will readily be seen by inspecting the chart, where a particular plan is given of the

various entrances to Bergen, which are correctly pointed out, according to the late

Danish Surveys, and published by the proprietors of this work.

TIDES.—Between Holmengraa and Bergen the flood runs generally to the south

ward, and ebb to the northward ; but in the Leede, to the southward of Bergen, the

flood runs to the northward, and ebb to the southward ; off the land, the ebb, in

good weather, will commonly set right across the islands, but the currents are

always dependant on the prevailing winds, and are much stronger towards the

south than towards the north.

- The tides rise and fall about 4, 5, and 6 feet, but to the southward about the Naze

the rise is less, and materially influenced by the weather in the North Sea.

General Observations and Directions /or sailing over the

North Sea.

The BANKS IN THE NORTH SEA are large portions of ground somewhat

shoaler in general than the ground which surrounds them, and their depths, when

carefully observed, often tend to inform the mariner, when doubtful, of his situa

tion ; they are of irregular and undefined shapes, and commonly known by the

names of the Brown Bank, the Broad Fourteens, the Wells Bank, the White Bank

the Dogger Bank, the Great and Little Fisher's Bank, the Jutland Bank or Reef,

the Long Forties, and other small banks ; these are neither dangerous nor steep

to, but generally rise by a gradual elevation, and their boundaries will best be

Understood by the chart ; the current over these" banks is visibly affected by th6

winds, but in general inclines toward the N.E., a circumstance particularly ne

cessary to be attended to, as tending to set the mariner, bound from the British

shores toward the opposite coast, beyond his reckoning, and perhaps thereby

endangering his vessel, by coming too soon upon those shoals which so generally

line the shore : those therefore who sail from the westward, in order to make any

part of the coast between the Texel and the Scaw, should look out for land in time,

for it is very common in making it to find the distance from 20 to 30 miles less,

than when sailing the contrary way in making the British coast ; this particularly

happens with south westerly winds, which, causing a constant current to the East

and N. Eastward, generally sets across the Jutland Reef and the south side of the

Sleeve towards the Scaw Point, or, varying its direction with the wind, bends to the

westward towards the coast of Norway.

It is therefore particularly necessary to be cautious that the northerly current

does not drive the ship a-head of her reckoning to the northward of the Jutts Reef,

especially with S. andS.S. E. winds.

The current along shore, above Bovenbergen, we have before noticed, sets with

westerly winds, 2 miles an hour, and with strong S. S. W. gales more than 3

miles.

A very deceiving current likewise sets between the Naze of Norway and the

Orkney Islands, the knowledge of which is to the mariner the more important,

some of these islands being, as before observed, very low, generally obscured

from view by fog and mist in summer, and annoyed by the most powerful gales in

winter.

This current takes its course with the wind, particularly when it blows from the

southward or northward, but generally it runs strongest to the northward. As the

wind continues the current increases, and sometimes runs upwards of 2 knots

midway between the Naze and Orkneys, after long-continued south-westerly

winds.

Z
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Easterly or westerly winds, blowing athwart this current, sometimes render it

almost insensible in the offing, and within 3 or 4 leagues of the islands, the tides

take that regular course which they keep between Orkney and Shetland Islands.

It has frequently been observed, in sailing from the Naze to Fair Island, the dis

tance has sometimes appeared from 5 to 10 leagues shorter than the distance shewn

on the chart, which must be occasioned by currents setting to the north and to the

west chiefly when the wind blows from the south or from the east. Between the

Jutland Reef and the coast of Norway, the current generally sets to the westward,

even with westerly winds, and at the same that the current on the Jutland coast sets

eastward towards the Scaw.

There is also a current with northerly and north-westerly winds, which runs

southward by the coast of Norway, across the Jutland Reef, and along the coast of

Jutland towards Heligoland. This current, when it blows bard, runs at the rate of

11 or 2 knots, and requires particular attention by those who are navigating in

these parts, during such gales.

A ship bound from England to the Cattegat, with the wind in N. W. quarter,

should endeavour to get well to the northward, before she bears up for the Sleeve,

in order to counteract the effects of this current. The same precaution is ne

cessary when bound from the Cattegat to England with those winds; by keeping

on the Norway coast, you will have the westerly current in your favour, until you

get so far westward as the Naze, provided you do not stand so far southward as the

edge of the Jutland Reef; after passing the Naze you will soon feel the effects of the

current, and must judge, from the direction and force of the wind, whether it will

be prudent to proceed.

_ On approaching the coast of Norfolk, should you get on the Well Bank, the

ridges near its western edge will indicate your proximity to the Leman and Ower ;

but, if you are farther to the southward, and get 25 or 26 fathoms, you will be in

the deep waterchannel, and should be very careful, when standing to the westward,

until you get to the southward of Smith's Knoll. Between Lowestoffe and Aldborougk

you may approach the shore to any convenient depth, the soundings being regu

lar, and this is considered the best part to make the land.

But large ships, particularly ships of the line, during winter, had better endea

vour to make the land about Flamborough Head ; it bears from the Naze of Norway,

W. S. W. a little westerly, distant 111 leagues. They then may shape a course to

clear the Leman and Ower, or sail within the sands through Hasborough Gat.

Grimsby Road in the Humber, is an excellent anchorage, if circumstances should

make it necessary to take a harbour.

In winter the mariner should avoid going to the southward of Bovenbergen till he

gets well to the westward, that he may have it in his power, in case of being dis

masted, to bear up for the Sleeve, Norway, or the Sound.

Turning out of the Sleeve with westerly winds, keep near the Norway coast, and

do not stand to the southward of the edge of the Jutland Reef, the current always

setting to the westward on that coast, but not extending far from the land ; be

particularly careful not to stand to the southward of Bovenbergen with a N. W.

wind, for fear of getting embayed, and prevented from getting out. _

A ship of the line under lower sails, on the starboard tack, with the wind at

N. W. by N. in the S. E. current, here would be looking right for England, and

going direct for Holland ; for by allowing two points westerly variation, the set of

her current and her lee-way, she will not make better than a south course ; there

fore keep the Sleeve open, and the ship will be safe.

It is strongly recommended to all commanders coming from the Cattegat in the

winter time, to make the land, if they possibly ean, on the Yorkslrire coast; then

they will avoid the danger of coming in at the back of Yarmouth Sands, and have

a good departure to shape a course clear of the Leman and Ower, which ships of

the line must do, as it would be dangerous for them to take the coasters' track.

Small vessels may keep the coast.

Commanders having the charge of convoy ships bound to the Cattegat, should be

careful to get well to the northward, before they make much easting, for fear of

being caught with a strong N. W. gale.
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A TABLE of MAGNETIC BEARINGS and DISTANCES in Nautical Miles.

FOR THE NORTH SEA.

Between the North Foreland and Orfordness.

From the North Foreland Lighthouse to the Goodwin Bearings. Distances.

Floating Light - - - S.S. E. 4 E. -, - 6J. miles

to the east buoy of Margate Sand N.J E. - - - 4\

—————to the east buoy of the Tongue - North, a little westerly 8

totheS.W.partof Kentish Knock N. E. - - -14

to the Galloper Light - - N. E. by E. i E. - 28

-to Orfordness High Light - - N.E bN.littlenortherly 424

S. i E. - - -24

S. S. W. - - - 19|

S. W. by S. nearly - 194

N. W. | W. - - 44

N.W. |N. - - 7*

North, a little westerly 9|

- 8

Orfordness High Light to the Galloper Light

- to the Long Sand Head

to the Sunk Light -

the Long Sand Head to the Sunk Light -

to the Gunfleet Buoy

to the buoy of the Rough

■ totheS.buoyoftheSAipuWi N. by E. 4 E.

totheN.buoyoftheS/i^tcosft N. N. E. | E. -

to the middle of the Outer

Garbard - - - E. N. E. 4 E. -

i to the middle of the Inner

Garbard - - - N. E. J E.

Between Orfordness and Foulness.

- N.E.J E.

15

15

17

Orfordness High Light to Sizwell Bank -to the Barnard -

to the Stanford Buoy

N.E. - 194

N.E. a little easterly- 234

Lawestoff to Yarmouth Roads - - - N. byE 4E.

Yarmouth Roods through the Cockle Gat - N. N. E. J E. -

Gorleston Church to Hastorough footing light-

vessel N. E. 4 E.

Floating LiglU to the buoy of the Newarp - S. by W.

to the buoy of Hasborough Sand N. by E J E.

to the middle of the Ridge - E. by N.

tothemiddleofHammond'sKnowl N. E. 4 N,

to the middle of Smith's Knowl E. by N.

. to Foulness - - - N. W. by N. -

Between Foulness and Flamborongh Head.

Foulness Light to the Leman Bank - - E N. E.

to Cromer Outer Bank - - N. E. 4 E.

to Cromer Inner Bank - - N. E. by N-.

. to Blakeney Harbour - - N. W. by W.

. to Wells Harbour - - - N. W. by W. -

to the Dudgeon Light - - N. 4 W.

to Race's Bank - - - N. byW.|W.

to the north end of the Docking N. W. J N.

————to the north end of the Inner

Dowsing - - • - N. N. W.

to the south end of the Outer

Dowsing - - - - N. 4 E.

1 to the S. E. end of the Haddock

Bank - N. E. -

— to the Spurn Head - - - N. N. W. nearly

> to Flamborough Head - - N.J W.

the Dudgeon Light to Flamborough Head - N. \ W.

the north end of the Docking to Lynn Knock - W, 4 S.

— to the buoy of Outer Knock - W. N. W. | W,

. to the Hook Beacon on the Long

Sand . - - - W.S.W. nearly

Z2

7

5

»4

1

64

7i

n

16

22

- 254

- 23

- 134

- 12

- 17

- 27

- 24

• 29

- 37

- 35

35

58

88

61

7

10J
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TABLE OF BEARINGS AND DISTANCES.

From Spurn Head light vessel to the north end of the
* T _„ ¥1 ' 41

Bearings.

Inner Doiusing

-to the Dudgeon Light •

-to Flamborough Head .

S. hy E.

S. S. E. J E.

N. i E. -

Distances. , , „.

- 18 miles'1*!'i'"

- 29

- 34k

lto Buckau

Bttvoee

Between Flamborough Head and St. Abb's Head.

Flamborough Head to Filey Brig

. to Scarborough

. . i -—-— . to North Check

hood's Bay -

————— to the Staples

. to Whithy

- N. by W. J W. •

- N. N. W. i W.

of Robin-

Whithy to Hunt Cliff

to Hartlepool

. to Sunderland

. to Tynemouth -

• to Coquet Island

• to Sunderland Point -

to the Staples Light -

Hartlepool to Sunderland

. to Tynemouth

. . to Coquet Island -

to the Staples

Sunderland to Tynemouth

to Coquet Island -

i to the Staples

Tynemouth to Coquet Island

. to the Staples

Coquet Island to Sunderland Point

to the Staples

N.JW. ■

- N. i W. -

- N. by W.

- N. W. | iV.

- N. W. by N. -

- N. by W. J W.

- N. by W. i W.

- N. * W. -

- N. i W. -

- N. a little easterly

-N.|K. -

- N. i E. -

- N. 4 E. -

- N. by E.

- North-easterly

- N.byE.

- 8|

- 14

- 23

102

- 27

- 12*

- 24

- 36

- 41

- 59

- 74

- 76

- 14

- 20

- 40

- 58

- 6

26

sltO Rnltt.J

Brifgi to t

.firM ti

to J

to

to

to

to

tl

.an Scari

N. by E. a little easterly 44

N. by E. i E. -

N. by E. J E. -

N. by E.

N. by E. $ E. -

Sunderland Point to Emanuel Head, Holy Island N. by W.

Staples to Emanuel Head - - - - N. W. by N.

. to Berwick N.N.W,}W,

to St. Abb's Head - • - - N. by W. JW.

20

38

15

18

144

22

Between St. Abb's Head and Buchan Ness, including the Firth of Forth.

St. Abb's Head to Dunbar ....

to Bass Island-rock

• to May Island ...

to Fifeness -

i . to Bell-rock -

to the Bar of the River Tay

. to Montrose - - - -

—-— to Aberdeen -

; to Buchan Ness - - -

May Island Light to Bass Island -

—— to Craig Leith - - -

to Inchkeith Light - -

, to Leith Roads -

. to JEft'e Ness. - - -

• -. to Fife Ness -

— to the Belt Rock -

to Red Head ...

to Aberdeen -

to Buchan Ness •

Bell Rock Light to Bass Island - - -

. to Fife Ness -

to the Bar of the Firth ofTay

—— to Montrose » » •

———— to Aberdeen - - i

«—— —— to Buchan Ness -

N.W.fN, - - I4§

N. W. by N. - - 21

N. by W. i W. - - 23

N.* W. - - - 27

N.JE. - - -33

N.J W. - - -37

N. by E. J E. - - 4i)

N.N.E.|E. - . 74

N. E. by N. nearly - 96

w. s. W. i W. - si

W.|N, - . . 22

W. i N. - - - 24

W. N. W. i N. - $

N.N.E. - - 6

N.E.JE. - - 15

N.E. by N. nearly - 25

N. E. - - - 60

N. E. a little easterly 82

S. W. i W. - - 23

S. W. by W. | W. - lo

N. W. 4 W. - .9

N. N. E. IE, . - 17

N. £. - - - 45

N.E.JE. . - 67



TABLE OF BEARINGS AND DISTANCES. 173

Bearings. Distances.

Bar of the River Tay to Montrose - - N E. by E. - - 17 miles

t rose to Aberdeen - - - - N. E. J E. - - 29

deen. to Huchan Neu - - - - N. E. by E. - -24

Between Buchan Ness and Duncansby Head.

erheacZ to Rattry Briggi - - - - N. N. E. - - 7

try Briggs to Cairnbulg Briggs - - N. by W. - - - 5J

mbutg iirigjrs to Kinnaird's Head - - W. by N. J N. - - 2

mairel's Heu<l to Troop Head . - - W. N. W. \ N. - - 8|

to fiom# W. N. W. i N. - - 16

to Hatliman's Scars - - - N. W. by W.JW. - 41

to Ord of Caithness - - - N. W. by N. - -58

to Clytheness - - - - N. by W. i W. - - 54

to Noss Head - - - - N. by W. - - - 60

to Duncansby Head - - - N.|W. - - -69

[alliman Scars to Cromarty - - - - W. N. W. - - 22

en Duncansby Head and Cape Wrath, the Orkney and Shetland Islands.

Oancansby Head to Pentland Skerries Lights - E. by N. - - - 3|

Skerries Lights to Copinslut - - - - N. E. by E. - - 15

to North point of Stroma - N. W. by W. J W. - 5J

to Grimsness, in SouthRonaldsha N.E by N.alittle easterly 0J

Duncansby Head to St. John's Head - - N. W. by W. - - 5J

St. John's Head to Dwmet Head - - - N. W. by W. - - 5J

Dunnet Head to Strathy Head- - - - W.N. W.|W. -18

to Cape Wrath - - - - W. N. W. nearly - 46

to Stack Koch - N.N.W.alittlewesterly 33

Copinsha to Auskerry - - - - - N. E. J N. - - 7|

Atiiherry to Lamb Head - - - - N. E. by E. - - 2|

Lamb Head to Start Point Light - - - N. E. | E. - - - 13|

Start Light to Dennis Ness - - - -NN.KJE. - - 8

Dennis Ness to Moul Head of Papa Westra - W. N. W. - - - 16

Moul Head to Roup Head - - West, a little northerly 6|

Noup Head to the Brough of Birsa - - S. W. by W. - -15

Brough of Birsa to Sule Skerry - - - W. N. W. | W. - 25

Hoy Head lo Sute Skerry - - - -N.W. JN. - - 24|

Denm'j Ness to the middle of Fair Island - E. by S. - - - 23

Fair Island to Sumburgh Head - - - N. E. \ E. - - - 24

Sumburgh Head to Mousa Island - - - N. E. | E. - - - 9J

Mousa Island to Hangcliff - - - - E. N. E. \ N. - -10

Hangcliff to the Out Slurries - - -N.JE.iN. - -20

Out Skerries to Lambaness - - - - N. \ E. - - - 21

Fitfell Head to Valey Island - - - - N. J E. - - - 17|

to the S. E. point of Foul Island- N. W. by N. - - 22

S.E. point of Foul Island to Ve Skerries -N.E. - - -17

Between Calais and the Texel.

Cape Grisnez lo Blanenez - - - - E. N. E. J E. - - 5|

BLmcnez to Calais - - - - - E. J N. - - - 6

Calais to Gravetines - - - - - E. £ S. - - -10

to Dunkirk E. | S. - - - 20|

to Nieuport E J S. - - -35

to Ostmd ------ East - - - - 44

to West Cappel - '' .- - .-. .-E.JN. - - -69

Gravelines to Dunkirk - - - - - E. | S. - - - 10|

Dunkirk to Nieuport » - - • E | N. - - -15

Meuport to Oste«d - - - - - E. by N. - - - 9

Ostend to Blanltenberg E. J N. - - 9J

Blunkenherg to Flushing •-.-- East - - - - 18

Ostend lo West Cappel E. N. E. | E. - - 26|

Calais to the entrance of the Maas - - E. by N. - - 100

, to the southern entrance of the Texel - E, N. E, \ N. - 1&5
 

 



174 TABLE OF BEARINGS AND DISTANCES.

Bearings. Distances.

From Dunkirk to southern entrance to the Texel - E. N. E. J N. - 140 miles

Nieuport to ditto N. E. by E. - 126

Ostend to ditto N. E. by E. Easterly 1 18

Entrance of the Maas to ditto - - - N. E. - - - 65

Between the Texel and the Scaw.

the North Gat of the Texel to the Hollepoort - E. N. E. J N. - - 20

the Hollepoort to Horn Point - - • E. N. E. i N. - 176

. to Heligoland _ . . East - - 115

the Texel to the outermost of the Horn Reefs - N . E. by E. - 187

—t to Bovebierg or Bovenbergen - - N. E. | E. - 242

to abreast of Holmen - - - N. E. | E. - 275

opposite the Vlie to the entr. of Western Ems- E. \ S. - - - 47

the entrance of Eastern Ems to the Weser - E. by S. - - - 52

to the Elbe - E. J S. - - - 66

. i to Heligoland - E. | N. - - - 55

Heligoland to the outer buoy of the Weser - S. by W. J W. - - 17

to the red buoy of the Elbe - S. S. E. \ E. - - 20

to the black buoy of the Eyder -E.S.E.JE. - - 24

to the red buoy of the Hever - East - - - 28

to Amron Beacon - - - N. E. by E. J £. - 26

——— to the outermost part ofthe Horn

Reefs N. E. - -90

Outermostpart of the Horn Reefs to Horn Point S. E. by E. - - 28

to Bovebierg - N. E. 4 E. - - 57

Holmen to Bolbierg E. by S. | S. - - 12

to Robsnout - - - - - E. i N. - - 43

to Hartsludls - - - - - E. | N. - - - 52

Hartshalls to the Seato • East - - - 25

Jutland and Norway.

the Scaw Light to Fcerder Light - - - N. N. E. i N. - -79

to Sand Oe - - - - N. N. W. - - 70

to Trom Oe - - - - N. N. W. i W. - - 69

to Lille Sund - - - N. W. - - - 74

to Fletcher Oe near Christiansand N. W. by W. - - 81

to the Naze - - - -W.N.W.|N. - 115

the Naze to Hartshalls - - - - S. E. J E. - - -93

to Robsnout - - - -S. E. JE. - - -90

to Holmen - - - - S. S. E. southerly - 68

to Dynen Point in Listerland - N. W. \ W. - - 14

Listersteene to Egger Oe - - - - N. N. W. - - - 30

Jedderen Reef to Skudesness Light - - - N. by E. - - - 24

to Udsire Island - - - N. | W. - - - 37

Udsire Island to the entrance of Bommel Fiord N. E. by E. - - 18

' Selboe Fiord - N. N. E. J E. - - 37

Kors Fiord - N. N. E. | E. - - 51

' Feye Oosen - N. by E. | E. - - 86

. _ Feye Fiord - N. by E. J E. - - 94

— — Sogne Soen - N. by E. J E. - 1Q0

Cross Bearings from England, Scotland, the Orkney and Shetland Islands,

to the opposite Coasts of France, Holland, Jutland, and Norway.

Dover to Calais S. E. J S. - - -22

South Foreland to Calais - - - - S. E. | S. - - - 20|

North Foreland Light to Gravelines - - S. S. E. \ E. - - 33

to Dunkirk - - - S. E. \ S. - - -40

. to Nieuport - - - S. E. | E. - - - 49f

to Ostend - - - S. E. by E. J E. - 55

to Flushing - - - E. S. E. i E. - -78

to West Cappel - - E. S. E. | E. - - 76
• to Goeree Gat - - E. i S. - - - 91
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Bearings. Distances-

From North Foreland Light to the entr. Maas River E. J S. - - 100 miles

- to the south cntr. Texel E. N. E. J E. - 150

Galloper Light - - N. E. by E. J E. - 28

Orfordness - - - N. E. by N. northerly 42J

Orfordness to Calais S. by W. J W. - - 68

to Gravelines - - - - S. J W. - - -68

to Dunkirk S. J E. - - - 69

- to Nieuport - - - - -8. by E. J E. .- -70

to Ostend - - - - - S. S. E. nearly - - 70

to Blankenberg - - - - S. S. E. J E. - - 73

to Sluys (the entrance) - - - S. E. by S. - - 77

to Flushing S. E. J S. - - - 83

— to West Cappel - - - - S. E. J S. - - - 75

to Goeree Gat - - - - S. E. by E. - - 82

to the entrance to the Maas - E. S. E. J S. - - 90

to the south entrance to the Texel - E. J N. - - 122

to the entrance to the Vlie - - E. J N. - - 147

to Horn Point - - - - E. N. E. J E. - 314

to Bovebierg or Bovenbergen - - E. N. E. - - 350

to abreast of Holmen - - - E. N. E. J N. - 386

to the Naze of Norway - - N. E. J E. - - 400

Lowestoffto Calais - - - - - S. S. W. J S. - - 91

to Gravelines - - - - - S. by W. J W. - - 90

. to Dunkirk - - - - - S. J W. - - - 90

to Nieuport ----- South a little easterly - 87

to Ostend - - - - - S. J E. - - - 86

to Blankenberg - - - - S. by E. J E. - - 86

to Sluys (entrance) - - - - S. by E. \ E. - - 88

to Flushing - - - - - S. S. E. - - - 91

to Goeree Gat - - • - - S. E. J S. - - - 84

to the Maas (entrance) - - - S. E. - - - - 88

to the south entrance of the Texel - E. J S. - - 110

to the Vlie - - East.a little northerly 133

to Heligoland ----- East - 247

- to Horn Point E. N. E. J E. - 290

to abreast of Holmen • - - E. N. E. J N. - 360

to the Naze - - - - - N. E. \ E. - - 377

Lynn Deeps to the Texel - - - - E. S. E. J S. - 147

to the Vlie - . - - E. S. E. J E. - 165

to the Ems - - - - E. S. E. J E. - 215

1 to the Weser - E.byS.aIittlesoutherly273

to the Elbe - - - - E. by S. J S. - 285

to Heligoland - - - - E. J S. - - 274

to Horn Point - - - - E. j N. - - 310

to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen - E. N. E. J E. - 335

to Holmen - - - - " - E. N. E. J E. - 376

to the Naze of Norway - - E. by N. J E. - 372

to Skudesness Light - - - N. E. a little easterly 403

the Spurn Head to the Maas • - - S. S. E. J E. - 168

to the Texel (south entrance) S. E. $ E. - - 167

to the Vlie - - - S. E. by E. J E. - 171

to the WesternEmsouter buoy E. S. E. - - 217

! to the Weser outer buoy - E. S. E- J B. - 277

to the Elbe red buoy - - E. S. E. J E. - 293

to Heligoland Light - - E. S. E. J E. - 278

to Horn Point - - - East - - 300

to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen E.byN.alittleeasterly 328

-— to Holmen - - - E. N. E. J E. - 354

to the Naze ofNorway - E. N. E. | N. - 350

to Skudesness Light - - N. E. } E. - 367

Flamborough Head to the Maas - - - S. S. E. J E. - 194

tothere*e/(southentrance) S. E. J S. - - 181

totheT/w - - -S.E.JS. - - 182

-— to Western Ems outer buoy E. S, E. J S. - 237

 



 

176 TABLE OF BEARINGS AND DISTANCES.

Bearings. ')h -

From Flamborovgh Head to the Weser outer buoy E. S. E. J S. - 286

to the Elbe red buoy - E. S. E. J S. - . 298

1 to Heligoland Light - E. S. E. i.early - 284

to Horn Point - - E. { S - - 296

1 to Bovebierg,orBovenbergen E. \ N. - - 305

to Holmen - - - E. \ N. - - . 337

'-m to Christianmnd - - E. N. E. J E. - 358

to the Naze of Norway - E. N. E | E. - 328

to Skudesness Light - N. E. by E. nearly 345

Tynemouth to the Texel (south entrance) - S. E. \ S. - - 248

to Heligoland Light - - - E. S. E. $ S. - 331

——— to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen - - E. \ S. - - 334

to Holmen E. I S. - - 362

to the Naze of Norway - - - E. 4 N. - - 339

to Skudesness Light - - - E. N. E. J N. - 824

Berwick to Heligoland - - - - S. E. i E. - - 360

- to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen - - E. S. E. i E. - 343

to Holmen E.byS.alittle easterly 360

to the Scaw - . - - E. i S. - - 430

to the Naze of Norway - - - E. i S. - - 327

to Skudemess Light - - - E. N. E. i E. - 315

May Island, at the entrance of the Firth of

Forth, to Heligoland - - S. E. J E. - - 378

■— to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen -E. S. E. JE. - 363

to Holmen - - - - E. S E \ E. -

-—, —to the Scaw - - - . E. by S. - - 45is

to the Naze of Norway - - E. \ S. - - 340

' to SkuHesness Light - - - E.byN.aIittleeasterly310

Buehan Ness to the Texel, southern entrance - S. by E. i E. - 350

— to Heligoland - - - - S. E. by S. - 390

to Holmen . - - - E.S. E.»S. - 340

to the Scaw - - - - E. S. E. - - 40?

to the Naze of Norway - - E. S. E. J E. - 285

to Skudesness Light - - East, nearly - 247

Ihmcansby Head to Heligoland - - - S. S. E. J E. - 450

to Horn Point - - - S. E.fS. - - 410

—: to the Naze of Norway - S. E. by E. - 3?g

— to Skudesness Light - - E. S. E. i E. i- 2o8

The Naze of Norway to the Scaw - - - E. S. E. J S. - 1 !3

Dennis Ness, North Ronaldsha, to Holmen - S. E. - - 378

totheJVaze - - - - S. E. 1 E. - - 318

to the Skudesness Light .- E. S. E. | S. - 243

to Fair Island - - - E. by S. - - 24

Fair Island to the Naze - - - - S. E. J E. - - 290

—— to Bovebierg, or Bovenbergen - S. E. by S. - 360

: to Heligoland • - - - S.S. E. J S. - 444

tothe7W - - , - -S.JE. - - 446

Sumbrough Head to the Naze - - - S. E. J S. - - 290

to Heligoland " - - - S. by E. \ S. - 456

' to the Texel - - - S. J E. - - 467

Hangcliff to Skudesness Light - - - S. E. J E. - - 204

— to abreast of the Naze - - S.E JS. - - 290

to Heligoland - - - - S. by E. J E. - 460

———— to the Texel - - - - - South, nearly - 476

Lambaness to Huidding's Light - - - 8. B. J S. - - 225

• to Holmen S. S. E. J E. - 377

to Heligoland - - - . S. i E. - - 49!

to the Texel - - -- - S. \ W. - - 510

J. Dennett, Printer, Leather Lane,
London.
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